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1.0 INTRODUCTION
With the initiative provided by the president to expand the exploration and habitation of space, a
need arose to define a reliable and low cost system for transporting man and cargo from the earth
surface or orbit to the surface of the moon or Mars. The definition of this system is two fold, the
need for an low cost heavy lift Earth-To-Orbit system represents one of the major emphasis the
other is the transportation system itself. The STV study has analyzed and def'med an efficient and
reliable system that meets the current requirements and constraints of both the existing and planned
ETO systems as well as the surface habitation needs, as well arriving at the definition of key
technologies needed to accomplish the these further needs. The results of the study provide a
family of systems that support a wide range of existing and potential space missions. The simplest
of the systems support the near earth orbital payload deliveries for both NASA and the DoD,
requiring very short mission duration with no recovery of any portion of the system. The more
complexity systems prove support for the interplanetary manned missions to both the moon and to
Mars. These system represent state of the art systems that provide safety as well as reusable
characteristics that allow the system to be used spaced based, the next step in the expansion of
marts' presence in space.
The time to develop this STV family is now. Its role in complementing the space transportation
infrastructure, keeps the United States of America as the world leaders in science, defense, and
commercial space ventures for the 21 st century.
The space transportation tasks that the STV system must perform to transport humans with mission
and science equipment from Earth to high earth orbits or the surfaces of the moon or Mars can be
divided into three phases. (1) Transportation to-and-from low Earth orbit (LEO) being
accomplished by the NSTS, ELVs, and new heavy-lift launch vehicles (HLLV) capable of 75 to
150 t cargo delivery; (2) space transfer vehicles providing round-trip transportation between LEO,
lunar, and planetary orbits; and (3) excursion vehicles providing transportation between
lunar/planetary orbits and their surfaces. Where one mode of transport gives way to another,
transportation nodes can be utilized. In low Earth orbit, Space Station Freedom or a co-orbiting
platform can serve that need. Elements of the space transfer and excursion vehicles are delivered
by the HLLV and crews by the NSTS. Once all the elements have been delivered crews from SSF
assemble, checkout, and then launch the vehicle. Following completion of the planned stay at the
orbital node, lunar surface, or Mars, the transfer vehicles return the crew and a limited amount of
cargo to LEO where the vehicles are refurbished and serviced for additional missions. Performing
the transportation functions in this manner maximizes the commonality and synergism between the
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lunar and Mars space transportation systems and brings the challenge of the exploration initiatives
within the reach of orderly technology advancement and development.
Our final report addresses the future space transportation need and requirements based on our
current assets and their evolution through technology/advanced development using a path and
schedule that supports our world leadership role in a responsible and realistic financial forecast.
Always, and foremost, our recommendations place high values on the safety and success of
missions both manned and unmanned through a total quality management philosophy at Martin
Marietta.
2
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2.0 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND REQUIREMENTS
The objective of the systems engineering task was to develop and implement an approach that
would generate the required study products as defined by program directives. This product list
included a set of system and subsystem requirements, a complete set of optimized trade studies and
analyses resulting in a recommended system configuration, and the definition of an integrated
system/technology and advanced development growth path. A primary ingredient in Martin
Marietta's approach was the TQM philosophy stressing job quality from the inception. Included
throughout the Systems Engineering, Programmatics, Concepts, Flight Design, and Technology
sections are data supporting the original objectives as well as supplemental information resulting
from program activities.
The systems engineering approach used a reference baseline from past study documentation to
establish the foundation for further study, see Figure 2.0-I. The Design Reference Missions
(DRMs) were derived from this reference database. These DRMs provided the primary bounding
requirements for the development and definition of the three major study tasks; the system and
subsystem requirements, the conceptual design, and the studies and analyses that supported the
formulation of both the requirements and the design. Combined with inputs from the
technology/advanced development effort, the products of these tasks included a recommended
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Figure 2.0-1 Systems Engineering Approach
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LTS/STV configuration, a cost model, an operations concept for conducting manned lunar
missions, system and subsystem requirements and interfaces database, a development and test
plan, and defined infrastructure sensitivities. The basis for this approach was to ensure that each
task was completely integrated with its appropriate interface activity, resulting in a product that will
meet all program requirements, use the best of the technology community, and have the flexibility
to change as the space infrastructure matures.
The primary result of the analyses and studies was the recommendation of a single propulsion
stage LTS configuration that supports several different operations scenarios with minor element
changes. This concept has the potential to support two additional scenarios with complex element
changes. The space based LTS concept consists of three primary configurations - Piloted,
Reusable Cargo, and Expendable Cargo (Fig. 2.0-2).
,._¢,
The piloted configuration has a central propulsion/avionics core, a crew module, six droptank
assemblies, and an aerobrake that includes RCS, propellant tanks, and avionics modules. Vehicle
Piloted
Cargo Expendable *
Cargo Reusable"
* Drop Tanks Removed
For Clarity
Figure 2.0-2 Piloted, Reusable Cargo, and Expendable Cargo LTS
Configurations
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dry mass is 27.6 tonnes and requires 174 tonnes of cryogenic propellant to perform a lunar
mission delivering 14.6 tonnes of cargo and a crew of four to the lunar surface and returning the
crew to the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) transportation node.
The reusable cargo configuration has a central propulsion/avionics core, six droptank assemblies,
and an aerobrake that includes RCS, propellant tanks, and avionics modules. In accommodating
the cargo, the crew module is removed and the large cargo platform is mounted in its place.
Vehicle dry mass is 22.3 tonnes that requires 169.3 tonnes of cryogenic propellant to perform a
lunar mission delivering 25.9 tonnes of cargo to the lunar surface and returning to the LEO
transportation node.
The expendable cargo configuration has a central propulsion/avionics core, six droptank
assemblies, and a large cargo platform mounted in place of the crew module and aerobrake.
Vehicle dry mass is 18.8 tonnes that requires 146.5 tonnes of cryogenic propellant to perform a
lunar mission delivering 33.0 tonnes of cargo to the lunar surface. The vehicle is then expended.
The configurations (Fig. 2.0-3), were derived from the single propulsion stage concept. These
configurations represent an All-Propulsive Space Based configuration, an All-Propulsive
Nonspace Based configuration, and a High Energy Upper Stage for use with an Heavy Lift
Launch Vehicle (HLLV) or the LTS.
The All-Propulsive Space Based configuration is similar in make-up to the recommended LTS with
the exception of the replacement of the aerobrake with additional propellant tanks to support the
earth capture maneuver.
The All-Propulsive Nonspace Based configuration expends all the mission elements before return
of the Apollo type ballistic cab to the Earth's surface. Additional analysis and study are required to
develop the physical and functional details of these concepts.
Details on the High Energy Upper Stage will be provided in the flight design section of this
document.
Additional analyses and studies of the systems that make up the LTS configuration (aerobrake,
propulsion, avionics and structure) show key links to similar system functions in other planned
infrastructure components such as the proximity operations vehicle and deep space exploration
systems.
5
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All Propulsive *
(Space Based)
All Propulsive *
(Ballistic Return)
• Drop Tanks Removed
TLI Stage For Clarity
Figure 2.0-3 Alternative Configurations
2.1 DESIGN REFERENCE MISSIONS (DRMS)
The seven DRMs that have provided the bounding requirements and top level system
characteristics for the development of the STV/LTS have been defined through the process
illustrated in Figure 2.1-1. A comprehensive list of mission candidates was developed from
several reference sources; the 1989/90 CNDB, supplemented with the STV augmented CNDB (09
Aug 1989), the 1989 Air Force Space Command National Mission Model, and the Human
Exploration Study Requirements Document. This list was placed through a top level screen of
several selection criteria that included mission quantity, payload compatibility, and IOC date. This
resulted in a candidate list that included six near Earth missions, four lunar missions, three Mars
missions, and four planetary exploration missions. The second and final screen resulted in nine
missions being defined as STV DRMs. Five were near Earth missions; reduced to four with the
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release of the CNDB 90; two lunar missions; one Mars mission, and one planetary exploration
mission, also deleted with the release of the CNDB 90. From these seven DRMs have come the
bounding requirements and characteristics for the LTS/STV configurations (Fig. 2.1.2).
Source Data
• CNDB
• Air Force
Space
Command
Mission Model
• Augmented
STV CNDB
Selection Filter
STV Mission Profile
Compatibility
Mission Quantity
Payload Configuration
Customer Direction
Candidate Identification
• 12 Near Earth
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• 9 Lunar
Missions
• 14 Mars
Missions
• 11 Planetary
Mission
1st Downselection
• Mission Quantity And
Operational Complexity
• Technology Development
Requirements And Science
Base Benefits.
• Customer Direction
Selection Filter
• 7Near Earth Missions
• 4 Lunar Missions
• 6 Mars Missions
• 5 Planetary Mission
• 5 Planet Earth
Missions
• 2 Lunar Missions
• 1 Mars Missions
• 1 Planetary
Mission
On-going
assessment of
data in
concurrence with
concept
'maturation.
STV DRM
Figure 2.1-1 STV DRM Selection Process
Each mission provided a unique set of bounding requirements by which the STV system must be
designed to perform. From this collection of requirements, seven were found to represent the
largest impact to the development of the STV. These requirements included man-rated and
reusable, payload type, payload mass, first flight, number of missions, duration of each mission,
and the total mission A-velocity. Table 2.1-1 shows the interrelationship of these requirements
across the overall range of STV DRMs.
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Figure 2.1.2 STV Design
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2.1.1 Mission Characteristics
The seven selected STV DRMs represent three destinations; near Earth, lunar, and Mars. The
following discussion provides detailed characteristics for missions going to each destination.
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Table 2.1-1 Design Reference
DRM Re-Usable
L-1 Yes
L-2 No
E-2 No
Payload
Crew/Supplla,,
Cargo
Mission
Masa
14.6 mt
33.0 mt
Requirements Summary
Characteristics
First Flight Flight
2004
2002
Quantity
27
10
Mission Duration
(max.)
207 days
16 days
Delta-V
(m/s)
9500
6425
Cargo 6.4 mt 2005 1 6.0 hrs 2900
E-3 No Cargo 6.4 mt 2001 14 6.0 hrs 2900
E- 4 Yes/No Equipment 12.0 mt 2001 4 TBD 6600
YesE-5
M-1
Lunar P/L 71 mt 1998 (ILC -150 2 days 240
Mars Vehicles 20.0 mt 2015 12No 50 4700
2.1.1.1 Lunar--The lunar surface mission delivers a four man crew and 14.6 tonnes of cargo
and returns 0.5 tonnes of cargo to Earth orbit, or 33.0 tonnes of cargo to the lunar surface in an
expendable mode. Major elements of the mission include trans-lunar injection, lunar capture, lunar
surface descent and ascent, trans-Earth injection, and Earth orbit capture. Table 2.1.1.1-1 and
Table 2.1.1.1-2 define the primary payload and operational characteristics associated with these
missions. Crew environmental control, power, data communications, and life support
requirements are provided by the transportation system during the transportation phases of the
mission and by the surface support systems throughout the duration of the stay.
2.1.1.2 Near Earth--The Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO) servicing mission initially
defined as a STV DRM candidate was deleted from the final DRM set when it was eliminated from
the CNDB 90. Two unmanned delivery missions were defined to deliver a civil and a DoD
payload to GEO. These payloads consist of a satellite and a science platform both weighting 6.4
tonnes.
Tables 2.1.1.2-1 and 2.1.1.2-2 define the physical and operational characteristics associated with
these missions. Major mission elements include GEO insertion, platform placement, and vehicle
disposal. Data communications, as required by the payload, are provided by the transportation
system.
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Table Lunar Surface Cargo Mission Characteristics
Payload
Flight Rate
Duration
2.1.1.1-1
IOCrrechnology Availability
Classification
Mass
Volume
Thermal
Power
Fluid
Data Communications
Responsiveness
Nominal Rate (Flight/Year)
Flight Quantity
Max Mission Time (Days)
Payload Support Time (Days)
Destination Stay Time (Days)
Accuracy
Destination
Destination
Delta-V
Sou roe
Table 2.1.1.1-2 Manned Surface Mission
IOC/'rech nology Availability
Payload
FliGht Rate
Classification
Mees
Volume
Thermal
Power
Fluid
Data Commu nlcatlons
Responsiveness
Nominal Rate (Flight/Year)
Flight Ouantlty
Max Mission Time (Days)
Payload Support Tlrne (Days)
Destination Stay Time (Days)
Accuracy
Destination
Delta-V
Sou rce
Duration
Destination
2002
Cargo
33.0 t (To Surface)
TBD
Payload Provided
Payload Provided
None
200 kb/s
N/A
1
10
16 days (TBR)
16 days (TBR)
N/A
3mR
Lunar Surface
6403 m/s
HE Study Req'ts (01 Dec 89)
Characteristics
2002
Crew & Supplies
14.6 t (To Surface)
310 cum (Cargo)
lkWt (Crew)/Payload Provided (Cargo)
2 kWe (Crew)/Payloed Provided (Cargo)
None
200 kbls
30 Days (TBR)
2
27
207 clays
27 days
180 days (Max)
3mR
Lunar Surface
9721 m/s
HE Study Req'ts (01 Dec 89)
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Table
Payload
Flight Rate
Duration
Destination
2.1.1.2-1
IOC/T_hnology Availabl I Ity
6.4 tonne GEO Platform Delivery Mission
2OO5
Claaeiflcat Ion GEO Platform
Mama 6.4 t (22 Klbe)
Volume 100 cu m (TAR)
Thermal Payload Provided
Power Paylo'bd Provided
! Fluid None
Data Communications
Raaponoivenese
Nominal Rate (Flight/Year)
Flight Quantity
Max Mission Time (Days)
Payload Support Time (Days)
Destination Stay Time (Days)
Accuracy
Destination
Dalta-V
Source
Characteristics
200 kb/s
N/A
1
1
6.0 hrs
6.0 hr:
N/A
TBD
GEO Insertion
4300 m/a (TBR)
STV Augmented CNDB (09 Aug 89)
Table 2.1.1.2.2 6.4 tonne GEO (DoD)
IOC/Tec hnology Availability
Payload
Flight Rate
Duration
Deatlnst Ion
Claeslflcat Ion
Mesa
Volume
Thermal
Power
Fluid
Data Communication,,
Responsiveness
Nominal Rate (Flight/Year)
Flight Quantity
Max Mission Time (Days)
Payload Support Time (Days)
Destination Stay Time (Dayl)
Accuracy
Destination
Delta-V
Source
Payload Delivery Mission Characteristics
2001
DoD Payload
6.4 t (14 Klbs)
200 cu m (TAR)
Payload Provided
Payload Provided
None
200 kb/s
N/A
1
14
6.0 hra
6.0 hr_
N/A
TaD
GEO Insertion
4300 m/a
AF Space Command Mission Model
The polar orbit mission delivers six 12.0 tonne unmanned platforms to polar orbit. This mission
will be conducted out of the west coast, with a contingency scenario for launching from the east
coast. Table 2.1.1.2-3 defines the physical and operational characteristics associated with this
mission. Major elements of the mission include polar orbit insertion and platform placement
operations with plane changes for LEO injection if flown from the east coast. Data
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communications, as required by the payload, are provided by the transportation system during the
transportation phases of the mission and by the platform support systems throughout the duration
of the polar platform stay.
The LEO payload retrieval/transfer mission transports space transportation elements and lunar/Mars
payloads between shuttle cargo parking locations and LEO transportation nodes. Major elements of
the mission include orbit transfers (220 NM to 160/280 NM to 220 NM) and payload docking and
handling. Table 2.1.1.2-4 defines the physical and operational characteristics associated with this
mission.
2.1.1.3 Mars
The Mars Surface Manned mission supports the placement of Mars transfer/excursion vehicles, a
four man crew, and a 20 tonne payload in a trans-Mars trajectory. Table 2.1.1.3-1 defines the
physical and operational characteristics associated with this mission. Major elements of the
mission include trans-Mars injection, payload separation and injection vehicle disposal. Data
communications, as required by the payload, are provided by the transportation system during the
injection phase of the mission.
2.1.1.4 Planetary
The Comet Nucleus Sample Return (KOPFF) mission initially defined as a STV DRM candidate
was deleted from the final DRM set when it was eliminated from the CNDB 90.
2.1.1.5 STV Bounding Requirements
Using the characteristics compiled from this seven DRMs, the following detailed set of bounding
requirements for the performance and operation of the STV system was developed. It should be
noted that the characteristics associated with the LEO Payload Retrieval/Transfer mission were not
considered in the development of these since the mission did not levy critical design or
performance criteria on the STV system, but will be accommodated by the operational system.
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Table 2.1.1.3-1 Mars Surface Manned Delivery Mission Characteristics
Payload
Flight Rate
Duration
Destination
IOC/Technology Availability
Classification
Mass
Volume
Thermal
Power
Fluid
Data Communications
Rasponsivenesa
Nominal Rata (Flight/Year)
Flight Quantity
Max Mission Time (Days)
Payload Support Time (Days)
i Destination Stay Time (Days)
Accuracy
Destination
Delta-V
SOuIce
Sou roe
2015
Mars Transfer/Excursion Vehicles
20 t. (cargo to surface)
TBD
Payload Provided
Payload Provided
None
TBD
30 days
1
12
50 days
50 days
N/A
TBD
Mars Orbit Insertion Trajectory
4700 m/s (TBR)
HE Study Raq'te (01 Dec 89)
STV Augmented CNDB - 1989
Table 2.1.1.2-4 LEO Payload Retrieval Transfer Mission
Payload
Flight Rate
Duration
Destination
ILC/Technology Avallabillty
Classification
Mass
Volume
Thermal
Power
Fluld
Data Communications
Responsiveness
Nominal Rate (Flight/Year)
Flight Quantity
Max Miasion Time (Days)
Payload Support Time (Days)
Destination Stay Time (Days)
Accuracy
Destination
Dalta-V
Sou rce
1998
LunarPayload
71 t (TBR)
400cu m (TBR)
Payload Provided
Payload Provided
None
Characteristics
TBD
N/A
6
60 (TBR)
2 days
2 days
N/A
TBD
SSF (220 x 220 nmi)
240 m/s
HE Study Req'ts (01 Dec 89)
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1) First flight shall occur in 2001: Across all missions, the IOC date is the primary
driving requirement with first flight STV capabilities ranging from 2001 to 2006. The Mars
manned mission was excluded from this assessment since, with its IOC date of 2016, there
are no contributing impacts to the development of the system. Contained within this
requirement axe the impact and integration of technology, scheduling of the DT&E test
program, and support node (i. e SSF) availability.
2) Provide a total A-velocity up to 9.5 kin/s: With a A-velocity ranging from 9.5 to
2.9 krn/s there is a direct correlation to vehicle sizing, ETO interfaces and performance,
support node accommodation, and the propulsion system.
3) System shall be capable of injecting a payload mass of up to 33 tonnes:
Combined with the performance requirements of 9.5 to 2.9 km/s the mass delivered defines
vehicle sizing and structural configuration, support equipment, and directly influences the
system operational cost.
4) Mission durations of up to 50 days of full up operations and the
capability of maintaining system operations for 207 days shall be
accommodated. Operational time impacts to the development of the STV system are
constrained primarily to the manned missions, although the actual operating time for these
missions is similar to the remaining STV missions. Of the 207 days required for the manned
lunar mission, only 30 days of full up operations are needed, and for the manned Mars
missions, 50 days are required.
5) 150 payloads, manned and unmanned, shall be delivered through the life of
the system: Quantities of payloads delivered will only impact the STV system
infrastructure by influencing the economics of the development, operation, and recurring
system cost.
-.._j-
...j
Of the seven STV DRMs, the lunar missions (both manned and unmanned) represent the primary
contributor to the STV growth requirements. To ensure the proper implementation of these
requirements, the emphasis during the system concept definition and development phases focused
on the lunar missions, with evolutionary considerations given to the GEO, planetary, and Mars
missions.
2.2 REQUIREMENTS
Using the bounding requirements established by the STV DRMs, a set of system level
requirements has been developed (Fig. 2.2-1). These requirements comprised basing, man-rating,
maintenance and service life, Earth return, propellant, autonomy, and operations and interfaces. A
portion of these requirements has been imposed either through NASA documentation, on-going
-__.J
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studies, or the STV contract SOW. These derived requirements are the result of the system and
configuration trades and analyses that have been conducted.
2.2.1 System Requirements
The requirements developed during the STV Concepts and Requirements Study were defined in
two categories - general requirements that were imposed on systems supporting all transportation
scenarios and mission unique requirements that impact specific missions such as lunar and Mars.
The primary contributors to the development of these requirements have been the SEI Option 5
Human Exploration Requirements Document, the STV DRM bounding requirements (Section 2.1),
STV studies and analysis results, and past transportation vehicle concept definition studies that
include the OTV Concept Definition and System Analysis Study.
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Figure 2.2-1 STV System Requirements
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Theoverallprogramrequirements,shownbelow,werederivedfrom therequirementsprovidedby
NASA for theSEIanalyses.Thesehavebeenaugmentedto supportthe STVprogramdefinition
of thegoalsof thetransportationsystem.TheSTV/LTSshall:
a) Supporttheexpansionof thehumanpresencein GEO,on theMoon, andon Mars. The
systemshall deliver platforms and supporttheir servicing. A derivative of the space
transportationconfigurationshall retrieveandtransferpayloadsin LEO proximity. The
objectivesof the lunar missionsare to deliverand returna crew andcargoto the lunar
outpostandsupportfurther explorationof the lunarsurface. The objectivesof theMars
missionsareto deliverand returna crewand cargoto the Mars outpostandto support
furtherexplorationof Mars.
b) Provide a transportationsystem capableof evolving betweenGEO missions, lunar
missions,andMarsmissions.Thesecapabilitiesshallexistto derivetransportationsystem
alternativesto supportvaryingexplorationandbudgetarystrategies.
c) Obtain the knowledgeandexperienceto enhanceadvancementsin technologyfrom the
studyandanalysisof thetransportationconfigurationandoperations.
d) Maintain the safetyandhealthof thecrew throughoutall missions. Protectionshall be
providedto eliminateforwardandbackcontamination.
2.2.1.1 General Requirements--General STV requirements define manned operations,
interfaces, mission environment, design, and verification. These will be imposed on all
configurations and operations of the STV system.
2.2.1.1.1 Manned Mission Operational RequirementsBThe STV shall be capable of
transporting personnel (one or more) to a safe haven. Mission abort trajectories shall provide for
free return aborts for manned missions and planetary surface impacts for the disposal of unmanned
mission hardware.
Crew Health & Hazard Systems shall conform to NASA STD-3000. Real-time monitoring,
caution and warning, certification and revitalization of the atmosphere and water shall be provided.
Pressurized crew facilities shall provide an atmosphere with a combination of pressure and oxygen
achieving an equivalent 21% oxygen, 14.7 psi atmosphere within flammability and EVA
constraints. Radiation requirements for the transfer vehicles and applicable to GEO and landing
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vehiclesshalladhereto the"GuidanceonRadiationReceivedin SpaceActivity". Thecapabilityto
protect,maintain,andmonitorthehealthandperformanceof thecrewshallbeprovided.
A minimumof two crewmembersshallperformeachscheduledEVA. Suit pressure/pre-breathe
combinationsfor EVA shallachieveanR valueof 1.22. In spaceand surfaceEVA provisions
shallbemadefor eachcrewmember.Providingsimultaneouscapabilityfor theentirecrew is not
required.
Crew accommodationsand humanfactorsshall comply with NASA STD-3000. Training and
simulationsto maintaincrewperformanceduring long-duration,low andvariable-gexposures
shallbeprovidedasappropriate.Crewhabitatsshallprovidefacilities for mealsandrecreation.
2.2.1.1.2 InterfacesmThe transportation system shall interface with Earth based facilities,
ground transportation systems, power systems, payload handling mechanisms, thermal
management systems, and launch elements.
Ground operations will provide processing, assembly and checkout, and launch of space
transportation elements. The STV elements shall be assembled and verified before ETO vehicle
integration at a payload processing facility. Integration with the ETO vehicle shall be performed at
the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB). Assembly building/launch pad transfer shall be performed
by a mobile transport system. Propellant will be loaded at the launch pad. The STV
crew will be processed as part of an STS (or equivalent) mission launched with existing ground
elements.
The Earth-to-Orbit system shall provide the hardware systems and/or support system that provides
the capability for transportation elements to be delivered to LEO.
a) STV elements shall be delivered to a 160 nmi circular by 28-1/2 to 56 ° inclination orbit:
STV IMLEO consists of 9300 tonnes (TBR: 4075 tonnes - lunar/GEO, 5200 tonnes -
Mars) between 2001 and 2026. Between 2000 and 2014, a maximum IMLEO of 275
tonnes/year of vehicle components, payloads, and propellant, is required with a maximum
of 900 tonnes/year from 2015 to 2026 required,
b) Payload diameters up to and including I0 m will be delivered to LEO,
c) A maximum of six ETO flights/year will be allocated to support space transportation
missions,
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d) Launchenvironments:
IV,
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
Induced environments shall not exceed those of the STS or Titan
Inline and/or kneel/tnmnion attach point shall be accommodated,
A 1 kb/s data communication link shall provide for payload monitoring,
Thermal protection shall be comparable with Titan,
5 kWt of power shall be provided to the payload,
Launch pad fluid management shall include propellant and vehicle purge and direct payload
RF communications,
Crew: STS or equivalent shall provide manned transportation to the LEO node.
The Low Earth Orbit (LEO) transportation node shall provide the hardware systems and/or support
systems that provide the capability for assembly, storage, checkout, refurbishment, and control
transportation elements. An enclosure shall be provided to support the storage and mission
preparation activities. Propellant management and storage shall be capable of providing a
maximum storage time for a quantity not to exceed 174 rot, for 90 days. Propellant venting and
disposal shall be accomplished without impact to the node. Launch of the STV shall be controlled
and monitored by the node. EVA and automation capabilities shall be capable of supporting
mission preparation activities. Crew ingress and egress shall support:
a) Transportation system element assembly and checkout,
b) Crew transfer from the transportation node to STV.
Transportation systems shall interface with all destination support elements. Manned systems shall
interface with power systems, data systems, payload handling mechanisms, thermal and propellant
management systems, life support systems, and launch elements. Unmanned systems shall
interface with power systems, data systems, and payload handling mechanisms.
Systems shall be compatible with both Earth and space based voice and data communication
systems. Cargo elements shall provide appropriate interfaces such as rigid attachment points and
data communications.
2.2.1.1.3 Environments (Physical and Natural) mNatural environments for all STV
mission destinations are defined by OEXP Study Data Book - FY89 Studies: Radiation, Moon,
Mars, Phobos, Deimos, Trajectories, Human Factors and Performance, and Systems. Crew
environments are defined by NASA-STD-3000: Anthropometry and Biomechanics, Human
Performance Capabilities, Nature and Induced Environment, Crew Safety, Health Management,
Architecture, Maintainability, and EVA.
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2.2.1.1.4 Design Requirementsm
2.2.1.1.4.1 Factors of Safety--
a) General factors of safety for metallic flight structures shall be verified by analysis and static
test; Yield = 1.10, Ultimate = 1.50.
b) General factors of safety for nonmetallic flight structures shall be verified by analysis and
static test; Nondiscontinuity areas = 1.50, Discontinuity areas and joints = 2.00.
c) General factors of safety for pressure:
- Windows, doors, hatches, etc., internal pressure only,
- Proof pressure = 2.00 x Mean Operating Pressure (MOP),
- Ultimate pressure = 3.00 x MOP,
- Engine structures and components,
- Proof pressure = 1.20 x MOP,
- Ultimate pressure = 1.50 x MOP,
Hydraulic and pneumatic systems,
a. Lines and fittings, less than 1.5 inches (38 ram) diameter
Proof pressure = 2.00 x MOP,
Ultimate pressure = 1.50 x MOP,
- b. Lines and fittings, 1.5 inches (38 ram) dia. or greater
Proof pressure = 1.20 x MOP,
- Ultimate pressure = 1.50 x MOP,
- c. Reservoirs/pressure vessels
- Proof pressure = 1.10 x MOP,
- Ultimate pressure = 1.50 x MOP,
d. Actuating cylinders, valves, filters, switches
Proof pressure = 1.50 x MOP,
Ultimate pressure = 2.00 x MOP,
- Personnel compartments, internal pressure only
- Proof pressure = 1.50 x MOP,
Yield pressure = 1.65 x MOP,
Ultimate pressure = 2.00 x MOP.
Failure Tolerance--Fault detection/fault isolation and reconfigurafions of critical systems will be
provided (ref. 3: NHB 53000.4 (ld-2)"Safety, reliability, Maintainability and Quality Provisions
For The Space Shuttle Program"). All mission critical failures shall be detected.
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Redundancy for man-rated elements shall be dual-fault tolerant (Fail-Op, Fail-Op, Fail-Safe).
Electrical systems redundancy shall be; Fail-Op, Fail-Op, Fall-Safe. (ref. 3: NHB 53000.4 (ld-2)
"Safety, reliability, Maintainability and Quality Provisions For The Space Shuttle Program").
Critical mission support functions shall be one failure tolerant. Critical functions affecting crew
safety and survival shall be two failure tolerant. Meteoroid impact failures shall not endanger the
crew or mission survivability of the mission. Pyrotechnic system redundancy shall be; Fail-Safe,
Fail-Safe. (ref. 3: NHB 53000.4 (ld-2) "Safety, reliability, Maintainability and Quality Provisions
For The Space Shuttle Program"). Mechanical system redundancy shall be; Fail-Op, Fail-Op, Fail-
Safe. (ref. 3: NHB 53000..4 (ld-2) "Safety, reliability, Maintainability and Quality Provisions
For The Space Shuttle Program").
The service life of STV systems and subsystems shall be a minimum of five missions. Drop
tanks, replacement of consumables, and aerobrake shall be excluded. There will be no scheduled
in-flight maintenance. All scheduled maintenance shall take place at the Earth transportation and
space based nodes. Removal and replacement shall be done at the functional component level.
Non-pressurized systems shall be accessible to telerobotic or EVA maintenance. In-flight systems
shall diagnose failures, distinguish between sensed and "real" failures, perform adequately with
redundant sensors, identify failures to the replacement level, automatically compensate for failures,
notify the crew of proper operational and maintenance procedures, and provide thorough on-line
maintenance documentation. The capability shall exist to perform unscheduled maintenance on
flight/life support elements during all phases of the mission.
x_j
2.2.1.1.5 Technology--First flight shall not be impacted by technology development
schedules. System architecture will allow incorporation of new technologies as they become
available.
2.2.1.1.6 Verification---Overall reliability shall be demonstrated and verified by testing (ref.
NHB 53000..4 (ld-2) "Safety, reliability, Maintainability and Quality Provisions For The Space
Shuttle Program"). Requirement verification shall be performed either by analysis or test. System
shall be certified for flight only after the requirement verification has been satisfactorily completed.
All critical mission elements shall be verified by flight test. All critical mission elements shall be
verified by ground test to the extent practical.
2.2.1,2 Lunar Mission Requirements--All lunar deliver and return mission shall use LLO.
There shall be no direct landing flights. Piloted mission shall obtain Low Lunar Orbit (LL0) (300
km circular) before descent and Trans-Earth Injection (TEI). Transportation elements deployed in
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LLO shallbestable. The transportationsystemshalldeliver429 tonnesof PSSelementsto the
lunarsurfacebetween2002and2026, 142.8tonnesbetween2002to 2007, 106.0tonnesbetween
2008to 2013,and 189.9tonnesbetween2014to 2030.
Piloted flights shalldeliver a crewof four anda maximumof 14.6tonnesof cargoto the lunar
surfaceandreturna crew of four anda maximumof 0.5 tonnesof cargoto Earthorbit. Cargo
flightsshalldelivera maximumof 33.0tonnesof PSScomponents.Theflight ratefor thedelivery
of thesepayloadsshallnotexceedonemissionperyear.
The transportationsystemshall becapableof autonomousrendezvousand payloadpropellant
transfer. This shall includethecapabilityfor unmannedoperations.The transportationvehicle
shallaerobrakeat Earthreturnwith anentryvelocity limited to 11.1krn/s. Theaerobrakeshallbe
removablefor expendablemissions.Thetransportationsystemshallbecapableof landingon the
lunarsurfaceon a50meterdiameterpad,levelwithin 2deg(improved)or onunimprovedlanding
padlevel within 15deg. Landingshallalsobeaccomplishedoversurfaceirregularitiesnot more
than1meterin height (unimproved).Landingon thelunar surfaceshallbewithin a threemeter
radiusof a surfacebeacon(unimproved).
Thetransportationsystemshallbecapableof supportingmissionoperationsthatshallnotexceeda
planneddurationof 4360hours(180days)from Earthlaunchto Earthreturn. All systemelements
shall remain in lunar proximity during mannedoccupation. The lunar surfacetransportation
systemshallbecompatiblewith a lunarsurfacestaytime of 4360hours(180 days)of which 96
hoursshall bewithout surfacesupport. The transportationsystemshall provide supportto the
transportedcargofor amaximumof 2400hours.Thisperiodincludes48hoursfollowing landing
andbeforeascent.
During flight, thesystemshallprovide lkWt for crew thermalcontrol by maintaininga sufficient
window from thecargo modulesto space,2kWefor crewwith nocargosupport,and200 kb/s
dataratefor healthandstatusmonitoring.
Usingthefollowing requirements,thetransportationsystemshallprovideperformancecapabilities
of deliveringcrewandcargo.
a) Propulsionsystemutilizescryogenicpropellant,
b) Two enginesoutwill notabortthemission,
c) Totalcryogenicboil-off shallnotexceed2%permonth,
d) 1%reservesfor Isp,
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e) 1.5% residual,
f) 5%ullage,
g) Transportationshallbesizedto accomplish:
A-Velocity (m/s) Phase Duration (days)
Pre-injection Preparation 10 3
Trans-Lunar Injection 3259 0.1
Trans-Lunar Coast 10 3
Lunar Orbit Insertion 1098 0.1
Lunar Orbit Operations 25 0.5
Pre-deorbit Preparation 5 1
Deorbit to Landing 2000 0.1
Surface Operations 180
Ascent to Orbit 1900 0.1
Lunar Orbit Operations 25 0.5
Trans-Earth Injection 1098 0.1
Trans-Earth Coast 10 3
Earth Orbit Insertion 275 0.1
Earth Orbit Operations 40 2
An unmanned mission does not require meteoroid/debris protection. In-space propellant transfer
shall be performed between the vehicle and LEO node, internal vehicle tankage, and the vehicle and
PSS support equipment on the lunar surface. The transportation system shall require no major
refurbishment in space. Assembly activities, vehicle servicing, and maintenance will occur at the
LEO node and the lunar surface.
The first manned flight shall support manned occupation on the lunar surface by 2004. All
proximity operations are directly viewable by the crew. One man operation shall be provided for
contingencies. Crew module accommodations shall include;
a) Accommodations for a crew of four with provisions for eight in an emergency,
b) Powered operations for 9 days,
c) Protection against meteoroid and radiation,
d) Waste water management,
e) Two egress routes,
f) Automatic vehicle controls with manual override.
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The first cargo flight will be to the lunar surface by 2002. Multiple payloads shall be
accommodated.Cargoflightsshallbeconfiguredfor expendableandreusableoperation.
2,2.1.3 Near Earth Mission--The transportation system shall be capable of delivering
payloads to LEO between 2001 and 2030, GEO between 2001 and 2019, and to a polar orbit
between 2001 and 2008. Missions shall deliver a maximum of 12.0 tonnes with a flight rate not
exceeding two missions per year. The system will be capable of autonomous rendezvous,
docking, and payload/propellant transfer. Reusable configurations will use an aerobrake return to
LEO. The transportation system shall be capable of supporting mission operations that do not
exceed 2 days in duration from Earth launch to payload delivery and return.
During flight the system shall provide no cargo support except for 200 kb/s data rate for health and
status monitoring.
Using the following requirements, the transportation system shall provide performance capabilities
of delivering cargo to GEO, LEO, and a polar orbit.
a) Propulsion system utilizes cryogenic propellant,
b) Single engine out will not abort the mission,
c) Total cryogenic boil-off shall not exceed 2% (TBD) per month,
d) 1% reserves for Isp,
e) 1.5% residual,
f) 5% ullage.
Meteoroid/debris protection shall not be provided for unmanned near Earth configurations. In-
space propellant transfer is performed between the vehicle and LEO node and internal vehicle
tankage. The transportation system will not require major refurbishment in space. Assembly,
vehicle servicing, and maintenance activities will occur at LEO node when required.
The first cargo flight is to a near Earth destination by 2001. Provisions for multiple payload shall
be accommodated. Cargo flights shall be configured for expendable and reusable operation.
2.2.1.4 Mars Mission--The system shall be capable of supporting the delivery of 20 tonnes
of cargo and a crew of four to the Mars surface between 2015 and 2026.
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2.2.2 Key Design Drivers
As the description of the LTS/STV configuration matured, eight system requirements were found
to be key design drivers. The impacts of these requirements to the design of the system are defined
below. It should be noted that a change in any one of these requirements has the potential of
completely altering the results of the configuration selection activity.
System shall deliver 14.6 tonnes of cargo and a crew of four to the surface and
return. Delivery of 14.6 tonnes of cargo and a crew of four represents the maximum propellant
requirement of the three mission scenarios (piloted, reusable cargo, and expendable cargo).
Transforming the piloted system to an expendable cargo configuration provides the capability of
delivering 37.4 tonnes of cargo with the same propellant tanks as carried on the piloted mission.
Sizing the propellant tanks and vehicle for the 33.0 tonne cargo mission will result in a cargo
capability well short of the 14.6 tonne requirement in the piloted mode.
System shall be reusable for a minimum of five missions: System reuse requires
return of more of the vehicle elements to a LEO node to make the scenario economically feasible.
To support this, the IMLEO required for the mission increases to support the return performance
requirements. A LEO node becomes the primary support element for assembly, checkout, and
verification. To minimize the assembly requirements at the LEO node, quick disconnects are
required in major system elements, impacting IMLEO as well as driving technology requirements.
Within the vehicle itself system health monitoring and aeroassist become mandatory minimizing
performance requirements and LEO node maintenance. While reducing LEO node EVA/IVA
requirements, the additional avionics equipment increases the IMLEO.
Manned systems shall be fault tolerant. Increasing the avionics complexity to comply with
this dual-fauh tolerant requirement adds additional mass and is second only to the propellant as the
major contributor to the IMLEO. This added complexity requires additional software. These
additions become enabling technology and will have a direct impact on system availability.
System shall deliver 429 tonnes to the lunar surface between 2004 and 2030 as
defined by the PSS requirements document (05 Jun 90): Compliance with the manifest
delivery schedule defined by PSS requires the use of a minimum of four expendable cargo
missions as shown in Figure 2.2.2-1. Minor reallocation of the cargo can significantly reduce the
LCC costs of the LTS/STV program by allowing the reuse of three of these four cargo vehicles.
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Figure 2.2.2-1 PSS Manifest Lunar Surface Delivery Requirements
The large cargo requirements in these expendable missions translate into major impacts to support
systems such as KSC, the LEO node, and the handling of the cargo once delivered to the surface.
Space Station Freedom shall be used as the LEO transportation node. With SSF
used as the LEO node, all interfaces with the supporting space infrastructure (KSC, ETO, PSS,
and others) and the LTS/STV must be shared with those on SSF. This increases the LTS IMLEO
since the SSF interfaces have been designed for stationary operations where weight restraints do
not pay as much of a penalty as they do on a transportation vehicle. The handling and storage of
propellant tanks have physical and safety impacts. Present data shows that the crew requirements
for assembly and servicing of the LTS/STV fleet range from 400 to 1200 manhours or at a
maximum 70% of the available crew time at SSF (Fig. 2.2.2-2). Contamination issues must be
addressed to ensure that the SSF environment is not adversely affected. If the management and
control of contamination falls on the LTS side of the interface, the potential exists for significantly
increasing the IMLEO of the system.
System IOC shall be 2001 with initial manned flight in 2006: To support a mission in
2001, necessary technology must be at Level 6 or at PDR maturity by 1996. Based on current
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technologyplans,thepotentialfor thehighlyadvancedsystemsnecessaryto meettherequirements
of theSTV/LTSprogramismoderateat best.
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Figure 2.2.2-2 STV Assembly and Support Manpower Requirement
Propulsion system shall utilize LO2/LH2 propellant: Cryogenic propellants require
complex and expensive storage equipment both at LEO and the lunar surface. Development and
transportation of this equipment directly impacts the STV/LTS economically and physically.
Replacement of the cryogenic propulsion system with an advanced propulsion system, such as a
nuclear thermal rocket (NTR), can increase the mass capability to the lunar surface by as much as
100%, as shown in Figure 2.2.2-3. This translates into a lower IMLEO if the current PSS mass
requirements are maintained.
System shall be capable of autonomous operation: Increasing the avionics complexity to
provide autonomy adds additional mass second only to the propellant as the major contributor to
the IMLEO. Included in this complexity is the required additional software. With this
requirement, software becomes an enabling technology having a direct impact on system
availability. Training requirements and facilities for the flight crews are reduced by implementing
autonomous operations.
v
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Figure 2.2.2-3 Propulsion System Capabilities to the Lunar Surface
2.3 SYSTEM TRADE STUDIES & ANALYSES
This section describes the objectives, analyses and results of top level systems trades performed to
define and select the optimum STV concept or family of vehicles. Top level program decisions
were made regarding aeroassist versus all propulsive, vehicle growth options, performance impact
of lunar liquid oxygen, direct descent versus lunar orbit, etc. The results of substantiating system
trades are included in this section following the description of the STV concept selection process.
2.3.1 Approach
The analysis and study activities of the STV study program were made up of six major areas;
systems, operations, avionics, aerobrake, propulsion, and interfaces, as defined in Figure 2.3.1.-1
These categories were defined within the original proposal and updated in the initial phases of the
program with inputs from our MFSC customer as well as ongoing studies. The primary emphasis
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of the activity has beenin the systemsand operations areasfrom which the data on the
recommendedconfigurationandits operationandperformanceevolved.Resultsof thesystemand
flight operationseffortswereusedto conductdetailedanalysesandstudieson thesubsystemsas
definedandconstrainedby therecommendedsystem.Althoughshownasaone-waystreetasfar
asthe flow of data,this wasan integratedprocesswith all subsystemdatapassedback through
systemsandoperationsto ensurecompliance.
2.3.2 Mission Operations Analysis
The STV study program addressed the elements of the STV systems from receipt of hardware
items at KSC to the disposal of operational items at the completion of its mission. The mission
operations categories included ground, orbital, flight, and surface studies with the emphasis placed
on supporting the Option 5 lunar outpost missions. The mission study traded the use of the lunar,
near Earth, or planetary missions as the primary driver in the development of the STV
configuration. Results were largely influenced by Martin Marietta's involvement in the MSFC
"Skunk Works" effort. Since the primary focus of the "Skunk Works" was the lunar missions, the
bulk of the data available supported the continuation of the detailed definition and description of a
Reusability vs
ExpGmdabllity
Lunar LLOX
_opellanl Servicing Analysis
SSF Accommodations
LS Facility Analysis
Flight Ops Analysis
Ground Ops Analysis
Avlordcs,
Hardware Technology & Selection Analysis
Reliability & Maintainability
Aerobrake
3uldance & Navigation Analysis
Design Analysis
Materials Analysis
Main Engine Studies
Fluids Studies
Auxiliary Propulsion Studies
Interfaces &
Interface Studies/Analysis
Ground Facilities Analysis
SSF Sensitivities Analysis
Figure 2.3.1.1 STV Studies & Analyses Approach
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Enclosure Growth Envelope
Baseline Enclosure /
STV Turntable Fixture
Figure 2.3.2-1 Aerobrake Assembly from
Servicing Enclosure
SSRMS/Telerobotics
I
within Space Station Freedom STV
Lunar Transportation System (LTS) with an upward and downward evolution to Mars and near
Earth missions.
2.3.2.1 Orbital Operations AnalysisDOrbital operations analysis assumed the
ability of Space Station Freedom to provide support to a space based transportation system. Key
areas addressed were the approach to element assembly with an emphasis on the aerobrake and the
ability of the SSF crew to provide the necessary support. Primary station sensitivities were not
included as part of the operational analysis activity but fall under system level studies and analyses
in Section 2.3.3.4.
2.3.2.1.1 Aerobrake Assembly--One of the main SSF based operations for STV servicing
was the assembly of the aerobrake. In addition to being intricate, the operational approach will
have a large impact on the design of the aerobrake. Three criteria areas; crew resources, task time
and technology risk were analyzed for two separate aerobrake assembly operations approaches.
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Two primary assembly options were considered for the aerobrake assembly trade study. Both
assembly options used the servicing facility equipment and enclosure as shown in Figure 2.3.2.1-1
The assembly techniques, timelines, and impacts were based on the Martin Marietta STV and
aerobrake that corresponds to the 90-day study configuration. The use of other STV/aerobrake
configurations would modify the resulting timelines and complexities, but would not otherwise
substantially alter the conclusions.
Option 1 (IVA/Telerobotic Assembly) involves using the crew inside a Space Station pressurized
control center to direct telerobotic operations to assemble, connect, and verify aerobrake assembly.
Option 1 utilizes only IVA assisted telerobotics techniques to connect segments, verify
connections, close-out TPS, and connect instrumentation. Specialized tools, end effectors, and
robotic devices will have to be developed to support TPS work and instrumentation. Also, EVA
backup must be provided for the IVA assembly option.
Option 2 uses Extravehicular Activity (EVA) crew to directly assemble, connect and verify
aerobrake construction. Use of telerobotics is limited to standard SSF assembly level support.
This includes movement and positioning of sections and crewmen only. The TPS close-out and
instrumentation connections are completed with hand tools. Option 2 also requires the availability
of EVA support devices such as CETA mils, handholds, tether loops, etc. As can be seen in Table
2.3.2.1-1, resource comparisons show equivalent levels of total man-hours to perform the
aerobrake assembly, whether accomplished using telerobotics or EVA. However, the use of EVA
crewmen imply a substantial operational cost premium over IVA crew usage.
Table 2.3.2.1-1 Aerobrake Assembly Trade Study Results
Option
IVA/Telerobotic
EVA Assisted
Man-Hours
(EVA/Total)
0/280.2
125.8/276.3
Serial
Task
Hours
140.1
91.2
Technology
Risk
101/150 (High)
97/150 (Med High)
Comments
Also Requires
EVA Dev't
Uses STV
turntable
A significant result is the 35% serial task time advantage offered by use of EVA techniques versus
telerobotic techniques. If assembly timelines are a pacing item in STV operations, this could prove
to be a great benefit.
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Theapproachto technologyrisk involvedidentifying themainareasof technologyrisk, assigning
anuncertaintyvalueto eacharea(whichdependson technologyareastate-of-the-art)alongwith a
criticality value(which showsthepotential for scheduleimpact),andmultiplying the valuesfor
eacharea.Thehigherrisk for developmentof theteleroboticstechnologyon thefirst option leads
to a somewhathigherrisk level beingassigned.Table 2.3.2.1-2showstherisk assessmentfor
boththeIVA/teleroboticandEVA assistedaerobrakeassemblyoperations.
As aresultof studying the aerobrake assembly operations, a set of design recommendations were
produced. The significant point involved design of a simply sealing thermal protection system
along with positively latching joint mechanisms. If adopted, these recommendations would offer a
28% improvement in assembly time for the telerobotics option, making it comparable to the EVA
option.
Table 2.3.2.1-2 Aerobrake Assembly Options Risk Assessment
option
#1
#2
TechnoloBy
Segment Joints
Strut Design
TPS Closeout
EVA Assembly
Criticality Uncertainty
5.0 4.0
3.0 4.0
5.0 4.0
3.0 4.0
5.0 5.0
3.0 4.0
Robotics
STV Rotation
Segment Joints
Strut Design
TPS Closeout
EVA Assembly
Robotics
STV Rotation
5.0 4.0
3.0 3.0
5.0 4.0
4,0 5,0
4.0 4.0
3.0 4.0
Risk
20.0
12.0
20.0
12.0
25.0
12.0
101.0
20.0
9.0
20.0
20.0
16.0
12.0
97.0
Comments
Potential flight test failure
Backup for Robotics
Potential flight test failure
Backup for Robotics
Other key design recommendations relate to latches, adjustable struts, alternate TPS closeout, and
the STV turntable. Recommendations for the latches include self-alignment and verification,
recycle, and positive latching.
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Servicing Analysis_It was determined that the proper approach to understanding the
impacts and sensitivities of the space station system due to STV servicing operations would be best
studied by examining each proposed STV configuration and evaluating the complexity of its
individual servicing operations. The methodology followed in evaluating complexity is displayed
in Figure 2.3.2.1-2. After developing an exhaustive list of STV servicing tasks, the complexity of
each task was described by the factors shown in Figure 2.3.2.1-2. Each configuration was then
evaluated as to which subset of the servicing operations were specifically required for each case.
Then, the time to perform each task was estimated for each configuration. The final complexity
factor for each configuration was produced by multiplying each task complexity by its duration,
and summing for all tasks.
Assembly
Tesk
DeflnilJon
Tnk
Complexity
Factors
1 = Simple IVA
2 = Complex NA
3 = Simple EVA
Simple EVNIVA
: : Comple= EVA/IVA
Task Lists Complexity Factors) Ranking
For Each = Configuration - Complexity
Configuration Complexity Factor - Time
Figure 2.3.2.1-2 Methodology to Determine STV Servicing Sensitivities
In Figure 2.3.2.1-3, the results for each proposed configuration that required Space Station
servicing support are displayed. It can be seen that the complexity factor for each cargo and for
each crew-carrying STV configuration does not vary significantly. The crew-carrying
configurations display much higher complexity factors than the cargo configurations. This is due
to the fact that the biggest drivers of the complexity factor were post-flight inspections (of which
there are none for cargo configurations) and crew module servicing (which the cargo versions do
not have). The complexity factors and crew time estimates were based on a dedicated STV
servicing 4-person crew working consecutive two man shifts. For EVA operations, two EVA
crewmen would be assisted by a regular space station crewman to monitor operations. If the tasks
are not undertaken by specifically trained STV servicing crewmen, then complexity factors could
change. This addresses the added issue of additional crew habitation facilities for these special
crewmen.
As STV design details are better understood, task complexity factors will change. If, for example,
the aerobrake of one configuration is deployable while all others are assembled, the former's
complexity factor would be less. Similarly, the locations of engines within the configuration and
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theservicingrequirementsfor crewmodulesubsystemscouldbedesignedto streamlineservicing
tasktimes,resultingin lowerconfigurationcomplexityfactors.
SSF Crew Size/Utilizati0n Analyses--The SSF crew time analysis that was used as a
basis for the candidate tasks and shift times are in the study done by MDSSC-KSC (STV Concept
Selection-SS Freedom On-Orbit Operations Evaluations-Preliminary Data-6/2D0 by Don Bryant).
The total shift times in the study were multiplied by eight hours and four crew persons to get the
total SSF crew hours for each type of mission. For purposes of comparison, 2800 hours was
assumed to comprise a SSF man year. See Figure 2.3.2.1-4.
Figure 2.3.2.1-5 contains the same data as in the previous chart with the exception that crew time
is converted to a percentage of the available crew time for utilization in the baseline SSF (assembly
complete). For the purposes of comparison, an approximate value of 18,000 man hours/year of
utilization time was assumed. This was derived from currently hypothesized payload manifest
scheduling and utilization operations extrapolated over a year.
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Figure 2.3.2.1-4 SSF Crewtime to Support STV Operations
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Figure 2.3.2.1-5 % SSF Utilization Time to Support STV Operations
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Figure 2.3.2.1-6 EVA / IVA Time Required to Support STV Operations
Tasks requiring EVA operations were assumed to require two EVA crew persons for the duration
of the eight hour shift. These values were then multiplied by a factor of 1.5 to account for tasks
not directly associated with STV servicing (i.e., crew ingress, attaching/detaching tethers, etc.).
2.3.2.2 Flight Operations Analysis--The flight operations analysis has been
separated into two areas. The primary area of activity involved analysis of lunar missions
including trajectories, aeroassist maneuvers, and mission times. The secondary area of analysis
addressed a ground-based approach involving a high energy stage in support of meeting the STV
DRMs.
Lunar Mission--This analysis section addresses the development of the baseline mission
architecture and the corresponding Earth-lunar trajectory, mission performance for manned and
unmanned configurations, a strategy for free return, Earth-lunar transfer times, and preliminary
feasibility of the HLLV upper stage.
In support of the concept selection process, several assumptions were made to enable calculation of
the propellant requirements. Table 2.3.2.2-1 lists the sizing groundrules and assumptions used to
determine the required propellant loads. All weights refer to Earth surface weights.
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Table 2.3.2.2-1 Groundrules and
Tank Fraction
Leg Fraction
Structure
Aerobrake
Engine T/W
Vehicle T/W
Earth Escape
Lunar Surface
2nd Stage TV
Flight Performance Reserve
Unusable Propellant
Avionics
Assumptions
4% of Propellant
2% of Landed Mass
2% of Gross Vehicle Mass (no P/L)
20% of Vehicle Gross at Aeroentry
30
0.25
0.5
0.1
2% by Velocity
1.56% of Total Propellant
0 (in the noise)
• Tv-Crew Module Mass, Including 4 crew, suits and consumables: 9760
• LV-Crew Module Mass, Including 4 crew, suits and consumables: 3130
• Single Stage combined Vehicle Expends the Following on the lunar surface:
Structure mass and Leg mass
• Multi-Stage vehicles driven to common size
• Drop Tanks always dropped after TLI
• Drop tanks sized for Entire Propellant load
• Engine Performance Based on RL-10B-2 (Isp = 460 sec)
Four percent of the propellant weight was the figure used for the weights of the main propellant
tanks. Landing vehicle legs weighed two percent of the total vehicle weight at the time of
touchdown. Vehicle structure for transfer vehicles (TVs) and landing vehicles (LVs) was two
percent of the total gross weight. Aerobrakes were assumed to be 20 percent of the total vehicle
weight at the point of atmospheric entry. Engines were "rubber" and sizing was based on the
required vehicle thrust-to-weight. Engines weighed one thirtieth of the thrust they generated,
which, for example, is one quarter of the weight of a TV in an Earth escape burn. Flight
performance reserve was done by velocity, not propellant. Propellant requirements, per maneuver,
were sized to 1.02 times the A-velocities found on the following chart. Unusable propellant was
assumed to be 1.56 percent of the propellant loaded. In the case of drop tanks, the corresponding
unusable propellants were jettisoned with each tank. For core vehicle tanks, this propellant is
effectively stuck in the core and subsequently increases its inert weight. The transfer vehicle's
crew cab, including four suited crew members and consumables has a mass of 9760 kilograms and
the landing vehicle's crew cab has a mass of 3130 kilograms, including suited crew. Single stage
combined vehicles left the legs and some excess structure mass on the lunar surface when an Earth
return was required. For cost savings, if more than one TV is used, the sizing routine was driven
to match sizes of the TVs so that several unique stage designs could be avoided. In the early
phases of the concept selection process, the assumed Isp for all engines was 460 seconds, which
x_j
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was a compromise between existing engines (RL10A-4, -450 sec) and the advanced space engine
(ASE, -475 see). However, as the selection process progressed, the Isp was increased to 476
seconds for space transfer vehicles and was held at 460 seconds for lunar landing vehicles.
In support of the configuration analysis task, the five primary mission architectures shown in
Figure 2.3.2.2-1 were defined and analyzed, and a recommendation was made as to which
architecture should be used as the baseline for both performance and operations analyses. Those
five architectures included LEO transportation node (baseline), LEO crew node, No LEO
transportation node, LEO crew return node, and LEO crew node/Earth return. An evaluation of
these architectures and their supporting vehicle concepts indicated that the LEO transportation node
was the best relative architecture. This was due to many factors - cost, risk, operations, and
mission adaptability. It should be recognized that this decision is dependent on the assumptions
that were made, as well as the relative weighting of the various selection criteria.
Crew & Cargo Missions
Baseline Option
r 1: LEO Transoortation Node _11
Cargo - LEO to Lunar Surface 1Crew - LEO to Lunar Surface, Returnto LEO
2: LEO Crew Node
Cargo - Earth to Lunar Surface
Crew - LEOto Lunar Surface, Return
to LEO
3; No Transportation Node (Aoollo_
Cargo - Earth to Lunar Surface
Crew - Earth to Lunar Surface, Return
to Earth
4: LEO Crew Return Node
Cargo - Earth to Lunar Surface
Crew - Earth to Lunar Surface, Return
to LEO
5: LEO Crew Node/Earth Return
Cargo - Earth to Lunar Surface
Crew LEO to Lunar Surface, Return
to Earth
Figure 2.3.2.21 Lunar Mission Architectures
Based on the selected architecture analysis, an Earth-lunar trajectory was defined (Fig. 2.3.2.2-2).
The major burns are accomplished using the main engines, while the Trajectory Correction
Maneuvers (TCMs) are accomplished using the reaction control system. The lunar descent (not
shown) is initiated after LOI and separation from the aerobrake element occur. Following the lunar
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stay, the vehicle ascends (not shown) to LLO and rendezvous with the descent aerobrake element
(not shown) before its return home. Both the descent and ascent phases of the mission are
accomplished using the main engines. The baseline Earth orbit altitude is 407 kilometer (SSF
orbit), and the baseline lunar orbit altitude is 300 kilometer. It should be noted that the A-
velocities shown for LOI and TEI include an allowance for a five degree inclination change while
in LLO (Moon at apoapsis). If the Moon is at the periapsis of its orbit, this allowance can be
increased to as much as eight degrees.
TLI Burn LOI Burn
(3259 m/s (1098 m/s')
TEl Bum
(1098 m/s')
Figure
Legend
LEO Low EarthOrbit
LLO Low LunarOrbit
LOI LunarOrbit Insertion
TCM Trajectory Correction Maneuver
TEl Trans-Earth Injection
TLI Trans-Lunar Injection
Baseline Earth-Lunar Trajectory2.3.2.2-2
" Includes Allowance
for a 5° Inclination
Change in LLO
To supplement this trajectory analysis, a strategy was developed that would allow for the return of
the vehicle and crew to SSF without the use of a seperate vehicle (Fig. 2.3.2.2-3). Since a direct
free return to SSF is generally not possible due to the plane of the vehicle on Earth return not
aligning with SSF's orbital plane, two steps are used to achieve the recovery of the vehicle at SSF.
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- SSF Free Retum Trajectory
1) Depart on 71.1 hr Transfer
to the Moon
2) Event Causes LOI Abort
3) Perform Lunar Fly-By at
300 km Altitude
4) Begin 71.1 hr Free Return
to Earth
®@
1) Perform 102 m/s AV to
Enter 4.1-day Orbit
2) Remain in 4.1-day Orbit
for 11 Orbits (45 days)*
3) SSF Orbit Insertion
& Rendezvous (3003 m/s)
_zJP,D._- Plane Realignment & SSF Rendezvous _SSF Free Return Orbit
(407 x 518800 kin,
_'"_-'"_15.8 day Period) = _'_
SSF Orbit _ E
)
Realignment Holding Orbit _ _
__(407 x 202800 km, _._._
_,,,...,..._ay Period)
Figure 2.3.2.2-3 Two Step SSF Free Return Strategy
To supplement this trajectory analysis, a strategy was developed that would allow for the return of
the vehicle and crew to SSF without the use of a seperate vehicle (Fig. 2.3.2.2-3). Since a direct
free return to SSF is generally not possible due to the plane of the vehicle on Earth return not
aligning with SSF's orbital plane, two steps are used to achieve the recovery of the vehicle at SSF.
The initial step begins with the vehicle departing on a 71.1 hour free return trajectory to the Moon,
with a lunar fly-by altitude of 300 kilometer. Once the decision has been made to execute the free
return, the vehicle would perform the 300 km lunar fly-by and embark on the 71.1 hour return to
Earth. Once at Earth, the vehicle would begin the second step, performing a 102 meter/second
retro-burn at periapsis to change the vehicle's orbit from a 407 x 518814 kilometer, 15.8-day orbit
to a 407 x 202800 kilometer, 4.1-day orbit. The vehicle would then remain in that holding orbit
for 11 complete orbits (-45 days), allowing SSF's orbit to precess into the plane of the elliptical
orbit. After the orbital planes are realigned, the vehicle would make the final 3003 meter/second
retro-burn to insert into SSF's orbit and then rendezvous with SSF. Our baseline vehicle would
employ its aerobrake to achieve both the 102 meter/second and 3003 meter/second A-velocities if
its main propulsion had failed. Because the vehicle would pass through the Van Allen radiation
belts several times while waiting for SSF rendezvous, it might seem that the crew would be
exposed to an inordinate amount of radiation. However, a separate study has determined that the
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crew'sexposureto radiationwhile in a 4-day orbit is actually less than it would be for the same
amount of time spent in LEO.
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Figure 2.3.2.2-4 Total Round-Trip Propellant versus Transfer Time
Once the baseline mission architecture and trajectory were defined, a detailed analysis was
conducted to optimize the effect of one-way transfer time on the total propellant load, assuming that
both legs of the round-trip mission had the same one-way time. Figure 2.3.2.2-4 shows total
round-trip propellant as a function of one-way trip time for cargo loads of 7.3 and 0.0 tonnes. The
graph also shows the effects of the crew's consumable rates on the round-trip propellant. A free
return trajectory with a lunar fly-by altitude of 300 km would have a one-way transfer time of -71
hours, with transfer time increasing (up to -120 hours) with increasing lunar fly-by altitude. The
minimum one-way transfer time for a free return is -68 hours (0 km lunar fly-by). The left border
on the graph represents a parabolic Earth departure and is not a physical boundary, i.e., hyperbolic
Earth departures and lunar orbital captures are possible. However, the right border on the graph is
a physical boundary and represents the lowest energy elliptical transfer possible.
",\
"h.
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Low Lunar Orbit:
____ _ AV=3.96 krrVs
(5 day Transfer)
Placement Into
__- Geostationary
Orbit: AV=4.27 km/s
Trans-Mars Injection
AV=3.89 km/s (C3=15)
Figure 2.3.2.2.5 Similar A-Velocity Mission Requirements
2.3.2.2.2 Ground Based Missions--Since the baseline STV presented in the rest of this
document is dominated by requirements that came from the 1989 90-Day Report (Skunk Works), it
is important to assess what requirements could be generated without the emphasis on space-basing
and reusability. Figure 2.3.2.2-5 shows how three important mission classes all require about
4 km/sec A-velocity from LEO. It requires 4 km/sec to put a satellite into geostationary orbit
(GSO) and into a trans-Mars trajectory (actually many different energy levels can be used, but for
this example a C3 of 15 km2/sec 2 is assumed). Finally, the lunar mission requires about 3.1
km/sec to send a payload toward the Moon; however, since most payloads are destined for the
lunar surface, placement into LLO is an equally viable mission for the STV. From LLO a lander
vehicle can then take the payload to the surface. When adding the 860 meter/second A-velocity to
the 3.1 km/sec A-velocity, the total A-velocity is 3.96 km/sec. Hence, for the commercial GSO
market and the two objectives of SEI - the Moon and Mars - we see that a common stage can be
designed.
Prior to conducting the in-depth analysis required to substantiate a high energy upper stage
approach, a set of groundrules and assumptions beyond those defined for the overall analysis
activities was developed. Table 2.3.2.2-2 defines the unique groundrules and assumptions that
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wereusedin the studyof an upper stage for a shuttle derived HLLV. The study assumed the use
of a circular park orbit at 185 kilometers and 28.5 degrees. This park orbit was used because most
high energy missions use LEO to minimize their total mission A-velocity by selecting the optimum
time to start the transfer burn, i.e., nodal crossing. LEO is also used for final targeting and
improves mission flexibility by increasing the width of the ETO launch window. In all cases, the
booster vehicle consisted of two Advanced Solid Rocket Motors (ASRMs), an External Tank 0ET)
derived core, and a payload shroud based on our Advanced Launch System work. The differences
lie in the type and number of engines used and the manner in which they were mounted on the
core. The two engines considered were the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) and the Space
Transportation Main Engine (STME). These engines were used in sets of three and four and were
mounted in either a side-mount or in-line fashion. The characteristics for each of these engines are
shown. The upper stages were sized parametrically, but all were based on the assumptions listed
on the chart. The upper stages had thrust levels ranging from 444 kilonewtons (100 kilopounds)
to 1332 kilonewtons (300 kilopounds) and propellant loads ranging from 45 tonnes
(100 kilopounds) to 160 tonnes (350 kilopounds).
Table 2.3.2.2.2 Upper Stage Groundrules
Park O_t: 185 km x 185 km, @ 28.5 °
Booster
2 x ASRMs Total Mass 1214.5 t
External Tank Usable
Propellant
External Tank Inert Mass 35.6 t
Engine & Support Structure Mass Variable
Payload Shroud Mass 20.4 t
SSME Vac Thrust (@ 104%)
SSME Vac Isp
STME Vac Thrust
STME Vac Isp
723.4 t
2171 kN
453 sec
2576 kN
439 sec
and Assumptions
Upper Stacle
Thrust Variable
Isp 470 sec
Engine Thrust-to-Weight 50
Tank Fraction* 0.035
Structure Fraction" 0.02
RCS Tank &Propellant 0.01
Fraction*
Helium Tank Fraction* 0.005
Unusable Propellant* 0.01
* Fractions of Total Propellant
The performance advantages that this stage offers are shown in Figure 2.3.2.2-6. By going to
three ASRMs and extending the length of the ET, the 1.5 stage HLLV has been sized to match the
LEO capability of one of the eight 2.5 stage vehicles evaluated. But as the A-velocity increases, the
capability of the 1.5 stage HLLV falls off much more rapidly than does the capability of the 2.5
stage vehicle. For example, the Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO) capability of the 2.5 stage
vehicle is roughly twice that of the 1.5 stage HLLV. Furthermore, at 4 km/s the 1.5 stage HLLV's
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capability drops to zero while the 2.5 stage vehicle gets -45 tonnes. The three missions previously
mentioned as having a A-velocity of approximately 4 km/s have been highlighted.
Analysis of the 4 km/sec stage was conducted over a range of potential HLLV systems since the
exact configuration and capabilities of the HLLV have not been formulated. Figure 2.3.2.2-7
represents an HLLV & upper stage system that was optimized for the 4 km/sec mission. Based on
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Figure 2.3.2.2-6 Cargo vs. Orbital A.Velocity With Without an Upper Stage
a shuttle derived HLLV which has 2 ASRMs, an ET derived core (with the standard propellant
capacity) and four SSMEs mounted in-line, this configuration can deliver a maximum of 44.5
tonnes to a speed of 4 km/sec beyond LEO speed. To attain the maximum 44.5 tonnes, the
propellant load in the STV and the thrust level were varied until an optimum was achieved. Hence,
rough requirements for these parameters are presented as 136.1 tonnes of usable propellant and
666 kilonewtons of thrust assuming a specific impulse of the upper stage's engine of 470 seconds.
This thrust level and specific impulse could be achieved in many ways, i.e., ring of RL10A-4s,
ring of RL10B-2s, platelet engines, or ASEs. This configuration can land 19.5 tonnes on the lunar
surface with a storable propelled lander in an expendable mode. As stated before, it can also send
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slightly more than44.5 tonnestoward Mars or placeslightly less into GSO. Figure 2.3.2.2-
8summarizesthe performancedatarepresentingcargoasa function of thrustlevel for all eight
HLLV configurations considered. It assumesthat for any given thrust level the optimum
propellantloadis beingcarried. Someof thecurveshavevalleysin themdueto thedependencyof
cargocapability on thethrustof theupperstage,the inert weightof theupperstageengines,and
theHLLV boosterconfiguration.
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2.3.3 Systems Analysis
Following the definition of the STV requirements base and in conjunction with the mission
analysis effort, four major system studies were conducted. These studies included propulsion,
basing, aeroassist, and design. The propulsion study traded the use of chemical propulsion against
identified advanced propulsion techniques such as nuclear thermal and electric. Although the
results of this trade indicated that there were economic and performance benefits associated with
the advanced systems, the STV contract SOW dictated the use of chemical propulsion systems in
44
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the analysis of the system configurations. The aeroassist study addressed the feasibility of using
an aerobrake for earth return versus use of an all-propulsive system. The results of this effort
indicated that until the aerobrake mass fraction reaches 50% the aerobrake provides a lower IMLEO
requirement. Data from the mission, engine, and aeroassist studies are used as baselines to
conduct the largest of the systems studies, the configuration selection analysis. Within this
analysis the implementation of man-rating on the transportation system was evaluated along with
the systems programmatics that included test, cost, and schedules.
2.3.3.1 Aeroassist vs All-propulsive Analysis --The objective of the aeroassist versus
all-propulsive study was to determine relative LCC benefits as a function of the aerobrake mass
fraction, ETO specific costs (S/mass), and the costs associated with development of the aerobrake.
The study showed that even if greater aerobrake mass fractions are required than currently
estimated (11% to 15%), the LCC benefits are still substantial, see Figure 2.3.3.1-1.
One of the more critical elements in establishing aerobrake and total system development cost is the
question of the need for subscale flight testing. Preliminary studies have shown that flight testing
an approximately half scale prototype aerobrake could be accomplished using the existing STS as
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the launch vehicle. However, such a test or tests would add significantly to the cost of aerobrake
development. Further assessment of the pros and cons of such testing is required. Relative to the
issue of aerobrake reusability, the LCC cost study results suggest that, depending on development
costs, the cost advantage the aerobrake affords should not disappear even it is only used one
15
10% Savings Plane
Break Even Plane
I ETO Costs o! $2500/Ib I
Figure 2.3.3.1-1 Aerobrake LCC Saving Relative to All Propulsive
time. (Complications in ETO manifesting associated with replacement of the aerobrake more
frequently than other subsystems have not been evaluated). Another concern, afterbody heat
protection during the aerobrake maneuver, also has not been evaluated sufficiently due to wake
heating uncertainties. There appears to be room to increase system mass for this purpose without
significantly eroding the cost advantages of the aerobrake approach, although adding heat
protection to the core vehicle has a two to three times greater impact on IMLEO mass as does
adding mass to the aerobrake since the core vehicle descends to the lunar surface.
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Figure 2.3.3.1-2
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Figure 2.3.3.1-4
Table 2.3.3.1-1
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Groundrules and Assumptions
• Return to LEO From Lunar Mission
• Rigid AB, 5 Reuses
• Concept Single Proplusion Stage
Single Propulsion Module
Single Crew Compartment
AB Stays in LLO for Aeroassist Version
TEl/LEO Propellant Tanks Stay in LLO for All Propulsive Version
• ASE Engines; Isp --476 sec.
• Piloted Vehicle Missions Only, 21 Flights
• 14.6 t Cargo in Addition to Crew
• AV from Aeroassist = 3150 M/Sec (10,332 ft/sec)
• AB Recurring Cost = $12M
• AB Development Cost = Variable
• ETO Cost ($/Ib) = Variable
• AB Weight Fraction -- Variable
• AB Weight Fraction Definition:
Total Entry Mass
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Figure 2.3.3.1-2 illustrates the trends in numbers of missions required to amortize the development
cost of the aerobrake as a function of the aerobrake mass fraction and the ETO delivery costs. The
$0.5 B development cost was used arbitrarily and similar trends were seen for other values for
development cost. Figures 2.3.3.1-3 and 2.3.3.1-4 illustrate the sensitivity of the cost savings
over a 21 mission lifetime to aerobrake development costs and ETO delivery costs. Note that only
at very low ETO costs and/or extremely high development costs does the crossover point with
propulsive occur at low mass fractions.
This analysis was based on a specific set of groundrules and assumptions (Table 2.3.3.1-1) that
were derived from the STV systems requirements and the lunar mission analysis data developed as
part of STV mission analysis activity.
The analysis was based on the recommended single propulsion stage vehicle configuration that is
defined in detail in the Concept Definition Section 3.0. Figure 2.3.3.1-5 provides a dimensional
overview of the system during the reentry maneuver. Table 2.3.3.1-2 defines the mass properties
associated with the vehicle.
6.87'
20.4'
22 Deg Angle
Figure 2.3.3.1-5 LTS Reentry Configuration
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2.3.3.2 Space versus Ground Basing Analysis--The objective of the space versus
ground basing analysis was to provide a means of course screening for the large configuration
selection analysis, Section 2.3.3.3. This screen would allow the larger study to focus on one
group of candidates, either space-based or ground-based configurations. To perform the analysis
required, representative configurations for a space-based system and a ground-based system were
def'med as a result of information derived from the 1989 Skunk Works activities.
2.3.3.2.1 Groundrules and Assumptions--The following groundrules were observed in
conducting this analysis:
- Propellant shall be cryogenic
- Earth return shall be aeroassisted (derived from results of the Aeroassist vs All-propulsive
Return Study, Section 2.3.3.1),
- ASE engine shall be used on transfer vehicle (Isp - 476) and transfer/landing vehicle
(Isp- 460),
- ETO transportation system cost shall be $2500/lb,
- LCC shall include design, development, test hardware and operations,
- System life shall be 30 years,
- Space basing shall utilize SSF, requiting $2.0 billion for modifications.
2.3.3.2.2 Cost and Operations AnalysisRCost and operations were the most important of
the four primary analysis criteria under which the STV studies have been performed. Details of the
configurations used to assess these criteria are shown in Figure 2.3.3.2-1. The space-based
configuration is comprised of a multiple stage system with drop tanks for propellant storage. The
ground-based system is comprised of an expendable transfer stage with a ballistic return lander and
crew module. Details of both systems can be found in the configuration selection analysis section,
2.3.3.3, and the concept definition section, 3.0. Program cost defines the total cost to acquire and
operated the system, including: Full Scale Development (FSD), verification, production,
operations and support, and disposal. Operations analysis was primarily based on the complexity
involved in performing the space flight phase of the lunar mission but also took into account some
ground processing issues. Operational complexity is defined by the quantity as well as the
complexity of the operational functions during the mission, with the emphasis placed on mission
success and crew/cargo safety. The operational functions evaluated included rendezvous and
docking both at Low Lunar Orbit (LLO) and Low Earth Orbit (LEO); engine burns at Trans-Lunar
Injection (TLI), LLO, lunar landing, ascent, and Trans-Earth Injection (TEI); system element
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Table 2.3.3.1.2 LTS Mass
Propellants
Properties
Event
TLI
LOI
Descent/Ascent
TEl & EOI
Aerobraked
112.9
22.1
31.7
7.3
All Prooulsiv_
152.5
28.8
31.7
30.7
Total 174.0 243.7
Aerobraked Vehicle
Element
Core
TLI Tanks
LOI Tanks
Crew Module
Crew & Consumables
Aerobrake
Structure & TPS
Tanks
RCS System
G. N.&C.
C.& D.H.
Electrical Power
Thermal Control
Total
Mass (t)
7.14
5.72
3.39
7.79
0.66
3.50
28.2
2.38
0.26
0.14
0.07
0.20
0.41
0.04
All Propulsive Vehicle
Element
Core
TLI Tanks
LOI Tanks
Crew Module
Crew & Consumables
Return Stage (in LLO)
Tanks & Structure
RCS System
G. N.&C.
C.& D. H.
Electrical Power
Thermal Control
Mass (t)
7.14
7.72
4.43
7.79
0.66
2.23
Total 30.0
1.37
0.14
0.07
0.20
0.41
O.04
separations including stages and drop tanks; crew, cargo and propellant transfers; and critical
maneuvers including aerobrake preparation and operation and a ballistics return (Figure 2.3.3.2-2).
Each of these functions was assigned either a Crit 1 or 2 rating, which provided a quantitative
value to the criticality of the operation. A Crit 1 operation is defined as an operation which if not
successfully completed results in loss of life or failure to deliver mission critical cargo. Crit 2 is
defined as an operation which if not successfully completed allows the crew to return safely or
leaves the cargo in a position where it can be salvaged.
2.3.3.2.3 Summary/RecommendationmThe results of the cost evaluations are shown in
Figure 2.3.3.2-3. This data shows that in three of the four cost categories the space-based systems
represent a lower cost, including LCC. The only category in which the ground-based system rated
better in cost was in DDT&E since the ground-based system uses fewer technology/advanced
development items that require extensive development costs. The results of the operations
evaluation show the opposite trend (Figure 2.3.3.2-4), with the ground-based system
representing an approach with fewer critical failure modes during the conduct of the transfer
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missions. This can be attributed to fewer rendezvous and docking operations and the elimination
of the aerobrake and the aeroassist maneuver. Further assessment of the operational complexity
based on ground processing operations was conducted to cast a deciding vote in providing a
recommendation from this analysis. This additional work indicated that the ground-based system
greatly increased the processing requirements at KSC.
The recommended basing approach is to utilize a LEO transportation node and space-base the LTS.
This provides an overall reduction in the system LCC of 9% and a similar approach to ground
processing and launch at KSC. It should be noted that although this approach provides a lower
cost, it does represent a system with more potential failure modes that must be accounted for in the
f'mal design.
Figure 2.3.3.2-1
Space
Ground
Basing Configuration Candidates
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& Planetary Injection
Figure 2.3.3.2-2 Lunar Mission Operational Functions
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Z
Ground Space
Figure 2.3.3.2-4 Basing Operations Analysis Results
2.3.3.3 STV Concept Selection AnalysismThere are two basic STV concept selection
philosophies. The first is to start with a ground-based initial STV, proceed to space-based reusable
concepts, and continue to use the STV or family of STV vehicles for lunar missions and eventually
Mars missions. A second philosophy starts with the most mission-driven STV concept -- the
lunar mission -- and evolves backwards and forwards to satisfy the other missions. These two
philosophies are illustrated in Figure 2.3.3.3-1. Since the lunar missions represent the most
stringent drivers for vehicle definition, the concept selection philosophy of starting with the lunar
STV family and evolving to the other design reference missions (DRMs) was utilized for this top
level systems trade.
A concept selection process (Fig. 2.3.3.3-2) was established to systematically evaluate and
downselect STV concepts into a single concept or family of concepts. The process began with the
development of a concept selection methodology and was followed by a concept identification task.
Once concepts were defined, simple configurations, operational scenarios, performance data and
relative cost data were generated for each concept. Concepts were evaluated against top level
selection criteria, performance, relative cost, and operational complexity.
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Top scoring concepts for each selection criteria were recommended for additional evaluation during
the second downselect process. Downselected concepts were further defined and evaluated to
determine interface impacts, real costs, evolution to other missions, ETO transportation methods,
etc.
After the first downselect, lunar architectures were developed and concepts were allocated to these
architectures. More detailed data consisting of configurations, mass properties, performance
results, flight operational scenarios, interface impacts and programmatic costs were generated for
each concept. Cost, operations, adaptability to meet other DRMs, and risk were used as evaluation
criteria to recommend criteria driven concepts for additional study during the f'mal downselect.
The criteria-driven concepts were further studied to define a common family of vehicles and assess
abort scenarios. Results from these final studies were evaluated, and a final STV family of
vehicles was selected. Once NASA concurred with the final STV selection, results from
subsystems trades were incorporated and detailed concept description of the selected concept and
detailed programmatics were conducted.
2.3.3.3.1 First Downselect Processm
2.3.3.3.1.1 Methodology---A concept selection methodology as illustrated in Figure 2.3.3.3-3,
was established to identify STV concepts and perform the first downselect process. The lunar
missions were used as the driving missions. All possible orbital mechanics solutions to launch
and/or return cargo and/or crew from the Earth to the Moon were identified. A matrix of possible
launch and return options was developed and populated for reasonable mission scenarios. Several
possible orbital mechanics solutions w libration points, cycler and HEO missions w were
eliminated and removed from the matrix for reasons of excessive A-velocities, flight times, or
excessive estimated cost. Remaining orbital mechanics solutions were input into a vehicle stage
matrix of various transfer and landing vehicle options. Populating this matrix produced 10 cargo
only (no return concepts) and 48 crew/cargo (reusable concepts). Crew/cargo concepts consisted
of both single and dual crew cab options. Operations, relative cost, and performance data for each
concept were then developed and evaluated. The top scoring concepts in each criteria were carried
forward for more detailed evaluation during the second downselect phase.
2.3.3.3.1.2 Groundrules and Assumptions--The following top level groundrules and assumptions
were used in the first downselect process:
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• Lunar DRMs were used to define the initial concepts. Downselected concepts were
evaluated for adaptability to meet all DRMs.
• Cargo only expendable concepts were rated separately from crew and cargo missions.
• Subsystem definition for all concepts were taken from the 90-Day Study baseline, i.e.,
rigid aerobrake, fuel cells, advanced space engines, etc.
• Initial vehicle delivery missions were evaluated for all concepts.
• Performance criteria scores were calculated by taking total propellant requirements and
dividing by the cargo delivered -- 33 tonnes for cargo and 14.6 tonnes for crew/cargo.
• No constraints were placed on the Earth-to-Orbit (ETO) transportation system or on using
Space Station Freedom (SSF) as the transportation node.
• Only chemical LOX/LH2 propulsion systems were considered.
The terms shown in Tables 2.3.3.3-1 and 2.3.3.3-2 were defined to provide insight to the data and
rationale for the concept selection process. Definitions of stages, operations, elements, activities,
etc. allow understanding of the terms used in the operational, performance, and relative cost
evaluation.
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Figure 2.3.3.3-3 Concept Selection Methodology 1st Downselect
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2.3.3.3.13 Orbital Mechanics SolutionsmThe first step in the downselect process was to identify
orbital mechanics solutions for delivering crew and/or cargo to the moon. Figure 2.3.3.3-4 is a
pictorial overview of the node options available for lunar transfer and return. Nodes were defined
as locations where two vehicles can meet to transfer people, cargo, and propellant. Low Earth
Orbit (LEO) is often assumed to be the starting node, but for this trade direct ascents that pass
directly through LEO on the way to the moon or an intermediate node were also considered. A
Highly Elliptic [Earth] Orbit (HEO), an orbit with a perigee near Space Station Freedom (SSF)
altitude and a period that is resonant with the sidereal rate of the moon, was evaluated as a node.
L1, the libration point on a line between the Earth and moon, was also studied. L1 is the place
where the net force of the two bodies' gravitational pulls exactly equal the centripetal acceleration
associated with the moon's angular rate. L2 is a similar point considered, but located on the far
Table 2.3.3.3-1
Stage
ETO Launch Vehicle
Staging
Low Lunar Operations
Combined STV/LEV
Separate STV & LEV
LEO Operations
No Return
Concept Element
De_nition o[ Terms
An element that consist of tanks and a propulsion system (may Include an
avionics system).
A stage that delivers STV and/or LEV elements to Earth suborbital or orbital
altitude.
Separation of two stages (does not Include drop tanks)
A sequence of events between two stages (rendezvous and docking) In low
lunar orbit.
A vehicle that has a single propulsion system.
Individual vehicles that ere separated and/or docked during the course of the
mission each having its own propulsion system.
A sequence of events performed in low earth orbit which may occur at SSF, at a
separate platform or at a free nylng platform.
No vehicle and/or equipment is returned from the lunar surface for that mission.
Stages, drop tanks, transfer and landing vehicles. Crew modules included only
when required to separate from TV and dock with LV. Drop tanks count as one
element. (Does not Include cargo.)
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Table 2.3.3.3-2
Rendezvous/Docking
Engine Burns
Crew Transfers
Cargo Transfer
Propellant Transfer
Aerobrake
Propulsion System
Separations/
Oaployment
On Orbit Assembly/Mating
De_nition oE Terms
An operation that places two elements in close proximity and accomplishes
physical connection in flight.
Firing of main engines on a stage. (Does not include RCS.)
Transfer of crew from one element to another by EVA or IVA. (Includes
transfers to and from crew module in LEO. Does not include crew EVA on
Lunar surface.)
Mating of cargo to TV or LV. (Does not include deployment of cargo on Lunar
surface)
Transfer of propellant from one element to another.
Breaking of Return Vehicle either by aerobraking or ballistic heat shield. (All
return flights have one serobreke.)
One or more engines that provide primary propulsion to a stage.
Separation of elements such as dropping empty propellant tanks, separating
LV from TV and separating crew modules.
Mating of elements in LEO. (Does not include cargo).
Expendable Element Any element that does not return to its launch site.
Figure 2.3.3.3-4 Lunar Mission Orbital Mechanics Options
@1.2
side of the moon, still on the Earth-moon line. At L2, the combined pull of Earth and moon are
balanced by the greater centripetal acceleration of being farther from the center of rotation of the
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Earth-Moon system. A cycler, which is a continually moving node that is placed in a resonate,
free-return trajectory between the Earth and moon, was also defined. Crew transfer from SSF to
the cycler occurs when the cycler swings-by LEO in a small "taxi" vehicle. Once on the cycler, the
crew transfers to the cycler habitation modules and ride to the Moon in more spacious
accommodations. At the moon, t he crew transfers to the lander vehicle docked to the cycler and
departs for the lunar surface. The reverse process is followed for getting back to Earth. The final
node considered was Low Lunar Orbit (LLO), typically a 300 kilometer circular orbit with an
inclination of less than 30 degrees.
Using the node options for lunar transfer and return as described above, all possible orbital
mechanics solutions to launch and/or return cargo and/or crew from the Earth to the Moon were
developed and are listed below:
Launch - Up Leg from Earth or Low Earth Orbit (LEO) to Lunar Surface
1 Earth to Lunar Surface
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Earth to Low Lunar Orbit (LLO) to Lunar Surface
LEO to Lunar Surface
LEO to LLO to Lunar Surface
Earth to Libration Point to Lunar Surface
Earth to Highly Elliptic [Earth] Orbit (HEO) to Lunar Surface
Earth to Cycler to Lunar Surface
LEO to Libration Point to Lunar Surface
LEO to HEO to Lunar Surface
LEO to Cycler to Lunar Surface
Return -
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
Down Leg from Lunar Surface
No Return
Direct Return from Lunar Surface to Earth
Direct Return from Lunar Surface to LEO
From Lunar Surface to LLO to Earth
From
From
From
From
From
From
Lunar Surface to LLO to LEO
Lunar Surface to Libration Point to Earth
Lunar Surface to Libration Point to LEO
Lunar Surface to HEO to Earth
Lunar Surface to HEO to LEO
Lunar Surface to Cycler to Earth
6O
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K From Lunar Surface to Cycler to LEO
Launch Pt - Up Leg From Earth ! Leo
1 Earth To Lunar Surface
2 Earth To LLO Ops To Lunar Surface
3 LEO To Lunar Surface
4 LEO To LLO Ops To Lunar Surface
5 Earth To Ubration It. To Lunar Surface
6 Earth To HEO To Lunar Surface
7 Earth To Cycler To Lunar Surface
8 LEO To Llbration Pt. To Lunar Surface
9 LEO To HEO To Lunar Surface
10 LEO To Cycler To Lunar Surface
Retum- Down Leg From Lunar Surface
A: No Return
B: Direct Return From Lunar Surface To Earth
C: Direct Return From Lunar Surface To LEO
D: From Lunar Surface To LLO Ops To Earth
E From Lunar Surface To LLO Ops To LEO
F From Lunar Surface To Llbration Point To Earth
G: From Lunar Surface To Llbratlon Point To LEO
H: From Lunar Surface To HEO To Earth
I From Lunar Surface To HEO To LEO
J: From Lunar Surface To Cycler To Earth
K: From Lunar Surface To Cycler To LEO
RETURN
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o
z
<
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A
1 X
2 X
3 X
X
X
X
7
8 X
9 X
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X X
X X
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X X
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Figure 2.3.3.3-5 Orbital Solution Matrix
These orbital mechanics launch/return options were used to populate and develop a matrix of
reasonable orbital solutions for the lunar mission as shown in Figure 2.3.3.3-5 Return options
were assumed to follow the same path as launch options, i.e., an option that went through libration
points on the up leg must return through the libration points on the return leg.
In order to reduce the number of orbit mechanics approaches, the A-velocities required to complete
either a one-way or round-trip mission to the Moon were calculated. All node options were
considered except the cycler option which was eliminated on assumed cost grounds and operational
complexities associated with lunar-to-Earth return and abort scenarios. Five transfer options are
shown in Figure 2.3.3.3-6: one is direct, two go through LLO with varying transfer speeds, and
two use the first and second Earth-Moon libration points. Aerobraking was assumed for all cases
having Earth returns. The lowest A-velocity option is the direct transfer from LEO to the lunar
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surface and return. The next most efficient transfer is to go through LLO on either a 3-day or
minimum energy/5 day trajectory. The round trip A-velocity is 360 rn/s higher when the trip time
is dropped from 5 to 3 days and the 5-day trajectory is 294 m/s higher than a 3-day direct transfer.
The libration point nodes are much less efficient because the A-velocities required to get into and
out-of the libration point. L1 takes 860 m/s to arrive or depart. L2 is easier because of the
advantage of lunar swing-by but still takes 300 m/s to arrive or depart and takes another 80 m/s to
get to it from LEO. Because L1 and L2 required more A-velocity, they were eliminated as viable
options.
The HEO node scenario offers some advantages over using LLO -- namely reduced A-velocity
budget for the Lunar Transfer Vehicle (LTV). Using LLO, the LTV sees about 5800 m/s;
however, using HEO (close to escape energy), the LTV sees only 3800 rn/s. Since perigee of
HEO is around 500 nmi, very little delta-V is required to set up an aeropass to return the vehicle
back to LEO. The LTV becomes more of a booster stage than a lunar transfer stage. The increased
A-velocity budget for the Lunar Excursion Vehicle (LEV) goes from about 4000 rn/s to
approximately 6000 m/s. Hence a more even split of A-velocities is achieved and the LEV is more
flexible on landing sites. The down side of the HEO node scenario is the reduced return
opportunities from the Moon. The HEO orbit is set up as a submultiple of the lunar orbit period.
A submultiple of 4 means a spacecraft in HEO will orbit four times in 27.3 days, the sidereal
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Figure 2.3.3.3-6 Transfer Option A-Velocities
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Figure 2.3.3.3-7 HEO Docking & Payload Transfer
period of the Moon. As illustrated in Figure 2.3.3.3-7, the best submultiple is 3 in terms of A-
velocity, but this interferes with the moon and is not stable. The next best submuhiple is 4 with an
apogee of 280,000 km that is not greatly perturbed by the moon. Although the LEV can
rendezvous with HEO at any time, only once each month will the A-velocities be minimum. This
is true no matter what submultiple is selected. Using a submultiple of 4 gives a total A-velocity of
3220 m/s to go from LEO to trans-lunar. Comparing this A-velocity against the 90-day reference
approach of 3100 m/s shows little penalty for going through HEO. The other consideration of
HEO is the three-dimensional aspects of the orbits. LEO is inclined at 28.5 degrees and the moon
ranges between + 18 to 28 degrees. Determining the inclination of HEO and what the nodal and
apsidal precession rates do to the A-velocities to get in and out of HEO are complicated except for
equatorial cases. For an equatorial HEO, the apsidal rotation combines with the line of nodes
regression so that all one has is a rotation of the line of apsides in inertial longitude relative to the
Earth's equator. For an equatorial HEO, the plane changes from LEO and the Moon are very large
(about 28 degrees for each), but is insignificant because at HEO apogee the spacecraft is only
traveling at 245 m/s. The apsidal rotation rate of an equatorial HEO will only affect the repeat
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period between it and either LEO or the Moon. For LEO, the repeat rate is once every 25.5 days
and for the Moon, the repeat rate is every 27.3 days. In summary from an opportunity point of
view, HEO has distinct disadvantages over direct transfers and was therefore eliminated from
further evaluation.
A downscaled orbital mechanics matrix of reasonable orbital mechanics solutions for the lunar
mission (Fig. 2.3.3.3-8) was developed after the libration point, HEO, and cycler options were
removed. The remaining solutions use only Earth and the LEO node as starting points for mission
activities.
The remaining orbital mechanics solutions were combined with possible vehicle stage solutions to
create a vehicle stage matrix (Fig. 2.3.3.3-9). Separate single stage landing and transfer vehicles
with and without drop tanks, multistage vehicles, and single stage combined vehicles with and
without drop tanks were considered. Options for single or dual crew cabs were also included for
several crew/cargo reusable options. Using this matrix approach, 10 cargo only options were
identified and 48 crew/cargo options were identified.
2.3.3.3.1.4 Operational, Performance & Relative Cost Data--Preliminary operational scenarios
and vehicle configurations for each possible concept solution from the matrix were developed.
Performance analyses were run to determine vehicle propellant quantities required to deliver 33
tonnes of cargo for the no return concepts and 14.6 tonnes of crew/cargo for the manned return
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Figure 2.3.3.3-9 Vehicle Stage Matrix
concepts. Each concept was also evaluated for operational complexity by determining the number
of elements, operations/maneuvers, transfers, matings, separations, etc. Relative cost data was
generated for each concept by determining the number of elements, ETO transportation
requirements based on using a 150 klb launch vehicle, and SSF operations. An evaluation sheet as
shown in Figure 2.3.3.3-10 was developed for each concept. Data from these sheets were used to
identify trends and to downselect concepts for additional study. Sheets for all concepts considered
in the study are included as Appendix 1.
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Figure 2.3.3.3-10 Typical Evaluation Sheet
2.3.3.3.1.5 Concept Trends--Trends in operational complexity for the cargo only expendable
concepts are illustrated by the bar charts shown in Figure 2.3.3.3-11. The complexity increases as
the vehicle configurations go from single stage combined vehicles to single stage separate vehicles
to multistage vehicles. Drop tanks add the complexity of extra elements, propellant transfer, and
tank separations. Operational complexity also increases for those missions that utilize LEO
operations.
Trends in operational complexity, propellant quantity and relative costs for the cargo only
expendable concepts are illustrated by the bar charts shown in Figure 2.3.3.3-1. The operational
complexity increases as the vehicle configurations go from single stage combined vehicles to single
stage separate vehicles to multistage vehicles. The opposite trend is noted for propellant quantity -
multistage vehicles use less propellant than separate vehicles or single combined vehicles. Relative
cost exhibits a trend similar to operational complexity.
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Trends in operational complexity for the crew/cargo return concepts are illusu'ated in Figure
2.3.3.3-13. As in the cargo only, the complexity increases as the vehicle configurations go from
single stage combined vehicles to single stage separate vehicles to multistage vehicles. Drop tanks
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add the complexity of extra elements, propellant transfer, and tank separations. Operational
complexity also increases from simple missions that go directly from Earth to the lunar surface to
missions that use Space Station Freedom in LEO to missions that use both LEO and LLO
operations.
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Figure 2.3.3.3-13 Crew Cargo Operations Complexity Trends
Trends in propellant quantity for single versus two crew cabs for the crew/cargo return concepts is
shown in Figure 2.3.3.3-14. For all concepts, the single crew cab configurations require more
propellant because a heavier crew cab is being taken to the lunar surface and must be returned from
the lunar surface.
Figures 2.3.3.3-15 and 2.3.3.3-16 show the trends in operational complexity, propellant quantity
and relative costs for the crew/cargo return concepts. The operational complexity increases as
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thevehicle configurations go from single stage combined vehicles with drop tanks to single stage
separate vehicles to multistage vehicles. The opposite trend is noted for propellant quantity -
multistage vehicles use less propellant than separate vehicles or single combined vehicles with drop
tanks. Relative cost exhibits a similar trend as operational complexity. The operational
complexity, propellant quantity and relative costs increase when the mission uses LEO operations
regardless of vehicle stage configuration.
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2.3.3.3.1.6 Summaries Recommendations -- Summaries of the concept criteria data, operational
complexity, performance, and relative cost for the cargo only concepts are illustrated in Figures
2.3.3.3-17 through -19. The average criteria scores for these concepts along with the one sigma
standard deviations are plotted on each chart. Those concepts that fall below the standard deviation
were recommended for additional review and study. For operational complexity, the single stage
combined vehicles scored the best with concepts 1A-4 and 3A-4 being the best with concepts 1A-3
and 3A-3 being downselected for additional study. For the final criteria of relative cost, single
combined vehicles with and without drop tanks scored the best with concepts 1A-4 and 1A-5 being
downselected for more study.
The recommended concepts for the cargo only scenario are shown in Figure 2.3.3.3-20. Two
concepts use multistage transfer vehicles, two use a single combined vehicle, and one uses a single
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Figure 2.3.3.3-17 Cargo Only - Ops Complexity Summary
combined vehicle with drop tanks. Three concepts go from Earth direct to the lunar surface while
two go from LEO to the lunar surface.
Summaries of the concept criteria data, operational complexity, performance, and relative cost, for
the crew/cargo return concepts are illustrated in Figures 2.3.3.3-21 through -23. The average
criteria scores for these concepts along with the one sigma standard deviations are plotted on each
chart. Those concepts that fall below the standard deviation were recommended for additional
review and study. For operational complexity, eight concepts (mostly single stage combined
vehicles) were downselected for further study. Against the performance criteria, eight concepts
(mostly separate or multistage vehicles with two crew cabs) were downselected for additional
study. For the final criteria of relative cost, seven concepts (mostly single combined vehicles)
were downselected for more study.
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Figure 2.3.3.3-18 Cargo Only - Performance Summary
The recommended concepts for the crew/cargo scenario are shown in Figures 2.3.3.3-20 and -21.
Concepts use separate single stage transfer and landing vehicles, single combined vehicles,
multistage vehicles, and vehicles with drop tanks. Both aerobrake and ballistic return concepts
were downselected, as well as single and dual crew cab concepts.
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The concepts downselected for additional study and evaluation were highlighted on the vehicle
stage matrix (Figure 2.3.3.3-27). Five cargo only concepts were recommended along with
nineteen crew/cargo concepts. At least one concept from each orbital mechanics solution and each
vehicle stage was downselected for further study.
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® ®
N/A (_)
N/A x
X
X
N/A x
N/A x
Note:Two X's IndicateSingleand Dual Crew CabConcepts
0 Recommended Concepts
Figure 2.3.3.3-27 Updated Vehicle Stage Matrix
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2.3.3.3.2 Second Downselect ProcessI
2.3.3.3.2.1 Methodology--The concept selection process established to systematically evaluate
and downselect STV concepts into a single concept or family of concepts (Fig. 2.3.3.3-2)
continued during the second downselect phase. A concept selection methodology for this phase
was developed to evaluate lunar concepts and recommend criteria driven concepts for final
downselect (Fig. 2.3.3.3-28). Lunar architectures were developed and concepts were allocated to
a particular architecture. A preliminary screening was performed of concepts recommended from
the first downselected architectures, some new concepts, and some concepts added back from the
initial downselect. Twelve concepts -- five cargo only and seven crew/cargo concepts went
through detailed concept definition during the second downselect phase. These concepts were
evaluated against certain concept selection criteria - cost, operations, mission adaptability, and
risk. Five criteria driven concepts -- two cargo and three crew concepts -- were recommended
for additional study during the final selection process.
New Concef)!
4E-SB
Figure 2.3.3.3-28 Concept
3_ _ 20(
100'
Selection Methodology Second Downselect
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2.3.3.3.2.2 Groundrules and Assumptions--The following top level groundrules and assumptions
were used in the second downselect process:
.j
• Lunar DRMs were used to define the initial concepts.
• Downselected concepts were evaluated for adaptability to meet all DRMs.
* Cargo only expendable concepts were rated separately from crew and cargo missions.
• Cargo delivery requirements were 33 tonnes and crew/cargo delivery requirement was
14.6 tonnes.
• Subsystem definition was constant across all concepts, i.e., rigid aerobrake on all LEO
return concepts, RL-10s on landing vehicles, etc.
• Initial flight and steady state flights were evaluated for all concepts.
. No constraints were placed on the Earth-to-Orbit (ETO) transportation system.
• All crew and cargo missions used LLO.
2.3.3.3.2.3 Lunar Architectures -- The first step in the second downselect process was to
develop lunar architectures and screen each lunar architecture against top level criteria such as LEO
requirements and operations, technical risk, cost drivers, ground operations, etc. Five lunar
architectures were developed. Option 1 uses LEO as the transportation node for both crew and
cargo. Option 2 uses LEO as the transportation node for crew missions while cargo only missions
proceed direct from Earth to the lunar surface. Option 3 is where both crew and cargo mission
proceed direct from Earth to the lunar surface. Option 4 is where cargo and crew missions proceed
direct from Earth to the lunar surface but crew missions return to LEO. Option 5 is where cargo
missions proceed direct from Earth while crew missions proceed from LEO to the lunar surface but
return to Earth. Details of the lunar architecture options are shown below:
• Option 1: Baseline LEO Transportation Node
Cargo - from LEO to lunar surface
Crew - from LEO to lunar surface, return to LEO
• Option 2: LEO Crew Node
Cargo - from Earth to lunar surface
Crew - from LEO to lunar surface, return to LEO
• Option 3: No Transportation Node (a la Apollo)
Cargo - from Earth to lunar surface
Crew - from Earth to lunar surface, return to Earth
• Option 4: LEO Crew Return Node
Cargo - from Earth to lunar surface
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Crew - from Earthto lunarsurface,returnto LEO
• Option5: LEO CrewNode/EarthReturn
Cargo - from Earthto lunarsurface
Crew - from LEO to Lunarsurface,returnto Earth
A toplevelmissionscenarioof lunararchitectureOption1is illustratedin Figure2.3.3.3-29.Both
the mannedand cargomissionsoriginate at the LEO transportationnode.The mannedreturn
missionendswith rendezvousanddockingwith theLEO transportationnode. In lunararchitecture
Option2 (Fig. 2.3.3.3-30), the cargo missions begin with launch from Earth. Manned missions
originate at the LEO transportation node and end with rendezvous and docking with the LEO
transportation node. In Option 3 as shown in Figure 2.3.3.3-31, both manned and cargo missions
begin with launch from Earth. Manned missions end with an Apollo style ballistic reentry and
ocean landing. No LEO transportation node is required. Option 4 has both manned and cargo
missions being launched from Earth with the crew return mission ending with rendezvous and
docking at the LEO transportation node. In lunar architecture Option 5, the cargo missions begin
with launch from Earth while the crew missions originate at the LEO transportation node but return
Apollo style back to Earth.
Baseline - LEO Transportation Node
Crew Missions
Crew & Cargo Missions
Figure 2.3.3.3-29 Lunar Architecture Option 1
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SSF
LEO Crew Node
Crew Missions
Cargo Missions
Crew Missions
Figure 2.3.3.3-30 Lunar Architecture Option 2
No Transportation Node
Crew & Cargo Mission
Crew Mission.,
Figure 2.3.3.3-31 Lunar Architecture Option 3
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Figure2.3.3.3-32presentsa top level assessment of these lunar architectures. Options 4 and 5 had
the same impacts as Options 3 and 2, respectively. However, each of these options has the added
inconvenience of the crew returning to a location other than its origin. This adds the impacts
associated with transporting the crew and crew cab back to its origin for reuse. Therefore, lunar
architectures 4 and 5 were discontinued from the study.
Two Preferred Options
Cargo - LEOto Lunar Surface
Crew - LEO to Lunar Surface, Return to LEO
Cargo - Earth to Lunar Surface
Crew - LEO to Lunar Surface, Returnto LEO
Crew & Cargo Missions
Crew Missions
3: No Transportation Node (Apollo)
Cargo - Earth to Lunar Surface
Crew - Earth to Lunar Surface, Return to Earth
4; LEO (;::rawReturn Node
Cargo
Crew
5: LEO Crew Node/Earth Return
Cargo - Earth to Lunar Surface
Crew - LEO to Lunar Surface, Return to Earth
Figure 2.3.3.3-32 Lunar Architecture Assessment
2.3.3.3.2.4 Concept Allocation--Once the lunar architectures were defined, the next step was to
allocate each concept to a particular lunar architecture. This allocation process included taking
those concepts recommended for additional study as a result of the first downselect, generating
some new concepts that were not evaluated before, and going back to reassess some concepts that
were thrown out as a result of the first downselect. Figure 2.3.3.3-33 gives a brief description of
cargo concepts that are applicable to lunar architecture Option 1 and a rationale for retention or
deletion of the concepts from the study. Figures 2.3.3.3-34 & 35 give similar details for the cargo
concepts for the other lunar architectures. A similar process was performed for the piloted
concepts. Figures 2.3.3.3-36 through 2.3.3.3-38 show results for the allocation process for the
piloted concepts against each of the three lunar architecture options.
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Option 1 Cargo - LEO Transportation Node ( LEO to LS/Return LEO)
Concepts Discussion
'__ Single Stage Separate.. Transfer & Landing" Vehicle with DropTanks
Result
• Added back from IR#2 concepts
• Separate elements make
packaging/landing easier Retained
.r---_._ Multistage Transfer • Downselected from IR#2 concepts
'_' Vehicle end Separate
Retained
Landing Vehicle
\ '\_..,_."\\\Slngls Propulsion ,,.\\ _.. Downsalected from IR#2 concepts ,\\ _N_
__'_Stag. Combined _'_,_. Large landing vehicle > 55'did (control &_
\\_ \\",Vehicle _'\\',.stablllty uncertainty) .'_"_
_ _ \_X\______ \" Cargo unloading on lunar surface- > 46 ' "\\
) Single Propulsion • Added back from IR#2 concepts
Stage Combined • Drop tanks make packaging/landingVehicle with Drop easier Retained
) Tanks
Figure 2.3.3.3-33 Cargo Concepts Allocated to Lunar Architecture 1
Option 2 Cargo - LEO Crew Node ( Crew From LEO to LS/Return LEO)
Concepts Discussion
_1___ Single Stage Separate
Transfer & LandingVehicle with Drop
' Tanks
Result
• Added back from IR#2 concepts
• Separate elements make
packaging/landing easier Retained
Multistage Transfer • Downselected from IR#2 concepts
Vehicle and Separate
•- _ Landing Vehicle
_ _\\\ _.."_\\\_ \ \ \ \',. \ \ \ \ \\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
_x"1 D..\_::_ingle Propulslon_ \\\ _. Downselected from IR#2 concepts \\\_
_" _ "._"_Stage Combined _ _\'_'_ '
_. Large landing vehicle > 55 dla {control & _\_
_._ -- _'--_Vehlcle _'_
\stability uncertainty) _'_
_______,_ _" Cargo unloading on lunar _X_X_\ surface - > 40' above LS ' _'_
;)) _ '\",.Single Propulsion _ '. Downselected from IR#2 concepts \'\_
_._° \X?,_Stage Combined _ ',. Packaging In Launch Vehicle Requires > \\\
_I-'_r'_\\ _Vehicle with Drop _ _60' did shroud X_X_
Figure 2.3.3.3-34 Cargo Concepts Allocated to Lunar Architecture 2
Retained
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Option 3 Cargo - No Transporation Node ( Earth to LLO to LS/Return Earth)
Concepts Discussion Result
j__'_ Single Stage • Added back from IR#2 concepts[iij _ Separate Transfer & • Separate elements make RetainedLanding Vehicle packaging/landing easier
with Drop Tanks
Multistage Transfer
_, Vehicle and
< _ Separate Landing'- Vehicle
• Downselected from IR#2 concepts
Retained
_ __l_Sl_ngle F)r_opu'/s_on__ _. Do_w_nse_l_ct_edf_o m ,R#2 c_n cepts\ "\ \ _ ____ _l_\Stage Combined ,N,_\. Large landing vehicle > 55 dia (control &
X_ I[_ _Vehicle \X_ \ stability uncertainty) \\____
_,______,_'_ _" Cargo unloading on lunar, .,,o .........
\XXXu_--X_''``\'_--_::;'\'n\g'''e'l'-_O\p_''_''_)_"XX_Stag. Combined N ______X_ _De_le_ _\. Downselected from IR#2 concepts _"_\
\< '_F_ _\'_,Vehicle with Drop _ _,. Packaging In Launch Vehicle Requlres_-,_"_ ,_,___
_ _ I'll_2_"Tanks \ _Shroud - > 60' dla ,_
"
Figure 2.3.3.3-35 Cargo Concepts Allocated to Lunar Architecture 3
Option 1 Piloted - LEO Transportation Node ( LEO to LS/Return LEO)
Concepts Discussion
_ __ _ __\._"_\\'_._.\_.\\_'_ _"._Down_sele _ edf re _n/R_#2\ \ \"
__--_\"_ Single Propulsion Stage _\ _concepts\X_=_k\\\\\\Comblned Vehicle _, No LLO ops for crew missions \
_____'_'__'_" v,o,ates safety reqts
Single Stage Separate
Transfer & Landing Vehicle
with Drop Tanks &
Single Crew Cab/Dual Crew
Cabs
• Single crew cab added back
from IR#2 concepts. Dual crew
cab downselected from IR#2.
• 90-Day Baseline Reference
Multistage Transfer
Vehicle & Separate
Landing Vehicle
Single Crew Cab/Dual
Crew Cabs
• Single crew cab added back
from IR#2 concepts. Dual crew
cab downselected from IR#2.
Single Propulsion Stage
m Combined Vehicle
in
with Drop Tanks
• Added as new concept
• No aerobrake penetrations,
returns landing vehicle
Result
Retained
Retained
Retained
Figure 2.3.3.3-36 Piloted Concepts Allocated to Lunar Architecture 1
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Option 2 Piloted - LEO Crew Node ( Crew From LEO to LS/Return LEO)
Concepts
i. L;;_\ Single Propulsion \'X_
combined
!
Single Stage Separate
Transfer & Landing
Vehicle with Drop Tanks
& Single Crew Cab/Dual
Crew Cabs
Multistage Transfer
Vehicle & Separate
Landing Vehicle
Single Crew Cab/Dual
Crew Cabs
Discussion I Result
\concepts_:I_:)wn's_lectecl fr()m IR'#2""" _,,___
\. No LLO ops for crew misslons_ _'\\\ Deleted\\\"
• Single crew cab added back
from IR#2 concepts. Dual crew
cab downselected from IR#2 Retained
concepts.
• 90-Day Baseline Reference
• Single crew cab added back
from IR#2 concepts. Dual crew
cab downselected from IR#2.
Retained
Single Propulsion
=_m _ Stage Combined
m_ _ Vehicle with DropTanks
• Added as new concept
• No aerobrake penetrations,
returns landing vehicle
• Good performance
Retained
Figure 2.3.3.3-37 Piloted Concepts Allocated to Lunar Architecture 2
Option 3 Piloted - No Transportation Node (Earth to LLO to LS/Return Earth)
Concepts Discussion Result
Single Stage Separate
Transfer Vehicle &
Landing Vehicle
• Downselected from IR#2
concepts
• No LLO Ops for crew missions
violates safety Raq'ts (1B-1)
1B-1 Deleted
2D-1A Retained
Multistage Transfer • 2D-3B Downselected, Single Cab
vehicle & Separate 2D-3A Added back from IR#2.
landing vehicle I & 2 • Safety problem for packaging
Crew Cabs 2 crew cabs Inside launch vehicle
\_ \ _3_1_ I _Single Stage :_eparate \ :concepts XX
\o \,N,_,,,,_,-,N\,N__,,_[ _\'Transfer & Landing \. Dual Crew Pose Safety \
\m_ \_-____,_ I _Vehlcles Single/Dual \,Problems, \
\ \
\_ N,X_.a.k'_=l I_l_Crew Cabs \ Crew Inside Launch Vehicle
2D-3a Retained
2D-3b Deleted
',-\\ \Single Propulsion "i=_i _,StageComblne d , ,.DownselectedFromlR#2,Conc pts __'_
\_ __]lB[]._j_l__J_\Vehlcl e & \ i. No LLO Ops Violates Safety \_\\\\\_._._\_
\ :_ _'__with Drop Tanks _, Requirements _
-,
Figure 2.3.3.3-38 Piloted Concepts Allocated to Lunar Architecture 3
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After the concept allocation and top level screening process, five cargo concepts, 1A- 1, 1A-3, 3A-
2, 3A-3, and 3A-5 (Fig. 2.3.3.3-39), were retained for additional study and definition. Five crew
concepts, (4E-2A, 4E-2B, 4E-3A, 4E-3B, and 4E-5B), shown in Figure 2.3.3.3-40, were
retained after the preliminary screening for lunar architectures Options 1 & 2. Two crew concepts,
2D-1A and 2D-3A (Figure 2.3.3.3-41), were retained after the preliminary screening for lunar
architecture Option 3.
Architecture I - Cargo Departs from LEO Transportation Node
3A-2
Single Stage Separate
Transfer & Landing Vehlc
with Drop Tanks
:::::::::::;::::::::::
:+:.:+..:+_+:,
!
H
3A-3
Multistage Transfe
Vehicle & Separah
Landing Vehicle
dJe
3A-5
Single Propulsion Stag
Combined Vehicle
with Drop Tanks
Architectures 2 & 3 - Cargo Departs Direct from Earth
H:+,/::+H:
1A-1
Single Stage Separal
Transfer Vehicle &
Landing Vehicle
r
m
1A-3
Multistage TransfG
Vehicle & Separat
Landing Vehicle
r--T--T--
Figure 2.3.3.3-39 Cargo Concepts Retained for Additional Study
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Architectures I & 2 - Crew Departs from/Returns to LEO Transportation Node
__ 4E-2A
Single Stage Separate
Transfer & Landing Vehicl
with Drop Tanks &
_i::_:: ...... Single Crew Cab ..... !::i:i!: ""
4E-2B
Single Stage Separate
Transfer & Landing Vehicl
with Drop Tanks &
Dual Crew Cabs
4E-3A
Multistage Tranafel
Vehicle & Separate
Landing Vehicle witl
Single Crew Cab
Figure 2.3.3.3-40 Piloted Concepts
4E-3B
Multistage Transfer
Vehicle & Separate
Landing Vehicle witr
Dual Crew Cabs
4E-5B
Single Propulsion Stag
Combined Vehicle
with Drop Tanks &
Single Crew Cab
Retained for Additional Study
Architecture 3 - Crew Departs Direct from Earth/Returns Direct to Earth
!i!iii!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i:_......................
: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
2D-1A
Slngle Stage Separate
Transfer Vehlcle &
Landlng Vehicle
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
2D-3A
Multistage Transfer
Vehicle & Separate
Landing Vehicle with
Single Crew Cab
Figure 2.3.3.3-41 Piloted Concepts Retained for Additional Study
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2.3.3.3.25 Detailed Concept Definition--The five cargo and seven crew concepts that passed the
initial screening were then subjected to more detailed concept definition. Top level mission
scenarios (outbound and inbound legs) were generated for each concept. An assessment of critical
mission operations during each mission phase was evaluated for criticality 1 (loss of crew or
mission critical hardware) and criticality 2 operations (loss of mission - crew returns safely, cargo
can be salvaged). Detailed configuration definitions for each concept were developed that included
preliminary sizing, dimensions, and mass properties. In addition, manifest layouts were generated
for each concept to show typical flight manifesting in HLLVs. Each concept's ability to adapt to
other design reference missions was assessed by addressing vehicle element interchange ability and
performance capability. Operational timelines were generated for each concept to determine
workshifts required at SSF for the initial vehicle assembly and steady state refurbishment
operations. New ground operations facilities for each concept were also determined. Cost data for
each concept was broken up into DDT&E, production, operations, and total LCC by vehicle
element. Figures 2.3.3.3-42 through 2.3.3.3-46 illustrate the typical data generated for each
concept (crew concept 4E-5B is shown as an example). Appendix 2 contains all the detailed
configuration data for the five cargo and seven crew concepts.
Tmrwler/IJndin 0 Vehleio
Corn
• Tanks .81
Structure 1.9
Propulsion Sya .3:
Engirma 1.2
• Other Subayalema 1.2
• As_obrahe 2.0
• Caw ModuM 8.6
• Contlnaency 2.1
• Total 16.2
TLI Tanks (each)
• Structure 1.9
• Intertank .11
• Prop Sya .2"
• Other Sub_ys .I,'
• Contlnoency .3:
• Total 2.8
LOI Tanks (each)
• StRicture .44
• Intertank .11
• Prop Sys .1,
• Other Subaya .1!
• Contlnaer_v .I,
• Total 1.0
Total Mission Propellant 159.
Figure 2.3.3.3.42
Landing Vehicle Return
6 t LH24.H2 Landing Vehicle Descent
29 t LH2/l.O2
(Tanka in Aerobrake) Crew
Module
10.0'
Tin
52.0'
,RL-10
Engines (4)
Typical Detail Data
TLI Tanks (2) LOI Tanks (2)
66.51 LH2/LO2 (each) 10 1LIt2/LO2 (each)
I_ 46.0' _ I
Configuration Definition
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Aofobrako Outer Aorobmko Crew Module
Sectlona (2) 15.0' dis
t,, s,u . c.lo 2
A 25.0' die x 92.0" L
Mardfest Wt
16.31
LOI Tankxl TLI TankNt
Return Tankset 12.0' dis
7.6' & 5.6' dis 15.0' & 12.7' dis
Fwd typ HLLV
Manifest Wt 20.0' die x 70.0 L
84.O t
Section A-A
LOI tankset
Return Tankset 12.0" die
7.6' & 5.6" die
Fwd Typ
Manifest Wt
84.01
TLI TankmDt
15.0' & 12.7" dla
HLLV
20.0' dis x 70.0 L
Figure 2.3.3.3-43 Typical Detail Data - Manifest Layout
÷
' _C_,L..=, .. _" |_:_:.'_._..'_:_ _ ................ _,
Basic Structure RL-IO Eng Aerobrake L g Crew Module
k_-v.__ii._,__.._. STV Ground.Based STV Space-Baaed STV Manned Piloted Lunar Lander
_",_ _' _._" Expendable Reusable GEO Sortie
_ (11.0 11o GEO) (Req'a extra prop (Req'l extra prop fo
q_ l:_:1 _ _. _ for OEO missions; GEO missions)
Lunar Transfer __
Crew LanderVehicle
291Pmpelisnt _ /'_ _._/'_
TLI Tanks .:.._. :: :::: .,:.:.i
_ ,!ii!!_i!ili!iiii_l-_
104 t Propellent
LOI Tanks
20 t Propellen! _/_
Planetary propulsion Unit
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Figure 2.3.3.3-44 Typical Detail Data - Adaptability to Other Missions
OPERATIONAL PHASE
WORK _l_S
REFURBISHMENT
N/A
HARDWARE DELIVERY
ASSEWLY _ 16.5
VERIFICATION _ 17.5
_OPEL_ SERVICING 16
i
CLOSEO_
_A
LAUGH
DE I_GRATION [] 9
2.5
45
• Lowest of Initial mann_ concepts In shifts and complexl_ due primarily to fully
essembl_ _V and slmpllfl_ _robrake.
Figure 2.3.3.3-45 Typical Detail Data - Operational Timelines
Element DDT&E Prod LCC
Core Stage/Lander 1113.5 1547.6 0.0 2661.1
TLI Tanks 74.7 462.3 0.0 537.0
LOI Tanks 42.9 255.8 0.0 298.7
Software 500.0 0.0 0.0 500.0
Support Equipment 492.5 0.0 0.0 492.5
System Test 1634.1 0.0 0.0 1634.1
Facilities 2484.4 0.0 0.0 2484.4
Operations 60.0 0.0 100.0 160.0
Systems Engineering 989.1 339.9 15.0 1344.0
Program Management 739.1 260.6 11.5 1011.2
ETO Costs 0.0 0.0 19,026.4 19,026.4
LEO Node Costs 2000.0 0.0 0.0 2000.0
Payload Costs 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
TOTAL 10,130.3 2866.2 19,152.9 32,149.4
Figure 2.3.3.3-46 Typical Detail Data - Cost Data
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For each of the twelve concepts, a configuration summary sheet was generated that provides key
features, preliminary mass properties, and overall concept configuration and dimensions. Figure
2.3.3.3-47 illustrates the summary sheet for cargo concept 1A-1. This is a single stage transfer
and separate landing vehicle launched completely assembled in an HLLV direct from Earth to the
lunar surface. The HLLV requires a 36.0' diameter shroud and a lift capability of over 180 t
(147.4 t vehicles and propellant plus 33 t cargo). The transfer vehicle has 4 RL-10 engines and
requires a propellant capacity of 113.9 t. The landing vehicle has four Advanced Space Engines
(ASE) and requires a propellant capacity of 22.3 t. This concept can be adaptable to other DRMs
the lander can deliver 8.1 t to geostationary orbit (GEO) and the transfer vehicle can be used as
a planetary propulsion unit. The total life cycle cost for this concept is $11.6 B. Similar summary
sheets are shown in Figures 2.3.3.3-48 through 2.3.3.3-58 for the remaining five cargo and seven
crew concepts.
Lending Vehicle
Typical Cargo
(Hab Module
33.0' x 14.4')
TransferVehicle
24.l
Transfer Vehicle
Landing Vehicle
Total Mission Propellent
6.1
5.0
136.2
• Single Stage Transfer and Landing Vehicle
• Direct Earth to Lunar Surface Cargo Delivery
No Return
Lunar Architectures 2 & 3
• Transfer Vehicle -
113.9 t Propellent
4 RL-10 Engines
• Landing Vehicle
22.3 t Propellent
4 ASE's
• Launched Completely Assembled in a HLLV
Requires 36' Diameter Shroud
147.4 t Performance Plus Cargo
• Evolution
Lender. Delivers 8.1 t to GEO
Transfer Vehicle - Planetary Propulsion Unit
• Program Cost
DDT&E - $6957M
Production - $1363M
Operations - $ 3304M
Total LCC - $11,624M
• No LEO Operations Required
• Cargo Height Above Lunar Surface. 20.4'
• Critical Operations - 1 Crit-1, 3 Crit-2
Figure 2.3.3.3-47 Configuration Summary Sheet Concept 1A-1
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Typical Cargq n
(l-_b ModuleJ
33.0' x 14.4')
landlng Vehlcle
TU Stage
LOI Stage 3.0
Lending Vehicle 5.0
Total Mission Propellant 136.3
• Multi Stage Transfer Vahlcle and Sel__ rate landing Vehicle
Direct Earth to Lunar Sunace uargo Dellvery
No Return
Lunar Architectures 2 & 3
• TLI Stage
m 95.3 t Propellant
--4 RL-10 Englnes
• LOI Stage
18.5 t Propellent
2 RL-10 Englnes
• Landing Vehlcle
22.5 t Propellant
-- 4 ASE's
• launched Completely Assembled in a HLLV
-- Requires 36' Diameter Shroud
-- 150 t Performance Plus Cargo
• Evolution
-- lander - Delivers 8.1 t to GEe
LOI Stage - Delivers 7.4 t to GEe
--TLI Stage - Planetary Propulsion Unit
• Program Cost
DDT&E - $7234M
-- Production - $1533M
-- Operations - $ 3632M
--Total LCC - $12,399M
• No LEO Operations Required
• Cargo Height Above Lunar Surface - 20.4'
• Critical Operations - 1 Crlt-1, 4 Crit-2
Figure 2.3.3.3.48 Configuration Summary Sheet - Concept 1A-3
1"1.1Tanks//,_
Core
yplcal Cargo_
b Module }
.0' x 14.4')J
landing i _"
Vehicle _ __..___y_' _---_r_
J
:ii_ii::iii [ ii:ii::::i::ii_
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
i ii!145.5 .i':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::t,.... ..........
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.-.,
:i::iiiii_iiiiiiiii[i::::::i ::i:;
_- 15.0_
Transfer Vehicle Core 4.0
TLI Tank (2 @ 2.5) 5.0
IJndlng Vehicle 5.0
Total Mission Propellent 133.5
• Single Stage Transfer Vehicle with Drop Tanks
Separate landing Vehicle
• LEO to Lunar Surface Cargo Delivery
No Return
Lunar Archltecture 1
• Transfer Vehicle Core -
-- 18.4 t Propellent
-- 4 RL-10 Englnes
• Drop Tanks (2) TLI
-- 46.4 t Propellent (each)
• Lending Vehicle
-- 22.3 t Propellent
-- 4 ASE's
• Requires 2 Sh-C and 1 Sh-C Block 2 Flts for LEO Dellvery
-- Transfer Core & lander Packaged in Sh-C Block 2
-- Each TLI Tank Packaged in Sh-C
• Evolution
-- Lander - Delivers 8.1 t to GEe
-- Transfer Vehicle Core - Delivers 7.4 t to GEe
-- Transfer Core wlth Drop Tanks - Planetary Propulsion Unlt
• Program Cost
-- DDT&E - $7657M
-- Production - $1560M
-- Operations - $3443M
-- Total LCC - $12,660M
• LEO Operations Include Delivery, Assy & Verification
of Lander & Transfer Core & Drop Tanks
• Cargo Height Above Lunar Surface - 20.4'
CrltJcal Operations - 1 Crit-1, 4 Crlt-2
Figure 2.3.3.3-49 Configuration Summary Sheet - Concept 3A-2
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Typical Cargo
-Mb Module
.0' X 14.4')
Vehicle
29.0'
-- .i
TLI Stage
LOI Stage 3.0
landing Vehicle 5.0
Total Misslon Propellant 136.3
• Multi Stage Transfer Vehicle and Separate Landing Vehicle
• LEO to Lunar Surface Cargo Delivery
No Return
Lunar Architecture 1
• TLI Stage
-- 95.3 t Propellant
-- 4 RL-10 Engines
• LOI Stage
-- 18.51 Propellent
-- 2 RL-10 Engines
• Landing Vehicle
22.5-t Propellant
-- 4 ASE's
• Requires 1 Sh-C Block 2 and 1 HLLV Fits for LEO Delivery
-- lander and LOI Stage Packaged in Sh-C Block 2
--TLI Stage vsckageo" tn HLLV - 26' Dis., 101 t Perf
• Evolution
-- lander - Delivers 8.1 t to GEe
-- LOI Stage - Delivers 7.4 t to GEO
TLI Stage - Planetary Propulsion Unit
• program Cost
-- DDT&E - $10,551M
-- Production - $2011M
-- Operations - $3560M
m Total LCC - $16,122M
• LEO Operations Include Delivery, Assy & Verification of
lander, LOI Stage and TLI Stage
• Cargo Height Above Lunar Surface - 20.4'
• Critical Operations - 1 Crlt-1,4 Crlt-2
Figure 2.3.3.3-50 Configuration Summary Sheet - Concept 3A-3
TLI F_ TypicalCargo I'_'1
Tankset (Hab Module Ill TLI
L@I
I'q_7"_l Tankset
Transfer/lander
Core Vehicle (
-- ° --
_Ommen_ _me _,_mQ_
LO
Transfer/Vehicle Core 6.1
TLI Tank (2 @ 2.4) 4.8
LOI Tank (2 @ 1.2) 2.4
Total Mission Propellent 134.1
• Single Propulsion Transfer/Landing Vehicle with
Drop Tanks
• LEO to Lunar Surface Cargo Delivery
No Return
Lunar Architecture 1
• Transfer/landing Vehicle Core -
22.3 t Propellant
-- 4 RL-10 Engines
• Drop Tanks
(2) TL146.9 t Propellent (each)
(2) LOI 9 t Propellant (each)
• Requires 2 Sh-C and 1 Sh-C Block 2 Fits for
LEO Delivery
Transfer/Landing Vehicle & LOI Tanks
Packaged in Sh-C Block 2
-- Each TLI Tank Packaged in Sh-C
• Evolution
-- Transfer/Lander - Delivers 8.1 t to GEO
Transfer/Lander with Drop Tanks - Planetary
Propulsion Unit
• Program Cost
-- DDT&E - $5997M
-- Production - $1255M
Operations - $ 3443M
Total LCC - $10,694M
• LEO Operations Include Delivery, Assy & Verification
of Transfer/Lander Core end Drop Tanks
• Cargo Height Above Lunar Surface - 26.0'
• Critical Operations -2 Crlt-1, 3 Crlt-2
Figure 2.3.3.3-51 Configuration Summary Sheet - Concept 3A-5
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Transfer Vehicle 6.7
Landing Vehicle 13:
Total Mission Propellant 167.:
• Single Stage Transfer Vehicle and Landing Vehicle
• Direct Earth to Lunar Surface Crow/Cargo Delivery
Ballistic Return to Earth
Lunar Architecture 3
• Transfer Vehicle -
-- 138 t Propellant
--4 RL-1O Engines
• Landing Vehicle
--29.2 t Propellant
4 ASE's
• Launched Completely Assembled In a HLLV
-- Requires 36' Diameter Shroud
-- 188.8 t Performance Plus Cargo
• Evolution
-- Lander. Delivers 11.8 t to GEO
--Transfer Vehicle- Planetary Propulsion Unit
• Program Cost
-- DDT&E - $8812M
-- Production - $7277M
-- OperaUons - $21,741 M
-- Total LCC - $37,829M
• No LEO Operetlons Required
• Cargo Height Above Lunar Surface - 22'
• Critical OpersUons
-- Outbound - 1 Crit-1, 3 Crit-2
-- Return -5 Crlt-1, 1 Crlt-2
Figure 2.3.3.3-52 Configuration Summary Sheet - Concept 2D-1A
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il s_ge
D'I
- 45.0'
[ D'I
i:.
TLI Stage
LOI Stage
Landing Vehicle
Total Mission Propellant
6.1
3.3
13.:
153.(
• Multi Stage Transfer Vehicle and Landing Vehicle
• Direct Earth to Lunar Surface Crew/Cargo Delivery
BelllsUc Return to Earth / Lunar Architecture 3
• TLI Stage
-- 99.8 t Propellant
-- 4 RL-10 Engines
• LOI Stage
-- 24.6 t Propellant
-- 2 RL-10 Engines
• Landing Vehicle
29.2 t Propellant
-- 4 ASE's
• Launched Completely Assembled In • HLLV
-- Requires 36' Diameter Shroud
-- 176.9 t Performance Plus Cargo
• Evolution
-- Lander - Delivers 11.8 t to GEO
-- LOI Stage - Delivers 9.4 t to GEO
-- TLI Stage - Planetary Propulsion Unit
• Program Cost
-- DDT&E - $9516M
-- ProducUon - $8175M
-- Operations - $20,474M
-- Total LCC - $38,165M
• No LEO OperaUons Required
• Cargo Height Above Lunar Surface - 22'
• CdUcel Operations
-- Outbound - 1 Crtt-1, 4 Crit-2
--Retum - 5 Cdt-1, 1 Crit-2
Figure 2.3.3.3-53 Configuration Summary Sheet - Concept 2D.3A
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Landing _" _ _ _-------]
l/J
Transler Vehicle Core 13.(
TLI Tank (2 @ 2.7) 5.4
LOI Tank (2 @ 1.8) 3.6
Landing Vehicle 5.7
Total Mission Propehant 165.,
KeN _NIQ
• Single Stage Transfer Vehicle with atop Tanks
Separate Landing Vehicle
• LEO to Lunar Sudace Crew/Cargo Delivery
Aerobrake Return to LEO, Single Crew Cab
Lunar Architactums I & 2
• Transfer Vehicle Core-S.8 t Propellant,4 RL-10 Engines
• Drop Tanks
(2) TLI 57.5 t Propellant (each)
-- (2) LO125.2 t Propellant (each)
• Landing Vehicle - 29.6 t Propqdlant, 4 ASE's
• Requires 2 Sh-C Block 2 & 2 HLLV Fits for LEO Daily.
Tran_er Core & Aerobrake Packaged in Sh-C Bik 2
Lander Packaged in Sh-C Block 2
TLI & LOt Tanks Pkgd - HLLV-20'OIn, 8St(Resupply)
• Evolution
-- Lander - Delivers 11.8 t to GEO
-- Transfer Core w/Drop Tanks-Planetary Propul. Unit
• Program Cost
-- DDT&E - $10,060M
-- Production - $4296M
Operations • $20,154M
-- Total LCC - $34,510M
• LEO Ops Inca: Delay., Assy, & Vsril. of Lander, Transfer
Core & Drop Tanks; Refurb Transfer Core & Crew Cab
• Cargo Height Above Lunar Suriace. 6.5'
• Critical Operations
Initial Oulbound - 1 Crlt-1, 6 Crit-2
Steady Stats Outbound - 1 Cr|t-1, 8 Cril-2
Return - 6 Cr|l-1, 1 Crlt-2
Figure 2.3.3.3-54 Configuration Summary Sheet - Concept 4E.2A
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Transfer Vehicle Core 13.(
TU Tank (2 @ 2.8) 5.2
LOt Tank (2 @ 1.6) 3.2
Landing Vehicle 8.6
TUtsl Mission Propellant 148A
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• Single Stage Transfer Vehicle with Drop Tanks
Separate Landing Vehicle
• LEO to Lunar Surface Craw/Cargo Delivery
Aerobraka Return 1o LEO, Dual Crew Cabs
Lunar Archltacturas I & 2
• Transfer Vehicle Core. 5.7 t Propellant, 4 RL-t 0 Engines
• Drop Tanks
-- (2) TLI 53.6 t Propellant (each)
-- (2) LO120.91 Propeller_ (each)
• Landing Vehicle - 22.3 t Propellant, 4 ASE's
• Requires 2 Sh-C Block 2 and 2 HLLV Flights tar LEO Delivery
-- Transfer Core & Aerobrake Packaged In Sh-C Block 2
-- Lander Packaged in Sh-C Block 2
-- Each TLI & LOI Tank Pkgd in HLLV - 20' Die., 75 t (Resupply)
• Evolution
-- Lander. Delivers 8.1 t to GEO
-- Transfer Core with Drop Tanks - Planetary Propulsion Unit
• Program Cost
-- DDT&E - $10,431M
-- Production - $4699M
-- Operations - $18,402M
-- Total LCC - $33,532M
• LEO Operations Include Delivery, Assy, & Verification of Lander,
Transfer Core & Drop Tanks; Rsfurb Transfer Core & Crew Cab
• Cargo Height Above Lunar Surface - 7.8'
• Critical Operations
-- Initial Outbound - 1 Crit-1, 7 Crit-2
-- Steady State Outbound - 1 Cril-1, 8 Crit-2
-- Return -7 Crit-1, 1 Crit-2
Figure 2.3.3.3-55 Configuration Summary Sheet Concept 4E-2B
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_ Lending
Vehicle
47'
(t)
TLI Stage 6.1
LOI Stage 11._
Landing Vehicle 5.7
Total Mission Propellent 153.!
• Multi Stage Transfer Vehicle, Separate Landing Vehicle
• LEO to Lunar Surface Crew/Cargo Delivery
Aerobraka Return to LEO, Slngle Crew Cab
Lunar Architectures 1 & 2
• TLI Stags 100 t Propellant, 4 RL-10 Englnes
• LOI Stage. 53.5 t Propellant, 2 RL-10 Engines
• Landing Vehlcle - 29.6 t Propellant, 4 ASE's
• Requires 2 Sh-C Block 2 and 1 HLLV Flta for LEO Delivery
n Transfer Core & Aerobrake Packaged In Sh-C Block 2
Lander Packaged In Sh-C Block 2
-- TLI Stage Packaged In HLLV - 25' Die., 106 t
-- Resupply Propellant for LOI Stage Packaged In Sh-C
• EvoluUon
-- Lander - Dellvers 12 t to GEO
-- LOI Stage - Dellvers 28.2 t to GEO, DeUvery/Return 19,3 t to GEO
-- TLI Stage - Planetary Propulsion Unlt
• Program Cost
-- DDT&E - $12,547M
-- Production - $5198M
-- Operations - $18,942M
-- Total LCC - $36,687M
• LEO Ops Include Delivery, Assy, & Verification of Lander,
TLI and LOI Stage; Refurb of LOI Stage & Crew Cab
• Cargo Height Above Lunar Surface - 6.5'
• CrlUcal Operations
Inltlal Outbound - 2 Crlt-1,3 Crlt-2
-- Steady State Outbound - 2 Crit-1,6 Crit-2
-- Return - 6 Crlt-1, I Crlt-2
Figure 2.3.3.3-56 Configuration Summary Sheet Concept 4E-3A
_ _i = i
TLI Stage 5.9
I..O1 Stage 12.(
_ndlng Vehicle 8.6
1"otal Misslon Propellant 140J
• Multi Stage Transfer Vehicle, Separate Landing Vehicle
• LEO to Lunar Surface Crew/Cargo Delivery
Aerobrake Return to LEO, Duel Crew Cabs
Lunar Architectures 1 & 2
• TLI Stage 94.5 t Propellent, 4 RL-10 Engines
• LOI Stage - 45.5 t Propellant, 2 RL-10 Engines
• Landing Vehicle - 22.3 t Propellant, 4 ASE's
• Requires 2 Sh-C Block 2 and I HLLV Fits for LEO Delivery
Transfer Core & Aerobrake Packaged in Sh-C Block 2
-- Lander Packaged in Sh-C Block 2
-- "I'Ll Stage Packaged In HLLV - 25' Dis., 100 t
-- Resupply Propellant for LOI Stage Packaged in Sh-C
• Evolution
-- Lander - Delivers 8.1 t to GEO
-- LOI Stage - Delivers 23 t to GEO, Delivery/Return 13.5 t to
GEO
-- TLI Stage - Planetary Propulsion Unit
• Program Cost
-- DDT&E - $12,957M
-- Productlon - $5649M
Operations - $17,434M
-- Total LCC - $36,040M
• LEO Operations Include Delivery, Assy, & Verlf. of Lander,
TLI and LOI Stage; Refurb of LOI Stage & Crew Cab
• Cargo Height Above Lunar Surface - 7.8'
• Critical Operations
-- Initial Outbound - 2 Crlt-1,4 Crlt-2
-- Steady State Outbound - 2 Crlt-1,7 Crit-2
-- Return - 7 Crlt-1,1 Crlt-2
Figure 2.3.3.3-57 Configuration Summary Sheet . Concept 4E-3B
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TLI
Tan_
_, _z.O _--
4.0'
Transfer/Vehicle Core 16.:
TLI Tank (2 @ 2.8) 5.E
LOI Tank (2 @ 1.1) 2.;
Total Mission Propellant 159.1
Cargo
Module
• Single Propulsion Transfer/Landing Vehicle w/Drop Tanks
• LEO to Lunar Surface Craw/CergoDelivery
Aerobrake Return to LEO, Single Crew Cab
Lunar Architectures 1 & 2
• Transfer/Landing Vehicle Core -
-- 29 t Propellant
-- 4 RL-10 Engines
• Drop Tanks
-- (2) TL166.5 t Propellant (each)
-- (2) LO110 t Propellant (each)
(2) Return Tankeat 3 t Propellant (each)
• Requires 1 Sh-C Block 2 and 2 HLLV Fits for LEO Delivery
Transfer/Landing Vehicle & A/1B Pkgd in Sh-C Block 2
-- Each TLi & Return Tankset Pkgd in HLLV - 20' Die., 84 t
• Evolution
-- Transfer/IJnder - Delivers 11.8 t to GEe
Transfer/Lander with Drop Tanks-Planetary Propul. Unit
• Program Cost
DDT&E - $10,130M
-- Production - $2866M
OperaUons - $19,153M
Total LCC - $32,149M
• LEO Operations Include Delivery, Assy & Verification of
Core and Drop Tanks; Refurb of Core and Crew Cab
• Cargo Height Above Lunar Surface - 24.3'
• Critical Operations
Outbound - 1 Crit-1, 5 Crlt-2
-- Return - 4 Crlt-1, 1 Crit-2
Figure 2.3.3.3-58 Configuration Summary Sheet - Concept 4E-5B
2.3.3.3.2.6 Selection Criteria---Selection criteria and their associated weighting factors were
developed prior to conducting the detailed evaluation of each configuration. Four selection criteria
were utilized in the second downselect process--program cost, operational complexity, mission
adaptability, and risk. These criteria are defined as listed below:
• Program Cost - the total cost to acquire and own the system including full scale
development, verification, production, operations, support, performance, and disposal.
• Operational Complexity - addressed the number and complexity of the STV mission
phases with the emphasis on safety and mission success.
• Mission Adaptability - determined the capability of a configuration to capture all or some
of the STV design reference missions either with existing elements or the reconfiguration
of an element.
• Risk - the probability of not meeting a technical, schedule, or cost requirement and the
effect on the program if the requirement was not met.
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The data from the detailed concept definition was consolidatedinto four separateselection
models----onefor each criteria (one model emphasizedcost as the primary driver, another
emphasizedoperations,etc.). Theevaluationvalueswerethenrankedin orderof their valuewith
thelowestvaluerepresentingthebestoverallevaluationscore.Selectionof thefinal configurations
werebasedon thebestselectionvaluefrom eachcriteriamodel.
Theamountof influencethattheresultsof thecriteria/configurationevaluationshadon theoverall
selectionrankingof aconfigurationwasdeterminedby definingtheweightthateachcriteriawould
carry during the selectionanalysis. Theseweight factors would bederived first asdictatedby
programswants,and secondby assigninga setvalue to a criteria andallowing the remaining
criteriafactorsto shift accordingtoprogramwants.A qualityfunctiondeployment(QFD) analysis
wasusedto developboth thederivedsetof weightingfactorsaswell asthe fixed valuesshown
below:
Derived: Cost= 50%,Ops= 30%,MissionAdapt= 2%,Risk = 18%
Fixed: Ops= 50%,Cost= 25%,MissionAdapt= 5%,Risk = 20%
Fixed: Risk = 50%,Cost= 20%,Ops= 25%,MissionAdapt = 5%
Fixed: MissionAdapt= 50%,Cost= 15%,Ops= 20%,Risk = 15%
Following completion of this analysis,a review of the NASA criteria and their associated
weightingfactorsshowedaverycloseallocation.
2.3.3.3.2.7 Summaries Recommendations--Figures 2.3.3.3-59 and 2.3.3.3-60 summarize the
mass properties for the seven crew concepts and five cargo concepts evaluated during the second
downselect process. A summary of the cost data for all twelve concepts is summarized in Figure
2.3.3.3-61. System elements costed for DDT&E, first unit, production, operations, and life cycle
cost were vehicles--transfer (tanks, structure, propulsion, engines, and aerobrake) and lander
(tanks, structure, propulsion, engines, and aerobrake), software, support equipment (GSE, ASE
& SSE), tooling, system test and evaluation (ground, flight, operations), facilities, ground
operations, flight operations, ETO costs, LEO node accommodations, and payloads. Ground
processing operations analyses were based on the quantity of facility modifications and additions
required to support the STV configuration as summarized in Figure 2.3.3.3-62. Processing
timelines were determined not to be a discriminator at this analysis level. LEO node operations
analyses as summarized in Figure 2.3.3.3-63 were based on the number of shifts and the
complexity of the activities during the shift to process the STV. Analyses included vehicle
refurbishment, crew module refurbishment, electrical checkout, engine servicing,
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6 t Carg©
Initial Flight
INERT MASS
Trmsler Vehicle Core/_lage 1
Transter VoNdo $_Ge 2
TU0rapT,nk8
LOI Drop Tmdm
Lalmd_0 VoNalo
TOTAL INERT MASS
PROPELLANT MASS
Transbr Vehicle Co_/StaGe 1
Tramslbr YehicM SieGe 2
TU Drop Tsnke
La Drop Tanks
Land_ Vd_cb
TOTAL PROPELLANT MASS
TOTAL VEHICLE MASS
2D-1A
6.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
13.2
19.9
138.0
0.0
0.0
29.2
167.2
187.1
2D-3A
6.1
3.3
0.0
0.0
13.2
22.S
99.8
24,6
0.0
0.0
ee$
153,6
lfO.1
4E-2A
13.0
0.0
L3
8.6
5.7
27.6
5.8
0.0
109.2
29.8
29.6
165.4
193.0
4E-2B
13.0
0.O
5.1
3.3
8.6
30.0
5.7
0.0
101.4
19.5
22.3
148.9
178.9
4E.3A
6.1
11.8
0.0
0.0
&7
23.0
100.0
23.9
0.0
0.0
29.6
153.5
177.1
4E.3B
S.9
12..I
0.0
0.0
8.6
26.6
94.5
23.2
0.0
0.0
22.3
140.0
166.6
Figures 2.3.3.3-59 Crew Concept - Mass Properties Summary
4E-SB
0.0
O.O
5.7
2.2
16.3
24.2
6.0
0.0
104.O
20.0
29.0
150.0
183,2
Cargo Concept_
_33 t Cargo
Mass in t for
ALL FlightS 1A-1 1A-3 3A-2 3A-3 3A-5
INERT MASS
Transfer Vehicle Core/Stage 1
Transfer Vehicle Stage 2
TLI Drop Tanks
LOI Drop Tanks
Landing Vehicle
TOTAL INERT MASS
PROPELLANT MASS
Transfer Vehicle Core/Stage 1
Transfer Vehicle Stage 2
TM Drop Tanks
LOI Drop Tanks
Landing Vehicle
TOTAL PROPELLANT MASS
TOTAL VEHICLE MASS
6.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.0
11.1
113.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
22.3
6.0
3.0
0.0
0.0
5.0
14.1
95.3
18.5
0.0
0.0
22.5
4.0
0.0
5.0
0.0
5.0
14.0
18.4
0.0
92.8
0.0
22.3
6.0
3.0
0.0
0.0
5.0
14.1
95.3
18.5
0.0
0.0
22.3
0.0
0.0
4.8
2.4
6.1
13.3
0.0
0.0
93.8
17.9
22.3
135,2 136.3 133.5 136.3 134.0
147.3 150.4 147. 5 150.4 147.3
Figures 2.3.3.3-60 Cargo Concept Mass Properties Summary
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Cargo Crew
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Figures 2.3.3.3-61 Cost Evaluation Summary
IA-I
Cargo
1 HLLV
[] SHT-C
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IA-3 3A-2 3A-3 3A-5 I 4E-2
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Figures 2.3.3.3-62 Ground Operations Evaluation Summary
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3A-5 4E-2A 4E-2B
IA-1 3A-3 4E-3A
4E-5B
Figures 2.3.3.3-63 LEO Node Operations Complexity Summary
aerobrake TPS servicing, subsystem leak and functional checks, TCS refurbishment, avionics
system verification, hardware delivery, assembly, verification, propellant servicing, closeout,
launch, and post flight. An evaluation of the critical space transfer operations was based on the
quantity of criticality 1 and 2 mission operations for each configuration for both the first flight and
steady state flights. Figure 2.3.3.3-64 presents the results of this evaluation which included
rendezvous and docking, engine bums, separations, crew transfers, cargo transfers, propellant
transfers, and other maneuvers such as closing aerobrake doors and aerobraking. A mission
adaptability analysis was based on the assessment of the configuration to support the STV design
reference missions and the capability of the configuration to implement changes in technology
without an impact to the mission. Figure 2.3.3.3-65 presents the mission adaptability analysis
summary. Figure 2.3.3.3-66 summarizes the results of the risk evaluation analysis which was
based on a qualitative assessment of the probability of not meeting a technical, schedule, or cost
requirement and the overall program effect of not meeting that requirement. Using the quantitative
values produced from the criteria-based selection models, each of the configurations were ranked
in order of lowest selection value to highest (lowest being the best). For the piloted
configurations, this produced a ranking of from one to seven and in the cargo configurations, a
ranking of one to five. This was done for each of the four selection criteria, producing the relative
selection ranking chart illustrated in Figure 2.3.3.3-67.
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Figure 2.3.3.3-64 Space Transfer Critical Operations Summary
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Figure 2.3.3.3-65 Mission Adaptability Evaluation Summary
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Figure 2.3.3.3-66 Risk Evaluation Summary
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Figure 2.3.3.3-67 Configuration Selection Evaluation Summary
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The singlestagetransferandseparatelandercargoconcept(1A-l) was the secondbestcargo
configuration againstall selectioncriteria. The multi-stagetransfer and separatelandercrew
concept(4E-3B)wasthe secondbestcrewconfigurationwith the90-dayreferenceconfiguration
(4E-2B)asthethirdbestpilotedconfiguration.
Based on the results of the seconddownselect process, five vehicle configurations were
recommendedfor additionalstudyduring thefinal downselectprocess.Thesefive configurations
(two cargoandthreepiloted/cargoconfigurations)areshownin Figure2.3.3.3-68.
Piloted/Cargo Cargo
Single Propulsion Stage
Combined Vehicle
with Drop Tanks
(4E-SB)
Multi-stage Transfer Vehicle &
Separate Landing Vehicle
Dual/Single Crew Cabs (4E-3B)
Single Stage Separate
Transhlr & Landing Vehicle
Drop Tanks &
2 Crew Cabs
(4E-2B: 90 Day Reference)
Single Propulsion Siege
Combined Vehicle
with Drop Tanks
(3A-5)
Single Stage Separate Transfer
Vehicle & Landing Vehicle
(1A-1)
Figure 2.3.3.3-69 Recommended Configurations
2.3.3.3.3 Final Downselect Process--
2.3.3.3.3.1 Methodology---Figure 2.3.3.3-70 illustrates the overall methodology employed during
the final downselect process. The final phase of the concept selection trade started with
determining the feasibility of combining the piloted and cargo versions of the configurations
recommended from the second downselect into common vehicles. Following the commonality
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evaluation, a final configuration analysiswas performed to select the final recommended
configuration. This final evaluationwasbasedon an operationalcontingencyanalysisand a
detailedcost/operationsanalysis. After the selectionof the recommendedSTV for the lunar
transportationmission,aconfigurationbasedreusabilitytradewasconducted.
i
I Concept _ Additional
Recom- Concept
mendations Definition
• Criteria • Commonality
Driven • Aborts
Concepts
I Subsystem
Trades/
Analyses
STV
Concept
Recommend-
ation
• Single
Concept
or Family l
Detailed
Concept
Description
NASA
Concurrence
• Subsystem
Definition
• Mass Prop
• Integrated
Schematics
• Vehicle
Additional
Concept
Description
• Additional
Subsystem
Definition
• Interface
Definition
• Isometric
Vehicle
Drawings Drawings
_ I Updated I
!_i_d I _-_l Program-,
matics ]
:: * Updated Schedules
• Updated Costs
• Test Plan
Figure 2.3.3.3-70 Methodology - Final Downselection
2.3.3.3.3.2 Groundrules & Assumptions--The following top level groundrules and assumptions
were utilized during the final downselect process:
• Lunar DRMs were used to define the initial concepts. Downselected concepts were
evaluated for adaptability to meet all DRMs.
• Cargo only expendable concepts were rated separately from crew and cargo missions.
Commonality evaluation to determine common piloted and cargo vehicles.
• Cargo delivery requirements were 33 t and crew/cargo delivery requirements were 14.6 t.
• Subsystem definition was constant across all concepts, i.e., rigid aerobrake on all LEO
return concepts, advanced space engines on landing vehicles, etc.
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• Initial flight andsteadystateflightswereevaluatedfor all concepts.
• Noconstraintswereplacedon theEarth-to-orbit(ETO)transportationsystem.
• All crewandcargomissionsutilizedLLO operations.
• All pilotedmissionsuseaLEO AssemblyNode.
2.3.3.3.3.3 Commonality Analysis--Up until the final downselect process, cargo vehicles were
evaluated separately from piloted vehicles. The first phase of the final downselect process was to
determine the feasibility of combining the piloted and cargo versions of a configuration into
common vehicle families. The five configurations (2 cargo and 3 piloted) recommended for
additional study from the second downselect were evaluated to determine commonality between the
vehicle elements. The thrust of this assessment was to breakdown each cargo and piloted
configuration into similar components and evaluate the commonality between them. The elements
that formulated the basis for the evaluation were:
- Tanks/Stages
- TLI Drop Tanks
- LOI Drop Tanks
- TLI Stages
- LOI Stages
- Vehicles
-LTV
- LEV
- Engines
- Type
- Quantity
- Thrust Levels
The piloted and cargo concepts recommended from the second downselect were combined to form
three common families of vehicles. The propellant quantities required to perform the piloted and
cargo missions were determined. Common tankage, stages, and landers were sized to meet the
maximum propellant requirements. Propellant will be offloaded when not required for the
particular mission. The commonality assessment showed that each of the piloted configurations
could support the expendable cargo missions. The single stage separate transfer and landing
vehicle configuration has a propellant capacity of 148.9 t in the piloted mode. When the aerobrake
and crew module are replaced with 33.0 t of cargo, the propellant requirements drop to 142 t. This
trend held true for the remaining two candidates; the single propulsion stage required 158.6 t in the
piloted mode and 147.2 t for cargo, the multi-stage transfer separate stage landing vehicle required
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140t in thepiloted modeand 135.0t for cargo. If thecargodelivery requirementof 33.0 t was
usedasthediscriminator,eachof theconfigurationswouldnot meetthe 14.6t payloaddelivery
pluscrewdeliveryrequirement.Figure2.3.3.3-71illustratesthethreecommonfamiliesandtheir
requiredpropellantquantities.
Piloted Cargo (Exp Remarks
Slnglo Stago Separate
Transfer & Landing Vohicl
(4E.2e)
_Propellant _ropellent
148.9 t 142.0 t
14.6 t Piloted Mode
33.0 t Cargo (Expendable)
Multi-Stage Transfer Vehic
& Separate Lending Vohlcl
(4E-3B)
Propellant
140.0 t
I
Propellant
135.0 t
14.6 t Piloted Mode
33.0 t Cargo (Expendable)
Single Propulsion Stage
Combined Vehicle (4E-SB)
Figure 2.3.3.3-71 Common Families
_Propellant
147.2 t
14.61 Piloted Mode
33.0 t Cargo (Expendable)
2.3.3.3.3.4 Operational Contingency Analysis--The next phase of the final downselect process
was to conduct an operational contingency analysis. This analysis addressed each lunar mission
phase, determined possible contingencies for system failures, and provided a recommendation on
which of the configurations tended to have the fewest mission anomalies. The mission consisted
of an initial flight out-bound leg, an initial/steady state in-bound leg, and a steady state out-bound
leg. The out-bound leg for an initial flight configuration initiates with the TLI preparation and
burn, after which the TLI tanks are dropped and several mid course correction are made. This is
followed by LOI, separation of the landing and LLO elements, and descent to the Lunar surface.
The in-bound leg initiates with ascent from the lunar surface to LLO, where the lander rendezvous
and docks with the LLO element. Following docking, the system performs TEl, conducts mid-
course correction and performs reentry and rendezvous with the LEO node. The out-bound steady
state mission duplicates the initial flight mission except that the transfer system must rendezvous
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and dock in LLO with the lander.
scenario.
Figure 2.3.3.3-72 presents the lunar mission operational
Aerobrake Reentry & LEO Node
Rendezvous
--___1__ Mid Course _ Wl
Pm TLI TEl
&I"H
Figure 2.3.3.3-72 Lunar Mission Operational Scenario
The detailed analysis for the initial flight outbound mission illustrated in Figure 2.3.3.3-73
produced a single discriminator with the single propulsion system during LLO ops. Because of the
single propulsion system, if a failure occurred in the propulsion system, there are no alternatives
for completing the mission without the use of a rescue flight. For the remainder of the mission
elements, each configuration provided a similar mission contingency. During the steady state
outbound flight (Fig. 2.3.3.3-74), the single propulsion stage poses the same issues as found in
the initial flight. The other configurations must rendezvous and dock with the lander in LLO.
Failure to do this results in loss of mission.
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Figure 2.3.3.3-74 Steady State Outbound Mission
An assessment of the inbound mission (Figure 2.3.3.3-75 produced a single discriminator in the
performance of each configuration. When the single propulsion system is rendezvousing and
docking with the LLO element, if the aerobrake is damaged or lost, the lander is stranded in LLO
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and a rescue mission is required. This scenario is true for the other configurations, although it may
be possible to conduct an EVA transfer of the crew to the transfer vehicle. When the single stage
separate vehicle and multi-stage transfer and separate landing vehicle are aerobraking at earth, if the
engine doors in the aerobrake cannot be closed, a rescue mission is required. Results of the
contingency analysis showed no clear discriminators between the candidates. Since each of the
configurations has advantages and disadvantages, there was no configuration that stood out as
being better than the others.
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Figure 2.3.3.3-75 Inbound Mission
2.3.3.3.3.5 Cost Operations Analysis--The last phase of the final downselect process was to
perform a detailed analysis of system costs and operations. The cost evaluation was based on
DDT&E, production, operations, and life cycle costs. As shown in Figure 2.3.3.3-76, the single
propulsion family (4E-5B) had the lowest life cycle costs. The operations analysis addressed
ground facility impacts, LEO assembly and checkout, and mission failure modes. The single
propulsion family also exhibited the lowest number of shifts required for initial flight assembly and
checkout at Space Station Freedom. When analyzing the cost and operations data for each
configuration, the weighting factors that were developed during the preliminary configuration
analysis were incorporated. Based on the weighted values determined during the study, the single
propulsion system family was the clear winner.
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Figure 2.3.3.3-76 Life Cycle Cost Operations Data
2.3.3.3.3.6 Reusability Analysis--After the final configuration selection was complete, a
configuration reusability trade was conducted to address the feasibility of reusing the vehicles for
cargo missions (Fig. 2.3.3.3-77). Performance data defined a cargo capacity range of from 37.4 t
for expendable missions, to 25.9 t for a reusable cargo mission, to 14.6 t for a piloted mission.
Because the 25.9 t does not comply with the 33.0 t cargo requirement, an evaluation of the actual
payload support systems manifested cargo indicated that the 25.9 t capability is within the noise
range of the actual mass requirements of 26.46 t. Based on this, the recommendation to reuse the
cargo vehicles based on performance is a valid one.
The final piece of data that was required to complete the reusability study was the economic impact
of reusing the cargo vehicle (Fig. 2.3.3.3-78). With the reuse of one of the four cargo only
vehicles that are currently manifested in Option 5, the total lunar transfer system vehicle
requirement is reduced from nine to eight. The cost saving associated with this reduction is $0.8
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billion. By reallocating a small portion of cargo to one or more piloted missions, the two remaining
cargo missions can be reused. With all three cargo missions flown in the reusable configuration,
the vehicle cost savings increases from $0.8 to $2.4 billion. Reusing the cargo vehicles also
provides the means for a final systems checkout prior to committing a crew to lunar launch.
2.3.3.3.3.7 Final STV Configuration Recommendation--Figure 2.3.3.3-79 illustrates the
configuration selected as a result of the final downselect process. The Single Propulsion System
Family represents the best STV configuration that supports the Lunar design reference missions.
Key attributes of this family include:
- Lowest LCC
- Lowest number of critical operational failure modes
- Meets all piloted and cargo only requirements, while featuring the highest cargo
expendable capabilities.
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Figure 2.3.3.3-79 Final Configuration Recommendation
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2.3.3.3.4 Lunar LOX UtilizationnThe objective of this study was to make realistic
decisions defining the extent to which vehicle, architecture and programmatic decisions are
influenced by the expected existence of LLOX on the moon. In the conduct of this study a specific
set of groundrules and assumptions were established to frame the scope of the analysis, Table
2.3.3.3-3. In general we have assumed that the nation will not be able to afford an initial set of
launch and lunar transfer/landing vehicles and a follow-on set that is sized specifically to make use
of LLOX. On the other hand, we cannot begin a transportation architecture based on LLOX
because the first mission cannot be flown since there is no LLOX a priori.
Table 2.3.3.3-3 Groundrules and Assumptions
• Only One Class of HLLV
- A New HLLV Is Not Developed To Be Optimum for the Lunar LOX Scenario
• No Changes or Modifications to the Lunar Vehicle Concepts
- Determine the Feasibility of Lunar LOX When Applied to the Current Set of Vehicle
Concepts and Architectures
• Lunar LOX Production Facility Produces Enough LOX To Meet the Needs of the Lunar Vehicle,
• Lunar LOX Production Facility Costs Include:
- Development
- Delivery to the Lunar Surface
- Setup
- Operations & Maintenance
- Delivery of the LOX to Low Lunar Orbit
Continuing with our assumptions, the LLOX facility will be able to produce as much LOX as
needed for the lunar transportation system (LTS). (Needs of the lunar base will be small compared
to the LTS.) In performing cost trades, the costs of LLOX must include research, development
and construction, delivery to the lunar surface, setup on the lunar base (including EVA costs),
annual operations costs (which include earth-based controllers, spares production, delivery and
maintenance) and, finally, the cost of delivering the LLOX to any destination other than where it is
produced on the lunar surface.
2.3.3.3.4.1 Cost , Performance, and Design Feasibility Analysis--To define the scope and
direction of the study the logic flow (decision tree) was developed (Fig. 2.3.3.3-80). In this trade
we assume that we want to use LLOX and then show the most cost effective means of utilizing
LLOX. Based on the bottom line of this analysis, we can then go back and answer the top level
question of developing LLOX. Given that we are to develop LLOX, the first question becomes,
Should we change our vehicles so that we can optimize LLOX utilization or should we use vehicles
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that are not specifically designed for LLOX? The answer to this question is that we should use
existing vehicles because if we bookkeep the cost of developing a new or modified launcher and
LTS, we clearly cannot earn back tens of billions of dollars in lost capital based on earning rates
shown on a subsequent chart.
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Figure 2.3.3.3-80 LLOX Decision Tree
Given that we must use "first generation" vehicles that are not tuned for LLOX use, the next
question becomes, How will we use LLOX in a f'trst generation architecture, i.e. where will LLOX
be made available for the LTS? The options are those node locations where a vehicle can accept
LLOX. These include the lunar surface, LLO, a libration point or a low Earth orbit (LEO). Since
the cost of LLOX will go up dramatically as it is moved away from where it was mined, the most
economic points of use are those closest to the lunar surface. (i.e. the lunar surface and LLO).
Taking LLOX beyond LLO requires new transportation elements (tankers) and has a significant
dependence on Earth resources. It will be shown later that even LLO requires nearly one kilogram
of propellants from Earth for every kilogram of LLOX lifted into orbit. However, if LLOX is used
on the surface, the demand created by transportation vehicles needing ascent propellant is very
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small and will later be shown to be insufficient in paying back the investment. For LLOX to be
cost competitive with Earth propellants it must simultaneously be in high demand and also
independent of Earth resources on a recurring basis. These two facts, in parallel, drive the
answers to two questions- where to use LLOX and how it gets to LLO. The demand for LLOX
exists in LLO, where the LTV can be refueled for the trip to Earth and where the LEV can be
loaded with descent oxidizer, but since using a rocket powered vehicle doesn't save any lift mass
from Earth, we are forced to deliver it to LLO by an electro-mechanical device.
Given that we want to produce LLOX and have it available where there is a significant need, we
must electro-mechanically deliver it to LLO. How best to do this? The answer, based on
installation mass comparisons, is to use a rotating tether launcher. This device would use two
tethers, one with the LLOX and the other with a regolith counter balance, to fling a drop tank of
LLOX into a zero by 100 km lunar orbit where a timed motor would burn at apolune to circularize
the orbit. The LTS would then rendezvous with three different tanks, attaching to them and either
draining them (LTV) or descending with them (LEV) to where they can again be filled and thrown
into LLO.
Having LLOX available only on the lunar surface severely restricts the amount that can be used by
the LTS. The LTS would have used most of its oxidizer by the time it landed with a heavy cargo,
and possibly a crew cab as the amount of LOX needed for descent is about 3 times that needed for
ascent. One scenario would land the LTS at the surface with LLOX for ascent to LLO in
preparation for the inbound phase of the mission. The problem with this is that the LTS arrives in
LLO with only about half the quantity of LLOX it would need just for its upcoming descent, to say
nothing of supporting TEl and EOI. Also the vehicle's landing system would require redesign for
the heavier surface mass expected with full LOX tanks and the engine may fail to fulfill fail-op/fail-
safe requirements with the heavier vehicle lift-off mass. Since the LTS is left requiring more LOX
in LLO to complete the mission, the LOX must come from Earth on vehicles that were designed to
carry full loads of LOX, but are now off-loaded. This would mean flying LTS vehicles
inefficiently, off-loading cargo, and still paying for the full cost of a lunar mission. LLOX must be
made available in LLO in whatever supplies the LTS demands to perform a full-up mission.
Assuming that LLOX must be delivered to LLO to find a "good market" for it, how do we get it
there without using Earth propellants? One answer is to use an electro-mechanical launcher of
some type. Using the LEV, modified as a tanker, requires 0.82 kilograms of Earth propellants
(H2/O2 @ 6:1 mixture ratio) for every kilogram of LLOX delivered to LLO. The savings in
launches due to having LLOX becomes marginal and little room is left to save money that was
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invested in the LLOX facility initially. The possibility of bringing LLOX back to LEO quickly falls
apart because there must be a dedicated set of vehicles to do this task. This is because the amount
of LLOX that must be lifted off the lunar surface is measured in hundreds of tonnes per mission to
enable enough LLOX to be delivered, using an aerobrake, into LEO, and come back to the moon.
The moon is an excellent location for an electro-mechanical launcher due to its lack of atmosphere
and low launch AV of 1700 m/s. Figure 2.3.3.3-81 shows why the tether launcher was selected as
the system to deliver LLOX to LLO. The tether launcher is much lighter than a linear
gas/combustion device or a linear electromagnetic accelerator. Another discriminator is the fact that
a linear device is spread out over several kilometers of terrain, driving up maintenance costs and
limiting launch azimuth to only one direction. The tether launcher is compact, easily serviceable
(entire tether can be replaced with a crane), and can launch a payload into any azimuth. The figure
shows that the tether launcher is an order of magnitude less massive than linear devices, and
reasonable advances in tether characteristic velocity (specific strength) rapidly drive the mass down
further (see the moderate mass estimate which is only 10 times more massive than the payload it
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would be launching). The tether launcher uses two 7 kilometer tethers, has a height of about 100
meters, and puts a radial acceleration of about 42 Earth-Gs on the payload.
2.3.3.3.4.2 Summary and Recommendations--Figure 2.3.3.3-82 shows the economics of lunar
LOX. The two lines emanating from the $5000 million point represent the investment in the LLOX
facility. The lines emanating from the origin are the revenue or earnings lines. Where they meet in
time is the break-even point. Two lines emanate from each point, the upper line being discounted
money and the lower being straight, constant value money. The discounted rate for the upper lines
is a net 2% which is the discount rate minus the inflation rate. In other words it's the rate at which
a dollar appreciates when invested. For discounted funds the break even point is in 13.1 years and
for constant dollars 14.7 years, meaning the LLOX facility and tether launcher must endure for this
period of time just to break even. If they do not, then a replacement set of facilities must be
delivered before the savings in using LLOX displace the invested cost.
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Figure 2.3.3.3-82 Lunar LOX Economics
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Therevenuescomefrom areductionin missionsflown. We assumeamissioncosts$400Mand
thattwo missionsareflown peryear. With LLOX availablein LLO andon thelunar surface,we
canreducethenumberof lunarmissionsperyearfrom 2to 1.12.Hencethesavingsis $352Mper
year. This savingswould beconsideredrevenueearnedby LLOX. The $5B initial cost must
includeall aspectsof producingLLOX anddeliveringit to LLO asstatedin theassumptionsand
groundruleschart before. Assuming a $10M/year operations cost, which is barely discernible
compared to the time value of money, this chart shows typical LLOX cost effectiveness.
In conclusion, it is recommended that the LLOX trade study be suspended until two key pieces of
data are firmly in hand. One is the cost per kilogram of launching mass to low Earth orbit using an
HLLV; and the second is the production cost of a pilot LLOX plant operating on the lunar surface.
LLOX is a second generation surface activity and, therefore, should not be addressed until the first
generation is implemented, or at least well underway. Key inputs into whether LLOX would be
profitable are the cost of goods in LEO and the cost of LOX production on the moon. Trade
studies at this point in time can assume many factors biasing the results to support a desired
position. It is essential that actual data be inserted into the equation before investing billions of
dollars in second generation activities on the lunar surface.
2.3.3.4 SPACE STATION SENSITIVITIES--
2.3.3.4.1 STV Mass Sensitivity Analysis--
2.3.3.4.1.1 Impacts to SSF Guidance, Navigation & Control--This analysis has assumed that a
high-mass LTS is supported in a 15.3 x15.3 m servicing enclosure positioned on a lower keel of
the Space Station. This configuration, derived from the November 1989 NASA 90-day study on
Human Exploration, recommended the addition of a lower keel to support lunar operations.
Space Station Freedom flies at Torque Equilibrium Attitude (TEA), where aerodynamic and gravity
gradient torques cancel. Current analysis indicates that the TEA of the Assembly Complete Station
has a large negative pitch angle and will not meet the requirement to fly within +/- 5 degrees of
Local Vertical, Local Horizontal (LVLH). The addition of a lower keel will significantly improve
the pitch attitude (see Figure 2.3.3.4.1.1-1). Pitch and yaw attitudes are further reduced toward
LVLH as the mass of the LTS is increased. Roll TEA attitude increases with additional LTS mass.
However, over the range of potential LTS mass to be supported, station TEA will remain within
the +/- 5 degree requirement.
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LVLH as the mass of the LTS is increased. Roll TEA attitude increases with additional LTS mass.
However, over the range of potential LTS mass to be supported, station TEA will remain within
the +/- 5 degree requirement.
Baseline momentum storage capacity for SSF can be provided by a pallet containing 6 Control
Moment Gyros (CMGs). Each CMG provides 3500 ft-lb/s of
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Figure 2.3.3.4.1.1.1 SSF Attitude Impacts
momentum storage for a total of 21000 fl-lb/s capacity at assembly complete. Required momentum
storage capacity is a function of many variables including specific configuration and momentum
management scheme during flight. Analysis using a momentum-management simulation indicates
that increased LTS mass will have low impact on station control. Required momentum storage
capacity initially increases then is reduced for a higher-mass LTS when the aerodynamic torque
effects are offset by the large gravity gradient torque gains. Figure 2.3.3.4.1.1-2 shows that the
maximum momentum storage requirements can probably be met by the addition of two or three
CMGs over the range of LTS mass to be supported on a lower keel. Location of these additional
CMGs is not critical and could be supported on or near the existing CMG pallet.
2.3.3.4.1.2 Impact on Micro g Users--LTS mass on a lower keel has a severe impact on the SSF
microgravity environment. Even with an empty servicing enclosure, SSF cg would be below the
desired centerline for the laboratory modules. In Figure 2.3.3.4.1.2-1, the microgravity contour
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Figure 2.3.3.4.1.2-1 SSF Microgravity Environment
lines for 1, 2 and 10 microgravity levels for the 200 tonne LTS show that the additional mass
significantly lowers the cg of the SSF, pulling the microgravity contours down. The addition of an
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upperboom at the sametime asa lower boom ("dual keel configuration") will improve SSF
microgravityenvironment,offsettingtheloweredcenterof gravity. SSFcenterof gravity location
is shownasa function of LTS mass. A Level II directive (BB000610A) was recently issued
changingthepreviousrequirementof 10micro-g in thelaboratorymodules. This directivestates
thatthestation"shallbecapableof providingquasi-steadyaccelerationlevelsnot to exceed1mg
for at least50% of the useraccommodationlocationsin eachof thepressurizedlaboratories(US
Lab, ESA and JEM PM at AC)." As shown in the plot of percentage total laboratory volume
within 1 and 10 microgravity levels (Fig. 2.3.3.4.1.2-2), any appreciable mass LTS supported on
a lower keel will not be able to meet this directive.
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2.3.3.4.1.2-2 SSF Microgravity Environment Sensitivity
2.3.3.4.1.3 Impact on Reboost Logistics---Reboost propellant required during a low solar cycle
year is shown as a function of LTS mass. Figure 2.3.3.4.1.3-1 compares the propellant required
for a low-mass LTS based on the main truss as an attached payload with a large-mass LTS
supported on a lower keel. The addition of the lower keel and servicing enclosure increases station
propellant use about 5000 pounds of hydrazine. After this initial increase, the entire range of LTS
mass will not require more than one additional propulsion module (8000 pounds of hydrazine) for
the low solar cycle year.
Yearly required reboost hydrazine is shown for both low and high solar cycle years over the range
of LTS mass on a lower keel. The high solar cycle year is the worst-case for reboost requirements
and will require up to two additional propulsion modules over the LTS mass range.
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Figure 2.3.3.4.1.3-1 SSF Reboost Logistics
2.3.3.4.2 LTS Size Sensitivity Analysis--
2.3.3.4.2.1 Enclosure Size & Location--The size to which an LTS could grow within the
constraints of the space station system is governed by limits applied to the size of its enclosure.
The two dimensional constraints are in the Y (or latitudinal) dimension and the Z (or radial)
dimension of the station configuration. The LTS enclosure is assumed to be placed in a location
bounded by a "lower keel," or two downward pointing extensions of the truss structure connected
by a cross boom. The boom dimensions are governed by the physical space available on the main
truss structure as well as constraints in station controllability that govern the extent to which the
truss can grow downward.
As depicted on the Figure 2.3.3.4.2.1-1, the maximum amount by which the enclosure can grow
along the Y axis is 35 meters. Thus the maximum LTS diameter within the enclosure will be 31-33
meters, depending on safety factors. The limit, in the Z dimension, has two components.
Forward of the lower keel truss structure plane, the maximum enclosure growth limit is 26.6
meters due to clearance requirements for LTS docking to the space station. Aft of the truss
structure plane, the limit is relaxed to 43.8 meters, which is bounded by the envelope for a
pressurized logistics module attached to a min-node.
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Figure 2.3.3.4.2.1-1 Enclosure Limits
2.3.3.4.2.2 Impacts to Reboost Logistics & Micro g Users--As the size of the LTS enclosure
increases, there are also impacts to space station reboost logistics planning and the station
microgravity environment. As the frontal area of the enclosure grows, the drag coefficient
increases, and extra propellant must be provided to the space station for altitude maintenance. The
SSF reboost propulsion system is based on a monopropellant hydrazine system that is resupplied
by propellant modules that contain 8000 pounds each. Four of these pallets per year are planned
for delivery to the station. As shown on the left side of Figure 2.3.3.4.2.2-1, even when the
enclosure reaches its maximum size of 35 x 35 meters, less than one additional propellant module
would be needed in a high solar-cycle year. This occurs when reboost requirements are at a
maximum due to atmospheric expansion.
As the enclosure size grows, added drag and mass cause the station center of gravity (and
microgravity ellipses) to move lower relative to the experiment module section. This movement,
less than three meters from minimum to maximum enclosure size, can be considered a minimum
impact.
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2.3.3.4.2.3 Propellant Management Trade--One of the key concerns with LTS accommodations
at SSF is where to store the LTS propellant tanks after they are received at SSF and before
assembly with the LTS. In conjunction with this trade study, three options were identified as
potential locations for the LTS propellant tanks (Figure 2.3.3.4.2.3-1). The first option was to
mount the propellant tanks within the SSF servicing enclosure. The second was to mount the
propellant tanks on a tether away from SSF. The third was to mount the propellant tanks
elsewhere on the lower keel outside the servicing enclosure.
The Lunar Transfer Vehicle propellant tank configuration shown in Figure 2.3.3.4.2.3-2 consists
of six equal size tanksets for a total propellant quantity of 156 tonnes (343,000 pounds). The LH2
tanks are 15 feet in diameter and 14.52 feet long. The LO2 tanks are 12 feet in diameter and 9.22
feet long.
The Lunar Transfer Vehicle propellant tank configuration is shown in Figure 2.3.3.4.2.3-3. It
consists of six tanksets of equal size for a total propellant quantity of 156 MT (343,000 lbs). The
LH2 tanks are 15 ft in diameter and 14.52 ft long. The LO2 tanks are 12 ft in diameter and 9.22 ft
long.
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OPTION 1 OPTION 2 OPTION 3
Mount propellant Mount propellant Mount propellant
tanks within enclosure tanks on tether tanks on lower keel
Figure 2.3.3.4.2.3-1 Propellant Storage Location Options
6 tanksets of equal size 1
Propellant quantity of 26 MT/set 1
LH2 tank is 15 ft dia., 14.52 ft long
LO2 tank is 12 ft dia., 9.22 ft long
Figure 2.3.3.4.2.3.2 Lunar Transfer Vehicle Propellant Tank Configuration
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2.33.4.2.3.1 Effects of Thermally Insulated Enclosure on Propellant Tanks--If the propellant
tanks are enclosed in a thermally insulated enclosure (e.g., the NASA 90-day Study servicing
facility enclosure) then the required Multi-Layer thermal Insulation (MLI) on the propellant tanks
could be reduced. The decrease to the recurring launch weight of the propellant tanks would also
require a trade against the one-time launch weight of the thermally insulated servicing enclosure.
The technical approach to this analysis was to estimate the reduction in propellant tank MLI
thickness versus enclosure MLI thickness. This assumes both MLIs have identical thermal
characteristics and no heat loss through enclosure openings.
The results indicated that the weight of the servicing enclosure MLI is substantially higher than the
weight saved on the reduced tank MLI. Reduction in MLI thickness on the propellant tanks should
only be considered if the servicing enclosure is to be insulated for other reasons.
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Figure 2.3.3.4.2.3.1-1 presents a plot showing decreased propellant tank MLI thickness versus
enclosure MLI thickness for various enclosure surface areas to propellant tank surface area. The
following assumptions were used in generating this plot: (1) MLI for both propellant tank and
enclosure have identical thermal qualities; (2) MLI thermal conductivity is not a function of MLI
temperature; and (3) negligible heat loss from enclosure through openings. The plot also assumes
that heat loss is proportional to MLI conductivity, temperature, and surface area and inversely
proportional to MLI thickness.
2.3.3.4.2.3.2 Impacts of Ruptured Hydrogen or Oxygen Propellant Tank on SSF's
Environment---As part of the trade to determine the appropriate location for storing LTS propellant
tanks, the contamination effects of ruptured hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O2) tanks were analyzed.
Although the physical impact of exploding debris on station structure and systems is potentially
more severe than the contamination only from the H2 and 02, the exploding debris impact has not
been analyzed. The risks and safety hazards associated with debris caused by exploding propellant
tanks has been left to future analyses.
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Thekeyissuesassociatedwith thesecontaminationanalysesarethelength of the tether to minimize
the effect on the environment if tanks fail, and the effects on the environment if tanks located on the
lower keel fail. There may be a need for shields to minimize effects on station environment.
N_aal_l w"
The technical approach to this analysis was to calculate propellant gas density profiles versus
distance from failed propellant tank based on spherical source flow expansion.
The results indicate that perturbation of station environment is high for most failure modes if failed
propellant tanks are near the station. It is recommended that propellant tanks be tethered away
from the station. If tanks were to be located on the lower keel, shields would need to be
incorporated to protect the station environment from the potential of a ruptured H2 or 02 tank.
Figures 2.3.3.4.2.3.2-1 and 2.3.3.4.2.3.2-2 present plots estimating effects on station
environment (density profiles) for various failure modes (propellant lost from tank) and tank
locations for H2 and 02 tanks respectively. The following assumptions were used in generating
this plot, (1) the expelled propellant from a failed tank is assumed to expand radially and
uniformly from failure location, (2) H2 and/or 02 flashes to gas phase are based on a tank pressure
of 15 psia, (3) gas velocity is based on sonic expansion at boiling temperatures of 36 ° R for
hydrogen and 162 ° R for oxygen, (4) propellant tank failure and expulsion of gas is assumed to
occur in 1.0 second, and (5) propellant expansion density profiles were calculated based on simple
source flow approximation.
2.3,3.4.3 STV Assembly Sensitivities--The primary method used to analyze the
sensitivity of LTS configurations to assembly operations was to examine the postulated space
station based assembly support hardware, and determine if any LTS assembly operations would
not be supported by this hardware. In this analysis, baseline space station mechanical devices
were examined for their applicability to LTS assembly.
As depicted in Figure 2.3.3.4.3-1, the baseline space station has at least three mechanical systems
that may be adapted to the LTS program. These devices are the mobile servicing system (mobile
transporter and space station remote manipulator system), the unpressurized docking adapter, and
the capture latches used for attaching the unpressurized logistics carriers and propulsion modules to
the baseline space station integrated truss assembly.
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Figure 2.3.3.4.3-1 Space Station Mechanical Devices to Support STV Assembly
The unpressurized docking adapter may be modified to allow the LTS or portions of it to dock with
the station. The capture latches, which are sized to accommodate either 3.00 inch or 3.25 inch
STS payload trunnion pins, may be well suited for mounting LTS cargo elements to the truss
structure before and during the assembly process. The mobile servicing center or some derivative
of it is necessary for the performance of the LTS assembly functions. The Mobile Servicing
System (MSS) can accommodate payloads up to 128 tonnes. This should cover the full range of
LTS components, with the exception of a fully fueled lunar transfer vehicle. Therefore, the design
of the LTS vehicle supports the use of space station baseline mechanical devices.
Although a number of SSF mechanical systems can be adapted for use in the LTS program, there
are still several mechanical systems required for the LEO servicing facility that will be unique to the
LTS program. These include an LTS core stage handling fixture, engine removal support
hardware, LTS stack deployment device, and enclosure opening and closing mechanism. These
devices will have to be more clearly defined so that their functions and operational complexity may
be better determined.
Concerning current SSF mechanical devices that can be adapted to the LTS program such as the
Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SSRMS), the STS docking adapter, and the SSF
capture latches, more analysis will have to be performed to determine the degree to which these
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satisfy the LTS mission without modification, and what modifications would have to be made to
completely satisfy LTS operations.
For the SSRMS, the issue exists as to whether a dedicated unit is required for LTS assembly and
operations, or whether the SSF baselined unit can satisfy both LTS assembly and SSF
housekeeping and payload requirements and timelines. Also there is the potential impact of
dynamic loads on the SSRMS due to propellant sloshing in the propellant tanks and how the
SSRMS will translate into and out of the LEO servicing facility enclosure.
Another potential impact on current SSF mechanical devices is whether the STS docking adapter
needs to be upgraded for LTS operations. Coincidentally, if the LTS wants to take advantage of a
STS docking adapter, this feature would have to be built into the design. Finally, if SSF capture
latches are to be used, the ETO trunnions would have to be designed to be compatible.
2.3.3.4.4 Power Usage Sensitivity AnalysesmThe baselined assembly complete space
station provides a maximum of 75 kW from four photovoltaic power modules. This 75 kW of
power is split between station housekeeping and station user payload power. There is no surplus
of power in the Phase I SSF. Therefore, if an LTS servicing facility or any other evolutionary
function is required post-assembly complete, additional power modules will have to be added to
supply the additional power. The current growth path for SSF uses pairs of Solar Dynamic (SD)
power modules for 50 kW increments. Due to the life cycle cost, lower power degradation, lower
resupply, and lower drag of SD over photovoltaic power, if less than 50 kW additional power is
required in an evolutionary station, there could be the option of adding two photovoltaic power
modules for an additional 37.5 kW.
Power to support the presence of an LTS and LEO servicing facility only can be accommodated
with 37.5 kW additional for LTS powers up to 12 kW. This includes approximately 10 kW for the
servicing facility and 10 kW if additional crew facilities are required (Figure 2.3.3.4.4-1). These
values are based on the "On-Orbit Assembly/Servicing Task Definition Study" conducted by
McDonnell Douglas in 1989, and are rough averages. Peak power demands and connected power
could vary.
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Figure 2.3.3.4.4-1 Impacts of Providing Power to 4E-5B LTS Configuration
2.3.4 Subsystem Analysis
With the completion of the system level and mission studies as well as a LTS configuration
recommendation, there existed sufficient data to support a detailed and comprehensive study and
analysis activity in the subsystems that make up the LTS. Through the configuration analysis
effort, three key subsystems were identified; avionics, propulsion, and aerobrake. The avionics
subsystem analysis addressed power, weight, built-in-test equipment, and technology issues with
a goal to provide significant program pay-offs. Propulsion studies addressed primary propulsion
and reaction control issues as well as utilization of the propellant to support power and life support
systems. Aerobrake studies focused around materials, design, and operational issues. Figure
2.3.4-1 shows the relationship the subsystem analysis activities have with the overall study and
analysis task.
2.3.4.1 Avionics AnalysismThe following is a road-map of the derivation of several key
avionics requirements to meet the STV design reference missions. Three distinct classes of
requirements become evident from this task analysis: 1) cargo type, 2) mission duration, and 3)
reusability. In addition to these, there is a second set of requirements derived from the particular
launch system used to place the LTS/STV elements into earth orbit (manned or unmanned launch
pR1ECED!NG P._g E:-AL"; ,K I:lCJf FILletED
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Figure 2.3.4-1: System Subsystem Study and Analysis Relationship
systems). A third set of requirements are driven by the basing mode
proposed for the LTS/STV (space basing, free space basing, or expendable).
An assessment of these three sets of requirements provided two primary
areas of analysis: 1) reliability and maintenance: and 2) guidance,
navigation, and control. It is these two areas that are discussed in detail is
the following sections.
2.3.4.1.1 Ground Rules--All mission critical avionics items would be designed with the
appropriate degree of functional redundancy (dual, triple, quadruple) as determined by supporting
mission and design requirements. Avionics items excluded from this requirement are primary
structures, and passive subsystems which have no credible failure modes.
1) Structures. Vehicle structures are excluded from redundant design consideration except for
those items listed below:
a. Structural hardware with movable, pivoting, sliding, expansion, or otherwise flexible
joints. (In these cases, the design is robust and contain no credible failure modes.)
b. Component housings, and attach fittings.
2) Attitude Control and Propulsion Systems. These systems will preclude single point failures.
Design considerations would include:
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a. Series redundancy precluding loss of RCS propellant.
b. Multiple RCS propellant tanks as feasible.
c. Multiple ignition sources if ignition source required.
d. Multiple pressure relief sources if over pressure is a credible failure mode.
e. At a minimum, multiple engine control valves will exist at the control source.
3) Electrical Power and Cables Systems. The design of these electrical systems will preclude
single point failures. Design considerations include:
a. Harness, connectors, and electrical test points shall be independent of redundant
systems.
b. Redundant cabling shall be physically separated.
c. Redundant electrical systems shall be independent of common power sources or power
returns.
d. Critical commands and data between redundant systems being shared shall be electrically
isolated.
e. Redundant electrical power sources shall be electrically isolated.
f. Redundant electrical power sources shall be physically separated.
g. Conditions for two redundant power sources dioded together creating a third source,
short circuit protection would be single fault tolerant.
h. Critical electrical heaters required for mission success are redundant and contain series
redundant controls.
4) Sensors. The architecture of electrical sensors for critical subsystems are accommodated by
single point failure modes. These sensors are the responsibility of the using subsystem,
and include requirements for fault detection and fault management.
a. Redundant sensor elements will facilitate early detection of failed operations. (Built-in-
test)
b. Redundant sensor elements, either at the sensor element or the in-flight computer
processing function, use selection filters for fault detection, and failure mode softening.
c. Redundant critical sensor functions will operate with a failed sensor.
5) Flight Computers and Data Distribution. Single fault tolerance in flight computing systems
and the associated data distribution systems, requires a redundancy level of a minimum of
three, or the extensive use of dissimilar redundancy. Some of the key elements of
conceptual redundant systems design are:
a. Built-in-test and health monitoring is an integral part of normal systems operations.
b. Stand-by, or dissimilar redundant elements are verifiable during all operating modes.
c. Redundant elements will share common components without physical and electrical
isolation.
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d. Cross strapping of data busses between redundant functions are isolatable so that failure
mode propagation is prohibited.
e. The clocking function for digital function is separate and isolatable.
f. Synchronization of critical redundant functions will accommodate single failures and
propagation timing delays.
g. The assignment or allocation of common data busses is fixed or controlled by a single-
fault tolerant special purpose hardware device.
h. Command channels will not be shared by redundant systems.
6) Redundant Flight Control Actuators. Existing and proposed flight control actuators use
various types of redundant architectures. The following designs are complex due to
different systems in operation; however all contain key elements of redundant actuator
designs.
a For a dual-redundant actuator design using electrical mechanical drive systems, the
following design elements should be incorporated:
• The design should insure only one actuator being in control at any single instant of
time.
• Built-in-test are continuously conducted in both redundant elements.
• Detection of a failed primary actuator resulting in switch-over and total deactivation of
the primary actuator.
b. For a tri-redundant actuator design, the following elements are incorporated:
• Force fight techniques methodology shall be used to soften failure mode until re-
configuration is accomplished. Design to accommodate one actuator failed hard-over.
• Bypassing the operation of one leg of a redundant actuator is provided.
• Built-in-test functions are included as a normal operational mode.
7) Redundant Software Elements. Several key software design requirements which must be
considered in relation to redundant systems architectures including:
a. Where possible, identical code will be designed for redundant software functions.
b. Cross-strapping of recursive data are prohibited.
c. Data equalization (starting/re-starting) is not used unless at a quiescent point and
verifiable by external systems.
d. Minimum data interchange between redundant function is a design goal.
e. Software process control will be fixed by design or methods of process synchronization
should be part of the systems design.
8) Ground Support Equipment (GSE). Some design requirements for single fault tolerant
systems spill over even to the ground support equipment used in test or assembly of
hardware. The following are guidelines for GSE tasks:
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a) Redundantfunctions will not share common GSE test points.
b) Redundant software function will be loaded, and verifiable by GSE.
c) All redundant functions will be verifiable by GSE.
d) The GSE design will prohibit GSE failure modes from causing loss of redundancy.
2.3.4.1.2 Reliability & MaintenancemThe requirement for an avionics design to
incorporate redundant systems is a reliability issue. In the past, the level of redundancy for a
specific program has been resolved through a quantitative risk assessment effort during the
conceptual design phase. Currently, NASA sponsored space programs are requiting redundancy
for mission and safety critical subsystems independent of these traditional reliability calculations,
therefore for manned rated systems, the level of redundancy has been set at two fault tolerant for
man-safe designs, and three fault tolerant for man-rated systems.
2.3.4.1.2.1 Reusability--Two missions have been derived from the requirement for reusability;
the expendable system and a system which requires periodic servicing. The requirements derived
from reusability are a direct function of mission design. Manned safety aspects are derived by the
requirements defined in section 2.3.4.1.1. Achieving a reliability above 96 percent for electrical
devices requires the use of redundant 'black boxes'. Electronic subsystem designs for space
vehicles have achieved outstanding reliability results, although the cost to maintain them is
considerable. For example, during the design phase of the shuttle program long term maintenance
requirements received little emphasis. The recommendation from the STATS conference was that
future systems maintainability should be addressed beginning in Phase A in order to achieve the
required reliability levels.
2.3.4.1.3 Navigation, Guidance, and ControlmTwo types of navigation systems are
required for deep space missions, 1) short term navigation using an inertial navigation unit, and 2)
and navigation updates using either ground-based ranging or on-board autonomous navigators.
Numerous inertial navigation units are available which provide short term inertial navigators. A
discussion of the characteristics of these systems is provided in this section. As a reference in the
assessment of potential systems, NASA's long range inertial navigation up-date system is the
pseudo-random ranging system built during the 1960's for both manned and unmanned space
operations, and incorporated into the Deep Space Network (DSN). Although adequate for
unmanned space operations it does not meet the fault tolerance requirements of a manned mission
without some form of augmentation.
2.3.4.1.3.1 Short Duration Navigation-The Transfer Orbit Stage (TOS) program uses a short
duration navigation system, known as the LINS (Laser Inertial Navigation System). This system
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representsthe mostmodern,qualified navigationsystemavailablefor usein spacevehicles.A
secondgenerationof laser navigation systemsis presentlyunder developmentfor the Titan
IV/Centaurprogram,while on thehorizona new setof inertial sensorsconfiguredin a hex-head
configurationarebeingpursued.It is this lastsetof inertial sensorswhich is of direct interestfor
usein theLTS/STV systems,sincethe potentialexistsfor lower power, weight, andvolumein
inertial navigationsystems.
2.3.4.1.3.2 Long Duration Navigation---Several disadvantages appear to be paramount in the use
of the Deep Space Communication Network (DSCN) for long duration navigation. Power, weight
and volume of S-band or KU-band communication systems require large steerable antennas which
must be pointed in the direction of the ground stations line-of-sight; also the transponders are
insufficient due to weight and considerable power usage. The complexity of these communication
systems to meet the FO/FO/FS requirements of a manned systems are substantial.
On-board optical navigators, represent a new approach for long duration autonomous navigation.
Several potential optical systems are available for this function. These new generation systems
provide the greatest promise for lowering the weight, power and volume of navigational 'black
boxes'. The applications of these optical systems to space operations appears straight forward.
Figure 2.3.4.1.3.2-1 graphically defines the landmark navigation approach using line-of-sight
optical systems. One aspect of this application is the possibility of multiple uses. Navigation and
attitude alignments, as well as automated docking and lunar landing can be accomplished. This
approach substitutes automated systems that in the past have been manned functions. From a
mission design standpoint, one mission scenario for manned and unmanned vehicle operations is
achievable.
Rendezvous navigation can use a similar approach to the problem of navigating on either the space
station or the LTS/STV. The mathematics of the problem evolve around the ability of navigation
sensors to determine the line-of-sight between the two orbiting bodies. Optical sensors with the
ability to discriminate the target from background clutter have the potential to provide relative
navigation parameters needed for rendezvous navigation. Figure 2.3.4.1.3.2-2 shows an optical
navigation sensor providing line-of-sight navigation data needed for rendezvous.
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Figure 2.3.4.1.3.2.1 Landmark Navigation Approach
2.3.4.1.3.3 Guidance --The guidance requirements for the LTS/STV missions are similar to
those employed during the Apollo missions with the exception of the aerobrake deceleration
system. The Lambert guidance scheme, currently implemented in NASA's manned space systems
adequately meets these requirements for conducting lunar missions.
Martin Marietta proposes that the LTS/STV program baseline Lambert guidance for long duration
main propulsion maneuvers, cross product guidance for short duration maneuvers, and explicit
guidance for lunar landing. Since all of these guidance schemes have been man-rated in the past,
there exists considerable documentation within NASA on each of this guidance system which can
be directly applicable LTS/STV program.
2.3.4.1.3.4 Flight Control Systems--The present LTS/STV configuration requires a large liquid
propulsion system which needs to develop a robust control system for main propulsion
maneuvers. The concept of robust control systems is supported throughout the aerospace avionics
community. Technology emphasis appears promising for advanced systems like the LTS/STV
which will have time to develop the concept further. This type of robust control system provides
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the ability to verify and validate the final control system. Previous phase/gain approaches used on
launch vehicles in the past have proven costly to maintain and verify for each new mission and
flight configuration to which the vehicle is subjected. The LTS/STV should baseline this type of
robust control system even though further development over the next few years will need to be
accomplished.
Figure 2.3.4.1.3.2-2 Optical Navigation As Used for Rendezvous
RCS attitude control of the LTS/STV flight vehicle is primarily driven by the response control
authority of rendezvous maneuvers and the aerobrake roll control authority. The sizing and
location of the RCS thrusters will be discussed in detail as part of the propulsion analysis in section
2.3.4.2.
2.3.4.1.3.5 Telemetry, Command and Tracking--The telemetry, command and tracking
requirements for the LTS/STV are defined by the ground station capabilities of the TDRS and Deep
Space Network. Presently these systems are S-Band transponders supporting encoded command
data rates of 128 bits per second and transmission data rates of 64 and 128 kb/s. Significant
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technology advancements are not required to support this function other than a desire to lower the
weight, power and volume of existing systems. This function is assumed to be relegated to a
mission success requirement, and therefore, a single fault tolerant design similar to the shuttle
should be baselined.
2.3.4.1.3.6 Timing and Sequencing--To meet the autonomous navigation requirements of the
LTS/STV missions, an accurate knowledge accounting of time is required. Since up-dates from
the ground are assumed to be mission critical, an atomic clock, which can be temperature
controlled, is the primary candidate for extensive development activities. The long term drift of the
timing system must meet the autonomous mission duration times. Mission sequencing of flight
activities derived from the on-board timing system are a normal requirement for manned and
unmanned space vehicles. The overall LTS/STV mission although not complex, requires scoping
of the interaction of subsystems operation, health monitoring, and mission sequencing as the
system matures.
2.3.4.1.3.7 Mechanical Subsystem Controls--The present LTS/STV concept contains several
different types of mechanical systems such as tank separation subsystems, deployment
subsystems, and docking subsystems. The controls for these subsystems are not yet completely
defined, however the requirement for the task is part of the total systems decomposition. The
redundancy requirement for the controls of these systems will be consistent with flight safety
requirements; jettisoning of the structure to assure flight safety may become a requirement.
2.3.4.1.3.8 Electrical Power & Control--The generation of electrical power for the LTS/STV
remains undefined at this point, due to the maturity level of the systems and subsystems that
require it. Regardless of the amount of power required, the redundancy level of the system will
meet the FO/FO/FS requirement.
2.3.4.2 Propulsion Analysis
2.3.4.2.1 General Parametrics
2.3.4.2.1.1 Performance of Potential Engine Candidates
Although cryogenic propellant was the primary baseline for the STV study, three types of engines
were initially evaluated as candidates for use on an LTV and LEV vehicle to become familiar with
some of the system performance parametrics associated with different engine types. These engine
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typeswerecryogenic,storable, and Nuclear Thermal Rocket (NTR). Cryogenic engines fall into
essentially two categories - Advanced Space Engine (ASE) and RL-10 derivatives. The storable
engines also fall into two categories - pump-fed, such as the XLR-132 engine and pressure-fed,
most likely the Apollo Lunar Excursion Module (LEM) descent engine. The NTR engine would be
based on NERVA (Nuclear engine for Rocket Vehicle Applications) technology developed in the
1960's. A listing of these engines and their characteristics is shown in Table 2.3.4.2.1.1-1.
Table
Engine Type
ASE
ASE
RL-10B-2
RL-10B-2
RL-10A-4
XLR-132
LEM Descent Engine
NTR
2,3.4.2.1.1-1 Potential Engine Candidates ,-
Application
LTV
LEV
LTV
LEV
LTV & LEV
LEV
LEV
LTV
Isp (sec)
481
465
460
446
449
347
305
9OO
Thrust* (N)
88960
86180
97856
94878
92518
88960
88960
133440**
Mass (kg)
220
213
206
200
166
168
30O
5443
* Thrust per Engine
** NTR: Only I Engine Was Used,
In All Other Cases 4 Engines Were Used
A combined LTV/LEV sizing and performance model was used to compare the total effect of using
different engine combinations on the two vehicles. The "90 day configuration" was used for this
study. The weight of the cargo and the modules was held constant, and the IMLEO required to
perform the mission was calculated for each of the engine and vehicle combinations. The payload
capability of the Shuttle-C is 71 tonnes with the 15 foot diameter shroud and 61 tonnes with the 25
foot diameter shroud. Thus the cryogenic engine configurations require 3 Shuttle-C flights, most
of the configurations which use storable engines for the LEV require 4 flights, and two of the
storable configurations require 5 flights. The nuclear engine LTV configuration shows a clear
advantage, requiring only two Shuttle-C flights. These relationships are shown in Figure
2.3.4.2.1.1-1.
If the data from Figure 2.3.4.2.1.1-1 are plotted relative to the baseline ASE performance for both
the LTV and LEV, the differences are emphasized. This is shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.1-2. Using
RL-10 derivative engines incurs a modest weight penalty (<10%), but using storable engines for
the LEV incurs a much larger penalty, particularly if the pressure-fed, lower Isp lunar Excursion
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Figure 2.3.4.2.1.1-1 IMLEO vs Engine Selection For First Flight
312.4
126.1
Module engine is used. The reason for using the storable propellant would be to avoid the problem
of cryogenic propellant boiloff issues during the 30 day lunar stay of the astronauts. Use of a
NERVA type nuclear engine for the LTV provides a weight saving of over one third (34%)
compared to the ASE baseline.
2.3.4.2.1.2 General Propulsion Parametrics
General propulsion parametrics were. developed around the performance of the "90 day
configuration". An analysis was conducted to determine the effect of different numbers and thrust
levels of engines for the LTV. The results are shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.1.2-1. The LTV
propulsion is analyzed because it operates near earth, where gravity losses play a significant role in
the efficiency of a vehicle stage. Once the vehicle is in the lunar vicinity, gravity losses become
much less significant. If an LTV has only one or two engines, the resulting thrust-to-weight ratio
is very low and the vehicle incurs large gravity losses. As the number of engines increases, the
gravity losses quickly approach zero, but at some point the weight of the engines overpowers the
reduction in gravity losses, and the IMLEO begins to increase. This crossover point occurs at 5
engines for the larger 30,000 lbf engine. This curve also indicates that a total thrust of 60,000 to
90,000 pounds is desirable when using these engines, to avoid a large increase in gravity losses.
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For the charts shown in this section, it is assumed that the LEV has 4 ASE engines of 20,000 lbf
thrust each. It is also assumed that this is the In'st flight of a LTV, which will include the LEV and
cargo. It is assumed that the lunar cargo delivered is 15.9 tonnes, that the LTV crew module
weighs 8.4 tonnes, and that the LEV crew module weighs 4.4 tonnes. Isp effects were not
included in the calculation of gravity losses.
Figure 2.3.4.2.1.2-2 shows the relationship between thrust-to-weight, IMLEO, and Isp of an
LTV. Over the range of values considered for Isp and thrust-to-weight, the IMLEO may be seen to
vary nearly 2:1. The Isp ranges from 340 sec, which corresponds to pump-fed storable engine
340 370 400 430 460 490
Figure 2.3.4.2.1.2-2
LTV Isp (see)
IMLEO vs LTV Isp
performance, to 490 sec, which is slightly above the highest possible cryogenic engine
performance. For RL-10 engine derivatives, the Isp would range from 450 sec to about 465-470
sec, and for an ASE engine the Isp would range from 565 to 481 sec. These curves are plotted for
4 thrust-to-weight ratios. The T/W=0.5 curve lies virtually on top of the T/W=0.2 curve and
above the T/W=0.3 curve because the increased engine weight has overpowered the gravity loss
reductions. For this chart, it is assumed that the thrust-to-weight of the LTV engines is always
40:1.
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Figure 2.3.4.2.1.2-3directly illustrates the effect of thrust-to-weight on the amount of mass
requiredin earthorbit. For a given thrust-to-weightratio, the amountof gravity lossescanbe
reducedslightlyby breakingthetans-lunarinjectionbuminto two burns.
i"1 I
 ::IL 'A"""' "hrus'I
250 One Perigee Burn
I 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40
I Thrust to Weight
Figure 2.3.4.2.1.2-3 Effect of Dual TLI Perigee Burns
2.3.4.2.2 General Engine Data
2.3.4.2.2.1 Engine Criteria Evolution
Engine characteristics required for a steady state piloted lunar vehicle are more advanced than those
required for other DRM's or precursor missions. It is appropriate to let the engine criteria evolve
to meet the mission requirements without requiring all the resource investment to be made at the
outset. Figure 2.3.4.2.2.1-1 connects the simpler criteria associated with the beginning of the
evolution path as meeting initial missions, and connects the more advanced of the evolved criteria
as appropriate to steady state piloted lunar missions. This is intended to represent more of a
philosophy than a mature understanding of the subject, as there are many more criteria and many
more gradations than shown here. It is hoped that others may expand upon this technique to help
prioritize the resource expended in the propulsion areas.
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2.3.4.2.2.2 STV Main Engine Change-out Strategy
Using a single robotic arm equipped with engine handling fixture, and an engine assembly
equipped with a pneumatically actuated carrier plate for grouping of individual disconnects,
removal and replacement of an LTV main engine may become a relatively normal maintenance task.
Figure 2.3.4.2.2.2-1 is a representation of a potential engine changeout scenario. The plan would
be to change the entire engine assembly, rather than individual parts of an engine, such as pumps,
valves, etc. A robotic arm is shown with a probe that would fit into the engine combustion
chamber for support and movement of the engine. The probe would be pre-programmed for
replacement of each of the engines. The scenario shown may be realistic if the engine installation
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is plannedfrom theoutsetto includedisconnectassembliesasa partof a carder plate for ease of
replacement.
Engine Carrier Plate With Fluid and Electrical Couplers
Engine Ass_
1
S
Expandable Plug
in Engine Throat
:l
Figure 2.3.4.2.2.2.1 STV Main Engine Change-Out
Figure 2.3.4.2.2.2-2 is a more detailed view of an arrangement that could be used for engine
mounting. It shows a vehicle carder plate that is incorporated into the lower portion of the box
beam engine support. It also shows that the engine is first assembled onto an engine carder plate,
that incorporates all the engine interfaces, and which mates with the vehicle carrier plate
disconnects.
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Figure 2.3.4.2.2.2-2 Engine
Engine Carrier Plate
Replacement Architecture
Carder Plate
Additional detail of a potential layout for an engine carrier plate is shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.2.2-3.
All the equipment in this illustration would be a part of the engine assembly. The disconnects
shown would all penetrate the vehicle carrier plate and be locked into place to install the engine.
Engines to be developed would use a common interface arrangement, that would allow different
engine versions to be installed for upgrades or for tailoring to a specific mission.
2.3.4.2.2.3 Engine Replacement Times
To assess the practicality of a timely replacement of an STV engine, a tabulation was prepared of
accepted engine replacement times for launch vehicles and other "high-tech" engines. This appears
in Table 2.3.4.2.2.3-1. The hours are broken into two categories, the time to remove and replace,
and the time to perform the various quality and checkout steps to get to the point of "run-up". For
comparison to the time required for an STV, which should have automated checkout capabilities,
through the ICHM system, only the remove and replace time is considered applicable. The time
required for these ground operations is approximately one to two shifts.
Figure 2.3.4.2.2.3-1 presents an estimated timeline for robotic engine removal and replacement,
assuming a carrier plate system has been designed into the vehicle for engine attachment. It lists
each of the activities to be accomplished, assumes that the robotic sequencing is mature, and that
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Table 2.3.4.2.2.3-1 En_,ine Replacement Times
Glmbal Actuator
Attachment
View From Engine Side, With
Engine Removed
Figure 2.3.4.2.2.2-3 STV Main Engine
Sensing Port - Typ
Inlet
\ Engine
\ _, Side _
Typ Latch "
Mechanism
Elec. Power
Elec. Data
=3]
Vehicle Side
•
t LH2 Q.D. _._
I LO2 Q.D. __
QD Sections Which /
Penetrate Vehicle
Carrier Plate
Edge View
Carrier Plate
Table 2.3.4.2.2.3-1 Engine
Falalnt
737 P&W J78D-$
727 P&W J78D-9
MD-80 P&W J78D-9
Shuttle SSME
T4V (1st Stg) AJ LR-87
T-IV (2nd Stg) AJ LR-91
Delta (Ist Stg) MB3
Delta (2rid Stg) AJ 10
Centaur RL.10
Atlas MA 5
Saturn H1
Cobra Bell
HelicopM,r
TOW Missile Detroit Diesel 4
Carder
Chevrolet 454 V.8
Replacement Times
Seen Hours Seen Hours Soan Hours
10 Included 10
11 Included 11
10 Included 10
16 16 32
16 64 80
8 48 S6
N/A Boat Tail Conflg Requires Return to Factory
24 80
16 32
N/A Requires Return to Factory
32 included
8 Included
104
48
32
8
Included
7.5 Included 7,5
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thenecessary tools and prepared replacement engines are readily available.
operation of this magnitude would likely require significantly more time.
The initial attempt at an
2.3.4.2.3 Number of Engines
There are a number of issues associated with selecting the number of engines for a LTS vehicle.
The following sections explore the requirements and issues, and conclude that the required number
for a landing vehicle that desires centerline thrust following engine failure(s) is 5 engines, and that
the required number for a transfer vehicle that has engine gimbals is 4 engines.
2.4.3.2.3.1 Number of Engines for a Lander
Table 2.3.4.2.3.1-1 examines the issues related to different numbers of engines for a lunar landing
vehicle. Both positive and negative issues are considered. A key issue is the ability of the
propulsion system to tolerate failures. Configurations with one or two engines cannot tolerate any
failures and still maintain symmetrical thrust for a level landing attitude. A configuration with three
engines in a line can tolerate a single failure. This is a loss of an outer engine requiring shutdown
of the opposite engine, or loss of the inner engine leaving two outside engines. A four-engine
configuration can also tolerate one engine failure - it also requires an opposite engine to be shut
down to maintain symmetrical thrust. A five- engine configuration, with one engine in the center,
can tolerate two failures. One more level of failure tolerance (3 failures) would require a seven-
engine configuration, with six engines arranged around a center engine. It is interesting that the
MASE requirement quoted at the bottom of the table makes the safe return of the crew and the
"Program Elements" essentially equal.
2.3.4.2.3.2 Landing Control
MASE document Human Exploration Study Requirements, March 14, 1990, requires that "Critical
functions affecting crew safety and Human Exploration Program Element fflEPE) survival shall be
two-failure tolerant." If this philosophy is applied to engines, the minimum number of engines that
will meet this requirement is four (4). If an additional requirement for maintaining centerline thrust
after engine failure(s) during lunar descent or ascent is imposed, the minimum number of engines
required increases to five (5). There are two items that prompt the derived requirement for
centerline thrust. The first item is the situation encountered when landing a vehicle with four
engines, where both downhill (relative to a slope to be encountered at the landing site) engines
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Table 2.3.4.2.3.1-1
Number of Engines
1
2
4
i
STV/LTV Main Engine Remove Replace
Number ol]" Engines [or a Lunar Lander
Positive Negative
Symmetrical Thrust
Symmetrical Thrust
After Engine Out
Symmetrical Thrust
After Engine Out
Maintains Roll Control
Timeline
No Engine Out Capability
Asymmetrical Thrust
After Engine Out
Provides Only One Level
Of Redundancy
Provides Only One Level
Of Redundancy
5or6 Minimum No. To Meet
Two Failure Tolerance *
* Reference: Human Exploration Study Requirements, March 14, 1990:
"3.1.7.2 Failure Tolerance
o Critical functions affecting crew safety and Human Exploration Program
Element (HEPE) survival shall be two failure tolerant."
_V /
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have failed, the uphill engines are operating, and are gimbaled as necessary to place the thrust
vector through the center of gravity. The vehicle will impact its lowest legs first, and will need to
do some carefully timed gimballing and throttling to prevent slapdown or skidding. The ascent
from such a scenario would be similarly difficult. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3.4.2.3.2-1. The
situation could be improved significantly if sufficient time is available after engine failure to rotate
the vehicle 180 degrees about its vertical axis, but if failures occur close to touchdown, or just as
the vehicle is leaving the surface, it may be difficult to take the proper corrective action. This leads
to the second item that drives this requirement, one of avionics workload. There will likely be a
number of pre-programmed reconfiguration scenarios to cover all manner of engine difficulties. If
engine gimbal control is used to maintain vehicle orientation and vertical rates during the last few
seconds before touchdown, or the initial seconds of ascent, the avionics workload will be
significant during this time, and will be category 1 criticality. If five engines are used, the logic
becomes simpler and the response times likely not as sensitive.
• MASE Document Requires 2 Failure Tolerance
• For Landing Vehicles, Symmetrical Thrust after Engine Failure is Highly Deslreable
• For Transfer Vehicles, Four Engines With Gimbals Provide Necessary Redundancy
• For Landing Vehicles, Five Engines Help Prevent High Landing Slapdown Loads,
and Reduce Avionics Workload
Thrust Vector with
Failed Engines
(4 Engine Config)
Figure 2.3.4.2.3.2-1
Thrust Vector with
Failed Engines
(5 Engine Conflg)
5 Degrees
First Landin_o. Unprepared Site
Five Engines Improve Landing Control
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2.3.4.2.3.3 EngineOutStrategy
The following three figures explore the logic associated with engine failures, and the
reconfiguration of the remaining engines to maintain vehicle control and mission completion.
First, a system consisting of four engines is considered in Figure 2.3.4.2.3.3-1, which has been
set up to operate two engines at a time, with the other two in idle mode. As can be seen, even with
two failures, reconfigurations may be successfully made, but not in a way that would satisfy the
centerline thrust requirement we have established for a landing vehicle. A scenario is also
investigated that starts with all four engines operating. The outcome is the same, although the
options are reduced.
Similarly, a system using five engines is shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.3.3-2, which is intended to have
two engines operate normally, with the others in idle mode. In this scenario, the reconfiguration
after two independent engine failures always results in a single engine operating in the center,
which is quite acceptable for landing or ascent. This configuration maintains a balanced number of
engines operating about the centerline always.
•
4Engines _ _ _)
2 Operating _
F-1 R-1
Unacceptable for
Lander •
I)
R-1A
- i,-- •
F-2 R-2
Unacceptable
• • for Lander
4Englnes _) C_- 3C) C_ -- I_ _) C_
All Operating _ _
F-1 R-1
F - Failure • •
R-Reconflguratlon _ • -- ID- -_) •
CE" Operating Engine _
•- Failed Engine F-2 R-2
(_)- Shut Down Engine Unacceptable
for Lander
Figure 2.3.4.2.3.3-1 Engine-Out Strategy, 4 Engines, 2 Failures
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F - Failure
R - Reconflguration
(_ ,_- Operating Engines
0- Failed Engine
O
R-1
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All Vehicles
-_0 -
O- Shut Down Engine
Figure 2.3.4.2.3.3-2 Engine-Out Strategy, 5
F-2
Engines, 2
0
R-2
Acceptable for
All Vehicles
Failures
If the five-engine set is intended to have all engines operating simultaneously, the reconfiguration
logic follows a different path, but the results accomplish the same end, as shown in Figure
2.3.4.2.3.3-3. Depending on which engine is arbitrarily selected as the failed engine, either a
single engine in the center, or dual symmetrical outboard engines will be left operating after two
failures.
5 n0,ne,All Operating CE CE --
F-1 R-1
Acceptable for
All Vehicles
_OCi_
F-1
F- Failure
_ FJeconfiguration
,]_ - Operating Engines
O- Failed Engine
_- Shut Down Engine
Figure 2.3.4.2.3.3-3 Engine-Out
F-2
n,-- -I)O_
R-1
Acceptable for
All Vehicles
_:cE -
F-2
R-2
Acceptable for
All Vehicles
_o_
R-2
Acceptable for
All Vehicles
Strategy-5 Engines, 2 Failures (Cont)
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2.3.4.2.3.4 Engine System Reliability
One of the aspects of selecting the number of engines to be used is reliability. While this is not the
only measure of our ability to count on an engine system to perform its function, it is a system
whereby numbers can be assigned which will at the very least influence selections between
options. A set of data is presented which allows the comparison of engine set reliability as a
function of the presumed engine-out capability of the system.
The Multiple Engine Out Reliability study examines the impact on propulsion system reliability of a
multiple-engine configuration, assuming engine out capability as appropriate to provide failure
tolerance. The configurations examined consist of two to eight engines. The analysis employs the
same engine failure rate throughout. Variation in thrust level is assumed to result in equal total
burn times independent of engine configuration. For purposes of the comparison, each single
engine propulsion system is assumed to have a reliability of 0.99.
The maintaining of centerline thrust is an assumed requirement, to allow for proper vehicle landing
orientation. Ten percent of engine failures are assumed to be catastrophic, based on a presentation
by Pratt & Whitney to the Advanced Launch System program. Given a non-catastrophic engine
failure, the requirement to maintain centerline thrust is met by shutdown of the symmetrically
opposing engine. Probability of successful shutdown is assumed to be 0.999. The two-engine
configuration does not allow for one engine out, since failure of one engine results in asymmetrical
thrust. The three-engine configuration is linear allowing all engines to operate successfully or an
outer engine to fail non-catastrophically, the other outer engine to be detected as non-failed and
successfully shutdown, or the center engine to fail non-catastrophically and the outer two engines
to operate successfully. Each of the higher-numbered configurations, four to eight engines, is
analyzed so that non-catastrophic engine failure, followed by shutdown of the opposing engine as
necessary, similarly maintains the centerline thrust. The four-engine configuration boxes the
engines in opposing pairs. The five-engine configuration is composed of a four-engine box with a
fifth engine in the center. The six-engine and eight engine configurations are ringlike. The seven-
engine configuration is composed of a six-engine ring, with the seventh engine in the center.
Results are shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.3.4-1. This figure demonstrates that engine out capability
provides a significant increase in the propulsion system reliability for multiple engine
configurations.
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Engineoutcapabilityprovidesasignificantincreasein thepropulsionsystemreliability for multiple
engine configurations. In Figure 2.3.4.2.3.4-2, the upper right-hand corner of Figure
2.3.4.2.3.4-1is expandedto enabletheassociatedincreasesin reliability to be further compared.
For theconfigurationscapableof two enginesout, allowanceof thesecondengineout condition
provides an observableincreasein the propulsion systemreliability over single engine out.
Additional engine out capability, beyondtwo enginesout, providesno significant additional
increase in the propulsion system reliability, given the same assumptionsas for Figure
2.3.4.2.3.4-1.
1.00 .
0.98
0.96
0.94
0.92
Engines Out
2 Engines Out
1 Engine Out
l l l I I I
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Number of Engines
• Single Engine Propulsion System Reliability Of 0.99
• Catastrophic Failure Probability Of 0.10
• Probability Of Successful Shutdown Is 0.999
Multiple Engine-Out ReliabilityFigure 2.3.4.2.3.4-1
Figure 2.3.4.2.3.4-1 demonstrates the most appreciable gain in overall propulsion system
reliability to occur with the increase from zero engines out to a single engine out. Figure
2.3.4.2.3.4-3 depicts an analysis of single engine-out reliability. The assumptions for this chart
are the same as those for the multiple engine-out analysis, except that the reliability of each single
engine propulsion system is set between 0.99 and 1.00. The reliabilities of the one and two engine
propulsion systems, each with zero engines-out, are shown for purpose of reference.
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Assuming single engine-out capability, the three-engine configuration is demonstrated to have the
greatest propulsion system reliability. Configurations containing additional engines require those
engines to run successfully to achieve overall propulsion system success. The reliability of an
eight-engine configuration with a single engine-out capability is notably similar to the reliability of
a single engine system with zero engines-out. This is a result not only of the eight-engine
configuration, but also of the catastrophic failure probability, which is assumed in the analysis to
be ten percent.
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3 Engines
1 Engine
Engines
0-Out (Reference)
• Catastrophic Failure Probability Of 0.10
• Probability Of Successful Shutdown Is 0.999
0.992 0.994 0.996 0.998 1.000
Figure 2.3.4.2.3.4.-3 Single Engine-Out Reliability
For engine configurations using high numbers of engines, single engine-out reliability improves
significantly if five percent of engine failures are assumed to be catastrophic rather than ten percenL
Thus, it will be worthwhile to identify ways to improve, that is, to decrease, the probability of
catastrophic engine failure. One possible means of improvement is the use of shields (i.e. Kevlar)
or other devices, to separate the individual engines so that failure of one engine does not result in
failure of the overall engine configuration. The assumptions for Figure 2.3.4.2.3.4-4, besides
using a catastrophic failure probability of 0.05, are the same as those for the previous single
engine-out reliability chart.
2.3.4.2.3.5 LTS Aborts Relative to Number of Engines
During previous evaluations, the number of engines selected appeared to be driven by the
requirement for two-fault tolerance, in considering the failure of one entire engine as a fault mode.
Tables 2.3.4.2.3.5-1 and 2.3.4.2.3.5-2 attempt to look at the number of engines required from a
somewhat different perspective. If one considers the probable course of action due to an engine
failure at various stages of a lunar mission, (even though the basic capability to survive and to
recover the vehicle has been built into the system), the abort scenarios tend to be somewhat more
conservative than if the reliability numbers alone are used to determine when to continue and when
to abort a mission. Table 2.3.4.2.3.5-1 was created with the 90 day study vehicle as the reference.
The obvious benefit of this vehicle used during a non-steady state mission is the "spare"
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Figure 2.3.4.2.3.4-4 Single Engine-Out Reliability (5% Catastrophic Failure)
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propulsion system on the LEV. This advantage, however, goes away when the LTV is used alone
to transfer cargo or men to lunar orbit. Many of the abort decisions shown here are arbitrary.
Several of them could be influenced by the national political mood at the time relating to the risks to
be taken with astronauts. In general, however, a conservative approach is shown, which is likely
to be the case.
Figure 2.3.4.2.3.5-2 presents the abort decisions relative to numbers of engines and loss of one or
two of these relative to the preferred vehicle concept, 4E-5B. There are a number of situations that
would likely result in a different decision, as shown by the boxed areas on the figure.
k
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Figure 2.3.4.2.3.5-2
Vehicle)
D epresents Reduced Capability Comparedwith 90 Day Study Vehicle
LTS Aborts Relative to Number of Engines (4E-5B
There are a number of conclusions that can be drawn from this evaluation, (which was created by
addressing mission continuation options in the event of one or two engines out). Most of the
conclusions have already been drawn from other evaluations, but some are worth repeating. There
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do not appear to be any discriminators from the abort consideration between five or six engines.
There are however, discriminators in the abort sense when less than five engines are used. The
selection between five and six engines must be made in consideration of other items, for instance,
the desire to have centefline thrust during lunar landing and takeoff in the event two engines have
failed. This will simplify and perhaps even negate the need for engine gimbals. Placement of the
engines, the philosophy for their use, line routing and other configuration influences all play a part
in the selection. We have selected the five-engine approach previously due in a large part to the
desire for centerline thrust with two engines out. This evaluation helps to reinforce that decision.
A summary of the conclusions is presented in Table 2.3.4.2.3.5-1.
Table 2.3.4.2.3.5-1 Summary of Conclusions for Configuration Evaluation
Relative to Aborts
• When Vehicle Configuration Is Considered with Regard for Its Effect on Mission
Abort Scenarios, Different Conclusions Surface Compared to Configurations Based
on Redundancy Requirements Alone
There Is a Significant Advantage in the Ability of a Dual Propulsion System
Configuration (90 Day Vehicle) to Complete a Non-Steady State Lunar Mission over a
Single Propulsion System Vehicle (4E-5B), Regardless of the Number of Engines
Selected. This Assumes that Both Systems Have Two-Failure Tolerance.
• There Are No Abort Discriminators between Five Engines and Six Engines
• There Are Abort Discriminators Using Three or Four Engines in Either the 4E-5B or
90 Day Configuration
• Use of Two Engines Does Not Provide Two-Failure Tolerance, and Indicates Loss of
Mission for a Number of Scenarios
Given the Above, and in Consideration of the Balanced Centerline Thrust Vector in
the Event of Two Engine Failures During Lunar Landing or Takeoff (Which Also may
Make Thrust Vector Control Feeslble and Allow Removal of the Glmbal System), Five
Engines Still Appears to be the Appropriate Number
2.3.4.2.4 Engine Selection Parametrics
A number of general engine parametrics are presented in section 2.3.4.2.1. The following sections
contain parametrics that allow engine selection for specific vehicles.
2.3.4.2.4.1 Single Engine Thrust for LTV/LEV
This section evaluates the requirements for engine selection for TLI and lunar landing phases of a
lunar mission, with the goal of selecting a common engine to best accomplish both objectives. The
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TLI phase is important because of the large gravity losses encountered if the thrust to weight ratio
is too low. The lunar landing phase is important because of the need to throttle the engines to
allow hover and descent in the lunar gravity. This analysis was performed using a "90 day study
configuration" as the baseline. It leads to slightly different results than an analysis presented later
in this section that deals with the 4E-5B configuration.
Analysis was performed to determine the gravity losses incurred by the lunar transfer vehicle
(LTV) on the trans-lunar injection (TLI) burn for various engine thrust levels. The results of this
analysis are shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.4.1-1 for differing numbers of LTV engines. Note that the
IMLEO's remained constant and that increased gravity losses generally result in decreased cargo
masses. However, since more or larger engines have more mass, the largest cargo masses are not
necessarily achieved by just going to more or larger engines. Their lower gravity losses and added
mass must be traded off against each other to determine the number of engines and their thrust level
to maximize the lunar cargo.
1600
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Figure2.3.4.2.4.1-2presents the gravity losses that are incurred when a two burn strategy is used
by the LTV to achieve the proper trans-lunar trajectory. When compared to the losses that are
associated with the one burn strategy, it can be seen that the two bum method is substantially more
efficient in terms of A-velocity. However, the two bum method has some other drawbacks that
cannot be deduced from the figure. For example, the two bum case has a longer mission duration,
will require more tank insulation (or increased boiloff), and will have a different radiation
environment.
1600
1,oo. I
- I
2
0 10 20 30 40 50
Thrust/Engine (klbs)
Figure 2.3.4.2.4.1-2 TLI Gravity Losses vs Thrust per Engine for 2 Burns
Another parameter that must be considered if a common engine is to be used on the LTV and lunar
Excursion Vehicle (LEV) is the throttling ratio of the engine. Figure 2.3.4.2.4.1-3 shows the
results of analysis that was done to determine the throttling ratio required, depending on both the
thrust of the engine and the number selected for the LEV. This analysis assumes a 100% hover
capability, although more recent analyses have shown that 80% lunar hover thrust may be a more
appropriate parameter.
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If the previous two figures are combined, some evaluation may be made of the optimum number of
engines and thrust and throttling levels that may be desired to have a single engine capable of
satisfying both the lunar transfer and lunar landing operations. This is presented in Figures
2.3.4.2.4.1-4 and -5. The range of 2 to 8 LTV engines has been shaded as the probable selection
range. Similarly, the range of 2 to 6 LEV engines and the throttling range of 20:1 and below has
been shaded as being the likely range. The throttling ratio limit of 20:1 is believed to be the
practical upper limit for a hydrogen/oxygen engine of this type. A throttling ratio of approximately
10:1 is even more desirable as a much lower cost option.
0 10 20 30
Thrust/Engine (klbs)
Figure 2.3.4.2.4.1.3 LEV Throttling Requirement
4O 5O
vs Thrust per Engine
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Optimum Thrust and Throttling Requirements vs. Number of Engines- The
following four figures encompass the engine performance characteristics relative to the 4E-5B
V
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selected vehicle with 158.6 metric tons of propellant. Subsequent refinement of this vehicle
increased the quantity of propellant to 174 metric tons and the effect of that increase on engine
thrust level will be treated in section 2.3.4.2.4.3. Figure 2.3.4.2.4.2-1 is a plot of the total weight
delivered to the lunar surface as a function of engine thrust if only two engines are fitted. The
delivered weight reaches a maximum a thrust of 40,000 pounds per engine, although the curve is
very flat and a thrust of 30,000 pounds per engine delivers nearly the same amount.
The throttling ratio required is also plotted as a function of engine thrust, both for the nominal
mission case where the vehicle delivers as much payload as it can, and for a minimum weight
mission where no cargo is delivered, just the crew and enough propellant for them to return to
earth. The throttling ratio values include the capability to lower the thrust to 80% of the landing
weight.
At the indicated thrust value of 40,000 pounds per engine, the required throttle ratio for a nominal
mission is 7 to 1, which is very attainable for either an RL-10 derivative or an ASE (although
40,000 pounds is beyond the thrust presently envisioned for these engines). The minimum weight
mission needs a somewhat deeper throttling ratio of about 12 to 1, but this is not an unreasonable
requirement.
Figure 2.3.4.2.4.2-1, in combination with the next three charts, will show that the optimum total
thrust is approximately the same regardless of the number of engines, if the propulsion system
thrust-to-weight ratio is about the same for all configurations. Since the total thrust is the same, the
throttling ratio requirements are also the same.
Figure 2.3.4.2.4.2-2 shows that for four engines, the optimum engine thrust level is 20,000
pounds.
Figure 2.3.4.2.4.2-3 shows that for six engines, the optimum engine thrust level is 12,000
pounds.
Figure 2.3.4.2.4.2-4 shows that for eight engines, the optimum engine thrust level is 10,000
pounds.
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4E-SB Engine Thrust Optimization - Final refinement of the performance parameters of the
4E-5B vehicle increased the quantity of propellant to 174 metric tons. The effect of that increase
on engine thrust optimization is treated here. Figure 2.3.4.2.4.3-1 is similar to those previously
presented to assist in selection of number of engines, engine thrust, and throttling ratio. It has
been updated to reflect the current weights and performance predictions for the 4E-5B vehicle
concept. Only the 6 Engine chart is shown here as an example, even though charts were
previously presented for 2, 4, 6, and 8 engines. Although the weight of the vehicle has increased
somewhat, the throttling ratio required for lunar landing and ascent has not changed from the 7:1
and 12:1 determined before. The most efficient engine thrust for this case has increased from
12,000 lb to 14,000 lb, due to the vehicle weight increase during its optimization.
Figure 2.3.4.2.4.3-2 represents the optimum thrust level per engine, depending on the number of
engines selected for the 4E-5B vehicle. It assumes 14.6 tonnes of lunar cargo is to be delivered on
a piloted mission. It also shows the variation in thrust level that is possible, with a corresponding
3o ] 50,
20t
14.6I" ,,o.
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Module _ 10,
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- propulsion system thrust/weight = 23
( Propulsion system weight Includes engines, glmball system,
feedllnes, valves, PU system, press, system, RCS system.)
- Lunar landed weight optimum at approx. 75-95 klb thrust regardless of # of engines
Figure 2.3.4.2.4.3-1 Typical Trust and Throttling Parametrics (6 Engines) for
174 mt Total Propellant
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loss (arbitrarily 10%) in cargo carrying capability. For the present vehicle, 5 engines have been
selected. The optimum thrust for a 5 engine configuration is nearly 18,000 lb, but a thrust level
from 12,000 to 28,000 lb would still be fairly reasonable. As will be seen in the configuration
description portion of this report, the actual engine thrust that has been selected for the 4E-5B
configuration is approximately 20,000 lb. This would seem to be somewhat higher than optimum,
but there are several factors influencing this slight increase: 1), there are more data generally
available for engines in this range; 2), it allows for potential weight growth; 3), it allows for a
return to a 4 engine configuration, should the MACE requirements and landing logic be reassessed
in favor of 4 engines; and 4), it defines the potentially largest engine layout area, so that any
subsequent changes in engine architecture should have no effect on the vehicle size.
40
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13.1 MT Cargo (-10°/.)
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Figure 2.3.4.2.4.3-2
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Lunar Throttling Range Required - To select the thrust level of the engine system to be
used, it is important to determine the necessary thrust as a percentage of the thrust necessary to
hover in the lunar gravity environment. If the thrust level never goes below 100% of that needed
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to hover, then it is not possible to hover and to subsequently begin another descent. It is easy to
descend from a hover if the thrust may be reduced to a low value, i.e. 50% of lunar thrust, but this
may require an engine throttling ratio more severe (and expensive) than necessary. For this
evaluation, thrust and weight data were obtained from the Apollo landings, and evaluated to
determine the lowest thrust level obtained. Viking and Surveyor missions were also evaluated, but
the actual data were not available from those missions, only the design requirements. Evaluation
of the Apollo missions reveals that the thrust varied from 75% to 112% of lunar hover. This is a
fairly wide dispersion, and is probably significantly wider than would be experienced on a new
vehicle, which would incorporate state of the art avionics. Of interest is that Apollo 14 and 15
apparently landed while continuing to decelerate. In reviewing these data, an engineering judgment
was made that an appropriate preliminary design point is 80 % of lunar hover thrust. These data
are shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.4.4-1. This number should be used for engine thrust and throttling
evaluations, although it is subject to revision during subsequent programs when flight operations
scenarios and avionics systems become better defined. It is anticipated that the 80% number is
somewhat conservative, and that subsequent revisions will likely be upward.
Starting with the requirement for 80% of lunar hover thrust for lunar landing, the throttling ratio
required of the engines is shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.4.4-2 relative to the number of engines
operating. This assumes the 4E-5B configuration, and an engine thrust level of 20,000 lb each. It
also includes engine-out possibilities, by showing throttling ratio per number of engines operating.
II
• Throttling Ratio Of Engines Is Determined By Lunar Landing
Requirement
• Thrust Approximately Equal To Lunar Weight Or Less Is Required
To Land
• Avionics Fidelity And Engine Response To Throttle Commands
Are Factors
• Experience (Lowest Total Engine Thrust As % of Lunar Weight)
Mission Lowest Tot. Enoine Thrust Lunar Wt. of Veh %
Viking Unknown Unknown 80 *
Surveyor Unknown Unknown 80 *
Apollo 11 2520 Ib 2650 Ib 95 **
Apollo 12 1995 Ib 2650 Ib 75 **
Apollo 14 2940 Ib 2620 Ib 112 **
Apollo 15 2950 Ib 2913 Ib 101 **
Apollo 16 2500 Ib 2913 Ib 86 **
• Recommended Thrust Ratio, Based On * Design
Flight Data and Engineering Judgement: 80% ** Experienced
Figure 2.3.4.2.4.4-1 Lunar Throttling Range Required
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F = Ma Region Lunar Hover Region
Begin End
Lunar Descent
For Lunar Ascent,No Throttling is Required.
The Acceleration Level Varies from 1.8g to 2.7g at
Maximum Thrust Level
Figure 2.3.4.2.4.4.2 Throttling Ratio, Including Engine-Out (4E-5B)
ASE vs RL-10 Analysis - This analysis defines the sensitivity of ASE and the RL-10
derivatives to the performance requirements of the lunar mission. The real measures of the
effectiveness of a propulsion system are only two. The first is the ability of the system to minimize
initial mass in low Earth orbit (IMLEO). The second measure is the ability to place a maximum
cargo mass on the lunar surface. If a new engine (ASE) can be developed which will result in a
significant increase in either or both of these performance parameters, it will be worthwhile. If,
however, the lack of an ASE causes the addition of even one additional ETO launch, or the
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additionof one additional lunar mission due to inability to transfer the required tonnage, then the
development of the ASE will have been the overwhelming correct choice. Figure 2.3.4.2.4.5-1
shows the sensitivity of the engine selection to the IMLEO, for an expendable cargo mission
delivering 37.4 tonnes, and for a piloted mission delivering 14.6 tonnes. The RL10A-4, RL10B-2
and ASE engines are used in making this assessment. As can be seen, the largest reduction in
IMLEO due to using an RL10A-4 is approximately 8%, and if an RL10B-2 is used, the ASE only
saves approximately 4% in required IMLEO. Since the performance of the HLLV is not fixed at
this time, it may be more cost effective to influence its capacity, rather than to develop ASE
technology.
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As was the case for IMLEO, the three engines are compared, but in this case to the quantity of
tonnage delivered to the lunar surface in both an expendable cargo and a piloted mission mode,
Figure 2.3.4.2.4.5-2. These calculations are made assuming a constant IMLEO, and a constant
vehicle configuration. The effect of using the different engines is more pronounced than the
IMLEO evaluation, but the overall effect is similar. The use of an ASE rather than an RL10A-4
provides an increased lunar cargo of approximately 50% for a piloted mission, and approximately
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8% foran expendable cargo mission. This iscena/nly very significant,but ifan RLI0-B2 was
-_ available,the/ncreaseisreduced to 14% forapilotedrrdssion,and to 3% for an expendable cargo
mission.
In that the architecture for manned space exploration is Somewhat flexible at this time, the best
approach may be to have Para/lel technology paths anti] mission profiles are better established,
using the RL-IO technology that is in hand today, modified by strategies to Work space basing,
ICHM, and the other engine technology issues, then evolve to ASE,/ME, or even more advanced
RL- 10 derivatives, as appropriate to meet the "to be defined', missions.
/
•
._%_% . _" ,e. % %.%s%s%e* s%p% %,#%d %
%s%_%s% • -s" _.%s%s%p %_ s%s%j
RLIOA,_ " "RLIOB.:
Figure 2.3.4.2.4.5.2 Relative Cargo vs Engine Type aSE
2.3.4.2.5 Fluid Management
Minimization of Fluid Services . An evaluation was made of the fluids required to be
provided to an STV vehicle system during the various Phases of its Operational life. This
eva/uation COnsidered those fluids required at a launch facility, and at SSF or Other LEO node. It
Considered first the initial mission of an STV that is likely to be expendable and which may not
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integrate all of the eventual technologies. It may also require little or no support from SSF. Next it
considered that the STV is operational, but is basically a core vehicle, useful for near earth
missions, or for missions that do not require drop tanks. It is considered that this vehicle will be
primarily space based. Eventually, drop tanks will be incorporated, and the capability will exist for
GEO missions, or for heavy cargo missions. The final STV configuration would include a crew
cab, and be a manned vehicle capable of lunar missions. The application of key technologies
during these phases is important in minimizing the operational complexity of the STV system. If
these technologies are incorporated, the fluids that need to be supplied from SSF to support each
mission consist primarily of H/O. If propellant grade H/O is converted to fuel cell grade H/O and
Table 2.3.4.2.5.1-1 Fluid S_stems Support Required of ETO & SSF
Initial s'rv Operational s'rv GEe or Heavy Lunar Mission
Mission Mission STV Mission
H/O Supply-Core H/O Supply-Core 14/OSupply.DropTnks H/O Supply-DropTnks
H/O Vent H/O Vent H/O Vent 14/OVent
GN2 Purge-Cargo Gn2 Purge-Cargo GN2 Purge-Cargo GN2 Purge-Cargo
Bay Bay Bay Bey
HP we-Integral RCS LN2 Supply-Breathing
H20 Supply-Craw/
Shield
(Technology Driven)
14/O Supply-Fuel
Calls
HP He-Engine
HP He-Tank Pressn
Hydraul Fluld-Glmb
Act
N2H4 Supply-RCS
N2H4 Haz Vent
None
FUOSupply-Fuel
Calls
HP He-Engine
HP He-TankPresn
HydraullcFluld-Glmb
Act
N2H4 Supply-RCS
N2H4 Haz Vent
H/O Supply-Fuel
Calla
HP He-Engine
HP He-Tank Pressn
Hydraulic Fluid-Gimb
Act
N2H4 Supply-RCS
N2H4 Haz Vent
SSF
(or other node)
WO Supply-Core 1t/0 Supply-Drop
Tanks
H/O Supply-Fuel
Calls
HP He Engine
HP He-Tank Pressn
Hydraulic Fluid-Glmb
Act
N2H4 Supply-RCS
N2H4 Haz Vent
11/O Supply.DropTnks
H20 Supply-Crew/
Shield
LN2 Supply-Breathing
(Technology Driven)
14/0 Supply-Fuel
Cells
HP He-Engine
HP He-Tank Pressn
Hydraulic Fluld-Glmb
Act
N2H4 Vent-RCS
14/OSupply-Fuel
Calls
HP He.Englne
HP He-Tank Pressn
Hydraulic Fluld-Glmb
Act
N2H4 Vent-RCS
1t/O Supply-Fuel Calls
HP He.Engine
HP He.Tank Preasn
Hydraulic Fluld-Glmb
Act
N2H4 Vent-RCS
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breathing grade oxygen by use of molecular sieve or similar technology, the requirement to supply
these commodities is eliminated. Similarly, the pressurization system for the tankage, and the
purge and valve actuation support for the engines must not require helium, or helium must be
serviced. The engines must utilize a thrust vector control system, or at the minimum,
electromechanical actuators, to eliminate the requirement for hydraulic fluid. One of the most
important issue deals with the RCS system. The RCS system must be based on H/O in order to
eliminate the complex operations dealing with storable propellants. The ultimate cost of the STV
system will be strongly influenced by the cost to provide operational support. It is imperative to
limit the operational fluids to the absolute minimum number. Table 2.3.4.2.5.1-1 lists the
operational fluids and their servicing locations.
The preliminary fluid schematic for the core vehicle shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.5.1-1 incorporates
the technologies necessary to prevent servicing of a number of fluids. The core tank pressurization
system is shown to be autogenous. The RCS system is shown as it might appear using a H/O
system, with gas generators providing heat and power to gasify the propellant and allow storage as
a high pressure gas. Fuel cell hydrogen and oxygen, and oxygen for the crew is supplied thru
H2 Vent
IL _
Mol.Sieve -Typ
. |
2 Crossfeed
jLH2 Crossfeed
from Drop Tanks
02 Vent
Key Features
Propellant Tank Pressurization is Autogenous (No Helium)
Propellants ere Used For Fuel Cells and Breathing Oxygen After Passing Thru
Molecular Sieves
RCS System is Integrated Hydrogen / Oxygen (No Storable Propellants)
Engine Valves Are Electromechanical (No Helium)
Figure 2.3.4.2.5.1-2 Core Tanks Propulsion and Fluids Schematic
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molecularsieves. Engine functions do not require helium. This schematic was generated with the
90-day configuration in mind, but most of the pertinent items are applicable to the 4E-5B or other
vehicles as well. This particular configuration benefited from flowing all propellant through the
core tanks as a manifold. This was done to simplify the plumbing be eliminating a number of
valves and simplify operation. As will be seen, the 4E-5B configuration has gone back to a more
conventional manifold approach.
Propellant Settling and Transfer - Figure 2.3.4.2.5.2-1 shows the routing of the propellant
lines of the 4E-5B vehicle from the drop tanks to the core vehicle and from the core vehicle to the
aerobrake. It is a useful reference when evaluating force vectors to be used in the settling and
transfer of propellants during each of the mission phases. Due to the size of the present core
vehicle tanks, and requirement to feed and operate from the tanks in the aerobrake, the concept
now includes a manifold for engine feed, as shown in the figure.
A number of methods may be used to settle the cryogenic propellants in order to accomplish
transfer to another tank or to the engines. These methods have been evaluated by detailed mission
phase, to assure that the configuration of the vehicle, its orientation, and the flow requirements
LOX
Propellant Feedlines
to Aerobrake Return LH2
Tanks LH2
Propellant Feedllnes
to Drop Tanksets
Figure 2.3.4.2.5.2-2 Propellant Feed System
LOX
Propellant Manifold
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have been properly considered. This evaluation only applies to the 4E-5B vehicle, although other
configurations result in similar results. Table 2.3.4.2.5.2-1 presents this logic.
A study was conducted to select the optimum pressurization method for the STV LOX tanks. The
study compared autogenous pressurization using gaseous oxygen against helium pressurization.
The criteria for assessing the benefits of each system include looking at cost, weight,
risk/reliability, responsiveness, impact on vehicle performance and operation. These criteria were
quantified as much as possible to provide a more concrete comparison.
LOX Tank Pressurization Study - Figure 2.3.4.2.5.2-1 shows the objective, criteria,
groundrules and assumptions established to facilitate the study.
Objective:
- To Select the Optimum Pressurization Method for the LOX Tankage. The
Study Compares Autogenous Pressurization from the Engines to Helium
Pressurization from Pressurized Storage Containers.
Criteria for Assessment:
- Cost
- Weight
- Complexity
- Risk / Reliability
- Responsiveness
- Vehicle Performance
- Operations
• Groundrules & Assumptions:
- 4E-5B Configuration
- Initial Tank Pressure Is 25 psla and Increased to 32 psla During Burn
- 5% Initial Tank Ullage
- Engine Has Provisions for Autogenous LOX Pressurization and
Does Not Require Helium
- GOX Pressurant Temperature = 350°R
- Helium Pressurant Temperature = 500°R
- 4 Engines with a Total Propellant Flowrate of 141.8 Ib/s (64.3 kg/s I
Figure 2.3.4.2.5.2-1 LOX Tank Pressurization Study (4E-5B)
The baselined mission for the analysis was STV configuration 4E-5B. The mission was divided
into 4 phases consisting of the Trans-Lunar Injection (TLI), Lunar Orbit Injection (LOI),
ascent/descent and the trans-Earth injection. Pressurization analyses were performed separately for
each based on the identified tank volume and engine burn duration. These are identified in Figure
2.3.2.4.2.5.2-2. The pressurant required for the autogenous and GHe pressurized systems was
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Table 2.3.4.2.5.2-1 Settlin_
ETO
Mate Drop Tanks with Core Tanks
Using Remote Manipulator System
Hydrogen Transfer from Drop Tanks
to Core Tanks
Oxygen Transfer from Drop Tanks
to Core Tanks
Hydrogen Transfer from Drop Tanks
to Aerobrake Tanks
Oxygen Transfer from Drop Tanks
to Aerobrake Tanks
Trans Lunar Injection
Mid Course Correction
Lunar Orbit Insertion
Aerobrake RCS in LLO
Lunar Descent
Lunar Ascent
Trans Earth Injection
Mid Course Correction
Aeropass
Orbit Circularization
/ Trans[er vs
N/A
N/A
Mission Phase (4E.5B)
Transfer
N/A
N/A
Primary: Vent Gas Settling
Secondary: RCS, Atmospheric
Drag, or Resistojets
Primary: Vent Gas Settling
Secondary: RCS, Atmospheric
Drag, or Resistojets
Primary: Vent Gas Settling
Secondary: RCS, Atmospheric
Drag, or Resistojets
Primary: Vent Gas Settling
Secondary: RCS, Atmospheric
Drag, or Resistojets
RCS, or THI to Pump Head Idle to
Full Engine
Primary: N/A (RCS Compressed
Gas System)
Secondary: RCS, or Tank Head Idle
to Pump Head Idle to Full Engine
Primary: Gravity Head
Secondary: Pump
(Vented or Non-Vented)
Pump
Primary: Pressure Transfer
Secondary: Pump
Primary: Pressure Transfer
Secondary: Pump
Gravity Head
Primary: Gaseous Pressure
Secondary: Gravity Head
RCS, or THI to Pump Head Idle to
Full Engine
N/A (Compressed Gas)
RCS, or THI to Pump Head Idle to
Full Engine
Lunar Gravity
RCS, or THI to Pump Head Idle to
Full Engine
Primary: N/A (RCS Compressed
Gas System)
Secondary: RCS or Tank Head Idle
to Pump Head Idle to Full Engine
N/A (RCS Compressed Gas System
for Control)
Primary: N/A (RCS Compressed
Gas System)
Secondary: RCS or Tank Head idle
Gravity Head
Gaseous Pressure
Gravity Head
Gravity Head
Gravity Head
Primary: Gaseous Pressure
Secondary: Gravity Head
Gaseous Pressure
Primary: Gaseous Pressure
Secondary: Gravity Head
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determined analytically. The autogenous, (which uses warm GOX from the engine) and the 2
methods of helium pressurization were investigated for pressurant usage as well as when
evaluating the total ullage mass remaining at the end of the burn. Helium pressurization consisted
primarily of injecting pressurant into the ullage and secondarily of injecting it into the LOX in order
to take advantage of the partial pressure in reducing the ullage mass. Results of the analyses reveal
that the pressurant required for an autogenous system is heavier than for helium pressurization.
The results are summarized in Figure 2.3.4.2.5.3-2.
Helium pressurization (where pressurant was bubbled into the LOX) was eliminated from further
study. Although the helium pressurant mass was reduced with this technique, the amount of GOX
used in the pressurization turned out to be greater than that of an autogenous system. Thus for an
STV application, this method is not practical.
Summary of the study consists of a one to one comparison between an autogenous system against
GHe pressurization. The systems were compared with respect to cost, weight, complexity,
risk/reliability, responsiveness, performance and operation. The conclusion based on the
groundrules used is that an autogenous system will cause a performance penalty, but that this
should be more than offset by the operational benefits. See Figure 2.3.4.2.5.3-4 for a discussion
of the factors that effect this conclusion.
TLI
(Drop Tanks)
LOI
(Drop Tanks)
194,413 Ib (88,169 kg) of LOX
Tank Volume = 2867 ft3 (81.2 m3 )
Engine Burn Duration = 1340 s
36,382 Ib (16,500 kg) of LOX
Tank Volume = 549 ft 3 (15.6 m3 )
Engine Burn Duration = 245 sec
Ascent / Descent
(Core Tanks)
53,734 Ib (24,369 kg) of LOX
Tank Volume = 812 ft3 (23 m 3 )
Engine Burn Duration = 1st Burn 265 sec,
2nd Burn 98 sec
TEl
(Core Tanks)
Figure 2.3.4.2.5.3-2
12,635 Ib (5,730 kg) of LOX
Tank Volume = 201 ft3 (5.7 m3 )
Engine Burn Duration -- 1st Burn 64 sec,
2nd Burn 14 sec
Parameters of Analyzed Mission
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Mission Segment Pressurization MethO:He p izati ___'_'_
Autogenous LOX ressur on _GHe Pressurization _'_
Pressurization Ullage injection _ Bubble Into LOX \\
Auto GOX Tot Ullage GHe Total Ullage \'GHe Total Ullage _
TLI (2 LOX Tanks) 835 Ib 908 Ib 72.3 Ib 465 Ib ,,59.2 Ib 12011b \
(379.6 kg) (412.7 kg) (32.9 kg) (211.4) _26.9 kg) (545.9 kg) -
LOI (1 LOX Tank) 148 Ib 167 Ib 13.3 Ib 68 Ib ,,9.4 Ib 232.0 Ib \
(67.3 kg) (75.9 kg) (6.0 ko) (30.9 kg) _4.3 kg) (105.5 kg)
,, \
%
Ascent/Descent 218 Ib 245 Ib 20 0 Ib 101 Ib _14 lib 344 Ib '_
L
(1 LOX Tank) (99.1 kg) (111.4 kg) 19.1 kg) 145.9 kg) _6.4 kg) 1156.4 kg)
,, \
I TEl (2 LOX Tanks) 34 Ib 57.4 Ib 3.5 Ib 24.0 Ib ',3.0 Ib 77 Ib \
I (16.5 kg) (24.9 kg) (1.6 kg) (10.9 kg) _(1.4 kg) (35.0 kg)
I
Total 1235 Ib (561.4 kg) 109 Ib (49.5 kg) of 85.7 Ib (39 kg) of
Pressurent of GOX GHe + 410 Ib (186.4 kg) GHe + 1629 Ib (740.6 kg)
of GOX of GOX
• Eliminated GHe pressurization - bubbler method, from further
consideration since it requires a greater amount of GOX than the
eutogenoue approach and still requires 86 Ib (39 kg) of GHe
Figure 2.3.4.2.5.3-3 Amount of Pressurant Required
Advantage
Aulogenous Helium Comment
LOX Preesudzstlon
Cost x
Equipment Weig hi x x
Complextiy x x
Risk/Reliability x
Responsiveness
Vehicle Performance
Effect
Operations X
Figure 2.3.4.2.5.3-4 LOX
Equipment Costs May Be Similar. Operational Costs
Are Higher Using Helium, Assumming Equal
Maintenance
1235 Ib (561.4 k9) for Aulogenous against 1388 Ib (631
kg) for GHe Pressurization, plus gas weight on
Ixavious chart.
Complexity of Boih Methods Are Similar Since Similar
Types of Components Are Involved.
Slightly Greater Risk Is Associated with Helium
Pressurization Due to Higher Pressure Requirement
(3500 psla vs 300 psie for Autogenous)
Helium Loading Is Eliminated. Non-condensible GHe In
Tank Complicates On-orbit Resupply
Lower Tank Ullage Mass is Left for GHe Pressurization
after Engine Burn - Autogenous Penalizes Vehicle To
Cany an Additional 2119 Ib (961 kg) of Propellant
Autogenous System Reduces Number of Dfferent
Fluids "ll_stthe Vehicle Needs To Carry by Completely
Eliminating GHe Usage end Eliminates On-orbit GHe
Rasupply Requirement
Autogenous vs GHe Pressurization Summary
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2.3.4.2.6 Insulation
LTV Insulation Study - A study was performed to evaluate preliminary insulation concepts for
the LTV TLI and LLO drop tanks. The 90-day configuration was used as the baseline. This
analysis focused on the liquid hydrogen tanks since they represent the worst case for boiloff. All
analysis was performed using the Martin Marietta Cryogenic Analysis Program (MMCAP).
Ground performance for various insulation configurations was determined simulating Shuttle-C
cargo bay conditions that are continuously purged with gaseous nitrogen while on the launch pad.
Three insulation configurations consisting of 1.3, 2.54, and 5.0 cm of closed-cell spray-on-foam-
insulation were examined and the results are shown on the facing page. As expected, the boiloff
rate was minimized with increasing SOFI thickness (see Figure 2.3.4.2.6.1-1). However, since
the insulating performance of SOFI is marginal once on-orbit, minimization of the SOFI thickness
is desirable. Based on external tank experience and a review of Shuttle Centaur requirements, a
2.54 cm of SOFI was baselined.
/
/
/
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The on-orbit boiloff was estimated for three configurations of
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Figure 2.3.4.2.6.1-2 LTV Insulation Study Results
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Recommended Concept:
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(MLI), 1.3 cm, 2.54 cm, 5.0 cm (with 2.54 cm of SOFI). The results are shown as percent of
total propellant load per day for the TLI liquid hydrogen tanks. Since a combination of SOFI and
MLI will be required on the tanks for both ground thermal control and on-orbit thermal control, the
total weight penalty (insulation plus boiloff) was calculated for various SOFI/MLI combinations.
Assuming a thirty day on-orbit period before the mission begins, the combination of 2.54 cm of
SOFI with 2.54 cm of MLI provided the lowest weight penalty. If the on-orbit hold period is
longer, however, such as sixty days, the 5.0 cm MLI with 2.54 cm of SOFI will have the lowest
weight penalty.
LEV Insulation Study - A study was performed to evaluate preliminary insulation concepts for
the LEV while on the lunar surface and on-orbit. Again, the liquid hydrogen tanks were examined
since they are the worst case. Various thicknesses of MLI, ranging from 1.3 cm to 10 cm were
evaluated for both cases. The results appear in Figure 2.3.4.2.6.2-1, and were obtained using the
Martin Marietta MMCAP model. The lunar surface conditions provide the worst case thermal
MLI Blanket
2.0 ThiCknsH" I g Unshaded TIInks I
" i o ShadedTanks JI\ ,.su.,,tIon.
i! 2.5 cm _ • Passive Insulation (MLI) Only
t "_ • Tank LH2 Capacity: 1440 kg1.o.
0.5-
0.0
0.30
0.20
0A0
_ 0.05
0._
I | i I a I a
o so loo 1so 20o o ;so
Insulation Mass, k Insulation Mass, t
1.3 cm
Preilmlnary lnsulatkm Configuration:
• 5.0 cm MU Selected Insulation Baseline; Provides Reasonable Boiioff
Lomss and Insulation Weight
Figure 2.3.4.2.6.2-1 LEV Insulation Study Results
environment for the LEV storage tanks, particularly during the lunar day cycle. The MMCAP
analysis showed that shading of the tanks during the lunar day is desirable to limit the boiloff.
Only passive insulation concepts were considered in this analysis. Further reductions in boiloff
could be realized if active cooling, such as mechanical refrigeration, or the addition of a vapor
-cooled shield were added. On-orbit boiloff was also calculated for various MLI thicknesses.
These boiloff losses were lower than on the lunar surface due to lower solar heating while on-
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orbit. Based on the two sets of analyses, an insulation configuration of 5.0 cm of MLI was chosen
as a baseline for further study. This configuration will provide a boiloff of approximately 0.25%
per day while on the lunar surface and 0.1% per day while on-orbit.
Propellant Transfer Losses - An analysis of propellant transfer under low gravity conditions
from the LTV LLO tanks to the LEV liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen tanks was performed to
estimate the process efficiency for various initial conditions. The MMCAP model was again used
to simulate the low-g transfer process using models developed under the Cryogenic On-orbit
Liquid Depot, Storage, Acquisition, and Transfer Satellite (COLD-SAT) program by Martin
Marietta. Losses occur during the transfer process from the chilldown of the tanks, plumbing, and
components. The preliminary analysis accounted only for tank chilldown, however. The results
are shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.6.3-1 as a percentage of the total amount transferred to the LEV. The
transfer efficiency can range from near zero (for an initially wet LEV tank) to about 7% for an
initially warm, dry LEV tank. Therefore, refueling of the LEV tanks before they can significantly
warm up will greatly reduce the amount of losses incurred by the transfer process.
LTV To LEV Propellant Transfer Process Modelled Using
Martin Marietta Cryogenic Analysis Program (MMCAP) To
Determine Transfer Efficiency For Various Initial Conditions
• Efficiency Most Impacted By Receiver Tank Initial Conditions
1
0
Figure
IntlallYcl..__ r an
0 100 200 300 400 500
I i I
1O0 200 300
Initial Receiver Tank Temperature
2.3.4.2.6.3.!
600 (Degrees R)
(Degrees K)
LTV/ LEV Propellant Transfer Analysis
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MLl/Boiloff Weight Parametrics - A study was performed to develop parametric weight and
performance curves for different insulation options for tank sizes typical of the LTV and LEV. The
pm'lx_s¢ of the study was to characterize the effects of tank size, on-orbit storage time, and insulation
configuration of the boiloff and insulation weight. For the initial analysis, passive insulation
techniques such as spray-on-foam and Multilayer Insulation (MLI) were modeled. The liquid
hydrogen tanks were analyzed since they represent the worst thermal control case. Tank volumes
typical of the sizes being studied for the LTV and LEV were considered (500 ft3 to 2000 ft3). Also
varied was the on-orbit storage times (2 to 6 months). The MLI was modeled using test data
correlations from NASA and Martin test programs. These correlations give the effective thermal
conductivity of MLI "as installed" and includes the effects of seams, penetrations, and other
installation imperfections that can drastically impact the overall MLI performance. In addition, the
heat leak through the tank supports was included assuming the supports were made of low
conductivity materials such as S-glass epoxy to limit heat leak. Boiloff weights and MLI weights
were calculated varying the tank volume, storage time, and MLI thickness.
6000
5000
4000
._ 3000
t_
2000-
1000
Assumptions:
• Tank Volume: 2000 ft3
• Storage Time: 2 mos.
Total
0 = I = I _ I w I _ I w I = I " I ' I = I = I '
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
MLIThickness, inches
Figure 2.3.4.2.6.4.1 MLl/Boiloff Weight Parametrics
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A sampleof theanalysisoutput is shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.6.4-1 for a 2000 ft3 storage tank and a
two month on-orbit storage time. As shown, boiloff decreases with increasing MLI thickness
while the insulation mass increases. The sum of the insulation and boiloff weights produces a
curve that produces a minimum value, indicating an optimum insulation thickness for a given set of
requirements. For the case shown, the optimum MLI thickness is approximately 3.0 inches.
Effect of Orbital Storage Time on Boiloff - A summary of the effect of on-orbit storage
time is shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.6.5-1 for a 2000 ft3 liquid hydrogen tank. As seen, the MLI
thickness is less critical for the shorter storage times. However, as the on-orbit storage time
increases, the weight penalty is much more strongly effected by insulation thickness.
1
Assumptions:
._ 10000 • Tank Volume: 2000 ft3
-- • Tank Capacity: 8400 Ibs LH2
• _Tank Capacity
8000.
.0_ 6000-
4000-
=._.._ 6 Months
 OOOot
0.0 0/5 1/0 1;5'210"2/5"3;0"3/5 "4;0'4/5"5/0 5"5 6.0
MLI Thickness, inches
Figure 2.3.4.2.6.5-1 Effect of LEO/LLO Storage Time on Boiloff
Effect of Tank Size on Boiloff- The effect of storage tank size is shown in Figure
2.3.4.2.6.6-1 assuming a four month orbital storage time. Also shown in the vertical axis are the
individual tank capacities indicating where the entire tank contents will boil away in the four month
period for a given MLI thickness. For the range of tank sizes shown, increasing the MLI thickness
beyond approximately 2.5 inches does not dramatically reduce the boiloff/weight penalty.
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Figure 2.3.4.2.6.6-1 Effect of
Assumptions:
• Storage Time: 4 Months
Tank Capacities
2000 ft3
1000 ft3
500 ft3
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
MLI Thickness, inches
Tank Size on LEO/LLO Boiloff
Several conclusions may be determined from this study. First, on-orbit storage time is the major
factor which impacts tank thermal insulation configuration. Second, for a long duration mission,
insulation optimization is very important. Using only conventional MLI, approximately 1/3 of the
propellant will be lost during a 6 month storage period. Third, use of active insulation strategies
will likely be needed for long duration missions.
2.3.4.2.7 Reaction Control System
Sizing - The objective of this analysis was to define the RCS thrust levels required for the LTS.
Since the detailed flight dynamics are far from definition for these vehicles, the approximate sizing
of thrust levels was done in comparison to other similar vehicles. Other vehicles that have similar
requirements are shown in Table 2.3.4.2.7.1-1. The Shuttle has an RCS system with two thrust
levels, 25 lbf and 870 lbf. These thrusters are used at different times in a mission for different
functions. The most positive control is achieved by the larger thrusters, and the fine control by the
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small thrusters. The acceleration levels achieved by each thruster set is shown, assuming that a
minimum of two thrusters are fired at any one time. The Apollo system is also shown, which may
be more representative of the STV requirements. In general, an acceleration of approximately 0.1
to 0.2 ft/sec2 is required for most attitude control and docking maneuvers, while a much higher
acceleration (approximately 0.28 to 0.46 ft/sec2) is needed for aeropass control. The very small
acceleration of 0.008 shown for the Shuttle is more representative of that needed for a science
platform, and may be below the requirement for STV. It is also appropriate that the STV have a
reasonably high acceleration level in the vicinity of SSF, to assure meeting the proximity rules.
Table 2.3.4.2.7.1-1 Historical RCS Thruster Levels vs Acceleration
Vehicle Function _ Min. No Fired Vehicle WtJIb_ Accel.tfl/sec2_
Shuttle Docking and 25 2 200,000 0.0081
Attitude Contr.
Attitude Contr. 870 2 200,000 0.28
Reentry 070 2 200,000 0.28
A/B, Docking, 100 2 14,000 0.46
Attitude Contr.
Apollo
Command
Module
Apollo Service Docking, 108 2 30,000 0.21
Module Attitude Contr.
Apollo Mated Attitude Contr. 108 2 44,000 0.15
Command and Service
Module
Preliminary Indications
For Attitude Control, Approx. 0.008 to 0.28 Waec2 (0.1 to 0.2 Nominal) is Required
For Aeropmm Control, Approx. 0.28 to 0.46 fl/sec2 is Required
In order to determine the RCS thrust level for the LTS, the system was sequenced through its
various mission phases to evaluate its weight and apply the appropriate acceleration level. The
initial vehicle is very heavy compared to its final weight, so a considerable range of RCS thrust is
expected. Figures 2.3.4.2.7.1-1, 2.3.4.2.7.1-2, and 2.3.4.2.7.1-3 show the vehicle from its
initial assembly in LEO through its separation from the aerobrake in LLO. Subsequent charts
show the remainder of a lunar mission sequence. The calculated thrust level requirements vary
significantly, as shown.
If the core vehicle and the aerobrake are considered as a single assembly, the thrust levels required
vs. mission phase as shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.7.1-4. The variation in required thrust level is
extreme, ranging from approximately 100 to 1500 lbf.
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Crew Cal
Lander Engines
TLVLT LOI LLO
Wt. 162 k Ib
Accel. 0.1- 0.2
Thrust:
252-504 Ibf
Wt: 480 k Ib max
234 k Ib mln
Accel. 0.1- 0.2
Thrust:
745-1490 Ibf
363- 726 Ibf
Wt: 217 k Ib max
170 k Ib mln
Accel. 0.1- 0.2
Thrust:
337-674 Ibf
264-528 Ibf
Aseumptlons: 1. A Minimum of Two Thrusters Flm Simultaneously
2. Only Nominal Acceleration Levels Are Used
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Figure 2.3.4.2.7.1-1 RCS Engine Thrust vs Mission Phase - Outbound
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Similarly, if the core vehicle is considered as a single assembly, the thrust levels required vs.
mission phase as shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.7.1-5. The variation in required thrust level is less
severe, ranging from approximately 60 to 430 lbf.
LLO Rendevous
Lunar Ascent MIn
m
=i
Lunar Ascent Max
Lunar Landing Mln
Lunar Landing Max
LLO Pre-descent
0 100 200 300 400 500
Thrust, Ib
Figure 2.3.4.2.7.1-5 RCS Thrust Ranges - Core Vehicle
LLO
Aeropass
I-
o TLI MIn
TLI Max
" It'--
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
Thrust, Ibf
(Expanded
0 500 1000 1500
Thrust, Ib
Note: 1. LLO is Aerobrake Alone.
2. Aeropass Includes Crew Vehicle and Crew Cab
3. TLI Is Full Vehicle
Figure 2.3.4.2.7.1-6: RCS Thrust Ranges - Aerobrake
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Similarly, if the aerobrake is considered as a single assembly, the thrust levels required vs. mission
phase as shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.7.1-6. In this case, all usage of the thrusters to be mounted on
the aerobrake is shown, from TLI (when the full vehicle is involved) through LLO (when the
aerobrake is a separate entity). The variation in required thrust level is from approximately 40 to
1500 lbf.
Selected RCS Thruster Layout o In order to avoid multiple RCS systems, it is recommended
that variable thrusters be developed that will produce from approximately 50 to 1000 lbf of thrust.
The preliminary arrangement of thrusters is shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.7.2-1. There axe three
stations that have thrusters, the top and bottom of the core vehicle, and the aerobrake. It was
elected to keep thrusters off of the cargo or crew cab, even though more leverage might be applied
there through a longer moment arm, in favor of a system that is self contained within the core
vehicle. When the vehicle is fully assembled for a lunar mission, the thrusters at the upper end of
the core vehicle are inactive. Variable thrusters are used in all locations, and 24 thruster are shown
in order to provide six de_a'ees of freedom for each assembled vehicle.
Ae_ ....
/_. W'_ Ib Aer°brake _/_ I
....  _,oo,oo J
•oo,o.Ov.,.,o, "n"- , Wa,e
(4
Placesj _l _U)_ r__
_Angle
II II lOOtolOOOIb
_ Variable
- P,aces)
&
Figure 2.3.4.2.7.2-1 RCS Thruster Preliminary Arrangement
RCS System Options - The RCS system options that were considered axe presented in Table
2.3.4.2.7.3-1, with some listing of the pros and cons of each type of system. The system that was
selected is the bipropellant gaseous H/O, which has an inherent complexity, but provides for
flowrates adequate for emergency return from the lunar vicinity, and provides a convenient
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gaseoussupply for non-RCS functions such as crew breathing oxygen, fuel cells, and propellant
tank contingency pre-pressurization.
Detail of Integrated RCS System - A schematic of the proposed integrated gaseous H/O
RCS supply system is shown in Figure 2.3.4.2.7.4-1. This system resides in the core vehicle,
and is supplied from the core vehicle tankage. Liquid cryogen from the core vehicle tanks is
pumped to storage pressure (approximately 3500 psig) by pumps operated by gas turbines which
burn gaseous hydrogen and oxygen and use their exhaust heat to gasify the fluid for storage. The
Table 2.3.4.2.7.3-1 RCS S_stem Options
 arauna_B  a
D.tuaxaflm. &
BIPropellant 1 Eliminated for Space Based Option Due to Storable Fluid
MonoPropellant J Servicing Complexities (Non-Integrated)
Cold Gas Cold Gas Potentially Simpler
System
Low Performance
High Pressure Storage
Low Density Storage
Bi Gas (H/O) Bi Gas (H/O) Emerg. Return to EO
Useage Flexibility
High Flowrate
Good Long term Stg
High Pressure Storage
Low Density Storage
Complex System
Cryo (H/O) Cryo (H/O) Low Pressure Storage
High Density Storage
High Isp
Large Thermal Losses
Poor Long Term Storage
Complex System
Supercritical Supercritical
(H/O) (H/O)
Low Pressure Storage
High Density Storage
Low Flowrate (Prepres or
High Demand RCS)
Poor Long Term Storage
Complex System
tanks are to be resupplied each time the vehicle engines are operated, which provides the necessary
settling thrust for flowing liquid to the pumps. The storage tanks are sized for those intervals.
This system is appropriate when using RL- 10 derivative engines, ASE engines, or the Integrated
Modular Engine approach proposed by Martin Marietta and Aerojet.
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2.3.4.3 Aerobrake Analysis - The aerobrake analysis and study activity conducted as part of
the STV study program provided an assessment of the benefits and issues associated with the two
brake configurations - rigid and flexible - and reexamined some initial aspects of guidance and
control of the system during the aeroassist maneuver.
2.3.4.3.1 Rigid Versus Flexible Trade Study - The objectives of this study were to
establish the relative performance, operations and other characteristics of an all rigid versus a
combination rigid/flexible aerobrake system. The key issues addressed during this study were:
- Weight
- Launch vehicle stowage (ETO)
- On-orbit assembly (or deployment) and inspection
- Entry heating
- TPS material thermal/structural capability
v
The groundrules and assumptions defined for
characteristics and operational criteria.:
- Rigid and Flexible
- L/D = 0.15
this study included physical and functional
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-Rigid
- W/CDA- 14 lb/ft 2
- Blunted 70 ° Cone
- 24 foot maximum rigid center diameter
- Five reuses
- Robotics assembly (EVA backup)
FRCI 12 tile TPS material
-Flexible
- TABI flexible TPS material outboard of FRCI 12 rigid center section
- Criteria
- Reliability
- Weight
- Cost
- Operations complexity
- Launch vehicle stowage
- Technology development required
- Evolution
Strut - Folded
(Pmpinned to Central Core)
J
Strut Pinned to Rib _-I_
Rib FoldedI
Rib- t__ _ _ lira
Outer Panel of
Honeycomb & TPS
Mutt Be Attached Core with Graphite/Polyimide Honeycomb
& FRC|-12 TPS
Figure 2.3.4.3.1.1-1 Eight Panel Rigid Folding Rib Aerobrake
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2.3.4.3.1.1 Analysis--The evaluation of the rigid aerobrake was conducted with four
different configurations, an eight panel segmented design with ribs either integral to the panels or
with folding ribs hinged to the center section, and a three piece design with the pieces either
separate or hinged together. The eight panel rigid aerobrake with folding ribs is shown in Figure
2.3.4.3.1.1-1. It is similar to the integral rib rigid aerobrake configuration; the major difference is
that the ribs (and struts) are deployable rather than being built into the panel assemblies. In the
folded rib concept, the eight panel segments are attached to the ribs after the ribs are deployed by
the robotics arm. Rotating the struts and pinning them to the ribs completes the LEO assembly.
The eight panel integral rib rigid aerobrake is shown in Figure 2.3.4.3.1.1-2. A space station
mounted robotics arm installs each of the eight segments and their supporting struts to the 24 ft.
diameter rigid center section as the center section with core module attached is rotated into position.
Latching devices are engaged in mating surfaces.
"v
Panel (
_ _ess_Shear Blade
Blade Rec
Spring Locking
Device
I v-'H I
Segment to Segment AttachrM
Core to Segmenl Attachment
Spring Locking Device
,_ Robotlct
J Core Vehi¢l_
Rc_ntion Ior
AMobreke Assy
Figure 2.3.4.3.1.1-2 Eight Segment Rigid Aerobrake
The two versions of the three section rigid aerobrake are shown in Figure 2.3.4.3.1.1-3. In the
hinged version, shown on the left side, the folding outboard segments require tip clearance
between the tips in the folded position. Therefore, the diameter of the cargo bay of the launch
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vehicle must be somewhat larger than for the non-hinged version shown on the right side of the
figure, since the outboard segments of that version can be fitted into the cargo bay separately.
I%
25 ft EnvelopJ
Deployed _ _ Assembly Concept
Concept
Core ModuleI 15.0' Die
__--- 11.28 ft
Adjusted to fit in 25' Die
Cargo Bey
i I
12ft
--2
Figure 2.3.4.3.1.1-3 Three Section Deployed Assembled (Hinged) Aerobrake
For either configuration, the 45 foot diameter aerobrake can be accommodated in a 25 foot diameter
cargo bay but the core vehicle is not attached to the aerobrake during Earth launch to orbit
operations.
The flexible aerobrake concept shown in Figure 2.3.4.3.1.1-4, contains 16 ribs covered by
Tailorable Advanced Blanket Insulation (TABI) material outboard of the 24 ft. diameter tile
protected rigid center section. A single hinged strut braces each rib. The TABI is permanently
attached to the center section where it adjoins the rigid TPS material. An aerobrake diameter of 45
ft. is compatible with packaging in a 25 ft. diameter cargo bay launch vehicle although aeroheating
levels and TABI temperature limits may require a larger aerobrake diameter (lower ballistic
coefficient) to keep the TABI within its temperature limits. For this configuration it is desirable not
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to have the core vehicle attached to the aerobrake during launch to orbit, since doing so constrains
the core diameter and makes the on-orbit deployment by an RMS more difficult. In any case, the
hinged joint at the base of each rib must be capable of outward translation after or during rotation in
order to accommodate the greater radial length the TABI material occupies in the stowed
configuration.
I
20'
Dis Core
Modulo
Section A-A
Supper Ribs
5.0" Die
16PI
At---- --tA
24' Die I Core Module I TABI
I 20.0' Die Ref I
St]ruts
4.0" Die
I
Complex
Hinge at
Multi Folds in TABI Reqd I/F with
with 20' Die Core (folds too Rigid
sharp) _ Center
Single Fold possible to avoid
If Core is not Attached (or Wrinkle
if Core Dis • less than
17.7' Die)
Figure 2.3.4.3.1.1-4 Flexible Aerobrake - Stowed
Figure 2.3.4.3.1.1-5 shows the flexible aerobrake in the deployed configuration. A concern with
the flexible concept is how to implement the TABI trailing edge support member. Ideally it would
be attached to the edge of the TABI in the stowed (folded) configuration, shown in the previous
chart.
This imposes obvious difficulties since it would have to transition from a highly curved shape to a
nearly straight one and attain rigidity in the deployed configuration. Inflatable toruses, memory
materials, in-place foaming agents, telescoping tubes, and hinged tubes are possibilities, but all
have drawbacks. This aspect remains a key issue with this concept.
A key element in the trade between a rigid and flexible system is the deployment of the flexible
system once it has been delivered to LEO. The flexible aerobrake is shown in both the stowed
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SECTION A-A
Support Ribs
5.0" Dis
16 PI
TABI
Af--
I
CoreModule I _ Struts
Rigid Center __tbd
// (Flex Area)
FRCI - Inbd
(Rigid Center)
Edge Support Member
Deployment Is Complex
Figure 2.3.4.3.1.1-5 Flexible Aerobrake - Deployed
(folded) and the deployed configurations in Figure 2.3.4.3.1.1-6. The RMS arms engage the rib
tips in the stowed position, and after assurance of proper engagement, the robotic center moves
forward as the arms extend outward, deploying the flexible portion of the aerobrake. The RMS
deployment concept eliminates the need for multiple deployment motors and other devices required
for a self deploying aerobrake. This approach therefore minimizes aerobrake weight, but would
require that the aerobrake be separate (not attached to the core vehicle at aerobrake deployment) or
that an RMS system could unfold the ribs while operating from the forward side of the aerobrake.
A somewhat simpler RMS deployment concept using an umbrella-type mechanism was also
considered and found to reduce on-orbit deployment timelines.
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Figure 2.3.4.3.1.1.6 Flexible Aerobrake Deployment
The following paragraphs summarize the key characteristics of the rigid and flexible aerobrake
concepts as defined during this study. These comparisons are based primarily on the baseline 8-
segment rigid concepts. Implications of the 3-section rigid versions developed late in the study are
interjected as appropriate.
Weight - Initial estimates indicated the rigid and flexible concepts had comparable weights.
However, the apparent need to increase the TABI thickness for strength purposes and/or the
addition of flexible support structure under it would add to the flexible aerobrake's weight. Also,
TABI trailing edge support provisions have not been adequately defined. Finally, the higher
ballistic coefficient (20BTU/ft 2) now established, the heating rates on the TABI associated with a
45 ft. diameter brake may exceed TABI limits, requiring a larger diameter for a flexible aerobrake
than for a rigid one. Thus, the weight comparison now appears to favor the rigid concept.
On-orbit Assembly/Deployment - Handling and installing the panels in either version of the
eight panel rigid concept is clearly a more difficult and time consuming task than rotating the 16
hinged ribs into place for the flexible design. Even the hinged 3-piece rigid concept requires more
time than does the flexible concept. However, evaluators of on-orbit timelines felt that greater
uncertainties existed for the flexible concept operations than for the rigid concepts; see paragraph
2.3.4.3.4.
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On-Orbit Inspection/Repair - The continuous nature of the flexible blanket design results in
fewer on-orbit-created joints to inspect, but the same feature results in lessened capability for on-
orbit replacement of a locally damaged area.
"Reliability" - As used here, this characteristic relates to the possibility that the aerobrake will
fail in operation in spite of passing qualification ground and flight tests. "Man Rateability" may be
a better term for it. Purely subjective assessments in this category tend to favor the rigid concept
primarily on the basis that it should be less sensitive to the unpredictable variations from ground to
flight and from flight to flight, e.g.., dynamic loading.
Technology Development Required - Significant technology development is required in both
concepts, but there appear to be more areas requiring resolution with the flexible design, e.g.,
trailing edge support and inspection/repair provisions.
Launch Vehicle Stowage/Space Station Storage - Manifesting the eight-segment rigid
concept in the launch vehicle cargo bay or payload fairing requires stacking the eight panels in a
separate section of the compartment (the core module is assumed to be attached to the center section
of the aerobrake in this configuration). With the flexible concept and the hinged three-piece rigid
concept, the aerobrake remains in one piece but must be separated from the core vehicle.
Producibility - More definition of flexible concept fabrication processes is required to adequately
compare the two concepts from a manufacturing producibility standpoint. Part count, which
would favor the flexible concept, may not be the best yardstick since the complexity of blanket
manufacturing and splicing may offset the large number of individual tiles required with the rigid
design.
Cost - Comparative life cycle costs have not been estimated.
Evolution - For the larger diameter aerobrakes required for Mars applications the flexible
concepts would allow better packaging in the launch vehicle cargo bays. Heating rate limits on the
flexible materials, however, would have to be examined for specific cases.
Summary and Recommendations o The rigid aerobrake appears to afford a somewhat lower
risk approach based on these preliminary configuration definitions. At this time, however, it
appears the potential for simplifying on-orbit assembly, along with the other identified potential
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advantages,aresufficientto warrant the continued to pursuit of flexible and rigid designs. Also, it
appears that further optimization of the hinged rigid three-piece design could result in achieving
some of the deployment benefits associated with the flexible concept.
2.3.4.3.2 Guidance and Control--The aerobrake phase of a lunar return vehicle places the
spacecraft in a low park orbit around the Earth after transitioning from a lunar return trajectory.
The amount of velocity reduction achieved in this maneuver is on the order of 3100 meters/_cond
and must be performed with precise control to prevent reentry or skipout. Previous OTV work
conducted in the MSFC sponsored OTV Phase A study established fundamental L/D requirements
for lunar return (Orbital Transfer Vehicle Concept Definition and System Analysis Study, Vol XI -
Study Extension II Results, MCR-86-2601, NAS8-36108, January 1988). These requirements
were arrived at by an assessment of terminal navigation and midcourse correction errors, as well as
atmospheric and vehicle aerodynamic flight variations. Study of these errors associated with lunar
return established control requirements of 0.14 IJD for insertion into a 454 kilometer circular park
orbit. This level of control is assumed to be for trajectory corrections and is not sized to perform
significant (>2 °) plane change maneuvers. It is felt that large orbital plane misalignments brought
about by free return lunar abort scenarios are best accommodated by relatively small secondary
propulsion maneuvers in deep space.
The lunar return L/D levels were derived using parametric analyses with margin applied to account
for unmodelled rate effects. A series of dispersed test cases are required to gain confidence in the
stability of trajectories using this control level. This has been accomplished by utilizing a four
degree of freedom (3 translational, 1 rotational in roll) closed loop entry simulation. This
simulation is called LAAS for Closed Loop Aeroassist Simulation and has been used in a number
of manned and unmanned aerobraking studies. Critical to the aeroentry process is the impact of
atmospheric density shears which can cause excessive dispersions because of unanticipated
density shifts at critical phases of entry. The space shuttle has proven to be a good source of
atmospheric data because of the recording of accelerometer data in the entry phase. This data has
been characterized as density variations from predicted atmospheric conditions. Testing was
performed on the lunar configuration with a variety of these STS atmospheric profiles as well as
entry targeting and vehicle angle of attack variations. Table 2.3.4.3.2-1 summarizes the results of
this testing. The results show good stability in the exit orbit parameters for all the shuttle
atmospheres with a worst case circularization velocity requirement of 134 meters/second which is
only 12 meters/second higher than the nominal circularization requirement of 122 meters/second
for a 454 kilometer orbit. A representative atmosphere (STS-4) was chosen for further testing in
conjunction with angle of attack and targeting errors as shown in the bottom of the chart. Here
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again the stability is good with the worst case circularization A-velocity of 146 meters/second (24
meters/second above nominal). These results indicate good stability for the 0.14 L/D
configuration.
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An additional issue for the entry of an aerobraked vehicle is the attitude stability when performing
roll maneuvers. Although many previous flight vehicles have utilized control their entries, the
control stability of any particular vehicle is configuration dependent. Although a full six degree of
freedom control analysis is required to definitively validate complete control behavior, it is possible
with simpler analysis to assess basic stability. An analysis was performed which looked at the roll
jet interaction with the aerodynamic properties of the 45 foot blunt aerobrake. Because the vehicle
enters the atmosphere at an angle of attack, the symmetry axes do not correspond to the
aerodynamic axes. For the LTV lunar return vehicle there exists a 9.34 ° angle between the two
coordinate systems. This offset results in coupling between the roll actuation jets and a resulting
torque into vehicle yaw. As an example, the use of twin 100 pound roll thrusters yields a torque of
2664 foot-pounds in the wind relative roll axis and a coupled 438 foot-pounds in the yaw axis.
Computation of aerodynamic restoring torques in the yaw axis shows that for a 45 ft aerobrake at
peak load condition, a sideslip angle of only 0.05 ° is sufficient to produce an equivalent torque.
Thus a total oscillation in the yaw axis of_+0.10 ° would be expected due to the misalignment of the
roll thrusters. Although lower dynamic pressures would result in larger magnitude oscillations,
v
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these only become significant at the very beginning of the entry. For this phase of flight the
vehicle is in a 3-axis attitude hold anyway because of low aerodynamic pressures. This indicates
that the use of body-aligned thrusters in an angle of attack aeroentry configuration is not a major
concern for the lunar return LTV. Although not incorporated in this analysis, the influence of
aerodynamic damping terms, and the normal operation of the yaw rate feedback control would act
to null out this disturbance as well.
2.3.4.3.3 Configuration and TPS Material Response Sensitivities - Based on
previous aerobrake configuration trade studies, guidance and control corridor requirements studies
and aerodynamic and aeroheating analyses, the 45 foot diameter, 70" half angle symmetric blunted
cone configuration with an L/D of 0.15 at 10 ° angle of attack was selected as the baseline for the
LTV mission studies. This shape, based on original core vehicle mass property and sizing
estimates, resulted in a ballistic coefficient or W/CD A, of 14 pounds/square foot. Also, vehicle
dimensions were compatible with the predicted wake closure or impingement angle of 22 °, see
Figure. 2.3.4.3.1.1-2, which was based on experimental ground test data for a similar geometry
aeroshell. Refinement of core vehicle mass properties, however, has caused the W/CDA to
increase to approximately 20 pounds/square foot, thus increasing peak heating. This, together with
some preliminary aerophysics CFD results from LaRC indicating that wake impingement angles
may be larger than the 22 ° established earlier, suggest the reassessment of the aerobrake diameter.
The nose radius influence on heating was included in this assessment.
Analysis - Figure 2.3.4.3.3.2-1 illustrates the sensitivity of the total heat flux and the convective
and radiative heat flux components to the radius of curvature of the spherically blunted 70 ° half
angle cone aerobrake. The total heat flux is minimized at a radius of 22.5 feet at a base radius (RB)
to nose-radius ratio (RN) of 1.0. With this geometry the radiative heat flux is 1/3 of the total
compared to a much smaller fraction of the total for the baseline RB/Ru ratio of 2.0. This has TPS
material response implications but the larger nose radius helps to alleviate concerns with RPS
material heat flux/temperature limitations.
Next, the W/CDA has an influence on surface temperature through its influence on heat flux. This
is illustrated in Figure 2.3.4.3.3.1-2. The range of temperatures shown for a given W/CDA value
exists because of unknowns in some of the basic TPS material characteristics as identified on the
plot. The larger radiative component mentioned earlier plays a role in the size of this uncertainty
band since absorbtance properties are wave length dependent and not well characterized.
However, W/CDA values of the order of 15 pounds/square foot are seen to produce significantly
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lower surface temperatures. The horizontal bars represent estimates of current material limits for
single and multiple uses of the aerobrake.
The next three charts, Figures 2.3.4.3.3.1-3 thru 5, illustrate some of the implications of
producing lower W/CDA values by increasing aerobrake diameter. In the first of these, Figure
2.3.4.3.3.1-3, it can be seen that the launch vehicle payload bay diameter must also increase to
accommodate the larger aerobrake. The values shown are for the hinged 3-piece rigid aerobrake
and would not increase with aerobrake diameter as rapidly for the other configurations.
In the next chart, Figure 2.3.4.3.3.1-4, the benefits of a larger diameter aerobrake are seen in the
growth of the angle between the tip of the aerobrake and the aftmost surfaces of the core vehicle,
i.e., with a 53 foot diameter aerobrake a wake impingement angle of 32 ° could be tolerated. This is
of interest because preliminary CFD analyses by LaRC suggest the impingement may be as great as
28 ° (for a 10° angle of attack).
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Figure 2.3.4.3.3.1-1 Heating Component Sensitivity to Nose Radius
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Lastly, Figure 2.3.4.3.3.1-5 attempts to assess the cost penalty associated with greater aerobrake
mass fraction produced by the larger diameter. The reduction in cost savings relative to an all
propulsive system is derived from the trade study data of paragraph 2.3.3.1 and reflects the
findings from that analysis that for moderate departures from the baseline aerobrake mass fraction
cost benefits relative to an all propulsive system are not significantly degraded.
Summary and Recommendations - To minimize front side heating levels and provide greater
shadowing effect for the core vehicle a slightly larger, 50 foot to 54 foot diameter aerobrake would
appear to be desirable. A larger nose radius, RB/RN = 1.0, would also be desirable pending
evaluation of implications on aerodynamics and increased radiative heating component
contribution.
2.3.4.3.4 On-Orbit Operation Comparison AnalysismThe objective of this study was
to compare the on orbit operations timelines for various rigid and flexible/rigid aerobrake
configurations. Considered in this analysis were seven different aerobrake configurations that
included four rigid and two flexible Martin Marietta Corporation (MMC) designs and one rigid
MSFC design. The designs consisted of:
- Rigid eight panel segments with integral ribs (R-1)
- Rigid eight panel segments with folding ribs hinged to the center section (R-1A)
- MSFC rigid eight panel segments similar to MMC R- 1 configuration (MSFC Rigid)
- Rigid separate three piece aerobrake fastened along common bulkheads (R-2)
- Rigid hinged three piece aerobrake fastened along common bulkheads (R-3)
- Flexible/Rigid Core aerobrake deployed by multiple telescoping arms (F-1)
- Flexible/Rigid core Aerobrake with umbrella type deployment (F-1A)
Analysis - This study, performed by the McDonnell Douglas Company under subcontract to the
Martin Marietta Corporation, is based on MMC configurations. A more detailed account of the
results is provided in the Volume II Appendix. The groundrules used in developing these timelines
are consistent for all seven configurations evaluated. These groundrules/assumptions differ
somewhat from those used in an earlier aerobrake assembly study which examined the question of
IVA/telerobotic assembly versus. EVA assembly based on the 90 Day Study rigid aerobrake
configuration. Therefore comparisons of assembly times for these seven configurations with those
of the earlier study are not appropriate. The key ground rule in developing timelines for assembly
of the seven designs is that IVA/telerobotics will be used with EVA as backup only. This choice
was somewhat arbitrary and subject to further assessment. It is believed to provide a valid
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comparisonof the assembly timelines. An interesting aspect of this study is the assessment of
what portion of the assembly time cannot be accomplished while the protecting enclosure (ASF) is
in place around the aerobrake operations area, i.e., how much of the assembly time is
"unprotected." Other groundrules and assumptions are listed in the Appendix.
An example of the specific elapsed times for each step of the assembly and inspection process for
the three-piece hinged aerobrake can be found in Figure 2.3.4.3.4.1-1. Similar timelines were
developed for each of the other configurations and the results are summarized in Figure
2.3.4.3.4.1-2. The flexible configurations are seen to require less assembly time due to their not
requiring panel alignment and attachment operations nor TPS close, out operations. The three-piece
rigid aerobrake concepts, however, are assumed to require TPS closeouts, i.e.., installation of
separate, mechanically attached TPS panels over joints between the three structural sections and
thus take longer times. It may be feasible to preclude these TPS closeout panels, particularly with
the hinged version of this concept. The eight-panel rigid designs are the most time consuming due
to the greater number of joints and the lack of the self contained alignment features of the hinged
three-piece rigid design.
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Figure 2.3.4.3.4.1.2 Aerobrake Assembly Timeline Comparison
The differences in unprotected hours shown in Figure. 2.3.4.3.4.1-2 reflects the assessment of
how many and what size RMS devices must be engaged in bringing segments of the aerobrake
together and holding them in place while implementing the joining functions. The hinged three-
piece design is estimated to have a slight advantage in this regard.
It should be pointed out that the analysts placed a greater uncertainty on the estimates for the
flexible configurations. This was due at least in part to less complete definition of the flexible
aerobrake design and its deployment process. It should also be noted that NASA Langley
personnel involved in space crane development design and testing caution against anticipating that
assembling a large number of smaller segments (as with the eight-segment concept) will
necessarily be a more difficult and time consuming task than assembling a few large segments.
Their concerns are with alignment of long joints and the implications of emergency stops and/or the
significant damping times associated with joining large masses.
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Summary and Recommendations - From the standpoint of the initial deployment/assembly
operations, the flexible aerobrake concept as envisioned in preliminary configuration definitions
will take less time to accomplish. The rigid three-piece hinged concept is next in order, and, with
the incorporation of self sealing, TPS joints could become a close competitor.
Assembly operations for both concepts should continue to be studied with emphasis in the rigid
concept on self latching structural joints and self sealing TPS joints. Repair/replacement
provisions need to be established for both types of construction.
2.3.4.4 Structures Analysis---The structures analysis and study activity conducted in the
STV Study program provided an in-depth assessment of the LTS structural material and design
configuration. The primary area of focus surrounds the design and material selection for the
propellant tanks. These areas represent a significant impact on the overall transportation system
weight, manufacturing, and LEO assembly requirements.
2.3.4.4.1 Intertank Configuration versus Nested Domes Trade Study--The study
objective was to compare a nested dome tank configuration with the baselined intertank
configuration to determine which was most effective and efficient. Key issues addressed were
weight, cost, and producibility. The basic system impact is the performance of the vehicle as
affected by the weight of the various components, one of which is the propellant tanks. A nested
dome configuration requires less space in the cargo bay than the baselined intertank configuration
thus contributing to a vehicle weight reduction.
The groundrules and assumptions defined for this study included physical and production
characteristics.
- Baseline Configuration - Tankset with Isogrid Construction, 0.707 inch elliptical domes
- Affected Area - LO2 & LH2 domes and connecting structure
- Material - Weldalite TM for both configurations, graphite-polyimide honeycomb used for
the intertank
- Nested domes - spherical dome geometry
2.3.4.4.1.1 AnalysismThe methodology used to analyze both configurations consisted of two
phases. The initial phase produced a recommended design for both the tank domes and the
interconnecting structure for the intertank and the nested dome configurations. The recommended
intertank design is shown in Figure 2.3.4.4.1.1-1, the design for the nested dome configuration is
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shownin Figure 2.3.4.4.1.1-2.In the second phase, these designs were evaluated for weight,
estimated cost impacts, schedule impacts and constraints, and tooling impacts.
14.5o /
LO2NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN FEET
00
00]_ -,
_--,_- 3.54--_
A_#1
TANK TRADE 4.1
INTERTANK CaNFIG_RATION
Figure 2.3.4.4.1.1-1 Intertank Configuration
_14.50
Figure 2.3.4.4.1.1-2
1.45"
7.75 R
LH2 LO2
7.50 R
3.00"
/
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Summary and Recommendations- The study's recommendation is that the intertank
configuration remain the baseline design since the small weight reduction provided by the nested
dome configuration does not offset the additional schedule risk and manufacturing difficulties
anticipated with the nested dome configuration. Table 2.3.4.4.1.2-1 summarizes the results of this
evaluation.
Table 2.3.4.4.1.2-1 Summary of Evaluation Results
Weight knpec
Cost Impac
Schedule Imbe¢
Manufacturing Impac
Tooling Impac
BASEUNE
Intertenk (I/T)
Configuration
Honeycomb Intertenk
Simple Dome Const
Honeycomb Barrel
Simple TPS A/R
Honeycomb Interlink
Common Spun Domes
Honeycomb Barrel
Simple TPS A/R
Medium Rlsl
No Serious impacts
Anticipated
Intertenk Tool reqd
All Domes built on
Common Tools
NO Serious Impacts
Anticipated
Ntsrlmte
Nested Dome
Configuration
No v'r - Short Conn Sact
Beef-up Concave Dome
Beef-up adjacent Barrel
Honeycomb Insulation
Two Spherical Spun
Dome conflgureUons
laogrld Lax Barrel
Honeycomb Dome
insulation
Medium to Moderate
Risk
Beef-up and
Insulation Appllc0tion
& Inspection Problems
Additional Dome Tools
Required for spinning
and mechlnlng domes
Comments
Nested Domes will
provide a smell welght
reduction
Special Insulation reqmts
for domes but no V'I" with
the Nested Dome Design
Some additic_l
Schedule Risk with
Nested Config
Fewer Manufacturing
problams anticipated
with the Baseline
Configuration
Nested Dome Tooling
will be more complex
but No VI" Tooling reqd fc
Nested conflg
2.3.4.4.2 Weldalite TM versus 2219 Aluminum Alloy Material Trade StudyDThe
study objective was a comparison of 2219 A1 Alloy with the baselined Weldalite TM to determine the
most cost effective structure. Key issues addressed were weight, cost, and producibility. The
basic system impact is manufacturing the various vehicle components, one of which is the
propellant tanks. Due to the near term cost of Weldalite TM, a trade on the weight benefits of
Weldalite TM against a more cost effective method of manufacturing propellant tanks was suggested.
The groundrules and assumptions defined for this study were:
- Baseline material - Weldalite TM
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- Alternative material - 2219 Aluminum Alloy
- Affected items - Propellant tank elements/pressure vessel elements (spun domes, dome
chords, isogrid barrels)
- Minimum isogrid pocket skin thickness = 0.050 inches
- Minimum isogrid rib thickness -- 0.063 inches (limited by manufacturing constraints)
Analysis o The analysis was conducted in two phases. The initial phase produced a
recommended tank set design using both Weldalite TM and 2219 aluminum alloy material. In the
second phase the designs were evaluated for weight, estimated cost impacts, schedule impacts and
constraints, and tooling impacts.
Table 2.3.4.4.2.2.1 Summary of Evaluation Results
Weight Impact
Cost Impacl
Schedule Impac
Manufacturing Imps(
Tooling Impac
BASELINE
Weldallte Alloy
Referent:
High Material Cot
Medium Rlsl
Welding techniques
now being developed.
No problems anticipated
Will require some
new weld tooling
ALTERNATE
2219 Alloy
2219 Tank Set • 6-10 %
might Increase.
Individual elements.
6 % to 15 % Increase
Less Expansive
Matedal
Low Risk
MStl readily available
Welding techniques
are already well define
No new tooling
problems anticipated
comments
An AII-2219 Tank Set will t
approx 10 % heavier
Weidallte mstedal costs
will be 3 to 4 times hlghe
per Ib, but less mst'l req',
than for 221g
Less Risk with 2219
due to mst'l availability
No significant mfg
impact anticipated
2219 MAY impose less
impact to tooling
Summary and Recommendations -The recommendation emerging from this study is that
further analysis will be required as the configuration definition matures. If weight/performance
is most critical, Weldalite TM should be incorporated into the design since it represents a weight
saving potential over 2219 aluminum alloy as well as processing increased mechanical
properties.
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If material cost is key, 2219 aluminum alloy should be incorporated into the design because of its
manufacturing cost advantages, which have been established through proven manufacturing
techniques and tooling requirements. An alternate approach would be to use Weldalite TM for the
more highly stressed components and 2219 aluminum alloy where section properties arc believed
to be more important than mechanical properties. Table 2.3.4.4.2.2-1 summarizes the results of
this evaluation.
2.3.4.5 Crew Module Analysis---The analysis and study activity performed against the
crew module, provided the operational and design data incorporated into the final LTS
configuration recommendations. The primary areas of focus involved the basic configuration of
the crew module itself as well as specific operational concerns addressing crew visibility. Results
of these studies include LTS crew module configurations as well as key life support and safety
issues relative to operation and rescue.
2.3.4.5.1 Crew Module Configuration Trade Study--The study objective was to select
an overall configuration for the crew module(s) best suited for the LTS mission. The key issues
addressed focused on whether the crew module(s) require a new design, a modification of the
Apollo design; one or two modules; or a hybrid version being developed as part of the LTS; and
whether the LTS crew module(s) should incorporate an EVA air lock or if depressurizing the entire
cab would be necessary. In addressing these issues, an assessment of the operational scenarios
determining crew module quantities based on nodal operations - such as rendezvous and docking
functions in Low Lunar Orbit (LLO) - and determining the sensitivities of differing crew module
configuration to mission scenarios, the operational concepts, and demonstrated growth capabilities
were considered.
The groundrules and assumptions defined for this study included physical and production
characteristics.
a) New versus Modified Apollo Crew Module
- Rockwell Command Module (CM)
- Grumman Lunar Excursion Module (LEM)
b) One versus Two versus Hybrid Module
- Separate Module as defined in the NASA 90-Day Report
- Common Module is the MSFC LTV baseline shown in the 90-Day Report, modified to
support both rendezvous and docking and lunar landing
- Hybrid module is the Boeing configuration presented at the December 14, 1989 Interim
Review at MSFC.
v
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c) Blow Down versus EVA Air Lock
- Total volume of the crew module will be depressurized if airlock is not used.
Analysis - The analysis methodology approach to analyze the crew module configurations was
comprised of three primary phases. Phase I addressed the feasibility of developing a new module
versus using the Apollo design, Phase II optimized the quantity of modules, one, two, or a hybrid
configuration; and Phase III defined the module sensitivities of mass and volume based on
depressurization or addition of an EVA airlock.
New versus Modified Apollo Crew Module - Determining the feasibility of a new module
versus the Apollo design required the assessment of both configurations based on mission
applicability, man rateability, and a qualitative cost comparison. The results of this assessment are
shown in Table 2.3.4.5.1.1.1-1.
Table 2.3.4.5.1.1.1-1: New vs Modi dlo Crew Module Trade Results
App41cabIHtyto
Current Lunar Scenario
Applicability to Mars
Growth
Use as Crew Rescue Vehicle f_
Direct
Retum From Moon
Man Rating
Cost Comparison
LTV LEV
New Module CM DefWaINe New Module LEM Der'Na_ve
Excellent Poor Excellent Good
Good Poor Good Poor
Poor Excellent Poor Poor
Man Ra_ng Process
Initiated With Eadlest
Design Effort
Musl be Reworked
to Incorporate New
Man Ralmg Rqmnts
Some Minor Cost
Savings Anticipated
Man Rating Pro- cess
tr_tiated
With Eadiost
Design Effort
Rework Rq'd to Ircoqx
NewMan
Raftng Rqmnts
Minor Cost
Saving
/_tmlpatod
The CM Was Designed as a Reen W Vehicle, Not Just a Crew Module. The LEM Crew Module Was Integral to its Vehicle Structure.
Trade Should More Appropriately be Made Between LEV vs. LEM.
One versus Two versus Hybrid Crew Module - The evaluation of the quantity and type of
crew module required to support the lunar missions, focused on the mass of the module both at
LLO and the lunar surface as well as operational differences at LEO, LLO, and the lunar surface.
As part of this analysis the interfaces which were considered were: effects between the module;
between the module and core vehicle; the transfer of crew impacts; command and control
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requirements;and the impact of transitioning the vehicle to a cargo only configuration, see in
Tables 2.3.4.5.1.1.1-2, -3, -4.
Table 2.3.4.5.1.1.1-2: One vs. Two vs. H brid Crew Module Trade Results
r
Hybdd Module, AJ _m_ntm:l
L Modulee Common Module BoeingParametm ,,,SeParateShownIn B_ml/ne fix Bolh LTVALEV on 12/14/89 IPR
I/F With Core HarclUne Connectionx I_t Provide Quick [:)Is- Must Provide Quick
Vehicle Ior All Support Func- connects Ior All Support FuncUona. DkmoNlecw for Any Fune_ons
IIo_. Can Be _ As Required _tw_m Module
• So'ucturaJ Support Member, ,S_--_o_,
Crew Tmnefer IVA None
Cr_ Module
Overall _ to LLO 10.175kG 6,587kg
Crew Module Mau to
Lunar Surlace 4,388kg 6.587kg
Minimum Number of
Command & Conlro_ Stalk_n=
Required 2 1
Only Right Both Modules Re- Common Module Replaced
Effects iplaced by One Cargo By Common Cargo Module.
Module.Transfer Transfer System Might
System Rq'd. Require Adaptation.
IVA
e.gS_
4._Sk¢
1
Both PorMons Rel_aCed
By One Cargo Module.
Transler System Required.
Table 2.3.4.5.1.1.1-3: One vs Two vs H_brid Crew Module Trade Results ,(cont.)
Separate MoO- ulas as Common Module | Hybrid Module, as Pre-
Shown I at 12/14/89 Review
for Bo_ LTV/LEV I eented by Boeing
in Baseline
LTV Crew Module 5,787kg 5,787kg 2,570k0
(W/O Crew)
LEV Crew Module
(W/O Crew) 3,588kg - 3,588kg
Crew + EVA Equipmenl 800kg 800kg 800kg
Crew Module Overall Mass to 10,175kg 6,587kg 6,958kg
LLO
Crew Module Mass to
Lunar Surface 4,388kg 6,587k o 4,388kg
Della Propelant Required
(LEO TO LLO) 53,927kg 34,911 kg 36,877kg
Delta Propel_nl Required 4.388kg 6,587kg 4,388kg
(LLO TO LS)
]'owl Delta Propellant
Required/or Crew Modu_ 58,315kg 41,498k0" 41,265k0"
"The Hybdd System Does Not Provide a Signifcant Improvemenl Over _e Common Module.
(Mass traceability holes shown on next page)
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Table 2.3.4.5.1.1.1-2: One versus Two versus Hybrid Crew Module
Results (concluded)
Choice of Modulo Based on Vehicle Configuration
LTB Configuration Separate Modules Common Module Hybrid Module
Trarelfer Vehicle With
Separm Landing Vehlde Best
Combined Transfer and Landing
Vot'_te Boat
BestTransfer Vehicle With
Separate Landing Vehicle
Combined Transfer and Landing
Vehicle Best
Transfer Vehicle With
Separate Landing Vehicle Best
_! combined Transfer and Landing
Vehicle Best
Trade
EVA Airlock versus Depressurizing Cabin- This analysis was needed to determine the
mass and volume sensitivity of the crew module equipped with a system that uses an EVA air lock
or one that depressurizes the cabin during EVA activities. The methodology used in performing
this study developed a point of departure baseline comparing the volumes of the different crew
modules with the volumes of the SSF airlock system (Table 2.3.4.5.1.1.3-1). This database
allowed determination of the number of repressurizations required for planned and contingency
EVA, the total LO2/LN2 volumes required for repressurizing airlocks and or the cabin(s), and the
capability to produce additional pressurant in order to accommodate the repressurization gas.
Table 2.3.4.5.1.1.3-2 defines the pressurant requirements for both an airlock system and a
depressurization system in support of EVA activities. Of primary concern with both systems are
the weight penalties imposed in accomplishing this task. Figure 2.3.4.5.1.1.3-1 shows the
required LO2 and LN2 volumes necessary to make up a depressurized volume. To minimize the
impact of this requirement, the feasibility of using the stored cryogens that are can-ied as part of the
propulsion system to provide pressurization gas were studied. Results show it is not necessary to
carry separate LO2 as the small volume make-up requirement can be meet by the primary LO2
tanks. Based on the LN2 volumes required, the study shows that the mass of the LN2 storage
tanks represents a major weight and volume savings over the use of an airlock.
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• Cummt Planning for SSF Involves Two Intorlooklng Aidocks; One for Crew and
one for equipmenL
Equip Ndock
Crew Alrlock
LTV Crew Module
LEV Crew Module
Comparison o! The SSF Nrlock To LTS Crew Modules
S_c_m
Mm (0be)
Support
Equip Total"
3,150 7,100 10, 250
1,850 3,100 4,950
m m
• Includes EVA Suits 1)ut not Crew
13,640
8,792
Total Free
Volume Volume
97O 23O
250 170
1,307 g00
810 560
• The Crow Portion of the SSF Alrlock Is Equivalent to 36% of the Mm and 20% of the
Volume of the LI"V Crew Module, and to 56% of the Mass and 30% of the Volume of
the LEV Crew Module.
Vehicle Planned Contingency Backup 50% Sahdy Total
EVAs EVAs Factor
LTV 2* 2 2 3 9
LEV 2 2 2 3 9
"Could be Supplied by SSF
Vehicle LN Vol LO 2 Vol **2
LTV wlo Alrlock 8.S (ft _1 1.8 (ft
L'rv with AJrlock 1.IS 0.36
LEV wlo Alrlock 5.4 1.1
LEV with Airlock 1.8 0.36
LN2Tsnks
Vol wl 10% Dis LN 2 Wt Tank Wt Total Wt
Ullage (ft)3 (ft) (Ibs) (Ibs) (Ibe)
9.49 2.62 461.8 25.8 467.8
5.94 2.17 290 15.5 305.5
1.78 1.5 85.9 4.8 90.7
**Can be made up from main LO re]perves (propellent tanks)
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Figure 2.3.4.5.1.1.3.1: Volume of LO2/LN2 Required For Repressurization
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During this feasibility study, an additional approach to using an airlock while minimizing the
amount of pressurant required was evaluated. This approach returns pressurant within the airlock
to the main cabin minimizing the amount of pressurant loss to leakage only. Further analysis
indicated that although this approach appeared favorable initially, it failed to meet the maximum
pressure differential of 0.58 psia that NASA-STD-3000 requires to prevent inner ear problems.
Figure 2.3.4.5.1.1.3-2 shows the relation between cabin pressure and volume.
Summary and Recommendation -Comparison of the LTS crew module to the Apollo
Command Module (CM) and the LEM was difficult as the mission requirements are drastically
different. The preferred recommendation is new modules over modification of modules designed
for different requirements. A derivation of the CM could be used as a crew rescue vehicle;
although currently this is not an STV or SEI requirement. Based on this study the hybrid crew
module concepts provide no advantage over either the single or separate module concept. The
selection of a single module approach versus the two separate modules is dependent on the final
LTS configuration. Separate modules are the recommended approach at this time if the LTS is
made up of separate transfer and landing (excursion) vehicles; a single crew module is
recommended for an LTS that employs a common transfer and landing vehicle. The weight and
volume impact for implementing an airlock system in the crew module are extreme; however the
entire module can be repressurized enough times to meet all EVA requirements for a minor weight
penalty of 3.5% of the module mass. Therefore, our recommendation is that the cabin be
depressurized then repressurized to support EVA activities.
2.3.4.5.2 Crew Visibility Analyses--The objective of this study was to establish crew
visibility requirements for the LTS, specifically for manual control of rendezvous, docking, and
lunar descent and ascent. The key issues addressed were the manual override of autonomous
functions involving rendezvous and docking and adequate crew visibility during lunar landing.
Even though the LTS will be capable of complete automation, those operations involving
rendezvous, docking, lunar descent, and landing require the crew to have direct window viewing
of each of the operations.
The groundrules and assumptions defined for this study included physical and production
characteristics.
a) Astronauts shall be involved in docking.
b) Astronaut is the active and controlling dement during lunar landing.
c) The crew module has windows and control and display consoles so that the crew can
perform docking and lunar descent and ascent maneuvers.
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d) The crew can override the automated rendezvous and docking system.
e) Automated rendezvous and docking in low lunar orbit (LLO) is provided for reusable cargo
missions, whereas piloted missions provide crew monitoring and control to rendezvous
and docking.
f) During landing operations, the crew module provides two crew members with console
positions and windows to visually monitor all critical landing activities, including forward
landing pad touchdown.
Analysis - The methodology used for this study incorporates lessons learned from the Apollo
program and the current NASA philosophy which has the crew fully involved in all in-flight
operations. The Apollo program demonstrated that the pilot required full visual view of the target
during the final phase of rendezvous and docking, as well as being positioned as close to the
viewing window as possible to provide adequate field-of-vision (FOV) for landing. The analysis
of this study was based on maintaining LEM design criteria for FOV, since the system has been
proven. This criteria consisted of a downward angle of 65 degrees and 160 degrees across the
horizontal plane. One drawback that the LEM encountered, and is anticipated to exist within the
LTS, is the ability to see backwards in support of final landing maneuver corrections. This
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visibility issueshould be resolvable through the use of video displays located on the control
console.
Summary and Recommendations - The design of the crew module will incorporate the
appropriate number of windows for viewing all critical operations. Every effort will be expended
to assure adequate window viewing to provide as large a FOV as possible. Figure 2.3.4.5.1.2.2-1
shows the current crew module configuration and the available FOV in both the vertical and
horizontal planes, windows have also been provided allowing the crew to observe the rendezvous
and docking operation in LLO.
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3.0 STV CONCEPT DEFINITION
The STV family of vehicles that came out of the Concept Selection Trade Study analysis shows
that the lunar missions impose the most stringent requirements on the STV. The design approach
has been to develop a vehicle that meets the design requirements and then evaluates the design to
identify the elements that best satisfy the mission requirements for an initial ground-based STV, a
later space-basing of the STV and, finally, the Mars mission profile.
The STV concept definition for a lunar mission vehicle is based on the requirements set out in the
STV Statement of Work (SOW), with additional derived requirements from the Option 5 Planetary
Surface System (PSS) documents, and the system trade studies and analyses. These studies and
analyses recommend that the orbital mechanics designated as Lunar Architecture #1 (LA#1) is the
best at meeting these requirements. Briefly stated, LA#1 uses a LEO node as the start and finish of
the lunar mission for both crew and cargo flights. The LEO node is used for assembly, checkout,
and refurbishment. Additional elements of the orbital mechanics require the vehicle orbit in low
lunar orbit (LLO) before lunar descent, have a lunar trajectory that encompasses a free earth return
for an abort scenario, and returns to the LEO node via an aerobraking pass through the
atmosphere.
Once the lunar mission profile shown in Figure 3.0-1 was selected, the following key design
drivers, as identified in Section 2.2.2, were integrated into the development and definition of
vehicle configuration candidates.
a) The system shall deliver 14.6 tonnes of cargo and 4 crew to lunar surface and return
b) The system shall deliver 33.0 t of cargo on an unmanned flight to the lunar surface
c) LEO transportation node shall be Space Station Freedom (SSF)
d) The propulsion system shall use cryogenic propellant
e) The system shall be reusable for a minimum of five missions
Figure 3.0-1:
Lunar Descent
Lunar Mission Profile
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Thesedesigndriverswerealsofiltered through the subsystems trade study analysis (Section 2.3.4)
and finally incorporated into the vehicle design. (Note: The trade study analyses are documented in
a later section and only the results are shown in the concept definition as they apply to the overall
vehicle definition.)
3.1 LUNAR STV CONCEPT DEFINITION
The STV consists of a family of vehicles which share common elements performing both cargo
and piloted/cargo missions such as GEO delivery, lunar, and planetary (Mars mission). That
portion of the STV family that deals with the lunar missions is called the lunar STV or the Lunar
Transportation System (LTS). The LTS is comprised of two mission profiles - (1) the cargo
mission, capable of delivering 33 tonnes to the lunar surface and (2) the piloted/cargo mission,
capable of delivering a crew of 4 plus 14.6 tonnes to the lunar surface. These mission profiles
reflect the flights and cargo manifesting schedules developed from the Option 5 Lunar Exploration
Requirements Levels I - III.
A derived requirement was developed from the studies that the final cargo and piloted vehicles
would share common elements, producing a family of vehicles that have common structural core,
propulsion and avionics equipment, drop tanks, and can be configured for either type of mission
with no major modification to these elements. The detail definition of each vehicle configuration,
performance, mass properties, structure, subsystem, cargo and crew handling, and operations will
be discussed in the following section. The evolutionary aspects of the configuration to perform the
initial STV mission and the planetary mission are detailed at the end of this section.
3.1.1 Piloted Concept Overview
The LTS piloted configuration for the single propulsion system concept is shown in Figure 3.1.1-
1. A crew module, six drop tanksets, and an aerobrake with its associated equipment are added to
the propulsion/avionics core. The piloted vehicle dry mass is 27.58 tonnes. The configuration can
deliver 15.26 tonnes of cargo (14.6 tonnes cargo plus cargo supports) in addition to the crew of 4
to the lunar surface and return the vehicle and crew to LEO using approximately 174 tonnes of
LO2/LH2 propellant. TEl and LOI propellant is housed in the drop tank sets, ascent and descent
propellant is found in the core, and the return propellant is housed in two sets of tanks within the
aerobrake. The 13.72 m rigid aerobrake has been designed to protect the crew during the
aeroassisted maneuver before returning to Space Station Freedom.
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Front View
(Front TankHts Not Shown)
Plan View
(Landing Conflgundlon)
Figure 3.1.1-1: Piloted LTS Configuration
3.1.2 Cargo Concept Overview
Sieht View
• Single Propuleion System
• Common PropulslonlAvtonlmz Core
• Single Crew Modub
• Rigid Aerobrab - 13.7 m
• Cargo. 14.6 t
• Propellant . 174.0 t
The LTV cargo expendable configuration for the single propulsion system concept is shown in
Figure 3.1.2-1. To form the cargo expendable configuration, a cargo platform (10.5 m x 14.8 m)
and six drop tanksets have been added to the propulsion/avionics core. The cargo vehicle dry mass
is 18.75 tonnes and can deliver 33 tonnes of cargo to the lunar surface using 146.5 tonnes of
LO2/LH2 propellant loaded into the drop tanks and core tanks. The Flight 1 cargo manifest shown
in the plan view is a typical arrangement for the four cargo missions.
3.1.3 Performance Overview
There are three missions designed for the LTS: piloted, cargo expendable and an optional cargo
reusable. Vehicles were sized and capabilities, propellant loads, and IMLEOs determined based on
the cargo requirements and the groundrules established for the STV study. The piloted mission
(crew plus 14.6 tonnes of cargo) was found to be vehicle sizing driver. Once the baseline vehicle
was determined, the cargo capabilities shown in Table 3.1.3-1 defined a maximum capability for
an expendable cargo mission of 37.4 tonnes, or 4.4 tonnes over the required capability. The
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Front View
(Front Tanks Not Shown)
Plan View
Figure 3.1.2-1: Cargo
Table 3.1.3-1: Car_o
LTS Configuration
Capabilities
• dde View
• Single Propuleion System
• Common Propulsion/Avionics Core
• Large Cargo Platform - 14.0 m x 10.5 m
• Required Cargo Mass - 33.0 1
• w/Propellent Mass - 146.5l
• Maximum Cargo Mass . 37.4 t
• wl Propellent Mass - 161.3t
Cargo Vehicle
35. Flequlmment (35.0 !)
30.
_\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'_
2S.g !
25, Piloted Vehicle _-_-___-_._,_'_
Requirement (14.6 t)
o 20,
u
14.6 t
16.
O,
Piloted Cargo Max
Fleuanbie
Mission
33.0 t
Cargo 33.O t
Expendable
37.4!
Cargo Max
Expendable
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required delivery of 33 tonnes of cargo is met by offloading 27.5 tonnes of propellant. The
optional cargo reusable mission deliver 25.9 tonnes of cargo with a full propellant load and return
to SSF.
v
Table 3.1.3-2: Propellant Loads
f TEI 7.3 t
1611.3 t
161.3 t
Piloted Cargo Max Cargo 33.0 t Cargo Max
Reusable Expendable Expendable
Mission
3.2 SUBSYSTEM COMMON ELEMENTS
The common propulsion/avionics core shown in Figure 3.2-1, represents the heart of the single
propulsion system family vehicle. Crew module, aerobrake, cargo pallets or platforms, and drop
tanksets can be added to form various configurations allowing the STV vehicle family the
versatility to capture other missions. The core consists of five internal propellant tanks (4 LH2 and
1 LO2 tanks), primary structure, the four landing legs mounted to the lower cross beam, and
critical subsystems - the propulsion system of five Advanced Space Engines (ASE), RCS, GN&C,
communication & data handling, power, and thermal control. Table 3.2-1 provides the core
vehicle mass properties breakdown of these systems.
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PilotedConligumtion Ca_lioConflgurJion
_mw MOOUW CargoPallet | _ t Extonldone
Figure 3.2-1: Propulsion Avionics Core Module
Table 3.2-1 Mass Properties Breakdown - Core Vehicle
DESCRIPTION MASS MASS
CORE VEHICLE SUMMARY KG M.TONS
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
19
STRUCTURE
PROPELLANT TANKS
PROPULSION SYSTEM
MAIN ENGINES
RCS SYSTEM
G. N. & C.
COMMUNICATION & DATA HNDLG
ELECTRICAL POWER
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
AEROBRAKE
GROWTH
2363.15
802.86
380.34
1150.11
122.45
195.46
242.70
444.22
553.47
0.00
938.21
2.36
0.80
0.38
1.15
0.12
0.20
0.24
0.44
0.55
0.00
0.94
DRY WEIGHT 7192.97 7.19
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3.2.1 Structure
The following section deals with the structural elements of the propulsion/avionics core. The
elements include the airframe, core and drop tank sizes, material and mass, meteoroid and
debris shielding, and the general arrangement of the equipment located in the core. The meteoroid
and debris shielding sizing requirements are discussed in another section of the report.
3.2.1.1 Core Structure Details
The propulsion/avionics core primary structure is composed of graphite epoxy square tubing with
aluminum end fittings forming two trusses consisting of a lower and upper box beam and the
connecting longitudinal members. The lower cross beam is the thrust frame, equipment mount and
support structure for the landing legs. The upper cross beam supports the cargo platform, crew
module and payloads.
The secondary structural members are graphite epoxy round tubing with aluminum end fittings.
They tie the two trusses together and form the mounting braces for the four LH2 tanks. Figure
3.2.1.1-1 gives an overview of the major core structure.
The structural dimension details are shown in Figure 3.2.1.1-2, views A & B. The overall height
of the structure is 8.92 m with landing legs deployed. The landing legs are spaced 12.2 m apart
and extend 2.74 m below the basic airframe. The primary frame is a 5.64 m square and 5.25 m
high. The depth of the primary structure top and bottom truss work is 0.9 m, with the engine
mounts located approximately 2 m from the centerline of the core. Plan View and View C provide
additional detailed structural dimension for the propulsion/avionics core and the supports for
mounting the drop tanksets. Addition of this drop tankset structure increases the core to 8.46 m in
diameter. The entire structure is cover with a graphite polyimide debris shield.
3.2.1.2 Core Tanks
The isometric view of the propulsion/avionics core shown in Figure 3.2.1.2-1 (Figure 7), locates
the five core tanks - 4 LH2 tanks and 1 LO2 tank. The spacing between the tanks and the structure
is used for packaging the subsystem components. Graphite polyimide debris shields are attached
to the four sides of the core structure to provide micrometeoroid and debris protection for the
tanks.
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Graphite Epoxy
mructulll Members
w! Aluminum
End Fittings
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Tank Mounts
(5 Pisces)
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Members
Figure 3.2.1.1-1:
5.25
Overview of" the Ma/or Core Structure.
5.64m =_;
...., : ¢ :-I )_ 1.39m ...
View A View C
I, Upper _,f,,B
.9 m"L- --_ _.._.._---.._ [__--t "_'" Structure
=_ _ /1 COre F:)latlOr"
12.20 m v _ C
View B Plan View
Figure 3.2.1.1-2: Detailed Core Module Structural Dimension
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Thedetailsof the propulsion/avionics core tanks are shown in Figure 3.2.1.2-2. The four LH2
tanks, composed of aluminum-lithium spun domes and isogrid barrel panels to conserve weight,
are spaced symmetrically around a center LO2 tank and mounted to the upper and lower cross
beams of the core structure. The LO2 tank is 4.4 m in length and 2.9 m in diameter, the LH2 tanks
are 4.2 m long and 2.6 m diameter. Combined, these tanks represent a total propellant capacity of
32.5 tonnes.
Back: AirframeGraphite Epoxy
Structural Members
w/AluminumEnd Fittings
,./
x
Primary
Slruclursl _
Members __
Lower
Tank Mounts
(S Places)
Figure 3.2.1.2-1: Isometric View of the PropulsionlA vionics Core
Secondary
ructural
Members
3.2.1.3 Equipment Layout
Figure 3.2.1.3-1 shows the packaging arrangement of the propulsion/avionics core equipment.
The placement and size of the propellant tanks allow the subsystem equipment to be packaged in
spaces created between the trusses and the tanks (Figure 3.2.1.2-2 - Plan View). The various
tanks for potable water, helium, GO2, and GH2 are packaged in two of the four bays with the fuel
cells occupying the other two and the avionics equipment bays located in the space formed by the
upper cross beams. By packaging this equipment around the top and sides of the vehicle, access
for repair or change out is possible. Leg deployment mechanisms are placed in the lower portion
of the core structure and docking ports are provided in the top of the core.
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_ LH: !
Lower
Vbw
4 m
LO2 Tank LH2 Tank
• AI-LI 8fxJn Oomee
• Ai-LI Imogrid Barrel Plmell
• Tolal Coil) Tank Propel_nl - 32.5 t
LH2 LO2 LH2
I ;t I
Elevalion A Elevation B
(Front LH2 Tank Not Shown) (From LH2 Tankm Not Shown)
Figure 3.2.1.2-2: Details of the Propulsion Avionics Core Tanks
Figure 3.2.1.3-1: Packaging Arrangement for the Propulsion Avionics Core
Equipment
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3.2.1.4 Drop Tanks
The LTS carries two tank arrangements, one on each side of the vehicle, each consisting of three
drop tanksets (2 TLI and 1 LOI). Figure 3.2.1.4-1 shows the details of a typical tank
arrangement. The propellant capacity of an individual drop tankset consisting of 1 LH2 tank and 1
LO2 tank is approximately 28 tonnes, and when combined into a tank arrangement 84 tonnes.
Tanks are constructed of aluminum-lithium domes and isogrid barrel panels Weight saving
graphite-epoxy struts and frames connect the tanks. Support structure connects them to the
adjoining tankset and to the core vehicle. The tanks fit within a 4.6 m (15 ft) payload shroud. For
ground heat leaks and on orbit thermal protection, tanksets have spray-on-foam-insulation (SOFI)
and multi-layer insulation (MLI). A helium pressurization system and special instrumentation for
monitoring are integrated into each tankset. Mass properties of the tanksets are shown in Table
3.2.1.4-1.
I
I
I
&7"
I
Figure 3.2.1.4-1:
Attach Structure
to Con) Vehicle
LOI Tsnkwts Contain
Special InstrumenlaUon
lot Monaoring
14.33 m
Tank Arrangtment
Front View
• AM.i Domes
• AI-Li Ioogdd Barrel Psneis
• _raphlte_oxy Struts and FrH
• Ea©h Tmnkaet Conelats o( 1 LH2 Tank & 1 LO2 Tank
• Propellant Qtmntlty/Tank_t - 28 t
• 3 Tankmts p*r Tank Arrang,mont (I LOI & 211.1)
• 2 Tank Arrangements Per lunar Vehlcim (on eaelt side)
• Eaoh Tank_ Can Be Dei/_mted in 4.6 m Dia Payload Bay
Typical Tank Arrangement Details
-I
v I
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Table 3.2.1.4-1 Mass Properties Summar_ TLIILOI Tanks
Mass Properties Tankseta
Components
LH2 Tank
L02 Tank
Structure
TPS
Subsystems
Contingency {15%}
Dry Mass
LOI (Mass t}
0.34
0.18
O.07
0.42
0.46
0.22
1.6g
TLI IMass t)
0.34
0.18
0.07
0.42
0.23
0.19
1.43
The mounting of the drop tank arrangements to the propulsion/avionics core is shown in Figure
3.2.1.4-2. The two TLI tanksets attach to the center LOI tankset using struts with end fittings
using clip-in locking pins. The LOI tankset is directly mounted to the core structure using a similar
strut and end fitting arrangement.
r \ s,,_,..co,,v.h_l. "'" _ " _ ....'I
/ --..nT.*.
j
Figure 3.2.1.4.2: Drop Tank Arrangements Mounted To The Propulsion Avionics
Core
The positioning of the TLI tanksets allows them to be separated after the TLI burn. The LOI
tankset remains with the vehicle until LLO insertion, when it is then released.
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3.2.2 Propulsion System
This section describes the propulsion/avionics core propulsion subsystem that consists of: the main
engine system, RCS system, a propellant management system, propellant tanks and their
associated feed lines.
v
3.2.2.1 Engines
The layout of the main propulsion engines is shown in Figure 3.2.2.1-1. Five advanced space
engines are mounted to the lower cross beams of the core, spaced 2 meters from center to center of
engines, with a nozzle exit diameter of 1.34 meters. This spacing pattern accommodates a gimbal
range of + 8 ° except for the center engine which is not required to gimbal. Electrical mechanical
actuators are used for gimbaling.
Glmbal Range + 8* (
[
Spacing
1.98 m
Cto C
of Eng
Nozzle Exit Dia
Figure 3.2.2.1-1 Main Propulsion Engine Layout
Attachment of the engines to the core occurs through vehicle/engine carder plate quick disconnects,
allowing easy change out during maintenance. The vehicle carder plates are incorporated into the
lower portion of the box beam engine support. The engine is assembled onto an engine carrier
plate including all of the engine interfaces, which is then mated with the vehicle carder plate
disconnects, as shown in Figure 3.2.2.1-2. Additional details of the engine carder plate are shown
in Figure 3.2.2.1-3. The disconnects shown penetrate the vehicle carrier plate and lock into place
to complete installation of the engine. A common engine interface approach was used to allow
\
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different engineversionsto be installedasupgradesaremadeor for thetailoring of the engine
configuration to specific missions.
m
/ m
GO2 AmooenouJ _ _ /
LO21LH2 Fluid Couplem
ElecUomechanlcal Glmbal
Actu_or
Figure 3.2.2.1-2 Engine Replacement
Figure
Olmbal Actuator 2PI
Atlachment
View From Engine Side, With
Engine Removed
3.2.2.1-3 Engine Carrier Plate
Edge Vimw
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3.2.2.2 Reaction Control System (RCS)
The LTS RCS thrusters consist of two separate systems as shown in Figure 3.2.2.2-1, one located
on the propulsion/avionics core and the other on the aerobrake. As shown, six degrees of freedom
are provide by 24 variable thrusters. Analysis recommended that the core vehicle RCS system be
self contained and kept off the cargo and crew module, even though more leverage would be
available. The thrusters at the upper end of the core vehicle are inactive when fully assembled.
Aerobrake
To Cargo
100 to 400 Ib
Varlabla
(4 Places)
'_ To Drop Tanks
S0to
1000 Ib
Variable
Aerobreke
\
Wake Angle
\
100 to 1000 Ib
Vadable
(4 Places)
Figure 3.2.2.2-1 RCS Thruster Arrangement
3.2.2.3 Drop Tank Feed Lines and Disconnect
The feed lines shown in Figure 3.2.2.3-1 connect the two TLI tanksets (both LO2 and LH2)
through an umbilical to the LOI tankset that then merges at an umbilical connection to the core
tanks. When the TLI tanksets are separated after TLI burn, the propellant disconnect is made at
this TLI/LOI umbilical, with the LOI disconnect made at the LOI/core tank umbilical. Figure
3.2.2.3-2 gives a typical fluid schematic for each of the tanksets.
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Figure 3.2.2.3-2
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3.2.2.4 Core Tank Feed Lines
The LH2 and LO2 core tank propellant system schematic is shown in Figures 3.2.2.4-1 and
2.3.2.2.4-2. Propellant is fed from the drop tanksets to the core tanks through the LOI/core tank
umbilical, with the two core LH2 tanks fed by one of the LOI tanks. Each LH2 core tank then
feeds a manifold with separate feed lines to each individual engine.
3.2.2.5 Return Tank Feed Lines
Figure 3.2.2.5-1 illustrates the flow of propellant from the return tanks in the aerobrake to the core
engines. After the core has rendezvoused and docked with the aerobrake, umbilical connections
are made at two locations (180 ° opposite each other) from which separate LO2 and LH2 lines are
routed along the core structure
Figures
Foodlinos to F.nglneo
3.2.2.4-1 Core Tank Propellant System Schematic
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Figures 3.2.2.4-2 Core Tank Propellant System Schematic
LO2 Llnil
LH2 LIn_
Umbillclli to Rilum Tanks in Aerobraks
(2 @ 180° Opposlle)
Return Tank PiOliillantI Flow Directly
Figure 3.2.2.5-1 Propellant Flow From the Aerobrake Return Tanks
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3.2.3 Avionics
The LTS avionics, located in the aerobrake, crew module and the propulsion/avionics core,
represents a man rated quad redundant system. The architecture employed assumes that each
element operates independently some of the time, requiring each avionics system to stand alone.
Details of avionics system functions are discussed in Section 2.3.4.1. The avionics system,
located in the propulsion/avionics core, handles all cargo operation functions and interfaces with
those elements in the crew module during the piloted operations. This system is composed of two
major groups - Guidance, Navigation and Control (GN&C) and Communication and Data
Management (C&D Mgmt). Tables 3.2.3-1 & 3.2.3-2 summarize the components, their
quantifies, and total mass.
Table 3.2.3.1 Guidance, Navi_,ation, & Control
Components Units WT Total
IMU( 3 RLG & 3 PMA) 2.00 24.00 48.00
GPS Receiver 2.00 20.00 40.00
GPS Antenna - High 2.00 5.00 10.00
GPS Antenna - Low 1.00 5.00 5.00!
EMA Controller 2.00 10.00 20.00
RCS VDA 32,00 0.50 16.00
Guidance & Control Total 139.00
Star Scanner 4.00 6.00 24.00
Navigation Total 24.00
Landing Radar Altimeter 2.00 25.00 50.00
Rendezvous Radar 2.00 25.00 50.00
Landing Radar Electronics 2.00 49.00 98.00
Lander Antenna 2.00 5.00 10.00
Landing & Rendezvous System 208.00
Pan Tilt Cameras 2.00 15.00 30.00
Video Recorders 2.00 15.00 30.00
TV System 60,00
G.N. & C. Core Total 431.00
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Table 3.2.3-2 Communication and Data Management
Components Units WT Total
GPS Antenna System 2.00 15.00 30.00
STDN/TDRS Transponder 2.00 15.50 31.00
20W R.F. Power Amp 2.00 6.00 12.00
S-Bend R.F. System 2.00 50.00 100.00
UHF Antenna 2.00 10.00 20.00
UHF System 2.00 10.00 20.00
TLM Power Supply 2.00 7.00 14.00
Enclosure Box 1.00 26.55 26.55
Com mu nlcatlo n 253.55
G.N. & C. Computer 4.00 20.00 80.00
Master Timing Units 2.00 5.00 10.00
Health & Status Computer 4.00 20.00 80.00
TM System 2.00 22.00 44.00
GN &C IU 4.00 10.50 42.00
Enclosure Box 1.00 25.50 25.50
Data Management 281.50
C & D MNGMT Core Total 535.05
-....j
3.2.4 Power
Power for the propulsion/avionics core is provided by four fuel cells similar to those aboard STS,
but supplied with propellant grade cryogenic reactants. Each fuel cell delivers 12 kw at peak (27.5
V and 436 A) and an average output of 7 kw. 2 kw provides 32.5 V and 61.5 A. The water
supplied as a by-product of the fuel cells provides potable water during the mission. Emergency
power is provided by Ag-Zn batteries. Table 3.2.4-1 summarizes the power supply components,
their quantities, and total mass.
Table 3.2.4-1 Power System - PIA Core
Power System - P/A Core Qty Unit Wt Ibs Total
Fuel Cell System 4 86.25 345.00
Radiator System 4 28.75 115.00
Residual H20 System 2 17.25 34.50
Batteries 2 100.00 200.00
Power BUS 4 10.50 42.00
Power Distribution Equipment 4 27.00 108.00
Wiring,Harness, & Connectors 1 100.00 100.00
Enclosure Box 1 15.00 15.00
Total 959.50
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3.2.5 Meteoroid & Debris Protection
The meteoroid and debris protection analysis conducted during the STV study determined the best
type of protection needed at LEO, the lunar surface, and for the hanger at SSF for the
environments STV elements were exposed to. The data in Tables 3.2.5-1 & 3.2.5-2 defines the
design requirements used in this analysis.
Table 3.2.5-1 STV - Meteoroid Protection
STV - Meteoroid Protection
• Environment defined in NASA SP 8013
• Direct Impact by Meteoroids
- Average Impact Velocity = 20 km/s
Density = 0.5 g/cm°(loosely packed ice)
- Bumper equivalent to 0.015cm aluminum (eg 3 sheets of Beta cloth) plus TPS
will protect against meteoroids up to 1 cm in diameter
• Lunar Ejecta (from nearby meteoroid impacts)
- Average Velocity = 0.1 kin/s(1 krn/s max)
Average Density = 2.5 g/cm _
- Flux is hundreds of times larger than for direct meteoroid impacts
- Shields equivalent to 0.5 cm thick of aluminum are recommended on core module
• Exact velocity distributions should be examined
• Composites and ballistic cloths may reduce total shield weight
• Low strength/obliquity of ejecta particles may reduce protection requirements
Table 3.2.5-2 STV - Space Debris Protection
STV - Space Debris Protection
i, Debris environment estimated for 2004 (average for 2000 to 2010) depends on
- Solar Cycle
- Altitude (370 km assumed - low is best due to removal of debris by drag)
- Growth (5% annually assumed per SSF - 10% considered to be upper limit)
- Debris density assumed to be Aluminum
• Protection must average over all impact velocities and obliquities
- Multiple layer designs will have the total thickness of all layers approximately
one-half the diameter of the debris with desired Probability of No Impact (PNI)
• Hangar protection needed almost up to limits of debris detection (10 cm) and avoidance
- 5 cm debris diameter for 0.9955 probability of no penetration in 10 years (w/ avoidance)
- Areal density will be equivalent to thickness of 2.5 cm of aluminum
- Total thickness with standoffs approximately 1 meter
- Weight = 3 sides • 21m. 21m • 2.5cm • 2.8 g/cm3= 92.6 metric tons
• Expendable tanks debris protection requirements related to HOURS of exposure per mission
Recommend less than 8 hours exposure per mission (40 hours total for 5 missions)
1 layer of Beta Cloth plus TPS with 7.5 cm standoff will meet 1 day space debris
and 4.5 days meteoroid exposure
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Figure 3.2.5-1 shows the flux and particle size differences encountered at each stage of a mission.
Since the penetration resistance varies with velocity, density and obliquity, the reliability given by
Probability of No Penetration (PNP), has been defined as a reference point to estimate shielding
requirements.
Probability of No Impact (PNI) = exp( - Flux x Area x Time) = e -(N.A.T)
If "N.A.T" is small (reliability is high), then PNP = 1-N-A.T.
1E4
Impacts of Given Diameter or Larger
[impacts/m 2/year]
STV - Flux vs Diameter
1000
100
10 Meteoroids
1 (0.5 g/cc 20 kin/s)
0.1
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1E-_
1E-_
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(2.5 g/cc 0.1 km/s)
Debrisw/avoidance
1E-06
1E-7
1E-E
1E-.¢
1E-10
0.01 0.1 1
Diameter [cm]
Figure 3.2.5-1 Flux vs Particle Diameter
10 100
The overall PNP is obtained by multiplying the PNP from each threat on each element and from
each stage of the mission.
Figure 3.2.5-2 defines the particle environment and the critical flux for 0.09955 PNI for key
mission phases. The PNP (which covers the entire velocity and obliquity spectrum) for STV
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elementsaswell asthethreatmustbehigherthan0.9955if theoverall reliability from impactis to
be0.9955. The shieldingrecommendedfor all STV elementsaccountsfor this for preliminary
designestimates.
STV - Flux vs Diameter
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Figure 3.2.5-2 Particle Environment
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Figure 3.2.5-3 illustrates lunar ejecta vs PNI for the average panicle that must be stopped to
provide the desired reliability.
Probability of No Impact (PNI) = exp( - Flux x Area x Time)
Total Probability of No Penetration (PNP) = PNP met. x PNPdebris x PNPlunar ejecta
The time estimates used for this analysis are based on a five mission exposure and lunar ejecta that
has an average density of 2.5 g/cc and impacts at 0 to 1 km/s. The resulting area estimates include
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factors for self shielding. Figure 3.2.5-4 illustrates the average particle which must be stopped to
provide the desired reliability.
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Stopped
Diameter [cm]
Lunar Ejecta vs PNI for the Average Particle That Must be
The time estimates used for this analysis are based on a 5 mission exposure, except for 10 years
for the hangar, and meteoroids that are predominantly ice particles impacting at 8 to 72 km/s. The
area estimates include factors for self shielding and view factors due to shielding by the earth or
moon.
Figure 3.2.5-5 illustrates the average space debris particles which must be stopped to provide the
desired reliability.
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STV - Meteoroid Diameter vs PNI
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The time estimates used for this analysis are based on a 5 mission exposure, except for 10 years
for the hangar, and space debris that is predominantly aluminum particles impacting at 0 to 16 km/s
in LEO. The area estimates include factors for self shielding. Debris threat depends on the growth
rate with time as well as the altitude. Threat is reduced at lower altitudes due to the removal of
debris particles by atmospheric drag.
Shield requirements address the entire threat spectrum including particle size, impact velocities and
obliquity versus the performance of optimized multilayer shield designs. Table 3.2.5-3 provides a
method of estimating shield thickness and spacing as a function of the particle size estimated from
Figures 3.2.5-1 through 3.2.5-5. Multi-wall shields are not as effective at 3 km/s or for 45 °
obliquity impacts as they are for normal impacts at 7 km/s since the debris particle does not
fragment as well, therefore the total weight of the shield increases to account for the non-optimum
performance. The design of the hangar shield uses multi-wall designs developed under Martin
Marietta IR&D, and under contracts from NASA and the U.S. Air Force Defensive Shields
Program. The lunar ejecta shield thickness estimate is very preliminary at this time with additional
data to be provide as it becomes available. Composites or ballistic cloth may be much more
effective in stopping that velocity of particle than the estimated weight of monolithic aluminum.
3.3 Aerobrake
The aerobrake provide the thermal protection for the LTS during the aeropass maneuver before
returning to SSF. Studies have determined that the aerobrake design provides a sizable savings in
propellant, directly translate into a cost savings. Another studies analyzed different type of
aerobrake construction and recommended a rigid, hard shell aerobrake design. Further analysis of
on-orbit assembly of a rigid hard shell aerobrake found that fewer pieces requiring assembly was
desirable which resulted in the three piece folding concept. As part of this study, the manifesting
of the folding aerobrake in the ETO launch vehicle was considered and found to be compatible with
a 7.6 m payload envelope. An isometric view of this rigid aerobrake structure is shown in Figure
3.3- I (20).
Operation of the lunar mission requires the aerobrake and the lander to separate in LLO before the
lander makes the lunar descent, leaving the aerobrake in a 60 x 100 nm orbit. This requires that the
aerobrake have station keeping, rendezvous, and docking capabilities. This is accomplished by
converting the aerobrake from a passive element to an active vehicle using its own avionics,
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Table 3.2.5-3 Shielding Requirements As a Function of Particle Size
STV - Shield Requirements
• Areal Density of Shield is Proportional to Diameter of Impacting Particle
Equivalent Total Areal Density
Thickness of Aluminum kg/m 2 (D in cm)
Space Debris 0.75 D 20 D
Meteoroids 0.15 D 4 D
Lunar Ejecta 0.15 D 4 D
• Total Shield Thickness and Density includes TPS and Rear Wall
• Optimum Designs may Require Multiple Layers or Geometric Disruptors
(developed on IRAD, NASA, and Air Force/Defensive Shields Programs)
• Debris Shield Thickness Accounts for Reduced Resistance to Oblique (45 °)
and High Velocities (16 km/s) or Low Velocities (3 km/s)
MinimumBumper
Standoff
20 D
10 D
Not Sensitive
power, and RCS for control. The following sections detail
subsystems associaied with the aerobrake.
3.3.1 Structure
the structural elements and the
The aerobrake is a graphite-polyimide structure with overall dimensions of 13.72 m in diameter
and 2.59 m in depth, covered with shuttle type ceramic tiles (FRICS-20). The structural details are
shown in Figures 3.3.1-1, 3.3.1-2, and 3.3.1-3. Two major longitudinal and three major
transverse bulkheads provide the primary structural elements, with additional frames and
intermediate bulkheads for support. The bulkheads are fabricated from graphite-polyimide face
sheets and a foam core and the frames are extruded graphite epoxy "T"-sections. The surface
panels are formed from graphite-polyimide face sheets with an aluminum honeycomb core. The
center section panels are 0.51 cm thick and the outer panels are 0.38 cm thick and are mounted to
the surface panels extruded graphite epoxy angles.
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Figure 3.3.-1 Rigid Aerobrake Isometric
Figure 3.3.1-1 Aerobrake Structure Details
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LEO assemblyof theaerobrakeis performedby rotating thetwo outer sectionsintoplaceabout
hinges locatedat the intersectionof the longitudinal and outer transversebulkheads. Proper
alignmentto thecentersectionis assuredby amale/femalealuminumjoint alongtheintersecting
surfacepanels.Theoutersectionis thensecuredinto placethroughtheuseof lockingpinslocated
on theoutboardsideof the longitudinalbulkheads.A sectionof theouterceramictile aroundthe
interfaceareais initially not installedto allow thehingedmotionrequiredfor deployment.Oncethe
sidesectionsaredeployed,theceramictile will beinstalledonorbit overtheinterfacearea.
3.3.3 Subsystems
The aerobrake is left in a 60 to 100 nm orbit when the lander separates for descent to the lunar
surface. In order for the aerobrake to maintain its position and be able to rendezvous and dock
with the lander for the return trip, it had to be outfitted with the necessary components to perform
this part of the mission. The location of the equipment contained within the aerobrake structure is
shown in Figure 3.3.3-1(24). Avionics bays and equipment bays are located along either side of
the longitudinal bulkhead. The docking equipment is located on the central bulkhead and at the
intersection of outer transverse bulkheads and the intermediate longitudinal bulkheads. The
following section deals with the subsystems located on the aerobrake.
Tank
Pldlet
Debris
Sh_d
Solar Array RC$
(slo,t,nm') / Thrum Center Docking Fixture
(4 Place)
Center Section
SlJffenlng Ribe
(5 l_*cu)
Tank Pallet (2 Places)
3 LH2, 2 LO2 Tanks,
GH2 & GO2 Tan_s (1 ea.)
(Debris Shield Nol Shown)
Figure 3.3.3-1 Avionics/Aerobrake Equipment Relationship
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The aerobrake also houses the return propellant for the lander. This is located in two tank pallets
consisting of 3 LH2 tanks and 2 LO2 tank in each pallet. The pallets are positioned in the outer
sections of the aerobrake leaving the center section free for mating the lander and crew module to
the aerobrake.
3.3.3.1 Avionics
The aerobrake avionics subsystem must meet the same design requirements (quad redundant man
rated) as found in the core vehicle. The function of the system is to provide the aerobrake with
station keeping and rendezvous and docking capabilities. The operational details of the subsystem
are discussed in the avionics trade study section in this report. Tables 3.3.3.1-1 and 3.3.3.1-2 list
the components of the GN&C and C&D handling system respectively.
Table 3.3.3.1-1 GN&C System Aerobrake
G N & C System Aarobrake Qty Unit Wt Ibs Total
IMU 2 24.00 48.00
Rendezvous Radar 2 25.00 50.00
Star Scanner 2 2 6.00 12.00
RCS VDA 32 0.50 16.00
Total 126.00
Table 3.3.3.1-2 C & D Handling System Aerobrake
C & D Hndlg System Aerobraks Oty Unit Wt Ibs Total
G.N. & C. Computar 2 20.00 40.00
Health & Status Processors 2 20.00 40.00
TDRS Transponder 2 15.50 31.00
20W R.F. Power Amp 2 6.00 12.00
S-Band R.F. System 2 50.00 100.00
TLM Power Supply 2 7.00 14.00
TM System 2 22.00 44.00
GN &C IU 2 10.50 21.00
Enclosure Box 1 35.55 35.55
Total 337.55
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3.3.3.2 Power
The power requirement for the aerobrake was estimated to be 1.75 kw while in LLO. Fuel cells
were first: considered, however thermal control and disposal of the fuel cell by-product, water,
posed too many problems. A combination of batteries and solar array (Figure 3.3.3.2-1) for the
power supply was then proposed. A flexible substrata solar array design with a surface area of
-210 sq ft was chosen. For stowage, the army panels are hinged together to fold into a stack like
an accordion. A motor-driven lightweight coilable mast assembly automatically unfolds the panels,
tensions the array to hold it flat and retracts and refolds the panels before mating with the lander.
Ag-Zn batteries were chosen for the backup power supply when the array is not receiving solar
light or is retracted. Additional equipment such as power control unit, current charger, and power
distribution unit complete the power subsystem for the aerobrake. The electrical power equipment
breakdown is given in Table 3.3.3.2-1.
3.3.3.3 Return Tanks
The return propellant for the lander is stowed in the aerobrake while the lander is on the lunar
surface. This approach was taken to avoid the penalty of having to expend extra propellant to carry
the mass of the return propellant to the lunar surface and then lift it off again. The propellant (7.1
mt) is divided between two sets of tanks housed in a pallet mounted on the outboard port and
starboard sections of the aerobrake. Figure 3.3.3-1 shows the arrangement of the tanks in each of
the pallets and the structural design of the pallets. The structure is composed of graphite epoxy
struts and graphite polyimide honeycomb bulkheads.
A debris shield of graphite polyimide honeycomb panels with SOFI covers the propellant tanks.
These pallets are mounted into place on the aerobrakes using trunnion and locking devices similar
to the STS arrangement.
The return tankset consists of three LH2 tanks and two LO2 tanks. The tanks are fabricated from
aluminum lithium spun domes and isogrid barrel panels. MLI surrounds the tanks for thermal
control. A set of accumulator tanks (GO2 and GH2) are also mounted in the pallet to collect the
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Figure 3.3.3.2-1 Aerobrake Batteries and Solar Array
Table 3.3.3.2-1 Power System - Aerobrake
Power System - Aerobraks Oty Unit Wt Iba Total
Solar Array
Deployment Control Electronics
Drive Electronics
Power Distribution Box
Power Control Unit
Current Charger
Batteries
Wiring,Harness, & Connectors
Enclosure Box
Radiator System
1 200.00 200.00
2 19.00 38.00
2 12.00 24.00
2 25.00 50.00
1 120.00 120.00
2 3.00 6.00
2 90.00 180.00
1 83.30 83.30
2 20.90 41.80
2 28.75 57.50
Total 800.60
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boiloff from thepropellanttanksfor usewith theRCSthrusters.All thenecessaryfill, feed,and
vent linesareincludedin thetankpallet. Quick disconnectumbilical connectionsallow for easy
matingto thepropellantlinesin theaerobrakeanddockingwith thelander.
3.3.3.4 RCS
The location of the reaction control system thrusters on the aerobrake is shown. Four clusters (six
RCS thrusters each) are placed along the outer edge of the aerobrake to assist in performing
aeroassist, docking, and attitude control maneuvers. Variable throttle thrusters are desirable to
eliminate the need for multiple systems. Care must also be taken to ensure the thrusters are located
within the wake of the aerobrake for the return trip to station.
3.3.4 Mass Properties
Table 3.3.4-1 gives the top level breakdown of the aerobrake structure and subsystem
components. The components weights are given in pounds, kilograms and metric tons, (LBS,
KG, and MT).
Table 3.3.4-1 Aerobrake Summary
AEROBRAKE SUMMARY
DESCRIPTION
WEIGHT MASS MASS
LBS KG M.T.
STRUCTURE 2336 1059
TPS 1512 686
MECHANISM 714 324
PROPELLANT TANKS 506 230
RCS SYSTEM 270 122
G. N. & C. 126 57
COMMUNICATION & DATA HNDLG 391 177
ELECTRICAL POWER 778 353
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM 74 33
GROWTH (15%) 1006 456
1 06
0 69
032
0 23
012
0 06
018
0.35
0.03
0.46
DRY WEIGHT 7713 3498 3.50
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Figure 3.4-1 STV Piloted Configuration Dimensional Detail
3.4 Piloted Configuration
This section deals with those components unique to the piloted configuration and the some of the
mission operations. The STV piloted configuration is designed to carry a crew of four and 14.6
mt of cargo using 174 mt of propellant between the various tanks. The vehicle's overall and
dimensions are 14.36 m by 18.66 m by 18.03 m (Fig. 3.4-1) when fully assembled and ready to
leave from LEO. The piloted vehicle consist of a crew module, cargo modules and support
structure, the two drop tanksets (three tanks per side), and an aerobrake with its associated
equipment mounted to the propulsion/avionics core module.
3.4.1 Mass Properties
Table 3.4.1 gives the top level mass properties breakdown for the piloted vehicle at ignition as the
vehicle is ready to leave from LEO.
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Table 3.4.1-1
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
19
12
15
17
18
Mass Properties Breakdown Piloted Confi#uration
DESCRIPTION MASS MASS MASS
01
02
03
04
05
PILOTED SUMMARY AT IGNITION KG KG M.TONS
STRUCTURE
PROPELLANT TANKS
PROPULSION SYSTEM
MAIN ENGINES
RCS SYSTEM
G. N. & C.
COMMUNICATION & DATA HNDLG
ELECTRICAL POWER
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
AEROBRAKE
GROWTH
DRY WEIGHT
CREW MODULE
PROPELLANTS
CORE TANKS
DROP TANKS TLI
DROP TANKS LOI
RETURN TANKS
FLUIDS & PRESSURANTS
PERSONNEL
CARGO
31700.00
112900.00
22113.61
7300.00
126.08
2363.15
8951.84
380.34
1150.11
122.45
252.61
395.78
796.87
891.67
2068.91
2606.06;
19979.79
7789.17
174139.68
655.00
15144.22
2.36
8.95
0.38
1.15
0.12
0.25
0.40
0.80
0.89
2.07
2.61
19.98
7.79
174.14
0.66
15.14!
TOTAL WEIGHT 217707.86 217.71
3.4.2 Crew Module
The crew module is required to support a crew of four during the five to six day trans-lunar and
trans-Earth flight and support the crew for the first 48 hours on the lunar surface. Some of the
general structural and accommodations requirements for the crew module are:
a) Designed for 5 g loading
b) Two hatches to be provided
c) Capable of berthing to SSF
d) Must fit within the aerobrake wake
e) Meteoroid shield to be used
f) Checkout, repair, and resupply is done at SSF
g) ALSPE shelter to be provided
h) Allow for 2 repressurizations
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i) At least6cubicmetersperpersonof habitablevolume
j) Storedoxygenwith regenerablemolecular-sievebedCO2removal
k) 14.7psi for normaloperations
1) 1.8kg of foodand2.0kg of waterpermanperday
m) Avionicsandpowerinterfaceswith coremodule
Thegeneraldescriptionof thecrewmodule(Figure3.4.2-130) is approximately72 cubic meters
in volume and 8.54 m long by 3.67 m in diameter. The crew module is mounted to the
propulsion/avionicscorewith trunnionsandkeelfittings similar to thoseusedon theSTSsystem.
Themoduleis dividedinto threemajorsections- theforwardsectionwhichhousestheflight deck,
themid sectionwhich servesasEMU storage,stormshelter,andlunaregress,andthe aft section
which housesthewastemanagementsystem,thefood preparationsystem,and stationberthing.
Thecrewmodulecanalsobeutilized at SSFasanadditionalwork stationandcanbeutilizedon
thelunarsurfaceasaremotehabitatand/orsafehaven. Unpressurizedstowageis locatedalongthe
exteriorsidesof themodule.A sidehatchprovideslunaregressandastandardberthingring/hatch
is locatedon theendfor attachmento station.Fourwindowson theforwardendprovideviewing
duringlunar landinganda topwindowprovidesviewing for rendezvousanddocking.
Unprmmudzed
Stowage
Side View
3.G7 m
I_ 3'67
Front View
Window
8.54 m
Plan View
Aft Hatch
Standard Berlhing Ring
End View
Rear View
Windowe
Figure 3.4.2-1 General Description of the Crew Module
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Thefour unpressurizedareas(Fig. 3.4.2-2)areprovidedto accommodateinterfaceconnections,
stowageandECLSSequipment. Two of thebaysaredesignatedfor the avionics,power, and
potablewaterinterfacesbetweenthecoremoduleandthecrewmodule.Theseareasalsohousethe
batteriesfor backuppowerto the crewmodule. Theother two baysareusedto mount the cryo
oxygenandnitrogentanksneedfor thelife supportsystem.Theadvantageof thesespacesis that
theyallow for outfitting andconnectingthecrewmoduleto coremodulewithout having to enter
thecrewmoduleduring theassemblyprocess.Thus,thevehicleis on thelunarsurfacethecrewis
ableto checkout theinterfacesandavoidenteringthecrewmodule.
Figure 3.4.2.2 Unpressurized Areas
The layout of the crew module interior is shown in Figure 3.4.2-3. The starboard and port views
of the interior show typical seating arrangements and the galley and waste management centers.
The forward section houses the flight deck and seats three crewmen. The mid section provides
stowage for four EMUs as well as providing lunar egress and storm protection. The aft section
houses waste management and the galley and provides seating for one crewman. Equipment bays
and internal stowage are located below the floor levels in all three sections. Light weight, portable,
multipositional couches are used for sleep periods and body support during ascent, descent and
aeropass.
_V
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Figure 3.4.2-3 Crew Module Interior Layout
There are five windows which provide viewing for the crew. The four windows located in the
forward end of the flight deck provide the pilot and co-pilot a field of view angle of over 170 ° for
landing on the lunar surface (Fig. 3.4.2-4). The pilot also has a field of view angle of over 85 °
from the horizon to the lunar surface. A single window located in the top of the module provides
the pilot with a view of the target during rendezvous and docking with the aerobrake in LLO.
Figure 3.4.2-5 shows the crew arrangement during descent/ascent to/from the lunar surface and for
LLO docking. The crew would wear their spacesuits during these operations in case there was a
sudden depressurization of the module.
When the STV is ready to make the aeropass maneuver, the load forces felt by the crewmen are
reversed from the normal acceleration force experienced throughout the mission. The crew would
be in the wrong seating position and provisions had to be made to accommodate these load forces
on the crew. Reentry couches, similar to those on the Apollo spacecraft, are mounted in the
overhead. Prior to beginning the aeropass maneuver (Fig. 3.4.2-6), the crewmen would strap
themselves into the reentry couches and thus be in the correct position for the aeropass loads.
After the aeropass maneuver is completed, the crewmen would return to their normal seating
position for circularization and rendezvous with SSF.
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Crew arrangement during lunar landing. The Pilot's central position gives him a wide view of the landing ores
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Figure 3.4.2-6 Crew Arrangement During Aeropass
In the event that a rescue mission is needed, the crew module can provide space for the additional
crewmen. Two additional seat/reentry couches would be mounted in the mid section of the crew
module. This will provide room for the rescue party, consisting of a pilot and co-pilot, and the
four crewmen on the lunar surface to be rescued (Fig. 3.4.2-7). Table 3.4.2-1 gives the top level
mass properties breakdown for the crew module.
3.4.3 Landing
After LTV has achieved LLO and stabilized its orbit, the crew prepares the vehicle for lunar
descent. The aerobrake and the core separate and the core will back away from the aerobrake. The
aerobrake will then deploy its solar array and assume a solar orientation. The crew then lowers the
landing legs and checks to ensure that the legs are locked into places. The RCS thruster align the
vehicle for the descent trajectory angle. Main engines are fired to brake the vehicle as it descends
to the lunar surface. Once the vehicle has landed, the crew will checkout all the systems and
prepare to disembark and offload the cargo.
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Figure 3.4.2-7 Crew Arrangement During Rescue Mission
Table 3.4.2-1 Mass p_ •operties Breakdown - crew module
Components Mass (t)
Structure I 3.32
ECLSS I 1.52
Avionics/Power I 0.87Man Systems 0.17
Equipment & Spares 1.90
Total Dry MaSs 7.78
Personnel & Consumables 0.66
Total Mass 8.44
3.4.4 Cargo Offloading
Cargo unloading of the piloted vehicle on the lunar surface can be accomplished without the use of
the LEVPU. Once the vehicle has landed on the lunar surface (Fig. 3.4.4-1), the cargo can be
lowered directly to the surface or onto a transporter by using a hoist mounted on the cargo support
structure. The spacing between the legs of the core allow the cargo to be lowered directly to the
surface.
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Figure 3.4.4.1 Piloted Vehicle Unloading Cargo On The Lunar Surface
Figure 3.4.4-2
Cargo Supporl Can Be Relracted or
Foldm:l for Reuse Cargo Hoist Equipmlnt
Plan View
0
Side View
Piloted Vehicle With Cargo Following Landing
Front View
The cargo on the piloted configuration is supported by cargo supports (Figure 3.4.4-2) attached to
each side of the core. The hoists located inside the cargo support structure allow the cargo to be
lowered directly to the lunar surface. The structural dimensions of the cargo supports are shown.
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These supports can be retracted or folded to fit within the aeroassist return configuration to allow
reuse.
3.4.5 Rendezvous & Docking
After the core and crew module have lifted off from the lunar surface, they must rendezvous and
dock in LLO with the aerobrake and its associated equipment for the return flight to SSF. The
rendezvous procedure (Fig. 3.4.5-1) consist of aligning the two vehicles using a target located on
the aerobrake. The docking probe on the crew module is extended and then engage with a grapple
fixture located on the aerobrake. Guide rails located inside the aerobrake docking port will help
align the vehicles. The docking probe will then be retracted pulling the crew module/core into the
aeroassist position.
After the initial soft dock, the final docking procedure consist extending the four berthing
mechanisms (Fig. 3.4.5-2) located on the upper platform of the core at each of the corners. These
locking probes mate with receptacles located on the aerobrake. Once the final docking has been
accomplished, two umbilical connections are made to transfer propellant from the return tanks
located in the aerobrake to the engines in the core.
Details of the rendezvous and docking equipment are shown in Figure 3.4.5-3. The aerobrake
docking fixture is located in the center of the aerobrake and consists of a grapple fixture with an
end effector with range of+15 °. The grapple fixture is retracted into the fixture once docking has
occurred. Three guide rails placed at 120 ° around the fixture help align the vehicles. Also shown
is the berthing mechanism used for making the firm attachment between the vehicles. The four
berthing probes extend up from the core and engage in the berthing mechanisms located in the
aerobrake along the bulkhead.
3.4.6 Return Configuration
After the crew module and propulsion/avionics core has ascended from the lunar surface and
rendezvoused and docked with the aerobrake/equipment in LLO, the crew module, core, and
aerobrake are returned to SSF using the propellants in the return tanks located in the aerobrake.
The piloted return configuration and CGs at the beginning of the aeropass are shown in Figures
3.4.6-1 and 3.4.6-2 respectively. Once the landing legs of the core are retracted, the crew module
and core fit within the 22 ° wake angle of the aerobrake for the aeroassisted return. The total return
mass leaving LLO is approximately 27 t.
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1) Tsrget S_ghted
Docking Probe
2) LTEV Corrects with
Amobrske Grapple Fixture
Nora: Core Vehicle Below Crew
Module Not Shown
Figure
3) Probe RetractKI Pulling Crew ModuM/Com Into
Aeroas_at Portion
3.4.5-1 Rendezvous Procedure
Aerobrake in LLO
Crew Module
1) Initial Sofl Dock
3) Final Docking Position
Berthing Mechanism Locked
Umbilical Connection Made
Figure 3.4.5.2 Berthing Mechanisms
2) Docking Probe Retracted and Berthing
Mechanism Extended
Berthing Mechanism
Places
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Figure 3.4.5-3 Details o_ the Rendezvous and Docking Equipment
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Front View
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Figure 3.4.6-1 Piloted Return Configuration and CGs at the Beginning of Aeropass
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Figure 3.4.6-2 Piloted Return Configuration and CGs
3.5 Cargo Configuration
I
Fwd
+Z
at the Beginning of Aeropass
The cargo configuration is composed of the propulsion/avionics core, a large structural platform,
and the drop tanksets common to the piloted configuration. It is designed to deliver 33 mt to the
lunar surface in an expendable mode. Figure 3.5-1 shows the overall dimension of the vehicle as it
prepares to leave from LEO. The vehicle is 13.54 m (including the height of the payload) by 14.82
m by 21.07 m. The drop tanks are extended two meter out further then the piloted vehicle to
accommodate the width of the platform. Core will provide minimum interfaces to the cargo -
power but no thermal control. The propellant requirement for the cargo missions is lower than that
required for a piloted mission. To keep commonality between both configurations, the drop tanks
as stated before are the same as those on the piloted vehicle, however propellant is offloaded to
meet the mission requirements. The vehicle can deliver up to 37.4 mt of cargo.
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B.67 m
13.54 m1
Figure 3.5-1
21.07 m.
_PYopullionlAvlonic s Core
Front View (Fronl TankNts Not Shown)
Overall Dimension of Vehicle
3.5.1 Mass Properties
MmmPropertkm
Components Mass (t)
Propul,lio_lAvlonk: I Core 7.1
TankN4s (4TLI • 2 LOI) 9.1
Cm'go P_tfon_ 2.4
Vehicle Dry Mac8 18.7
Propellmt Mass 14&E
_wgo mu ,_,.G
Tabd Mass lg8.2
Leaving LEO
Table 3.5.1-1 gives the top level mass properties of the cargo configuration at ignition as it is ready
to leave from LEO.
3.5.2 Cargo Platform
In order to accommodate the large volume cargo manifested to the lunar surface, special structure
must be added to the basic core structure to provide structural support. The overall view of the
platform is shown in an isometric view (Fig. 3.5.2-1) with the structural elements of the core
vehicle. The cargo support area (Fig. 3.5.2-2) is approximately 14.8 m by 10.5 m in size once all
the cargo extensions have been added. The larger area is formed by adding two central platform
extensions and two outer platform extensions to the basic core structure. These extensions are
made of lightweight truss work and can folded and returned for additional uses. Cargo is mounted
using center keel and trunnion fittings similar to those on the STS.
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Table 3.5.1-1
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
19
12
15
17
18
Mass Properties Breakdown - Car¢o Confi_,uration
DESCRIPTION MASS MASS
01
02
O3
04
05
CARGO SUMMARY AT IGNITION K G
STRUCTURE
PROPELLANT TANKS
PROPULSION SYSTEM
MAIN ENGINES
RCS SYSTEM
G. N. & C.
COMMUNICATION & DATA HNDLG
ELECTRICAL POWER
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
AEROBRAKE
GROWTH
DRY WEIGHT
CARGO PLATFORM
PROPELLANTS
CORE TANKS 23900.00
DROP TANKS TLI 102500.00
DROP TANKS LOI 20100.00
RETURN TANKS 0.00
FLUIDS & PRESSURANTS 63.04
PERSONNEL
CARGO
TOTAL WEIGHT
MASS
KG M.TONS
2363.15
8721.84
380.34
1150.11
122.45
195.46
242.701
444.22
553.47
0.00
2440.00
2.36
8.72
0.38
1.15
0.12
0.20
0.24
0.44
0.55
0.00
2.13
16299.80 16.30
2450.00
146563.04
0.00
33000.00
198312.84
2.45
146.56
0.00
33.00
198.31
3.5.3 Lunar Manifest
Figure 3.5.3-1 shows an isometric view of the payload manifested for the second cargo
expendable flight (designated Flight 1). The cargo consists of the lunar habitat module, aidock, a
power module and one cargo pallet. Total manifested mass for this flight is 26.3 mt. There are
four designated cargo flights and the mass cg as defined in the PSS documents has been laid out to
aid in cg control for flight and landing. The four cargo flight manifests are detailed in Figure
3.5.3-2, with the total manifest mass given for each flight. Cargo Flight 0 will deliver the
LEVPU, a three legged crane that will unload all the other cargo flights and can assist in unloading
the cargo from the piloted vehicle if required. The LEVPU is designed to be self unloading.
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Fmnl View
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Figure 3.5.2.1
LuNar
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Module
12.0 t
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Module
7.5t
Cargo Platform Isometric View
0 0
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Cargo
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Total Payload Manifest: 26.3 t
0 0
Cargo
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0 2.3t 0
Alrlock
3.0 t
Front View
Total Payload Manliest: 23.3 t
Plan View
Figure 3.5.2-2 Cargo Support Area
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3.5.4 Cargo Offloading
Figure 3.5.4-1 shows how the LEVPU will unload the cargo from the cargo expendable
configuration once the vehicle has landed on the lunar surface. The platform and the vehicle size
allows the payload unloader to roll over and straddle the vehicle with its cargo. Once positioned
over the vehicle the unloader picks up a piece of cargo, lifts it, and proceeds to roll away from the
vehicle. After the cargo has been deposited in its position on the lunar surface or on a transporter,
the unloader will proceed back to the vehicle to unload another piece of cargo.
3.6 Cargo Reusable Configuration
An optional cargo reusable configuration (Figs. 3.6-1 and 3.6-2) for the single propulsion system
concept has been proposed. The six tanksets, an aerobrake and the large cargo platform are
attached to the common propulsion/avionics core. The four docking probes shown on the piloted
vehicle can be position to accommodated the larger payload heights. The configuration can deliver
approximately 26 tonnes of cargo to the lunar surface and return the vehicle to SSF using 169.3
tonnes of LO2/LH2 propellant. The 13.72 m rigid aerobrake protects the vehicle during the
aeroassisted return to SSF.
-jl3.0 t Logletlos
_, I Module
o o
0 J Cargo II a
0 I 3.8t 0 /
/= ::  qu,p I
o o I II ]1_
Equl;
1.01
Env.
Habitat
Module
3.0 t
quip;
.6 t
Front View
Total Payload ManifeSt: 28.46 t
_an View
Figure 3.5.3-1 Isometric View Of Payload (Flight 8)
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Figure 3.5.4-1 Shows LEVPU
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3.6.1 Mass Properties
Table 3.6.1-1 gives the top level mass properties breakdown of the cargo return vehicle at ignition
as it ready to leave from LEO.
Table 3.6.1-1 Mass Properties Breakdown . Car_o Return Con_ifuration
CARGO SUMMARY AT IGNITION KG KG M.TONS
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
19
STRUCTURE
PROPELLANT TANKS
PROPULSION SYSTEM
MAIN ENGINES
RCS SYSTEM
G. N. & C.
COMMUNICATION & DATA HNDLG
ELECTRICAL POWER
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
AEROBRAKE
GROWTH
2363.15
8721.84
380.34
1150.11
122.45
195.46
242.70
444.22
553.47
2070.00
2440.00
2.36
8.72
0.38
1.15
0.12
0.20
0.24
0.44
0.55
2.07
2.44
DRY WEIGHT 18676.00 18.66
2450.00
169300.00
0.00
26000.00
12 CARGO PLATFORM
15 PROPELLANTS
17 PERSONNEL
18 CARGO
2.45
169.30
0.00
26.00
TOTAL WEIGHT 198312.84 213.98
3.6.2 Rendezvous & Docking
The rendezvous and docking of the return cargo vehicle is similar to the procedure described in the
piloted section. The operations are combination of automatic controls and radio controls from
either the SSF or earth. Since the crew module is not present, a longer docking probe must be
attached to the core module to make the initial soft docking with the orbiting aerobrake.
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Front View
(Front Tanlumts Not Shown)
Return Conligumtion
Fil_ure 3.6-1 Optional Car_o Reusable
TankseW
Aerobrake
Cargo
18.03 m
Side View
T
14.36 m
Avionics
Core Front View
(Front Tenksets Not Show,
Side View
• Single Propulsion System
• Common PropuJlk:n/Avlonlce Core
• Large Cargo Platform - 14.8 m x 10.5 m
• Rigid Aerobrake - 13.7 m
• Cargo Mmm - 25.9 t
• Propellant Mm - 189.3 t
Confi_,uration Overview
Mess Properties
Components Mess (t)
Prop Avionics Core 7.19
Tenksets (4 TLI & 2 LOI) 9.11
Cargo Platform 2.45
Aerobrake & Equip 3.50
Vehicle Dry Mess 22.25
Propellent 169.3
Cargo 25.9
Total Mess 217._
Figure 3.6-2 Optional Cargo Reusable Configuration Summary
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3.6.3 Return Configuration
The cargo return vehicle must meet the same requirements for the aeropass maneuver as the piloted
vehicle. Figure 3.6.3-1 shows the vehicle layout as it begins to make the aeropass maneuver. The
vehicle is within the prescribed wake angle of 22 °. The overall vehicle dimensions are 13.72 m by
10.67 m.
10.6 m
Return Mass Leaving LLO ,
Prop/Avionics Core 7._
Aerobrake/Equip 3_
Return Cargo .5
Propellant/Fluids 5_
Total 16.!
Figure 3.6.3-1 Vehicle Layout Beginning Aeropass Maneuver
3.7 Initial & Growth STV Concept Definition
A common set of engines, tanksets, cores, aerobrakes, crew modules, subsystems, etc., were
found to be applicable in the development of various ground- or space-based, expendable or
reusable STV configurations including the lunar transportation system.
The ability of the baseline vehicle or elements of the baseline vehicle to perform the other DRM
cargo requirements was evaluated and is depicted in Table 3.7.1-1. All DRM cargo requirements
can be met by either the initial STV or the baseline's core vehicle with only one set of drop tanks.
The capability of the stages was determined using the RL10A-4 cryogenic engine at 449.5 seconds
of Isp and the various pieces of the LTV as listed in table. The table shows the minimum needs of
the core vehicle to meet the DRM cargo requirements in terms of extra propellant and subsystems,
e.g., the crew module for the manned mission.
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Table 3.7.1-1 Baseline Vehicle Adaptability
I DRM Propellent Loads I
Are Based on the Use
of RL10A-4 Engines
(449.5 sec)
3.7.1 Expendable Initial Concept
The initial STV, a ground-based expendable version, can be built from the common set of elements
and subsystems (Fig. 3.7.1). A common tankset and two engines with limited subsystems form
the basis for this vehicle. It is sized to fit within a 4.6 m (15 ft) diameter payload shroud for
delivery to orbit. The dry weight of the vehicle is about 3 t with a length of nearly 12 m. With
approximately 28 tonnes of LO2/LH2 propellant in the tankset, the vehicle can deliver 12.9 tonnes
of payload to a geosynchronous orbit.
3.7.1.1 Mass Properties
Table 3.7.1.1 gives the top level mass properties breakdown for the ground-based, expendable
STV.
/
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L02 Tlnk
AI-LI Spun Domes
AL-LI Forge Ring Frm
_glno ThnJatRing
• GmphltoEpoxy
RL10Engines
(2Typ)
M-*o _o_
Components Mass(t)
Structure 0.68
PropellantTanks 0.52
PropulsionSystem 0.31
MidnEngines 0.31
RCSyltam O.O9
GN&C 0.07
Communlcmtion& DamHandling 0.1S
Electrical Power 0.25
Thermal Control $yslem 0.38
ContingencyI15%) 0.41
TotalDryWeight 3.17
Performance* 12.9t Maxto GEO
Figure 3.7.1-1 Ground-Based Expendable Version
Table 3.7.1.1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
19
Mass Properties Breakdown . Initial GB STV Configuration
DESCRIPTION MASS MASS MASS
GROUND BASE VEHICLE SUMMARY KG KG M.TONS
681.68
521.77
309.00
310.20
85.03
73.92
147.39
250.11
377.32
413.46
STRUCTURE
PROPELLANT TANKS
PROPULSION SYSTEM
MAIN ENGINES
RCS SYSTEM
G. N. & C.
COMMUNICATION & DATA HNDLG
ELECTRICAL POWER
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
GROWTH
0.68
0.52
0.31
0.31
0.09
0.07
0.15
0.25
0.38
0.41
DRY WEIGHT 3169.88 3.17
27891.02
0.00
23842.86
3973.81
74.35
15 PROPELLANTS
1 LH2
2 LO2
4 FLUIDS & PRESSURANTS
1 8 CARGO
27.89
0.00
TOTAL WEIGHT 31060.90 31.06
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3.7.2 Reusable Initial Concept
This STV, a space-based reusable version (Figure 3.7.2-1), can also be built from the common set
of elements and subsystems. Two common tanksets, three engines, an aerobrake, and a core
vehicle with limited subsystems form the basis for this vehicle. The dry weight of the vehicle is
about 12 tonnes with an assembled length of over 14 m and width of over 18 m. The extra
propellant tanksets provide an enhanced performance capability for delivery and return of
geosynchronous payloads. The payload can either be deliverable cargo or for some missions a
crew module with crew.
V
AembmM
I_T_ m Di_
Cargo or Cr_
Cab
RL-10 F..nglmml
(oty s)
Figure 3.7.2.1
,11L45 m
Space-Based Reusable Version
Structure 2.2
Propellant Tanks 0.8
Propulsion System 4.3
Main Enginn 1.1
RCS System 0.1
GN&C 0.2
CommunlcMIon & Data Handling 0.2
Eleotdcal Power 0.4
"ll_nnal Control System O.S
Aerobmko 1.3
Conling4 n,_f (15%) 1.S
Total Dry Wetght 12.1
Perfocmonce:
SallMlee DRM E - I(4.0 t GEO Delivery&
Raum) and DRM E - 4 (3.S t GEO Delivery &
Rotum) with
2 Partially Filled Droll:Tanimets
3.7.2.1 Mass Properties
Table 3.7.2.1 gives the top level mass properties breakdown for the space-based reusable STV.
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Table 3.7.2.1 Mass Properties Breakdown . SB STV Conficuration
DESCRIPTION MASS MASS MASS
SB STV SUMMARY KG KG M.TONS
2 STRUCTURE 2360.00
3 PROPELLANT TANKS 802.86
4 PROPULSION SYSTEM 380.34
5 MAIN ENGINES 690.00
6 RCS SYSTEM 122.45
7 G. N. & C. 195.46
8 COMMUNICATION & DATA HNOLG 242.70
9 ELECTRICAL POWER 444,22
1 0 THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM 553.47
1 1 AEROBRAKE 1370.00
1 9 GROWTH 1074.22
DRY WEIGHT 8235.72
12 CREW MODULE 0.00
1 5 PROPELLANTS 95183.00
1 CORE TANKS 32000.00
2 DROP TANKS 56000.00
3 RETURN TANKS 7100.00
4 FLUIDS & PRESSURANTS 83.00
17 PERSONNEL 0.00
1 8 CARGO 0.0O
TOTAL WEIGHT 103418.72
2.36
0.80
0.38
0.69
0.12
0.20
0.24
0.44
0.55
1.37
1.07
8.24
0.00
95.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
103.42
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4.0 STV OPERATIONS
Based on the defined LTS configuration described in section 3.0, the LTS operations concept
that will be addressed in this section identifies the ground processing requirements for preparing
elements for launch to LEO, Earth-To-Orbit (ETO) transportation of the configuration elements,
assembly & checkout of the system at LEO, flight operations from LEO to LLO, decent and
ascent and LLO rendezvous and docking, flight operations from LLO to LEO, and post flight
checkout and refurbishment of the system. Figure 4.0-1 shows an overview of the elements
required to perform the lunar mission. Other elements of this concept that currently have not be
defined include direct injection (ground-based) systems and GEO and polar flight operations.
LEO Processing (61 to 91 Days)
Ground Processing
(17o,0=55day,)
70% of Available Support Manhours/year
New Facility Req'ts for
+ 12 Launches/Year Scenario
Earth To Orbit
Spaced Based
Flight Ops
days)
Figure 4.0-1: STV Operations Scenario
Low Lunar Orbit &
Lunar Surface Ops
180 Day Max Stay Time
V
This scenario is designed to support the current "Option 5" mission as defined in the Space
Exploration Initiative (SEI) plan and supplement in the STV DRM requirements. Tables 4.0-1
and 4.0-2 provide the manifesting plan to support both the lunar and near-Earth missions, which
are the baseline for the details defined by the STV operations scenario.
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STV DRM Mission Transportation Mission Vehicle
Date Flight Flight Type Requirement Configuration Number
200t 1 Near Earth - 1 Cargo 6.4 NE - Expended NETS -1
2001 2 Near Earth -2 Cargo 3.5 NE - Delivery (1) NETS - 2
2001 3 Planetary - 1 Cargo 16 0 Expended PTS- 1
0112002 4 Lunar - 0 Cargo 33.0 Lunar - Expended LTS-1
07/2002 5 Near Earth - 3 Cargo 6.4 NE - Expended NETS - 3
2003 6 Near Earth - 4 Cargo 6.4 NE - Expended NETS - 4
2003 7 Near Earth - 5 Cargo 3.5 NE - Reuse (2)
0712003 6 Lunar - 1 Cargo 33.0 Lunar - Delivery (1) LTS-2
03/2004 9 Lunar- 2 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Reuse (2)
0712004 10 Near Earth - 6 Cargo 10.O N E - Expended NETS - 5
0112005 11 Lunar - 3 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Reuse (3)
0312005 12 Near Earth - 7 Cargo 6.4 NE - Expended NETS - 6
0712005 13 Near Earth - 8 Cargo 6.4 NE - Expended NETS - 7
0112006 14 Lunar - 4 Cargo 33.0 Lunar - Reuse (4)
0312006 15 Near Earth - g Cargo 3.5 N E - Reuse (3)
0712006 16 Near Earth - 10 Piloted 4.0 NE - Reuse (4)
01/2007 17 Near Earth - 11 Cargo 3.5 NE - Reuse (5)
03/2007 18 Near Earth - 12 Piloted 4.0 NE - Replacement (1) NETS - 8
0712007 19 Lunar - S Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Replacement (1) LTS - 3
01/2008 20 Near Earth - 13 Cargo 6.4 NE - Expended NETS- 9
03/2008 21 Lunar - 6 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Reuse (2)
Table 4.0-I: Lunar and Near-Earth Mission Manifest
Date STV DRM Mission Transportation Mission Vehicle
FIi hi FII ht T_oe Requirement Configuration Number
0712008 22 Near Earth - 14 Cargo 3.5 NE - Rouse (2)
0112009 23 Lunar- 7 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Reuse (3)
0712009 24 Near Earth - 15 Cargo 6.4 NE - Expended NETS - 10
0112010 25 Lunar - 8 Cargo 33.0 Lunar - Reuse (4) -
07/2011 26 Lunar - 9 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Expended (5)
0112012 27 Near Earth - 16 Cargo 6.4 NE - Expended NETS - 11
03/2012 28 Lunar- 10 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Replacement (1) LTS - 4
01/2013 29 Near Earth - 17 Cargo 6.4 NE - Expended NETS - 12
07/2013 30 Lunar- 11 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Reuse (2)
0112014 31 Lunar - 12 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Reuse (3) -
0312014 32 Near Earth - 18 Cargo 6.4 NE - Expended NETS - 13
01/2015 33 Lunar- 13 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Reuse (4)
0112016 34 Lunar- 14 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Expended (5)
0112017 35 Near Earth - 19 Cargo 6.4 NE - Expended NETS - 14
07/2017 36 Lunar - 15 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Replacement (1) LTS - 5
01/2018 37 Near Earlh - 20 Cargo 64 NE - Expended NETS - 15
03/2018 38 Lunar - 16 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Reuse (2)
0112019 39 Lunar - 17 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Reuse (3) -
03/2019 40 Near Earth - 21 Cargo 6.4 NE - Expended NETS - 16
01/2020 41 Lunar - 18 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Reuse (4) -
0112021 42 Lunar - 19 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Expended (5)
07/2022 43 Lunar- 20 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Replacement (1) LTS - 6
03/2023 44 Lunar - 21 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Reuse (2)
01/2024 45 Lunar - 22 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Reuse (3)
07/2025 46 Lunar - 23 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Reuse (4)
03/2026 47 Lunar - 24 Piloted 14.6 Lunar - Expended (5)
Table 4.0-2: Lunar and Near Earth Mission Manifest
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4.1 Ground Operations
The present STS shuttle orbiter undergoes stand-alone refurbishment and preparations in the
Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) where payloads can be horizontally installed. The Orbiter is
then towed to the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB) and mated and connected to the ET/SRB
stack on the Mobile Launch Platform (MLP) in an integration cell where the entire stack
undergoes interface and integration tests. The STS on the MLP is then moved to the launch pad
(LC-39A or B) for servicing, checkout, propellant loading, pre-launch and launch, as shown in
Figure 4.1-1. It is this processing flow that is the basis for the development of the LTS/STV
ground operations scenario.
The LTS/STV vehicle has a modular configuration and consists of the crew module, core
vehicle module, aerobrake module, TLI/LOI/RET Tankset modules, and cargo modules. These
modules will be processed individually on the ground, manifested and carried to orbit in the
payload shroud of the HLLV, and assembled in orbit at space station.
i
PAYLOAD
HOFNZONTAL
k pAvLO_ tl
Figure 4.1-1: STS Ground Operations Flow
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4.1.1 L'I'S/STV Ground Operations.
The LTS/STV is considered a payload for the HLLV while simultaneously carrying cargo
modules of its own. Stand alone processing for STV modules and vertical integration into the
HLLVs payload shroud will be performed in a new combined STV Processing & Integration
Facility (SPIF). However, shroud integration and STV module processing could be separate
facilities and should be the subject of future study.
Processing of LTS/STV at KSC begins with the receipt of system modules by air and/or barge.
These components are then transferred to the SPIF for stand alone processing and subsequent
installation into the HLLVs P/L Shroud. The integrated STV/shroud is then transferred to the
VAB for mate and integration into the HLLV. After interface testing is complete in the VAB
the entire stack is moved to launch pad LC-39C for final HLLV checkout, servicing and
launch.
The SPIF consists of the main vertical integration cell and five module preparation cells (Fig.
4.1.1-1), one for each of the LTS/STV sub-modules and cargo, as follows:
Integration Cell
Core/Crew Cell
Aero Brake Cell
TLI/LOI/Ret Tank Cell
Cargo Cell
-install STV into HLLV P/L Shroud.
-receive, C/O & prep. the LLV.
-receive, C/O & prep. Aero Brake Module
-receive, C/O & prep. Tank Modules
-receive & prep. Cargo Module
The integration cell is a large high bay cell where the prepared modules of the LTS/STV are
vertically installed into the payload shroud of the HLLV and undergo interface testing. The
LLV cell is a low bay cell where the lunar landing vehicle consisting of the crew module (Fig.
4.1.1-2), core module (Fig. 4.1.1-3) and propulsion system are fully functionally tested and
receive final sub-system closeout preparations prior to installation into the HLLV payload
shroud. The aerobrake cell is a low bay cell where the aerobrake components are received,
assembled into flight configuration for full functional testing and prepared for final sub-system
closeout prior to brake-down and installation into the HLLV payload shroud (Fig. 4.1.1-4).
The integration cell is a large high bay cell where the prepared modules of the LTS/STV are
vertically installed into the payload shroud of the HLLV and undergo interface testing. The
LLV cell is a low bay cell where the lunar landing vehicle consisting of the crew module (Fig.
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Faring Vertical
Processing
Figure 4.1.1.1: Shroud
LTS/STV - Module Processln;
SPIF
SHROUD PROCESSING
&
PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
(New)
Processing and Integration Facility (SPIF)
4.1.1-2), core module (Fig. 4.1.1-3) and propulsion system are fully functionally tested and
receive final sub-system closeout preparations prior to installation into the HLLV payload
shroud. The aerobrake cell is a low bay cell where the aerobrake components (Fig. 4.1.1-4)
are received, assembled into flight configuration for full functional testing and final sub-system
closeout preparations prior to brake-down and installation into the HLLV payload shroud. The
tank module cells are low bay cells where the tank modules (Fig. 4.1.1-5) are received,
purged, leak-tested, electrically tested, functionally tested, and final TPS closeout performed.
The cargo module cell is a low bay storage cell where cargo modules are temporarily held prior
to vertical integration with the LTS/STV and the HI2,V payload shroud. The STV Mission
Control Center (SMCC), provides 24-hour command and control for the lunar mission and is
analogous to the STS Mission Control Center at Johnson Space Center (JSC). Requirements
for this center are shown in Table 4.1.1-1.
LTS/STV ground processing takes 50 days of initial stand-alone processing of the basic vehicle
with subsequent supporting processing at 20-30 day intervals for tank module flights. The
minimum launch interval would be constrained by the launch vehicle and not by LTS/STV.
Installation and integration of LTS/STV would occur in the VAB and would not impact any
other shuttle processing. Also, loading of the cryogenic propellants could occur the day before
launch and have no close-out or impact on the final countdown.
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Table 4.1.1.1: STV Mission Control Center (SMCC)
The MissionControlCenter lor STV is responsiblefor the aroundthe clockcommand and control
for all STV flightsthroughoutthe entire mission.
The SMCC willbe very comparable to the presentSTS MissionControlCenter in all aspects of
command,control,communications,data management, facilities, equipmentand manpower.
Physical requirements for the SMCC are estimated as follows:
20 to 25 men per shifton a 3/7 week.
Supportingcomplementof computerterminalworkstations.
Supportingcomputer/networkequipment.
Supportingcommunicationsnetwork/equipment.
Supportingdata management equipment.
Supportingflight/systemssimulators.
Supportingsoftware- 9 millionlinesof code.
Building- 20,000 to 25,000 sq.ft.
4.1.2 ETO Processing and Requirements.
The baseline concept is capable of supporting one lunar mission per year consistent with
'Option-5', - requiring an initial Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle (HLLV) manifest of 3 launches
with final STV assembly at SSF. It is planned that STV will be processed and launched at
KSC Launch Complex-39 (LC-39) as a payload on a 75 tonnes HLLV ETO launch vehicle.
For the purpose of this study it has been assumed that the new HLLV is planned to co-reside
with STS shuttle; however, it will have its own dedicated launch pad, LC-39C. Accordingly,
processing will be in concert with the existing STS shuttle program and will share integrated
processing facilities, support services and range services. Wherever possible, existing
facilities are used (Fig. 4.1.2-1). New facilities are identified only where the vehicle design is
incompatible with existing facilities or where planned rate usage has saturated facility capacity.
Processing and launch of the LTS elements (Fig. 4.1.2-2) are conducted in six primary tasks
and four secondary tasks that involve the processing of the ETO vehicle itself. After receipt,
the LTS/STV elements are checked out and integrated into the ETO fairing/shroud, a seventy-
five day task. The integrated payload element is then transported to the Vehicle Assembly
Building (VAB) for assembly onto the ETO booster element, a ten day task. The completed
ETO vehicle is then transferred to the launch pad, where it is processed for launch. The total
ground time requirement for the LTS is eighty-five days to launch. To support an initial
mission, three ETO flights are required, for a steady state mission, two ETO flights are
required. Prior to mating of STV the HLLV is stacked onto the MLP along with its two
boosters at the VAB.
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The boosters and the HLLV core vehicle have previously been prepared and checked out in
their own stand-alone facilities. The Payload Shroud (PLS) containing the LTS/STV is
transferred vertically from the SPIF to VAB's transfer isle. The shroud assembly is then
hoisted from the transfer isle onto the top of the HLLV stack in the integration cell.
Subsequent to the PLS/LTS/STV mate the entire HLLV undergoes interface and integration
testing, ordnance is installed and the unit is prepared for roll-out to the launch pad.
Roll out and 'hard-down' takes about 8 hours. After connections to the facility are complete,
interface checks are made and a final checkout of the launch vehicle and payload including
communications and instrumentation verification is completed. Final servicing (fluids, power,
etc.) of all systems is performed just prior to start of the launch countdown. During the launch
countdown after all systems power-up, final confidence checks are performed on critical
systems and liquid propellants are loaded. LTS/STV propellants will be loaded first and the
HLLV is last. After propellants are loaded they will be continuously monitored and vented
through pad facilities; at launch the LTS/STV will be locked up and no venting permitted until
after booster burnout above 75,000 feet.
The launch site requirements for facilities and major equipment are shown in Table 4.1.2-1.
The modifications and new facilities that are required can evolve from the present STS
processing system to an STV/HLLV processing system through a logical implementation plan
that will minimize the impact to ongoing STS missions. Major new facilities required include a
new Launch Pad-C, a SPIF (Shroud Processing & Integration Facility), the MSS (Mobile
Service Structure) to accommodate HLLV payload access and/or installation at the pad, a CPF
(HLLV Core Processing Facility), and a MLP (Mobile Launch Platform). Also, a major
facility modification required includes converting one of the VAB ET cells into an HLLV
integration cell, High Bay #2 or #4.
The LTS/STV ground processing manpower requirements per flow are shown in Figure 4.1.2-
3 and the requirements for HLLV processing per flow are shown in Figure 4.1.2-4. These
two figures are the result of a ground processing task analysis that was based on operational
data from the present STS/orbiter processing analogous experience.
The LTS mission scenario requires one mission per year, resulting in an HLLV manifest of
three launches with final STV assembly at SSF. Figure 4.1.2-5 shows the relationship of
flight manifesting to ETO launches for both the initial mission and for subsequent steady state
missions where there is a 20-30 day minimum time between ETO launches. Following
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Table 4.1.2-1: Launch Site Facilities and Equipment
LAUNCH VEHICLE SYSTEM _ SHUTTLE/STS
(oxisling - strafed/similar)
[ ar_T_l i il:_
LAUNCH PAD
VERTICAL ASSEMBLY BLDG.
MOBLE LAUNCH PLATFORM - HLLV
ASRM PROCESSING
SHROUD & PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
MOBILE SERVICE STRUCTURE - PAD
BOOSTER STACK & B/TEGRATION
CORE HORIZONTAL PROCESSING
STV MISSION CONTROL CENTER
1 VAB (2 INT÷2 C/O)
3 MLPs (sJmiar)
1 RPSF (shared)
SHROUD TRANSFER - HORIZONTAL
SHROUD/PAYLOAD - VERTICAL
CORE TRANSFER. HORIZONTAL
ASRM TRANSFER - HORIZONTAL
ASRM TRANSFER - VERTICAL
0ET
HLLV
1 PAD-(: New
1 VAB (1 INTEG) Mod.
2 HL MLP New
1 RPSF
1 SPIF New
1 MSS New
1 SBSF
1 CPF New
1 SMCC New
1 New
1 New
(smlar) 1 New
2 (shared) 1
2 (shared) 1
Note: Two (2) new MLPs are required to support HLLV launches less than IWO months apart.
Id.
#1
#'2 AIEROSR/_E SECT-A PREPS SPIF ,5 I 0 800
#3 AEROGRAKE SECT-B PREPS SPIF 3 I0 480
#4 AE_ SECT-C PREPS SPIF 3 I0 480
#5 TU TANKSET-A CK) SPIF 12 12 2.304
#6 111 TANKSET-8 CK) SPIF 12 12 2.304
e7 LOI TANKSET-A C/O SPIF 9 12 1,728
#8 LOI TANKSET-B C/O SPIF 9 12 1,728
#9 RETUPJ_ TN_IKSET-AC/O SPIF 7 12 1,344
#10 RETURN TANKSL:T-B C,_0 SPIF 7 12 1,344
,- 20512
#'11 STV-HLLV INTEGRATION SPIF 15
HLLV ACTIVITY Bldg. DAYS #Techs Man houm
m
CORFJCI_W MODULE C/O SPIF 50 10 8.000
_tTV Prommm Row for IDnm Millio n |dlYn|
(NI STY/SPtF processing @ 2 shl#s/day.) SO
#1 ) CX_MC,O - SPIF ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::l
,+.+......+... 16
#2+#3+#4) AEROBRAKE PREPS _ _,11 ) Payload Integ. - SPIF
/
HLLV Integraled Processing !..............! ....................._ .............................................] LAUNCH #1 (Pad 39(3)
U
#5_V7+#9) SI"V-LOI÷TLI+RET Tankseqs ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I_=
#A - SPIF 28 "_
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HLLV IntegrEed processing [ ......................_._ ...................................................ILAUNC" #2 (Pad 39C)
e_,-IL_,-#10) STV-LOI+TLI-_ET Tanksel= - SPIF 18
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HLLV Inlegrmed Proo_slng
6O
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LAUNCH I0 (Pad 39C)
Figure 4.1.2-3: LTS/STV Ground Processing Manpower Requirements
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° IS : -"LOCATIOR 93+ DAYS
I1 _. TEG SPIF 15
#3 ASRM STACKING SIBSF 23
#3 CORE IoASRM MATE VAB 11
#4 P/t. MATE &INTEG OPS VAB 10
#5 HLLV OPS PAD 10
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Figure 4.1.2-4: HLLV Processing Manpower Requirements
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comparableSTStimelines,processingof HLLV will probablytake65-70daysfrom receiptof
theHLLV coreelement.Theperiodof closecoordinationwith STSwill only beaboutthe21
daysin theVAB and,of course,for launchcontrolthe 10daysatPad-C.
4.2 SPACE OPERATIONS
The space operations for the LTS/STV consists primarily of two phases. The first involves the
activities that take place in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) followed secondly by the inflight operations that
support the transport of the vehicle from LEO to its destination. In the case of manned missions,
the system is returned to LEO for refurbishment and preparation for the next mission. Activities at
LEO will be supported, coordinated, and controlled through the SSF command and control
systems. The data reported in this section will define the functional sequencing and timelines for
the LEO operations including assembly and checkout of the LTS/STV, the inflight operations
supporting of the lunar missions, and the post-flight and system refurbishment activities in LEO at
the conclusion of the mission.
4.2.1 Low Earth Orbit Operations
The LEO node has been identified as the transportation node for the lunar exploration missions.
The primary element of the LEO will be Space Station Freedom (SSF) and its proximity operations
support equipment. A general overview of the defined operations in LEO begin with the ETO
system delivering LTS hardware elements to an SSF parking location. This point in LEO has been
defined as being approximately 20 miles from SSF. Elements of SSF Proximity Operations SE
transport these elements back to SSF, where they are received and readied for assembly and
checkout. Following the completion of the assembly activity, the system undergoes a final flight
readiness verification test. The system is then transfer from SSF to its TLI station again using SSF
Proximity Operations SE.
As described above, the LEO operation is initiated with the delivery of LTS hardware elements by
the ETO launch system. To complete assembly and launch the LTS, three ETO flights are required
for a first flight mission, and two flights are required for the steady state missions. First flight
missions are defined as missions that require delivery of an LTS vehicle (consisting of a core
module, crew module or cargo platform, and the aerobrake) as well as the necessary propellant
quantities. A steady state mission requires only delivery of the propellant since the vehicle
elements of the system are being reused. Figure 4.2.1- I represents the elements delivered by each
of the ETO launch as processed on the ground. As described in Section 4.1, launch of the ETO
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Figure 4.2.1.1: LTS/ETO Payload Allocation
system is integrated with either a payload made up of the core module, the crew module, and the
aerobrake, or a three propellant tankset, a process that takes a total of 6-1/2 months for the first
flight and 3-1/2 months for the steady state flights.
Figure 4.2.1-1 defines the complete set of timelines for the processing of LTS elements for both
the first flight and steady state scenarios. For the initial flight mission, there are six primary
activities performed at LEO (SSF). The hardware delivery phase (16.5 days) receives the LTS
components at SSF where an element level checkout is conducted. The assembly phase (17.5
days) assembles the LTS components into an operational configuration. This is followed by the
verification phase (16 days) that ensures flight readiness of the system. With the system mission
ready, the propellant servicing phase (9 days) assembles the drop tanks to the mission vehicle. The
closeout phase (9 days) provides final launch readiness, and is followed by the launch phase (2.5
days). The launch phase delivers the mission crew, transports the LTS to the injection burn
location, and initiates TLI. Total processing time for an initial flight mission is 61 days, although
due to the KSC launch window constraints of 30 days, the actual time required to process the LTS
is 265 days. Figure 4.2.1-3 breaks down the processing functions for the first flight tasks to show
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Figure 4.2.1-2: LTS Processing Timelines
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the specific function sequences and timelines and provides insight into where and how the
processing downtime due to the KSC launch windows affect the task. These downtimes represent
a total of 86 of the 265 processing days, where there the microgravity environment of SSF is
undisturbed.
For the steady state missions the number of processing steps increases from six to seven, although
the time required for many of the phases is reduced based on the vehicle configuration that returns
to LEO following that mission. The first processing phase of a steady state mission is the
refurbishment phase (38 days), where the returning LTS is completely checked out and
refurbished. The hardware delivery phase (13.5 days) receives the propellant tanksets at SSF
where an element level checkout is conducted. The assembly phase (10 days) assembles the
replaceable LTS components into an operational configuration. This is followed by the verification
phase (12 days) that ensures flight readiness of the system. With the system mission ready, the
propellant servicing phase (9 days) assembles the drop tanks to the mission vehicle. The closeout
phase (9 days) provides final launch readiness, and is followed by the launch phase (2.5 days)
which delivers the mission crew, transports the LTS to the injection burn location, and initiates
TLI. Total processing time for an initial flight mission is 91.5 days. Figure 4.2.1-4 breaks down
the processing functions for the steady state tasks to show the specific function sequences and
timelines. It also provides insight into where and how the previous mission and processing
downtime due to KSC launch window constraints affect the overall tasks. These downtimes
represent a total of 195 of the 290 available processing days where the microgravity environment
of SSF is undisturbedl An estimate of the vehicle refurbishment hours is shown in Figure 4.2.1-
5. The vehicle refurbishment hours account for inspection, repair and/or replacement and
functionality testing of the major STV components. Some tasks will require both EVA and IVA
activity, based on the complexity of the refurbishment. For example, TPS repair on the aerobrake
is a delicate operation that can best be completed by an astronaut. The basic inspection of the TPS
to identify repair locations can be accomplished through IVA using a camera, FTS and sensors.
EVA requires two astronauts to be working externally and one astronaut to be monitoring the
activity internally. The monitoring astronaut does not need to be monitoring the entire sequence;
therefore, EVA hours account for two astronauts EVA plus one half astronaut IVA. Certain EVA
and IVA tasks can be accomplished simultaneously allowing the overall refurbishment to be
completed in 76 days. Further refinement on the timeline will be accomplished in future studies.
The refurbishment activities will be evaluated considering ground processing, robotics, IVA and
EVA. Ground operations in combination with robotics is the more desirable refurbishment option
as it minimizes astronaut involvement. Ground operations can be performed 24 hours a day, 7
days a week. The concern of ground uplink delay ( ~ 3 sec) can be
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accommodated easily. Current CAD and GEOMOD operations can take 3+ seconds to complete
and this time delay can be factored into the operation. Any ground operation should have astronaut
override in the event of an emergency. EVA and IVA refurbishment should be used only for
delicate operations, intelligent operations, and contingencies.
4.2.2 Space Flight Operations
Once the processing activities at the LEO node have been completed and the LTS transferred away
from the node to a remote location, the initial phase of the space flight activates begin. Space flight
operations encompass those functions that make up the outbound mission from LEO to low lunar
orbit, the rendezvous and docking and station keeping activities in LLO prior to descent and
following ascent, descent and ascent to the lunar surface from LLO, and the inbound mission from
LLO to LEO and recovery by the LEO node. Figure 4.2.2-1 shows the complete space flight
architecture that has been defined for the LTS mission. Although the figure represents a piloted
mission, the reusable cargo mission uses the same mission functions and the expendable cargo
missions follow the same functions through descent to the lunar surface.
LOI
_ (@3.0 Days)
TLI Tank _ _ "
Separation _ _ Aerobraks in
(@ 0.5 Days) " i_'_t,#_'_ -- LLO
(@2.6 Days) .-S_._'.,
p" p,.rtl t rL, r/ l
(@ 0.0 Days) _l_k_\ _,)
_*_ Assembly At Asrobrakein '_ _ ,_
I/_ _ _ N_ _ _¢n _ i_.dezvous, Docking
_-_1 _ k _ Mid CoorN _ (@ 184.5 Days)
/'_ 3/ | co..=l,.
_ _ !'rEu_dl_o_t:n/_
(@ 190.0 Days)
Figure 4.2.2-1: Space Flight Operational Functions and Timelines
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Thedevelopmentandselectionof this architecture was a primary part of the configuration selection
analysis, Section 2.3.3.3. The functions themselves were identified in the early phases of the
NASA 90-Day SEI Study and have been refined as the STV Study has matured. Table 4.2.2-1
represents the performance requirements implemented at each of the mission functions. In
conjunction, Figure 4.2.2-2 defines the optimum transit time for the outbound and inbound phases
Table 4.2.2-1: LTS Mission Performance
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of the mission. The baseline for the lunar stay period was defined by the NASA "Option 5" lunar
exploration scenario and has been integrated into the LTS mission scenario.
As noted above, the lunar mission initiates with the LTS in LEO in a pre-TLI mode. This mode
allows the flight crew to conduct a series of final flight readiness checks prior to TLI. Once the
system is ready for flight, the main engines fire and TLI is performed. This engine burn lasts for
19.4 minutes at which time the LTS transitions from powered flight to a coast mode. One-half a
day into the mission (T+0.5 days), the TLI tanks separate from the two tankset assemblies and are
placed into an earth escape trajectory where they are destroyed using an internal self-destruction
system. A mid-coarse correction burn occurs at T+2.6 days, in preparation for the Lunar Orbit
Insertion (LOI) burn at T + 3.0 days. Once the LTS is stabilized in LLO, two function are
performed in preparation for descent to the surface. The first function is the separation of the LOI
tanks sets and their placement in a controlled trajectory that will impact the lunar surface. This is
followed by the separation of the aerobrake stage from the LTS lander stage. Once separated, the
aerobrake conducts an independent stabilization maneuver and places itself in a station-keeping
mode for the duration of the lunar stay period (1 to 6 months). At T + 3.5 days, the main
propulsion system fires and initiates the lunar descent maneuver. The LTS lander leaves LLO
descending to the lunar surface and the manned lunar outpost. With the lander on the surface, the
payload is unloaded by surface support equipment and, in the case of piloted missions, the crew
egresses the lander and transitions to the outpost facilities. These activities are deviated from only
on Flight 0, where the payload is the unloading support equipment in which instance it must
unload itself. At this time the specifics of the crew handling equipment have not been completely
defined, therefore the egress operations could be either IVA or EVA, with the interfaces developed
as details become available. After the crew and/or cargo have been removed, the lander system
remains powered for an addition forty-eight hours, during which several post flight tests are
conducted. Following this period, the primary systems of the lander power down and the
propellant is offloaded to a surface storage system, leaving the monitoring systems to be operated
from base power for a period of one to six months.
Forty-eight hours prior to ascent, the lander is fueled and all systems powered up. This is
followed by a series of pre-flight readiness checks on both the lander and aerobrake. With both
systems ready for flight, the lander ascends from the lunar surface to LLO at T+184 days. The
launch of the lander is timed to minimize the plane change requirements as well as permitting early
rendezvous with the aerobrake. In preparation for rendezvous the lander ascends to a low altitude
parking orbit, where a periapsis burn is performed to change the orbital plane and achieve apoapsis
behind and below the aerobrake. This is followed by a circularization burn and a series of orbital
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injectionmaneuversandcoaststhatcompletetheapproachphase.Thenext step in the rendezvous
task is the terminal phase which positions the lander within 100 ft of the aerobrake by matching
both the positions and velocities of each vehicle. The two vehicles close on each other along a line-
of-sight at very small Avs with the alignment made either manually or automatically depending on
the missions - piloted or cargo. Docking occurs at T + 184.5 days using a "Probe and Drogue"
soft docking approach, with the two vehicles hard docked using columns that extend from the
lander to corresponding docking mechanisms on the aerobrake. Figure 4.2.2-3 provides an
overview of the ascent, rendezvous, and docking activities, and Figure 4.2.2-4 shows the details
of the approach, terminal, and docking phases.
Following docking of the aerobrake and lander, the main propulsion system conducts the trans-
Earth injection (TEl) burn at T+185.5 days. Propellant for this burn is housed in the aerobrake
tanks and is transferred to the engines along feed lines in one of the docking mechanism columns.
This engine burn lasts for 62 seconds at which time the LTS transitions from powered flight to a
coast mode. A mid-course correction burn occurs at T+ 186.4 days in preparation for the earth
reentry maneuver that is initiated at T+189.0 days. The Earth Orbit Insertion (EOI) bum at T+190
days circularizes the orbit of the LTS to match that of the LEO node. A similar rendezvous and
docking activity to that used in LLO is used to close with the LEO node and finally to dock with the
LEO Node Proximity Operations support equipment. The mission described above defines the
longest duration piloted mission required; shorter missions reduce the total mission time by
Lunar Orbit]
Phase
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_rlTerminal Phase_
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Figure 4.2.2-3: LLO Rendezvous And Docking Overview
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Figure 4.2.2-4: Approach, Terminal, And Docking Phases
TBDNM
Dooklng Closure & Docking
Phases
shortening the stay time on the surface. Expendable cargo missions are conducted on the outbound
and descent activities and employ only minimal surface times. Figure 4.2.2-5 shows the overall
mission timeline for a piloted mission, starting with receipt of hardware in LEO, the initial mission,
system refurbishment, conduct of a steady state mission including return to the LEO node. Details
of the LEO processing phases of this timeline have been defined in section 4.2.1, Ground
Processing.
With the functions of the mission defined, each was analyzed for potential failure modes as well as
recovery scenarios. Mission rules considering all possible scenarios, failures and recovery
methods were generated for each mission. The primary emphasis on any abort is the recovery of
the crew, with the primary goal of returning to Earth and secondary goal of placing the vehicle in a
position where rescue can be accomplished. In the case of an abort all elements (cargo,
propellants, etc.) are considered expendable if the release of these elements increases the possibility
of a successful abort and/or rescue. In-flight EVA will be included in these aborts to manually
perform those tasks which have not automatically been corrected. Three detailed scenarios have
been developed to define generic abort possibilities. The first two sections contain mission phase
determined abort scenarios. These are aborts that may occur at a particular time or phase of the
mission. The third section is a listing of systems and impacts due to loss of these systems.
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Figure 4.2.2-5: Overall LTS Mission Timeline
Abort Scenarios (outbound mission): The failure modes identified below relate to those
mission functions that occur during the outbound phase of a lunar mission. Any abort prior to TLI
ignition will result in the vehicle's remaining in low Earth orbit where rendezvous with the orbiting
platform can be performed. If rendezvous is not possible, a rescue mission will be conducted to
retrieve the crew. A failure of the main propulsion system or GN&C system during the TLI bum
which results in an orbit will require a rescue mission to rendezvous with and retrieve the cargo
and/or the crew from the disabled vehicle. At some point during the burn the vehicle will pass the
point where the RCS system can return it to a safe orbit. In the event of other system failures
initiating an abort, the vehicle may continue the TLI burn and establish a free return, slingshot
trajectory and return to Earth. If an abort occurs early in the TLI burn the vehicle can return to
LEO by using aerobrake or propulsive reentry and await rescue. An abort condition during the
separation of drop tanks or first stage will result in a slingshot or free return trajectory beyond the
moon automatically returning to Earth where a propulsive reentry to low earth orbit may be
performed if the main propulsion system is still operational. If the main propulsion system fails
and separation is not completed, the vehicle survivability would be at risk during the aerobrake
reentry due to aeroheating of the exposed tanks or stage or increased mass producing excessive
heating to the aerobrake. A possible contingency for this would be an EVA for manual removal of
the tanks or stage. In the case of a failure of the mid course burn, the vehicle will continue to
slingshot beyond the moon and return to Earth where an aerobrake reentry could be performed. If
the LLO insertion burn is not accomplished the vehicle will follow the free return trajectory where
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normalaerobrakereentry could be achieved. An abort initiated during the LLO insertion bum
could place the vehicle in an elliptical orbit around the moon. The RCS will be sized to provide
sufficient propellant to achieve a lunar orbit from which rescue is possible. A failure during LLO
operations requires the vehicle to perform a trans-Earth injection burn and return home, assuming
that it has healthy propulsion and navigation systems. Another option would be to continue the
mission and achieve a lunar landing where life support equipment will be available as soon as
feasible. If the vehicle cannot complete a TLI burn or lunar landing, a LLO rescue mission would
be required to rescue the crew. In case of an engine out during landing, the four remaining engines
can complete the landing burn. A contingency for this scenario may be to abort to lunar orbit
where rescue can be accomplished. A second option is to continue the landing burn and land short
of the planned landing site, creating additional problems but not an impossible rescue mission.
Abort Scenarios (return mission): Any abort which precludes launch from the lunar surface
will return the crew to the lunar habitation module until a rescue mission arrives. The vehicle has
five engines and only two are required for ascent to LLO. Total failure of the navigation or
propulsion system during ascent could result in the vehicle's impacting the surface, although if
sufficient propulsion can be maintained, the vehicle would be able to accomplish a landing back on
the lunar surface at some distance from the lunar base. An abort to lunar orbit would be preferred.
An abort initiated during LLO operations requires a trans-Earth insertion burn or a lunar landing
bum depending on the nature of the abort to obtain a safe haven for the crew. This depends on the
availability of propellants and vehicle status. If the failed system allows the vehicle to return to
LEO, the vehicle would return to Earth; if the vehicle remains in LLO a rescue mission is required.
A failure of the main propulsion system or GN&C system during the TEl burn resulting in an
orbit, will require a rescue mission to rendezvous with and retrieve the cargo and/or the crew from
the disabled vehicle. At some point during the burn the vehicle will pass the capability of the RCS
system to return it to a safe orbit. In the event of other system failures initiating an abort, the
vehicle may continue the TEl burn and establish a free return, slingshot trajectory and return to
earth. If an abort occurs early in the TEl burn the vehicle can return to LEO by using aerobrake or
propulsive reentry and await rescue. The mid course correction maneuver is normally performed
by the main propulsion system. In the event of a failure of this system the RCS is used to
accomplish mid course correction. If this approach is followed, sufficient propellant must be
retained in the RCS to accomplish aerobrake reentry at LEO. An abort cannot be initiated during
aerobrake reentry, once committed, the vehicle cannot turn back. An option might be a propulsive
reentry deceleration burn if the vehicle has any remaining main propulsion propellant. This must
be sufficient for the entire reentry as a rotational maneuver probably would not be successful in the
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heatof reentry. An abort initiated in LEO after reentry requires a mission in Earth orbit to rescue
the crew.
.._j
Abort Scenarios which may occur at any point in the mission: During any failure of
the main propulsion system the vehicle uses the RCS to place itself in a rescue attitude; however,
this is not possible during all phases of the mission and further study must be done to identify
those critical mission phases. If the vehicle has lost propeUant to the point that it cannot complete a
certain phase of its mission, the cargo or other elements may be jettisoned in order ensure
accomplishment of an abort that allows rescue.
The failure of a separation system can be catastrophic to the vehicle depending on the individual
system. Failure to separate the TLI drop tanks could result in serious vehicle damage during the
reentry. The tanks are not protected by the aerobrake and would burn off damaging the core
vehicle in the process. Also the additional mass of these tanks will increase the heating on the
aerobrake to the point that it may fail. If sufficient propellant remained in the main propulsion
system, a propulsive reentry maneuver would avoid loss of the vehicle and crew. Failure to
separate from the aerobrake in LLO would result in an abort whereby the vehicle returns to earth in
a normal mode but the mission would be lost. Cargo and propellants may have to be jettisoned in
order to satisfy reentry weight limits. Failure of the RCS could result in loss of the vehicle during
any of the translational maneuvers such as engine bums, rendezvous, ascent and reentry. Failure
of the primary RCS system would initiate an abort of the mission. The electrical power generation,
storage and control system is vital during the entire mission; failure of the primary system would
result in an abort. The Auxiliary power units (APUs) are used only during engine burns for
steering power, failure of one APU initiates an abort. Landing gear consists of legs, pads, shock
absorbers and other miscellaneous items supporting the vehicle upon lunar surface landing, failure
of this system results in an abort. The nature of the abort and corrective action depends on the
point in time the failure occurs. The most probable time for this failure to be detected is in lunar
orbit when the landing legs are extended. Abort at that time consists of a trans-Earth burn,
returning the vehicle to LEO without landing on the Moon. The caution and warning system
automatically checks flight hardware status and alerts the crew to any malfunction. Although it is
possible to continue the mission without this system and some of the systems could be monitored
by ground personnel, the crew workload would be greatly increased by monitoring the systems
manually. A real time decision is required to decide to abort or continue the mission depending on
the mission safety guidelines and the point in the mission the system fails. A failure of the caution
and warning system is not critical to the completion of the mission; however, if a critical system
fails and is not detected, the mission and crew may be lost.
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The communicationssystemsare critical throughout the mission. Redundancyallows one
individualsystemto fail without anabortresulting. If severalsystemsarelostandthereis no back
up themissionis aborted;thenatureof theabortdependson thepoint in themissionthat failures
occur. Failureof thedataprocessingsystemresultsin theabortof a mission. Informationfrom a
payloadmayberequiredduringtransitto themoonandthepayloadmightbeuselessif datais lost.
Lossof theGN&C systematanypointduring theflight couldbecatastrophic.This systemwill be
adequatelyredundanthowever,if the level of redundancyis reduceddue to partial failures the
missioncould beaborted. Theabortwill dependon thepoint in themissionat which thefailures
occurand the individual missionsafety guidelines. This systemis similar to the caution and
warningsystemin thatit monitorsthehealthof theflight vehicleamongotheritems. If thehealth
of theflight vehiclecannotbeadequatelydeterminedthemissionsafetyguidelinescall for anabort.
This abortwill dependon the particular datamissing, and the impact of the loss of that data
assumingworsecase(thesystemor componentbeingmonitoredfails andfailure is not detected).
Thenatureof theabortwill dependon thepointin themissiontheabortis initiated.
It is impossible to determineall thefailures or combinationthereof that could occur during a
mission of this complexity and duration; however, through redundancy of systems and a detailed
analysis of failures, it is possible to show that the crew and payload should be able to reach safe
haven at any point during the mission.
4.3 Surface Operations
The LTS operations on the lunar surface are limited to cargo and crew loading and unloading,
station-keeping monitoring, and unscheduled maintenance of mission critical elements. This
section discusses the loading and unloading of crew and cargo; monitoring and maintenance have
been discussed as part of the space flight operations, Section 4.2.2. The current scenario for the
delivery of cargo and crew to the lunar surface is based on the requirements of the "Option 5" SEI
lunar outpost. Figure 4.3-1 defines the manifesting of the cargo over the life of the outpost
program. This manifest identifies "cargo only" missions, of which three of the four required are to
be configured in a cargo reusable mode instead of expending the system at the surface. Piloted
missions deliver a crew of four along with cargo. Figure 4.3-2 depicts a typical cargo
configuration at lunar landing. Shown is how payloads can be manifested atop the cargo platform
to maintain cg control. The cargo identified in this figure represent the second lunar flight
(designated Flight 1) which consists of the lunar habitat module, a power module, an airlock, and a
half cargo pallet. Total manifested mass for this flight is 26.3 tonnes. Although this mass is above
the current performance for a reusable cargo mission, some remanifesting of other lunar mission
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Figure 4.3-2: Typical Cargo Configuration at Lunar Landing
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would bring this cargo in line with vehicle capabilities. Figure 4.3-3 depicts the piloted
configuration at lunar landing. The drop tanksets have been released after the TLI and LLO bums.
The aerobrake and its associated equipment have been left in LLO. The landing vehicle consists of
the core module with the crew module and the lunar cargo. Total manifested mass for this flight is
< 14.6 mt.
Cargo
Pallets
Crew Module
)orts
Core Module
Figure 4.3.3: Typical Piloted Configuration at Lunar Landing
Once the cargo has been delivered, it must be unloaded by surface support equipment or by the
LTS to transportation equipment. Because deliveries are made in both cargo and piloted
configurations, both unloading systems will be used. The large cargo platforms require the
availability of surface loading/unloading equipment, as unloading these platforms is not feasible
with the current piloted system configuration. This surface unloader/loader has been defined as the
Lunar Excursion Vehicle Payload Unloader (LEVPU) by Planetary Support Systems (PSS) inputs
to the "Option 5" SEI Lunar Outpost Initiative. Figure 4.3-4 shows the LEVPU unloading cargo
from the cargo configuration on the lunar surface. The vehicle configuration is sized to allow the
payload unloader to roll over and straddle the vehicle and its cargo. Once positioned over the
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vehicle,the unloader picks up a piece of cargo, lifts it, and proceeds to roll away from the vehicle.
After the cargo has been deposited in its position on the lunar surface or on a transporter, the
unloader proceeds back to the vehicle to unload another piece of cargo. Cargo unloading of the
piloted vehicle on the Lunar surface can be accomplished without the use of the LEVPU, as shown
in Figure 4.3-5. The cargo is supported by supports extending from the sides of the core. Once
the vehicle has landed on the lunar surface, the cargo can be lowered directly to the surface or onto
a transporter by using a hoist mounted on the cargo support structure. These hoists (Fig. 4.3-6)
allow cargo to be lowered directly to the lunar surface. The spacing between the legs of the core
allows the cargo to be lowered directly to the surface.
LEVPU Is shown in position on the LTEV F
Cargo Unloading
Front View
Lander, Picks Up Cargo, Lilts
Cargo And Rolls Off Landar._
I
Figure 4.3-4: LEVPU Unloading Cargo on Lunar Surface
Side View
After landing, connection of the surface umbilicals for transferring of propellant and data
management will be made by surface support equipment. Details of this function as well as the
equipment to conduct it, have not been defined at this time; however, it is known that the interfaces
to the LTS will be compatible with those used at SSF and KSC. Details of specific interface
requirements will be discussed in section 4.4.
4.4 Interfaces
The LTS will interface with several of the primary space infrastructure elements during the
execution of a single lunar mission. These elements include the ground processing facilities at
KSC, the ETO system during transport into LEO, SSF during assembly, verification, and
-V o
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refurbishment,PSScargo during transfer between LEO and the lunar surface, and the lunar
outpost facilities throughout the duration of the surface stay time. Discussed in this section will be
the principle interfaces as defined for each of these support nodes.
The STV interfaces for both ground processing and the HLLV are identified in Tables 4.4-1 and
4.4-2. Envelope dimensions indicate the handling size but do not include accessibility
requirements or GSE allowances. Vertical transporters, handling dollies, and tractors are required
for each of the STV modules and require (or share) an HLLV payload shroud vertical transporter.
Electrical power will interface with the ground system only during stand alone processing in the
SPIF using drag on cables. During other phases of processing power that is required will be
provided through the ASE from the HLLV. All fluids (liquids & gasses) are loaded during stand
alone processing in the SPIF except for cryogenic propellants (LOX & LH2) which are the only
fluids loaded at the launch pad. The HLLV shroud containing the STV elements will be purged at
the launch pad. Active EC System support by GSE is required only in the SPIF for crew module
stand alone processing. There are no unusual safety considerations common with all cryogenic
space/launch vehicles such as handling of propellants/cryogenic fluids at the launch pad, high
pressure gasses, oxygen deficiency in the crew module at the SPIF, and handling/transfer of loads
overhead that have been considered. Security will be consistent with NASA/DOD programs.
There will be no physical pin/plug interfaces between the STV modules and the ground system in
areas of ground processing except for the instrumentation through the HLLV payload shroud ASE.
All communication, test control, command control, instrumentation data, etc., are through links not
requiring physical interfacing, such as RF, IR, and optical links. A low positive pressure is
maintained on tank modules assuring the maintenance of structural and cleanliness integrity.
Because SSF conducts many of the same types of functions performed at KSC, similar interfaces
are found. These interfaces provide an unpressurized area which provides meteoroid protection
and active and passive thermal control for the STV. A teleoperator manipulator dedicated to STV is
planned along with an interface with SSF electrical power. Communications and tracking are
provided by SSF for the monitoring of critical operations and support of overall mission functions.
The STV Environmental Control and Life Support Systems (ECLSS) interface with and are
supported by an SSF module. All cryogenic fluids will be supplied from Earth and not from SSF.
Proximity operations will be controlled from SSF. Personnel transfer to and from the STV
assembly area are provided by SSF. Tables 4.4-3, 4.4-4, and 4.4-5 show these interfaces along
with the functional relationships to the assembly, check-out and refurbishment phases of the LEO
activities.
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Table 4.4-1: KSC
Interface
Ground Processing Interfaces
Core Crew Module
8.5 m 3.7 m dis x 8.5 rEnvelope
Handling hooks & fittlnas to I/F hooks & |lttlngs to J/F hooks & fittings to I/F
wLveHical trail"soorterdoll|es andtra_tors WdolilesandtraC:tors r/ verticaltransoorte
Electrical drag on cables - SPIF drag on cables - SPIF drag on cables - SPIF
ASE thru HLLV on pad ASE thru HLLV on pad ASE thru HLLV on pad
Mechanical Handling-Gnd / HLLV Handllng-Gnd / HLLV Handllng-Gnd / HLLV
Propellants N/A Ufe support fiuldl NA
i
loaded in SPIF
Pneumatics loaded In SPIF loaded In SPIF loaded In SPIF
Environmental HLLV shroud pur_ HLLV shroud purg HLLV shroud purg
Control
Safety High pressure gasses ! High pressur.e, gasses No unusual safety
cryo handling cryo nanoimg reoulrements
Security normal NASA normal NASA normal NASA
requirements requirements requirements
Communications ground I/Fs thru fiber ground I/Fs thru fiber ground I/Fs thru fiber
optical, RF or IR links optical, RF or IR links optical, RF or IR links
Cabling electrical and electrical and electrical and
In_tr, JmAnt_tlnl InstrumentatlOl In_trslmArttatlrM
Operational
Constraints
Ssure on tank
In clean syster
r_passure on tank
Nec "oPnV|}°"
Aerobrake
8.5 m dim envelop
)nSSUre on tank
clean systen
Table 4.4.2: KSC
Interface TLI/LOI Tanks
Envelope 4.6 m dis x 8.7 m ea.
Ground Processing Interfaces
hooks & fittings to I/F
Handling w/vertical transporter
dollies and tractors
drag on cables - SPIF
Electrical ASE thru HLLV on pad
Mechanical Handllng-Gnd I HLLV
filled thru umblllcala
Propellants on HLLV shroud
Pneumatics loaded In SPIF
Environmental
Control
Safety
Security
Communications
Cabling
HLLV shroud purge
High pressure gasses
cr_o handling
normal NASA
requirements
ground I/Fa thru fiber
optical: RF or IR links
electrical and
instrumentation
Pea pressure on tanks
Maintain clean system
Operational
constraints
Retum Pallets
4.6 m x 2.7 m x 2.6 m
(pallet)
hooks & fittings to I/F
drag on cables - SPIF
ASE thru HLLV on pad
Handllng-Gnd / HLLV
filled thru umbllicals on
HLLV shroud on pad
loaded in SPIF
HLLV shroud purge
High pressure gasses
cr_o handling
normal NASA
requirements
ground I/Fs thru fiber
optical, RF or IR links
electrical and
Instrumentation
los pressure on tanks
Maintain clean system
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Table 4.4-3: SSFILTS Interfaces
Interface
Interface
Description
Mission Phase
Hardware De_,ery
Assembly
Prop_lant Servicing
Closeout
Deployment/Launch
Retrieval
Refurbishment
Sb'uclural
Enclosure based
SUl:COn sVucture
(details TaD)
Mechanical
Yeleoperated
manipulator end
effectors
SSF/LTS Interfaces
ThecmaJ Control C_mm & Track
Environmental BectdcaJ Power
Endosum debris
ltlielding (TBD
protection);
Contaminant
oollec'don & venting
[)C _0 DC Converter
Unit (DOCU) (625
kW, 120 VDC):
Secondary Power
DisctributJ0n (I-130A
or 2-50A or 4-25A or
8-10A)
Data M_t
FDDI Protocol (100
MBPS CCSDS
pecker form=):
20MHz NTSC
Video Downlink
Table 4.4-4:
Interface
Jnterf_
Description
Mlsalcm Phase
Hardwwe Oel_)ry
Assembly
Verification
Propellant Servicing
Closeout
Oeploymenb'Launott
Re_evaJ
Refurbishment
Cold pJates (621=&
35F); 6.25 kW heat
rejection per heat
exchanger
UHF
Space-to-Space
radio
EVA ECLSS Man Systems
TBDOne 2-Man EVA
event per day (6
hours per event)
14.7 psi. 79% N2,
21% 02 atmosphe¢e
at 50% humidity
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Table 4.4-5: SSF/LTS Interfaces
Interface
Interface
Description
Mission Phase
Hardware Delivery
Assembly
Verification
Propellant Servicing
Closeout
DeploymenULaunch
Retrieval
Refurbishment
Fluid Mgmt
175 psia N2 supply;
Water supply;
Waste gas
disposal.
Proximity Ops
TBD
Transfer Ops
TBD
During transportation of the crew and cargo, or just cargo to and from the lunar surface, interfaces
between the LTS and the cargo exist. To minimize the impact to the LTS, the interfaces shown in
Table 4.4-6 include only the physical attachments of the cargo to the vehicle and electrical to
provide monitoring of the health cargo itself. Handling attachments for placing the cargo on the
STV will be provided by the cargo. No liquid or pneumatic interfaces will be supplied by the STV
to the cargo although minimal electrical power for monitoring and statusing is provided.
Environmental control and meteoroid protection, if required, is supplied by the cargo.
Communications support will be provided by STV for health and status monitoring only.
After the LTS arrives on the lunar surface, key interfaces (Table 4.4-7) are required to ensure the
vehicle's return to LEO at the completion of the lunar stay and the unloading of cargo in support of
lunar outpost. The LEV servicer is moved and positioned on the lunar surface by the LEVPU,
providing continuous electrical power to the STV lander for 48 hours after descending to the lunar
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surface. Mechanical interfaces include a support for the environmental shield. The LEV servicer
provides cryogenic reliquefaction of propellants pending development environmental shield. The
LEV servicer provides cryogenic reliquefaction of propellants pending development of a system
for the generation and replenishment of cryogenics on the lunar surface. Environmental control
support provided by the LEV servicer includes thermal control and protection from lunar ejecta.
The LEV servicer provides the necessary communications to monitor critical systems and support
all mission requirements.
Table 4.4-6: Cargo/LTS Interfaces
Interface
Envelope
Cargo
Personnel Transfer
N/A
mechanlcal attach
Handllng to core vehlcle
Interface wlth STVElectrlcal
for electrlcal power
Communlcatlons & health and status
Tracklng monltorlng only
Envlronmental provlded by
Control cargo
ECLSS N/A
Llqulde / N/A
Pneumatlcs
Prox Ops N/A
N/A
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Table 4.4-7: PSSILTS
Interface
Envelope
Handling
Electrical
Communications &
Tracking
Environmental
Control
ECLSS
Liquids /
Pneumatics
Prox Ops
Personnel Transfer
Interfaces
PSS Servicer
N/A
moved and positioned
by LEVPU
provides continuous electrical power to
lander after 48 hours
monitor critical systems
support mission rqmts
provides thermal and lunar
ejecta protection
N/A
provides lander cryogenics rellqulfaction
possible cryogenic replenishment
N/A
N/A
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5.0 PROGRAMMATICS
5.1 PROJECT PLANNING AND CONTROL INTRODUCTION
During the initial phase of the Space Transfer Vehicle Concepts and Requirements Study contract,
the project planning, finance, and data management activities were combined into a single
functional task. This task provided management with the tools required to control the business
management aspects of the contract. The study plan (DR-I) was updated after negotiations,
submitted and approved by NASA/MSFC. This study plan was then used to monitor program
schedule and cost performance. The STV Study Program Master Schedule (Fig. 5.1-1) and
program technical status were then reported to NASA/MSFC in the monthly program progress
report (DR-3). The monthly program financial status was reported to NASA/MSFC via the NASA
form 533M, and an estimate to complete was provided to NASA/MSFC on a quarterly basis in the
NASA form 533Q.
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The development of the summary phase C/D and phase E/F planning data was accomplished
during this study phase. Based on the direction taken in the Space Transfer Vehicle (STV) basic
defined tasks contract activities, detailed project logic network models were developed for the
Lunar Transportation System (LTS) as the major emphasis and STV programs. The network
models have been developed to the subsystem level based on the current depth of conceptual
maturity, and are directly traceable to the major work breakdown structure (WBS) element. Both
the required critical path analysis and risk assessments have been accomplished and are
documented in this final report. Incremental delivery of the project planning data has been
accomplished with inclusion in the performance review documentation (DR-2) submittals at the
quarterly Interim Review (IR) meetings held at NASA/MSFC.
5.1.1 Summary of Approach
The Martin Marietta approach in designing the program plan for the STV DDT&E program has
been to implement a technique of database development based upon a foundation of experience,
history, and lessons learned from contracts of comparable size and/or complexity. Our integrated
scheduling system uses a hierarchical structure combining the use of computer data bases and
electronic interfaces tying the program master schedule with detailed lower tier schedules such as
engineering release plans, master build plans, subcontract/material delivery plans, and test plans.
Using a flow down approach, the contract master schedule has been established to reflect
contractual requirements, major program interfaces, and significant program activities. The next
tier of the hierarchy was the intermediate schedules which bridge the contract master schedule to
the lower level detail schedules. The STV/LTS network logic models have been developed at this
intermediate level and are used to validate the contract master schedule. This database would also
be the vehicle for flow down of all schedule requirements to the lower level detail schedules upon
the initiation of a DDT&E program.
Our STV network logic models were created for each of the major WBS levels (refer to the DR-5
submittal of the WBS and its associated WBS dictionary) and then input to the Open Plan TM
network database (PC based). Inter-relationships were established and activity durations derived
from historical data and were then adjusted from experience and lessons learned arriving at the
expected measure of time to perform each activity. All design and fabrication activities are based
on the Martin Marietta Denver calendar of five-workdays per week at eight hours per day. The
KSC processing, LEO processing, and mission ops activities are based upon a seven-day week at
varying hours per day dependent upon the tasks to be performed and their respective locations.
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Throughthis process we were able to analyze the program model to determine critical paths and
identify areas of potential risk.
5.1.2 Groundrules and Assumptions
The program plan has been established using MSFC and Martin Marietta mutually agreed upon
groundrules and assumptions. The initial coordination of these groundrules and assumptions took
place at the STV programmatics discussion meeting held at NASA/MSFC on 14 February 1990.
The basic groundrules have remained the same throughout the project plan development, with the
exception of the Initial Launch Capability (ILC) for the STV and LTS. The driving factor in the
movement of the ILC dates was its direct relationship to the program phase C/D authority to
proceed (ATP). The following are a list of groundrules that were used in the development of the
STV program plan:
• Addresses Program Phases C/D/E/F
•Developed For The Selected STV Concept Configuration
•Developed To The Subsystem Level and Dependent Upon Conceptual Maturity
•Traceable To The WBS (Major WBS Element and Subsystem)
oSTV ILC To Be Achieved In 2001 (Was 1998)
°LTS ILC To Be Achieved In 2003 (Was 2001)
The Martin Marietta assumptions were developed to further guide the direction of the program
plan. Development of the assumptions assisted in establishing boundaries to the plan thereby
making the task achievable in this program phase. The following are a list of assumptions that
were used in the development of the STV program plan:
°Plans Baselined To Option 5 Schedules (Option E In The 90 Day Report)
-Reference MSFC Schedules: Space Transfer Vehicle Dated October 1, 1990 (S.
Spearman); Assumptions For FY 91 Budget Planning Dated December 12, 1990 (N.
Chaffee); Heavy Lift Launch Vehicles December, 1990 (A. Jackman)
oSTV Program Plans Developed For:
-STV As An HLLV Upper Stage (Development In Parallel With HLLV Development
Program With An STV Phase B ATP Required By HLLV PDR)
-Phased Progression To The Lunar Transportation System (LTS)
°ETO Vehicle Flights Assumed Available To Support STV Program Plans
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•Unmanned STV Test Hights Incorporate Man-rating Demonstrations
• STV "Real Payload" Deliveries Incorporate Test/Confidence Objectives
•Manned Elements - Minimum Of Three Unmanned Flights Before Crew Flight,
(Re Apollo)
•Long Lead Procurement Assumes Low Risk Materials To Mitigate Schedule Risk
•Tooling Assumed Available To Support The Program Schedules
•No Interference In Facilities During Fabrication, Assembly, Test, Processing, and
Launch
-New Facilities Will Be On-line To Accommodate The Program Schedules
5.1.3 Summary Master Schedules
The HLLV/STV Program Schedule (Fig. 5.3.1-1) illustrates the interrelationship between the
HLLV development program and the development program of an STV/HLLV upper stage. The
HLLV schedule data reflects the sequencing of the anticipated major milestones for PDR, CDR,
and test flight. The schedule then shows the time phasing requirements to implement an almost
parallel program for an STV as an HLLV upper stage with the phased progression to the Lunar
Transportation System (LTS). The fifteen foot diameter STV schedule is included to accommodate
the interface for the Space Shuttle, an upgraded Titan IV, or other fifteen foot diameter payload
class of vehicle as identified in the STV statement of work. The STV schedule for the fifteen foot
diameter and the HLLV upper stage meets the early IOC dates for the NASA polar mission and the
DoD missions from the CNDB-90. These STV systems are in service while the development of
the LTS progresses through the first test flight launch in 2003. An expendable LTS cargo mission
(payload unloader) to the lunar surface follows in 2004 and a reusable LTS cargo mission and the
first piloted mission in 2005. This program phasing lowers peak funding requirements and
provides integration of the mature STV design into the LTS. This sequencing also increases the
ability to use common test beds and previous STV test articles through modifications and upgrades
for LTS scenarios (schedule permitting) and provides early flight mission confidence using the
STV prior to the LTS flights. The early STV flights will accomplish selected LTS test objectives
and lower the development time, cost, and risk for the LTS program.
Our STV Summary Master Schedule (Figs. 5.3.1-2 and 3) presents an overview of the program
plan for the fifteen foot transfer vehicle and depicts the effort from phase C/D authority-to-proceed
in October 1995 to full scale development and on through the beginning of the production phase.
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Figure 5.1.3-1 HLLV/STV Program Schedule
Critical milestones identified by NASA/MSFC and Martin Marietta are presented. It should be
noted that there is an overlap between production and FSD which extends through ILC. In order
to mitigate risk in reaching ILC on schedule, long lead procurement approval for low risk materials
which are needed in the development hardware builds will be required at Program Requirements
Review (PRR) in the January 1996 timeframe. Also, an additional long lead procurement
authorization to support production hardware builds will be required at the completion of Critical
Design Review (CDR). The primary and secondary critical paths are also highlighted on the
summary schedule. The primary critical path as derived from the logic network model is traced
through the design, development, and qualification of the main propulsion system (which includes
the advanced space engine and RCS system) leading up to integration into the first flight unit. This
portion of the database was generated using the anticipated Integrated Modular Engine (IME)
development program and SSME historical data to arrive at the expected task durations for engine
development program and historical data from Viking, Magellan etc., for the RCS program
development task durations. The secondary critical path is annotated and, in the event that an
existing version of an off the shelf (three year lead time) RL10 engine is used on the front end of
the program to cut costs and reduce risk, then the primary path would shift to the avionics
development program, in particular the GN&C and Data Management/Sequencing subsystems and
their associated software development programs.
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Our LTS Summary Master Schedule (Figs. 5.3.1-3 and 4) presents an overview of the program
plan for the selected space based reusable concept 4E-5B and shows the effort required from the
phase C/D authority-to-proceed in October 1997 to full scale development and on through the
beginning of the production phase. The database was generated using historical data, lessons
learned and experience from the Viking, Magellan, MMU, Titans, Skylab, TOS, USRS,
Transtage, FTS, TSS, Apollo, etc., programs. Critical milestones as identified by NASA/MSFC
and Martin Marietta are presented. It should again be noted that there is an overlap between
production and FSD which extends through ILC and in order to mitigate risk in reaching ILC on
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Figure 5.1.3-3 LTS Master Summary Schedule
schedule, long lead procurement approval for low risk materials needed for the development
hardware builds will be required at Program Requirements Review (PRR). Also an additional long
lead procurement authorization to support production hardware builds will be required at the
completion of Critical Design Review (CDR). The primary and secondary critical paths are also
highlighted on the summary schedule. The primary critical path as derived from the logic network
model is traced through the development and ground/flight qualification of the smart aerobrake
leading up to integration into the first flight unit. The smart aerobrake required the development of
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theintegralavionics, RCS, and structural package into a development program that meets the early
mission objectives and supports the defined LTS test program. The secondary critical path is
annotated through the avionics development program, in particular the GN&C and Data
Management/Sequencing subsystems and their associated software. The complexity of the crew
module and the length of an ASE development program combined for a small margin of difference
between all four programs and either of them could become the program plan tallpole.
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Figure 5.1.3-4 LTS Master Summary Schedule (Cont'd)
5.2 TEST PROGRAM DETAILS
The STV/LTS test program has been developed to show an integrated approach of satisfying both
the component and system test requirements of the ground and flight articles. To assure the
success of this test program it has been divided into test phases which parallel the STV/LTS
program phases B, C/D, and E/F. The following briefly describes each of these phases and the
test intentions: a) technology verification and feasibility of STV/LTS design concepts during phase
B; b) design development testing during phase C/D; c) component and system qualification
program during phase C/D; d) systems level ground and flight testing during phase C/D; and e)
acceptance and operational testing during phase C/D and phase E/F.
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Thetestprogramgroundrulesandassumptionsweredevelopedas top level boundaries based upon
the accepted policies and procedures of the Martin Marietta Corporation. The following are a list of
assumptions that were used to generate the preliminary test plan for the STV/LTS:
piloted
•The system will be qualified to MIL-STD 1540B
•Components will be qualified to M-67-45, Test Methods and Controls, Components
•A full static firing test of the STV/LTS will NOT be required
•Aerobrake undock/rendezvous/docking will be demonstrated in LEO
•An unmanned, full-scale aeropass maneuver will be tested in space prior to the first
aeropass maneuver
•An unmanned crew module will be tested in space prior to the first piloted mission to the
lunar surface
•Test articles are assumed to have a single use only
•Near earth missions can/will be utilized to accomplish lunar test objectives
The following are a list of assumptions that were used to develop the STV/LTS test program
schedule and network logic model:
•The LTS test flight will be accomplished in 2003
•The In'st STV as an HLLV upper stage mission (polar mission) will occur in 2001
•The first STV as an 15' transfer vehicle mission (DOD) will occur in 2001
• The first LTS cargo mission (FIt-0, payload unloader) will occur in 2004
• The first LTS piloted mission (Flt-2) will occur in 2005
The STV/LTS phase B ground testing scenario has been established to provide technology
verification and feasibility of design concepts. The main emphasis of this phase has been to
address the technology/advanced development of the aerobrake, avionics/software, cryo-fluid
management, cryo auxiliary propulsion, and alternative propulsion systems. This effort is further
addressed in the technology/advanced development section of this final report via the roadmaps.
The particular schedule driver, as it exists today, is the development of the "smart" aerobrake. Our
test program has been established to require the equivalent of an AFE II, whereby the LTS
configuration aerobrake (although not full scale) is demonstrated using a "to be" scheduled STS
flight in the 1997 timeframe. The development of the smart aerobrake also uses data gathered
during the already scheduled AFE I, in the 1995 timeframe.
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TheSTV/LTSphaseC/Ddevelopmentestingprogramhasbeendesignedto aidin thepreliminary
evaluationof thedesignfeasibilityandmanufacturingprocesswhile providingconfidencethatthe
flight hardwarewill passqualificationtests.Thetestunits consistof: 1)structuralcomponentsof
the tank structure,mechanismsetc.,;and2) componentandsubsystembreadboardsof the RCS,
propulsionsubsystem,avionicsboxes,thermalcontrol subsystem,andpower subsystems,etc.
To aid in thedevelopmentof thecomponentsandsubsystemsa functional testunit (FFU) will be
required. This unit would be the tool for evaluationof the avionicsand control subsystemfor
softwaretesting. Also theuseof engineeringprototypes,mockups,anddevelopmentunitswould
beemployedto verify thesubsystemdesignintegrity.
The STV/LTS phaseC/D qualification testprogramhasbeenestablishedto verify flight type
components, subsystems,and systemsmeet performanceand design requirements under
anticipatedoperationalregimesandenvironments.Thetestunitsconsistof:
•Componentswhich wouldbequalifiedto M-67-45,TestMethodsandControls,
Components
•A subsystemstructuraltestarticle(STA) for staticloadtestto demonstratedesign
integrity of theprimary structureandverify themanufacturingprocess,for Modal Survey
to acquirecorrelationdatafor DynamicsModel, andfor ordnanceseparationto verify
mechanicalshockinducedby theseparationsystem(i.e..droptank separation).
•A subsystemspropulsion test article (PTA) for cryogenic pressure,leak, flow and
ignition
testingto acquiremodelcorrelationdataandestablishflow inducedstructuredynamics.
•Also thesubsystemsfunctionaltestarticle(FTA) wouldcontinueto beusedfor
qualificationof theavionicsandsoftware.
oAsystemsenvironmental/pathfindertestvehicle(groundtestunit - GTU) to beusedfor
thermalvacuumtesting to verify capability of meetingoperationalrequirementswhen
subjectto vacuumandtemperature xtremes,thermalextremes,andalsoto verify thatthe
thermal control subsystemwill maintain and control the external subsystemsand
componentsto within the design specifications. This unit would also be used for
acousticstestingto verify structuralintegrity of thesystemfor high frequencyvibrations,
EMC testing to provide dataassuringSTV/LTS systemand STV/LTS launchsystem
compatibility, and pathfinder processingat KSC to validate ground processing and
handlingprocedures.
°A systemsflight testvehicle(FTV) to beusedfor full-scaleflight demonstrationof the
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STV/LTS unit (with crew module) from ground processing through a full lunar mission
prior to the first manned mission.
Figure 5.2-1 defines the subsystem requirements by test article.
Figure 5.2-2 presents the mission objectives accomplished by each flight article.
Figure 5.2-3 displays the test configuration usages.
The timeline in Figure 5.2-4portrays the ground processing, LEO processing, and STV/LTS flight
test.
The STV/LTS acceptance and operational test programs would be used to verify flight hardware
performance in accordance with design and manufacturing documentation. STV/LTS test units
will have an acceptance test performed verifying that the hardware is of known configuration
(components, subsystems, and systems). The operational testing would consist of manufacturing
in-line acceptance tests, systems operations testing (as practicable on ground and prior to LEO
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Figure 5.2-4 Ground Processing, LEO Processing, and STV/LTS Flight Test
node departure), and launch processing tests (again as practicable at KSC and prior to LEO node
departure). It is expected that much of the testing could and would be accomplished, via built-in-
test (BIT) both at KSC and at the LEO node. Launch processing tests would include interface
verification, RF verification, STV/LTS system functional, and booster integration and combined
system test.
5.3 NETWORK LOGIC MODELS
The network logic model is the beginning of what has become the single database from which we
derive the program intermediate and master schedules. Utilizing Open Plan software, the tasks that
are to be accomplished have been modeled, interrelationships have been defined, and the
anticipated task durations established through assimilation of historical data, lessons learned, and
project technical experience. The network logic model has been developed so that all that is
required to run the program analysis is that the user load a Phase C/D ATP target date into that
activity. The analysis performed will provide the calculated dates for all the activities leading up to
and including initial launch capability date for the LTS-TST vehicle, first cargo flight date, first
manned mission capability date, and on through the total lunar program as currently manifested.
The program has not been constrained to accomplish only one LTS flight per year but is allowed to
determine the LEO departure and mission operations spans based upon anticipated processing and
launch constraints both on the ground and in LEO. Additionally, the network database is coded by
WBS element to the third level, enabling us to sort and select on any single or unique grouping of
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elements. The network logic model database will be used to drive down program planning
requirements to the detailed schedule level and then monitor program activities and status while
also serving as a what-if tool for the analysis of potential and real changes to the program baseline.
The network logic model flow chart, which is in logic Gantt format, is included in the
prograrrmmtics appendix.
The program critical path(s) and schedule risk analyses have been accomplished and evaluated.
The critical path of the network is the longest path by time through the network or the path through
the network with the least float/margin. By analyzing the network it is determined that the primary
path flows through engineering design, system PDR, system CDR, aerobrake component and
system qual testing, and fabrication of the production units. It must be emphasized that the close
margin between the aerobrake, crew module, avionics/software, and engine development programs
makes for an extremely difficult task of identifying of the most probable program taU-pole. As the
technology and advanced development programs become further defined, the network model can
be updated and/or modified to address program changes and critical path analysis reapplied. The
scheduled risk analysis was conducted on our network model utilizing the Open Plan Extension for
Risk Analysis (OPERA) software package. Activities and key milestones on the critical path were
identified and coded with minimum (most optimistic) and maximum (worst case) task durations.
Using probability theory and a Monte Carlo simulation, OPERA determines the most likely
outcome. The Monte Carlo simulation recalculates the critical path multiple times to account for the
relative effort of all possible scenarios. The result is a statistically calculated scenario that predicts
the eventual course of the project. The results of the schedule analysis indicated that we have an
87% probability of achieving the LTS-TST flight ILC from the LEO node as scheduled on
September 26, 2003.
5.4 NETWORK LOGIC DERIVED MASTER SCHEDULE GANTT CHARTS
The network logic model derived Gantt schedule charts were generated from the network logic
database to assist the MSFC Phase C/D STV implementation planning and to identify the time
phasing of support programs. The schedules provide a more detailed breakdown of the effort
portrayed in the summary master schedules referenced in Section 5.1.3, Summary Master
Schedules. The schedule charts are laid out to clearly identify the major program milestones, major
subsystem development, major subsystem integration, software development programs, support
equipment development and delivery, tooling design and development, data, training, vehicle
processing, vehicle launches, and LEO processing, mission operations, systems engineering
programs, and support services. The logic and subsequently derived schedules use a "green light"
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approach to building and testing the subsystems and systems. This implies that the hardware can
be built and stored in advance of ground processing and launch to the LEO assembly point. The
network logic can be altered to address funding shortfalls by limiting the builds per year to any
given set of criteria. The network logic derived master schedule Gantt charts are included in the
prograrmnatics volume appendix.
5.5 COST SUMMARY
V
5.5.1 Top Level Cost Summary
Table 5.5.1-1 shows the STV top level cost by program phase and by major WBS element. It
includes the production and launch of 22 vehicles with a LCC of $9809.9 M. The DDT&E cost is
$624.4 M, the production cost is $1205.4 M ($55 M average unit cost), and the operations cost is
$8417.7.M.
Table 5.5.1-1 also shows the overall cost for the LTS program, including the production of 9
vehicles and launch of 25 missions, is $88,620.4 M. The DDT&E cost is $23,385.4 M, the
production cost is $6,375.8 M ($708 M average unit cost), and the Integration and Operations cost
is $58,859.2 M.
Table 5.5.1-1 Top Level Cost Summary
Element
Space Transfer Vehicle
Growth and Fee
TOTAL
Lunar Transportation System
Growth and Fee
TOTAL
STV/LTS TOTAL
DDT&E
451.8
172.6
624.4
16,918.7
6466.7
23,385.4
24,009.8
Prod
871.9
333.3
1205.2
4612.7
1763.1
6375.8
7581.0
Ops
6090.0
2327.7
8417.7
42,583.1
16,276.1
58,859.2
67,276.9
LCC
7413.7
2833.6
10,247.3
64,114.5
24,505.9
88,620.4
98,867.7
Costs Reported in Millions of 1991 Dollars
5.5.2 Cost by WBS
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Table 5.5.2-1 shows the STV LCC breakout by major WBS element. The total DDT&E cost for
the LTS program is projected to be $624.4 M. The total production cost for the STV program is
projected to be $1205.2 M. The total operations cost for the STV program is to be $8417.7 M.
Table 5.5.2-2 shows the LTS LCC breakout by major WBS element. The total DDT&E cost for
the LTS program is projected to be $23,385.4 M. The total production cost for the LTS program
is projected to be $6,375.8 M. The total operations cost for the LTS program is projected to be
$58,859.2 M.
Table 5.5.2-1 STV Cost by WBS Element
Element
Vehicle
Software
Support Equipment
System Test
Facilities
Operations
Systems Engineering
Program Management
Sub Total
ETO Costs
Growth and Fee
DDT&E
117.8
50.0
17.7
67.1
50.0
13.0
95.1
41.1
451.8
0.0
172.6
Prod
689.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
O.0
103.4
79.3
871.9
0.0
333.3
Ops
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
466.4
70.0
53.6
590.0
5500.0
2327.7
LCC
807.0
50.0
17.7
67.1
50.0
479.4
268.5
174.0
1913.7
5500.0
2833.6
TOTAL 624.4 1205.2 8417.7 10,247.3
Costs Reported in Millions of 1991 Dollars
Table 5.5.2.2 LTS Cost by WBS Element
Element DDT&E Prod Ops LCC
Core Stage/Lander (w/Crew Cab)
TLI Tanks
LOI Tanks
Software
Support Equipment
System Test
Facilities
Operations
Systems Engineering
Program Management
Sub Total
ETO Costs
LEO Node Costs
Growth and Fee
TOTAL
2038.9
68.8
60.8
500.0
867.4
2965.0
2550.0
295.0
2398.4
1174.4
12918.7
0.0
4000.0
6466.7
23,385.4
2538.7
646.6
461.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
547.0
419.3
4612.7
0.0
0.0
1763.1
6375.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8108.3
1216.3
932.4
10257.0
32,326.1
0.0
16,276.1
58,859.2
4577.6
715.4
521.9
500.0
867.4
2965.0
2550.0
8403.3
4161.7
2526.1
27788.4
32,326.1
4000.0
24,505. ¢,
88,620.4
Costs Reported in Millions of 1991 Dollars
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Figure 5.5.2-1 shows the breakdown of the LTS DDT&E costs in ranked order. Figure 5.5.2-2
shows the breakdown of the LTS DDT&E costs by percentage. The LEO node cost makes up the
largest single cost at $4000 M (23.6%), followed by the system test cost ($2965 M, 17.5%),
facilities costs ($2550 M, 15.1%), the systems engineering costs ($2398.4 M, 14.2%), and the
core vehicle costs ($2038.9 M, 12.8%). Support equipment, software, operations planning, and
site activation make up the remaining costs.
5
A
4
3
[] LEO Node
[] System Test
[] Facil_ies
[] Sys Engr
[] Core Vehicle
Figure 5.5.2-1 LTS DDT&E Cost
16.8% 12.8%
23.6%
17.5% []
UN
[]
[]
Core Vehicle
System Test
Facilities
Sys Engr
LEO Node
Other
14.2%
15.1%
Figure 5.5.2-2 LTS DDT&E Cost
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Figures 5.5.2-4 and 5.5.2-4 show the breakdown of the LTS Production costs for 9 vehicles. The
core vehicle makes up the largest single cost at $2538.7 M (55.0%), followed by the TLI tank
costs ($646.6 M, 14.0%), and the systems engineering costs ($547.0 M, 11.9%). Other costs
including the LOI tanks and project management make up the remaining costs.
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Figure 5.5.2-3 LTS Production Cost
11.9%
14%
55%
[] Core Vehicle
[] TLI Tanks
[] Sys Engr
[] Other
Figure 5.5.2.4 LTS Production Cost
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Figures5.5.2-5 and 5.5.2-6 show the breakdown of the LTS Operations costs for 25 missions.
The ETO costs of these missions make up the largest single cost at $32,326.1 M (75.9%),
followed by the Operations cost ($8108.3 M, 19.0%). The Systems Engineering and the Program
Management make up the remaining costs.
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Figure 5.5.2-6 LTS Operations Costs
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6.0 TECHNOLOGY/ADVANCED
6.1 Task Objective
DEVELOPMENT
The objective of this task was to determine the technologies and advanced development concepts
essential for the evolution of the next generation of lunar space transfer vehicles. To satisfy this
objective, a comprehensive listing of candidate technologies and advanced development concepts
was identified, categorized into nine lunar and three Mars areas, coordinated with MSFC, and
screened to eliminate those that have already reached system level maturity. The current maturity
level of each remaining technology and advanced development concept was then established, as
was a schedule for advancing that level. The focused technology maturation program schedules
progressive maturity into the technology and advanced development activities which provide the
increasing levels of confidence required by program management for decisively choosing from
identified alternative designs or operational concepts. The key to success is flexible, adaptive
management of program control, authority and responsibility, with implementation shared by the
organizations able to perform the invention, development, demonstration, and implementation with
credibility.
6.1 Approach
The STV Technology and Advanced Development (TAD) effort has identified the highest priority
technologies and advanced concepts that are essential for the development of lunar STVs which can
evolve into vehicles for Mars manned and cargo missions. In order to establish the status of each
key TAD concept, development schedules have been defined for each area showing the current
TAD maturity level and the existing/planned programs which will advance each TAD concept.
A cost and performance benefits assessment is underway for each candidate TAD concept to
quantify its value to the STV program. The process for this effort is shown in Figure 6.1-1. All
candidate concepts will be prioritized and detailed development plans will be completed for those
with the highest priority. A wide range of technologies have been identified and assessed to ensure
the requirements for all STV concepts being evaluated are considered. All TAD concepts will be
prioritized based upon their impact on STV cost, performance/safety and development schedule.
Those that have a significant effect on any of these three criteria will be identified as "High"
priority items. Those that have a moderate effect will be identified as "Medium" priority, and a
"Low" priority will be assigned to those which have an insignificant effect on STV cost,
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Cost Benefits Assessment
Each Technology/Advanced
Performance Benefits Assessment Dev Concept Prioritized
High
Medium
• Low
Schedule Risk Assessment
T
(Maturity Level 6 By STV CDR ,I Prioritized Listing of All III
I Technology/Advanced II
I Establish Development i
I Plan for Highest Prlority I
I TechnologylAdvanced II
Figure 6.1-1 Technology Advanced Development Analyses Process.
Level Level Description
113 Basic Principles Observed and Reported
2,= Conceptual Design Formulated
311 Conceptual Design Tested Analytically or Experimentally
4<> Critical Function/Characteristic Demonstration
5_ Component/Brassboard Tested in Relevant Environment
6t Prototype/Engineering Model Tested in Relevant Environment
70 Engineering Model Tested in Space
8_ "Flight-Qualified" System
9e "Flight-Proven" System
Technology
Develonment
- Advanced
Dev_lonm_nt
Flight
Systems
Figure 6.1.2 TAD Maturity Level Definitions
j_
v
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performance or schedule. All the TAD concepts evaluated in this study will be listed according to
their priority and a development plan will be established for the highest priority concepts.
TAD Maturity LevelsmDefinitions of the seven TAD maturity levels illustrated in Figure 6.1-2
were derived from the NASA Space Systems Technology Model (January 1984). They range
from the observation of the basic principles (Level 1) to an engineering model tested in space
(Level 7). To minimize program risk with resultant cost overruns, it is imperative that a maturity
Level 4 be reached by STV Preliminary Design Review and a maturity level of 6 (with 7 preferred)
be obtained by the Critical Design Review (CDR), tentatively shown as the first quarter of 1997.
The twelve basic, top-level STV system requirements that drive the technology and advanced
development needs are summarized in Table 6.1-1. Although the first five listed have slightly
more impact on almost all the major STV systems than the other seven, all twelve directly affect the
selection of the key technology and advanced development concepts.
Table 6.1-1 STV Requirements That Drive
• Evolve For Mars Missions
• Manrated, Dual Fault Tolerant & High Reliability
• Withstand Space Environments, Long Duration
• Robust Design, Margins
• Minimum Space Assembly & EVA and No
In-Flight Maintenance
• Cryogenic Propellant, 5 to 12 Months Propellant
Storage
• In-Space Fluid Management & Transfer *
• Minimum In-Space Fluids
• Aeroasslst GEO, LEO or Mars Return *
• Autonomous Rendezvous, Docking & Landing *
• In Sltu Resources
• Low Life Cycle Costs and Acceptable
Performance
• If Hardware Reused, 5 to 30 Year Service Life
Technology Advanced Development
* Not Required For All Concepts
6.2 Key STV Areas
Table 6.2-1 shows the ten key STV technology and advanced development areas essential for the
development of lunar STVs that evolve into Mars vehicles. Early GEO vehicles will incorporate
less advanced technology/development concepts and serve as test beds for the more advanced
concepts required for sustained lunar, Mars and planetary travel.
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In-depth development schedules have been prepared for each of the twelve TAD areas. These
schedules show the current maturity level, the on-going programs (if any) that will be raising the
maturity level, and the agency or program that is responsible for increasing the maturity. Only a
portion of one schedule is shown here due to space limitations. Schedules for all TAD concepts
are available upon request.
6.2.1 Aerobrake
The aerobrake has significant cost and performance benefits compared to an all propulsive stage,
thus, TAD concepts critical to the design, fabrication and control of aerobrakes were identified as
high priority
Table 6.2-1 Key STV
• Aerobraking
• Avlonica
• Cryo Fluid Mgmt
• Cryo _=aoo Engine
• Space & Ground Operatiorm
(Robotics, AI, etc.)
• Crow Modulo
• ECLSS
• Cryo Auxiliary propulsion
• Altornatlve Propulsion
• In Situ Resources
GEO
Technology Advanced Development Areas.
Lunar
4
items. As can be seen in the aerobrake TAD development schedule (Fig. 6.2-1), several will reach
level 5 to 6 maturity as a result of the aerobrake flight experiment (AFE) which is to fly in 1994.
However, except for atmosphere characterization, there are no current programs identified which
will advance any of the TAD concepts past this level. In the case of fault tolerance and space
environmental effects, there are no programs identified to date that would advance them past their
current maturity levels of 2.
Additional TAD concepts related to the aerobrake development (not shown in Fig. 6.2-1) include
TPS materials and structures (advanced rigid tiles, carbon-carbon materials, intermetaUics, flexible
blankets, low density ablators, and high temperature structures), health and status monitoring, and
testing of high temperature materials. There are no current programs which will develop any of
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theseconceptsto a level7 exceptfor high temperaturestructures.Developmentof carbon-carbon
by the SurvivableSolarPanelPowerSystem(SUPER)andNASP programsmay help advance
this material,but not to theextentrequiredfor theaerobrakethermalprotectionsystem. Neither
aerobrakehealthandstatusmonitoringnor hightemperaturematerialstestinghaveanyprograms
identifiedto datewhichwill advancethempasttheircurrentmaturitylevelof 2.
STV Teohno!_-_.y
Cryogenic Space Engine
STV Program
Mlleldones - Option S
AeroDhvslce
CFD Analysis (H)
(M)
Engineering Analysis
Avionics (H)
High All. GPS
Receiver/Opl)cal
Tracker/Space
Based Star Tracker/
La_ Gryo/
Advanced Computer
Adaptive Guidance (H)
Atmosphere
Characterization (H)
, I=1,kl,l=l_kl, 1=1314bI=hl,I, 1=13kh 1=131,1,121_1,1,1=i31`1,I=I, , 1=13kh1=1314,1=131`1,1=b1`| k_14
....... k,.k, iti..'_, " _,-'-_.'._; _ .......................... ,,,a..'_" " "
AFE I
Viking, Pioneer Venus, AFE I
_ST_____ ............. --_.
AFE I
Titan IV & Centaur
AFE I
_- ............. __.
MSFC GRAM, Gnd AFE I
-'- ased LIDAR, STS Space Based LIDAR
T_tg_F_aulL 311_MMC & Boeing Inhouse
(H).
_) IMSFC LDEF
1311 Level 2 Maturity:
Conceptual Deeign
FormuMtlKI
• Level 3 Maturity:
Conceptual DeSign Tenld
Level 4 Maturity: Critical
Function/Chm'actm'latlc
Demonatratk)n
COml_x_enUBr_l_Kd
Teated
in Relevant Environment
Level 6 Maturity: Prototype/
Engineering Model Tesled
in Relevant Environmen!
0 Level 7 Maturity:
Engineming Model Tested
in Space
Figure 6.2-1 Aerobrake TAD Schedule.
6.2.2 Avionics
TAD concepts applicable to the STV avionics subsystem include health and status monitoring
(architecture, two fault tolerance, redundancy management, and synchronization), computers
(architectures and advanced memories), software (multi-redundancy in real-time operation,
computer generated codes, and automatic verification and validation), bus architectures based on
fiber optics, photonics, power (fault tolerant distribution, high density batteries, and advanced fuel
cells utilizing fuel grade cryos), communications (Ka band, advanced S-band, laser array antenna),
analytical models, space environmental effects including SEU and development of a national
avionics test bed. Only one of these concepts, fault tolerant power distribution, is expected to
reach level 7 maturity through a currently funded program. Only one other avionics TAD concept,
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communication, has any on-going development programs. None of the remaining avionics TAD
concepts are anticipated to advance beyond level 5 maturity through any current or projected
programs and several axe not expected to matured beyond level 3. Six of the avionics TAD
concepts are ranked as high priority in the initial prioritization for STV application, and three
ranked as medium priority.
Table 6.2.3-1 Cryogenic Space Engine TAD Concepts.
(H) Throttling
- 10:1 to 20:1
- Tank Head &
Pumped Idle Modes
- Zero NPSP
- Efficient Injectors &
Combustion Stability
(M) Advanced/High Speed Turbopumps
(M) Efficient High Pressure Combustion
Chamber
(M) Large Extendible/Retractable Nozzles
and Deployment Mechanisms
(M) Electromechanical TVC Actuator
(M) Electromechanlcal Control Valves
(H) Integrated Modular Engine
(H) Health & Status Monitoring
(H) Cryogenic Engine Test Facility
(M) Analytical Models
(H) Two Fault Tolerance
(H) Space Environmental Effects
..,_j
6.2.3 Cryogenic Space Engine
Table 6.2.3-1 lists twelve TAD concepts related to development of cryogenic space engines, along
with our preliminary assessment of the priority to the STV program. Six of the twelve TAD
concepts identified as critical to the development of STV cryogenic space engines have been
assessed to be high priority and none will have advanced past Level 5 maturity under current
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programsat time of STV CDR, and somewill only beat maturity Level 4. Only one of the
mediumpriority TAD conceptswill havereachedLevel7 maturity throughexistingprogramsand,
again,thiswill occurpasttheSTVprogramCDR.
6.2.4 Cryogenic Fluid Management
Table 6.2.4-1 CFM TAD Concepts
£data 
(M) Ak-ki Tanks
(M) Composite Tanks
(H) Robust Insulation
(H) Refrigeration
(H) Reliquefaction
(M) vcs
(M) Mixer Pump
(M) TVS
(H) Space Environmental Effects
(H) Health & Status Monitorino
(H) Two Fault Tolerance
Instrumentation
(M) Low g Mass Gauging
(M) Smart Temperature Sensors
(M) m Smart Pressure Sensors
Transfer
(M) Automated Propellant Loading
(H) Cryo Disconnects/Couplers
(M) Composite Cryo Transfer Line
(M) No-Vent Fill
/ ,gutsRten
(L) Engine Feed Start Basket
(M) Liquid Acquisition Device
(M) Electromechanlcal Vent Valve
(M) Slush Transfer. Storage & Gaalna
(M) Analytical Models
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The TAD concepts for the STV CFM area have also been identified, development schedules
def'med, and an assessment made of all the existing and planned programs that would develop each
TAD concept through a maturity level of seven. All but two concepts shown in Table 6.2.4-1 are
assessed to have a medium or high priority. Fourteen will require new or expanded programs to
bring them to level seven maturity. Four concepts have current or planned programs to bring them
to level seven maturity and are considered acceptable STV program risks because they will have
reached level four maturity prior to the PDR and level six prior to CDR. The 10 TAD areas shown
are listed in order of importance to the STV program. Cryogenic storage was ranked the highest
because propellant boiloff affects crew safety (adequate propellant to perform the mission and
return), performance (tank size and weight), and cost (mass placed in LEO). Development of
robust insulation concepts has also lagged behind most other CFM technologies/advanced
developments. It will, therefore, have an adverse effect on STV development and schedule risks
unless it is adequately addressed in time to support STV missions which require cryogenic
propellant storage greater than a few hours. Space environmental effects were ranked second
because there is little specific information on the long term effects of space (atomic oxygen, UV,
space debris and meteorites, etc.) on CFM hardware. Health and status monitoring and two fault
tolerance were also considered to have high priorities because both are essential to the safe
operation of STVs and both will have significant impacts on STV performance and cost. The
remaining TAD concepts were ranked in the order shown based upon their potential effect on STV
development, cost and performance.
L j
6.2.5 Cryogenic Auxiliary Propulsion
The TAD concepts related to cryo auxiliary propulsion include turbopumps, liquid acquisition
devices, heat exchangers, thrusters (both 25 lb fixed and 50-1000 lb throttleable), and integrated
RCS. The concepts presently being pursued which would support the development of gaseous
hydrogen/oxygen reaction control systems (RCS) are the liquid acquisition device and throttleable
modular engines. Although extensive testing has been performed on 25 lb RCS thrusters for the
space station, current analyses show that much larger thrust systems (50 to 1000 lb thrust) are also
required for the candidate STV vehicles. A throttleable RCS from 50 to 1000 lb thrust would have
significant cost and schedule savings and, thus, rank high on the TAD priority list. Although this
system would benefit from on-going NASP research, additional development may be required to
bring it up to Level 7 maturity.
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6.2.6 Alternative Propulsion
Various nuclear thermal rocket and electric propulsion concepts could be used for lunar mission,
but are better suited for the longer duration Mars trip. Because both of these propulsion concepts
significantly increase payload capability and/or reduce trip times, the associated TAD concepts have
been identified as high priority for Mars missions only. There are virtually no current programs
which will advance the maturity level of the nuclear propulsion TAD concepts. Several programs
presently under way to develop the various electrical propulsion TAD concepts may be adequate to
support the Mars exploration missions, as the Mars vehicles are not required until well after the
year 2000.
6.3 Cost and Performance Benefits Analyses
To quantify the cost and performance benefits of each TAD concept, an analysis is being
performed using the Zero Base Technology Concept (ZBTC) approach developed on the Advanced
Launch System (ALS) program. In this approach, a reference ZBTC is defined and its Life Cycle
Cost (LCC) and performance established. The cost and performance effects each TAD concept has
on the ZBTC is then assessed. For our analysis, the Martin Marietta 90 Day Study vehicle
reference concept was selected as the ZBTC. This reference vehicle was assumed to use existing
technology and hardware such as RL-10A-4 engines, aluminum tanks and aluminum-mylar MLI.
The non-recurring, recurring, and LCC for the ZBTC are shown in Figure 6.3-1. This analysis
assumes five flights per vehicle.
A detailed breakdown of the ZBTC reference vehicle recurring cost shows the largest item for the
LTV is the crew module, which is closely followed by the tanks and subsystems costs. Other
significant cost contributors are the structure and propulsion systems. For the LEV, the crew
module again makes up the greatest part of the recurring cost, with the structure being a distant
second. The propulsion system accounts for only about 12% of the total LEV recurring cost and
tanks less than 8%.
When the cost and performance benefits analyses have been completed for each candidate TAD
concept, they will be ranked against each other based upon the total LCC savings. To ensure that
each concept is assessed properly, data will also be derived as to the concept's total investment
cost, recurring savings per flight, cost benefit (LCC divided by research and technology cost), and
net present value for a 5% discount rate. All this information will be used to establish the
"cost"
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System Eng. 3%
Launch Ops. 1%
ETO 79%
Progrem Men.
2% LTV Prod.
11%
LEV Prod.
4%
RECURRING
31%
69%
Recurring
Production Ops.
Facility Support
Software
System Eng.
9% 5'_
Facility 6%
Program Man. 7% 19%
8% Space Station
Support Equip.
NONRECURRING
Nonrecurring
DDT&E
Facllltln
LCC 33.5B
Nonrecurring Cost 10.4B
Recurring Cost 23.1B
Cost per Flight (avg) 1.1B
...j
Figure 6.3.1 LCC of ZBTC: 90 Day Reference Configuration.
ranking which will be integrated with the "performance" and "schedule" rankings to arrive at the
high, medium and low priorities for all of the STV TAD concepts.
Results from the initial assessment of the TAD concepts show the potential high priority items to be
aerobrake aerophysics, guidance/control and materials; avionics, power, software and fault
tolerance system; cryogenic engine throttling and integrated modular engine; health and status
monitoring; fault tolerance and space environmental effects. Our study results show that many of
the potentially high and medium priority TAD concepts will not reach an adequate level of maturity
to support the STV program without additional funding.
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